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The Man Who Spoke With Cats
1. Things are breaking…
His parents had saved, saved, saved to send Nick to Wharton School, where he did
okay, but nothing to talk about over bridge. How’s Nick doing? Okay. He works in a
bank, something to do with mortgages. Does he like it? What’s to not like? He gets a
check twice a month and supports his family.
Actually, Nick was rather bored. Smiling made his face hurt. He reported his “deals”
monthly, and beyond his base he got a monthly emolument. When the bank
manager would call him in monthly for his “chaser” he would smile, seemingly in
response to the limp handshake he got. The mere press of it brought down another
wave of depression. He sometimes thought back on the one English class he had
ever taken, and from which he had only taken one prize: Melville’s Bartleby. Oh
would he could sit down in the middle of the lobby, between the high writing tables
that contained the deposit slips, withdrawal slips, and the tear-offs declaring the
latest mortgage interest rates! Just sit there and mutter: I prefer not to.
The high points in his life were the “executive days” when he would be sent to a
seminar, a nearby motel with a rented conference room for “team building” or (and
this was his favorite) the opportunity to attend a quarter of business “grooming”
courses at places like the Kellogg School, or Harvard. Here he would meet others like
him. They could “network” and trade their grievous stories or chip away at finding
new job opportunities, anything to move on! And so all these friends and
conspirators joined Linked-in and wrote each other very complimentary job
recommendations, and thanked each other profusely by telephone. There, in that
environment one could rêver [wags head side to side] about coming up on a warm
beach where there was fresh air and no two-hour traffic commute, the blue sky, the
real blue sky, not the one from the team building brain-storming sessions, no sticky
rolls and no stale coffee. Well, that was when they brought in the group hypnotist to
teach relaxation and self-assurance.
The men’s room was strategically placed next to the Bank Manager’s office. And it
was known that he occasionally timed people when he saw them enter the men’s
room with a newspaper (no one would attempt a book). So when the iPod finally
appeared, Nick could enter without being timed and read or execute Linked-in
duties. One day in his personal “ inner sanctum” he became engaged by a Fred, a
person in the Silicone Valley who kept acting amazed that Nick hadn’t pursued a
“web gig”. Perhaps they could slap something together on the theme of political
debate? In fact, on Facebook, Nick had noticed that people would go on and on
every day about the same things, especially politics. Fred was a techie, so he really
couldn’t push any ideas other than to create a kind of me-too Facebook. Well, the
barriers to entry were low, at least for a prototype site. But then what? How would
we get people to move away from their comfort zone (=give us money)?
The solution came as Nick sat on the couch with his wife Glenda after the kids,
Errol(7) and Wendy(10) went to bed and they were watching an interview on TV.
The marketing “guru”, one of the principals of an advertising company was
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responding to the most often asked question: Since no one pays attention to
advertisements, why do you bother? Can you actually measure your results? The
guru was about 35, very tall, big shoulders and hands, and a prominently bald head,
shaved and polished just so. His face was afflicted by a permanent-smirk that looked
like it was backed by Botox.
Well, Joel, I get that a lot. You see, the funny thing is that people really do
understand that it works, but they don’t recognize it. Let’s just deconstruct
what you just said so you can see it my way. But first, let’s just say there are
constant statistical studies that prove advertising works. Just go to our site,
www.gimmyideas.com and we have a whole page of pointers to these
studies, as well as a few studies of our own, just for samples.
At this point he makes one of those shit-eating shakes of his head he probably
learned from James Carville or someone like that.
Joel-the-interviewer has let him utter these entire sentences without interruption,
but now he has to earn his keep by interjecting something cogent:
Well yes I’ve seen studies before but never been convinced, as the argument
invariably comes out favorable to the advertiser. That’s why they do them in
the first place!
A slight tick of the head and a bearing down of the eyelids radiates the you-frickingmedia-commie look, but then the guru formulates the following compassionate
response:
Well I see how it can look like a vicious circle and I know people always think
people use statistics to lie, so let’s refocus on our track here. No point in
chasing that rabbit. Now we can forget the statistics and move on to
something more convincing.
You said people ignore advertising, right? Okay. They think they do. But
actually they are being blown up and mined by our modern techniques.
When did you take your last business class, in high school? About 1975,
right? And what did they say was the purpose of advertising?
Joel: Well, that wasn’t my last business class. I’m much more up to date than that!
Advertising is intended to clearly demonstrate the excellence of product, and also to
inform the consumer about updated or enhanced capabilities!
Guru: Yes, that’s exactly right, but of course you didn’t need to revisit that after high
school, because they are still teaching the same things today. Why? Because things
haven’t changed except there are now laws against maligning the competition. So
let me be Socratic with you, Joel, and ask how well that works?
Joel: As I said, it doesn’t. Where are we going with this?
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Guru: Well Joel, we have to go back to picture and frame, ground and subject. You
see, the viewer on TV is there for some sort of excitement. Their lives are very dull
and they want the vicarious adventures of sin, violence, sex, drugs, adultery, the
moral rockets for their suppressed egos, so they are wide-open to perceiving AN-YTHING! No one is watching them watch this stuff, which they couldn’t even discuss
publicly, except among chums. And then, every few minutes the show is traversed
by a set of ads, to which they are entirely numb. But what happens? The gates are
open. If the ad has routine objectives, such as you described, the ad period may
pass entirely unnoticed, but not unseen. The last thing we want to do is get their
attention! It’s kind of like gas at the pump. Now if the ad is actually interesting, as in
the Rose Bowl game every year, they will watch for the ads in order to be amused.
That really gripes the sports world because people aren’t watching for the game.
And it gripes the advertisers because they have to pay ransom prices for the time
knowing full well that the customers are only looking for something amusing or
clever, not part of their regular scheme. Watching their money go down the drain is
like water torture and they don’t enjoy being in the competitive position of needing
to earn these ratings kudos. But they all feel they have to play or they are nothing.
Ironic, isn’t it? But in reality, it’s the event that shows who is most willing to waste
the most money on advertising, a kind of commercial potlatch, which simply gets
the message out to the advertisers that advertisers will still have to pay through the
nose for information customers are laughing too hard to consume.
Joel: Yeah, but the ads the rest of the year don’t compare! They’re dull, stupid and
often downright insults to everyone’s intelligence!
Guru: Exactly! But the gates are open! That’s why we are guaranteed to do well,
especially when we are worthless. The more we fail to deliver on the dull messages
of advertising the better. Joe six pack says: Honey, did you see that stupid ad? Or,
hey Honey, wasn’t that demeaning to women? Or how about: Hey Honey! Did that
ad make any sense at all to you? Well, Dear, why didn’t you put it on mute? Honey, I
don’t see the point. We’ll only have to take it off mute in a minute or so and if am
not fast enough, I might miss some of the game! Minute, my foot! There are always
at least 5 minutes of advertising. The gates are open for fear of missing some
adventure, even if it’s just watching a Cadillac skid around three times and leave a
cloud of smoke. Oh the fantasy of being alone in the world and able to drive like
that in a city everyone has left! Ha! Talk about strange!
Joel: I never thought about it like that!
Finally the ads cut in and Nick is able to talk to his wife Glenda. Out of spite, he turns
off the TV.
It’s all come together for me, Glenda. You know, I talked to Fred, my tech guy friend
from California [as if this had already happened]. We were talking about how we
both feel dead in our jobs. He feels like he only exists to be called in the middle of
the night because a computer isn’t working. Fred knows I’m a finance guy and he
thought I should start some sort of financial services business and he could handle
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my IT. Financial services business? Really? Not brilliant. Not new. Not unique. No.
I’m thinking I should do something fun, morally suitable and profitable, on the
Internet. The idea started coming to me about a week ago. I really think social
networking will be the next wave for really successful people. Glenda! Why are you
taking the dishes out of the dish washer now? I mean: God! I’m talking about a great
future here! I don’t come home feeling like I want to shoot myself anymore; I don’t
stare into oncoming traffic like it’s an opportunity. God I’m 40, but it’s not too late
yet! The kids in fourth grade and sixth grade are perfect for a move to the coast
where I can get venture capital for our new business. We can multiply our
investments by I don’t know how much, by 10! by 100! by 1000! We can start with
what we have, build a prototype of the product and then go for capital. After a few
years we sell out or IPO and bang! We’re there! We have a home! The kids are in
the college of their choice! And once they’re not with us, we move to England like
you always wanted to do. You could take those art courses at the National Gallery!
Ah, the land of Guinness!
Glenda: I hope you never go into marketing. Let’s watch the news and then go to
bed.
Feeling very high, Nick suggests they skip the news, and the hand goes up, almost in
his face.
Glenda: Well Nick, let’s sleep on it. We can talk again tomorrow after work. We can
skip TV. I’m tired; I have to teach tomorrow. The Principal stormed me after some
piss-head kid brought in his parents to storm the Principal. They were upset I sent
the little prick to detention, or, as we now politely call it, after-school (teacher
unpaid) time out. I need to go lie down. It’s been a day where I got fuck-all out of
life. No Nick, I’m tired and need my sleep.
So the next morning Nick gets up before the rooster to start his two-hour commute
into Philly. Glenda sees him walking out the bedroom door and says: We’re not
moving. We’ll talk again tonight, and then rolls her head back into the pillows while
pulling the blanket up securely over her shoulder.
But! … No, Nick, I’ll talk to you tonight.
A screeching of tires is heard as he pulls away from the house, blasting the Beach
Boys. On the way to the eventual automatic parking wrack, he turns his whole
meaningless life over in his head. He is so angry he doesn’t stop for his routine
morning paper. He enters the “Executive Diner” and takes his place on the swiveling
stool. It’s one of those old-fashioned diners that have a curved ceiling above the
counter with polished aluminum plates and pseudo rivets that were built to carry
over the airplane look so dear to the public still nostalgic for the Second World War.
The floor is covered with white inlaid ceramic chiclets. This is his funky experience
for the day, a place his more chichi colleagues would never find him. Here he
devours his thick bacon, fried eggs over greasy, and English muffin with honey and
butter. He never says anything as Rush Limbaugh drones on, screaming now and
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again in the background. Soon the fatal minute hand approaches the 12 and he has
to move. Mastication has to stop. He doesn’t miss the newspaper but he’ll probably
buy it the next day when things in his life are clearer.
At the close of business his description of the day was still blank. On his automatic
rail, he strides to the mechanical garage only to see a sign:
Sorry For Our Mechanical Distress!
Repairs In Progress
Will Reopen By 9:00 PM
Now he would call Glenda and tell her he was stuck, which he was. He would be
alone for four hours. Glenda suggested he just stay over until the morning, but Nick
didn’t want to. Just working and not going home was an insult to life that he felt
very keenly. Going to a bar was not an option as the parts of the city where bars
stay open were too dangerous at night, and besides, he had to drive. Stores were
just closing and he didn’t need anything. He was tired and not in a good mood, not
the kind one is in when one “treats” oneself to a good restaurant. Nick particularly
disliked what he was feeling, the interruption of the inexorable routines that
Kordagujineved his numbness, so to stay numb until 9:00 he went back to the funky
diner, which of course was owned by a Greek, waited by his daughters, and served
breakfast or lunch or dinner or just some of those mile-high pastries that were good
at any time. He needed comfort food so he ordered the “house special steak” with
mashed potatoes and peas, comfort food. Good enough. From the moment he
finished his key lime pie, he continued to drink coffee and check things out on his
iPod. At 8:55 he arose to get his car. At 11:45 he pulled in the driveway. He house
was dark. He went to bed. He experienced his life as a narrative lull.
Leaving, the next morning, he said he still wanted to talk that night so she would
fully understand. Okay. Come home at a reasonable hour. We’ll talk. She sounded
tough.
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2. WTF?
Upon his return home he really shocked his family. His head was perfectly bald.
Nick: It’s my new look! Tomorrow I get my glasses with the turquoise rims! On
board my new life!
Glenda: You remind me of Ralph Kramden in the Honeymooners, but not as fat. Sit
down and have your dinner; you’ll soon feel calmer, but please put on a hat. You’re
scaring the children.
Pow-boom! To the moon! Nick was trying to impress her that he could still
remember Ralph’s favorite line, which he too had only seen as reruns.
Later…
Glenda: I still can’t believe your suggestion that I give up my job as a school teacher,
tear the kids out of school and schlep out to California where we won’t even know
where to hook up sewage on our trailer.
Nick: Glenda! We don’t have a trailer!
Glenda: See what I mean?
Nick: Look, we own our house and we have our inheritance and our savings. How
can we go wrong?
Glenda: Yeah, well I thought of that. I suppose you’re planning to dump our entire
security into the business?
Nick: Well, we have to be serious! But that’s just chips to start and we’ll have much
more once the business takes off and I can IPO.
Glenda: You can IPO? WTF??? You haven’t even told me what business it is you have
in mind. I can barely take you seriously with no hair. Hurry up before you get the
turquoise glasses!
Nick: Oh shit, Glenda. It’s inspired. I called Fred and he thinks it is too. We’ll have to
move there so I can oversee the building of the prototype.
Glenda: What prototype?
Nick: The one we’re going to show investors. We’ll need a lot of money to launch
and a lot of partners to float through the first few rough years. Once you get money
it’s easier to get more money: basic rule of business. We’ve got it all planned. We
just go to all the university tech fares and mingle… and boom! We’re connected into
the money hydrant. The investors all like jumping on young kids with ideas. Fred has
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a son at Caltech. He’ll front for us. They don’t have to know the ideas are actually
coming from adults with lawyers.
Glenda: So Nick, don’t you think it’s time to tell me what your big rosy business idea
is with the turquoise glasses and all.
Nick: Well, the glasses keep the investors from seeing that you’re not really an
oddball. They focus on the glasses and see themselves being cool!
Glenda: Yeah, that’ll work! My question was about your big idea, not the stupid
glasses. WHAT is the idea?
Nick: Well, I’ve been brewing it for quite a while. It all came up good froth the other
night when we were watching the marketing guru on The Joel Show. [Nick
sometimes loves metaphorical expressions.]
You know I’ve been developing some Facebook familiarity now for about six
months. I noticed something really central I don’t think people are sufficiently aware
of: The (finger quotes) friends are really there to let off steam, and they want others
to hear their whistle [metaphor]. They get into really heightened states of
awareness and say things they couldn’t say in polite society. The reason there is so
much paranoia around Facebook is they ARE saying things that could get them into
trouble. In general they are screaming at others who already agree with them. Then
there are those who sneak in, giving no details about themselves in their “profile”, and who attack every one of the opposite opinion with utmost venom [metaphor].
They actually wade into a crowd that won’t listen to a word they say and insult
everyone, but because the environment is virtual, they can’t get killed as they would
mouthing off in a bar. They get to call everyone stupid and people just ignore them
or say polite things.
Glenda: And where is all this going? What’s so interesting?
Glenda, their passions get absolutely boiling! Who needs movies, entertainment,
drama. Here the LITTLE YOU can come out as the BIG YOU, and no one will ever be
the wiser! What if? I say, WHAT IF? we distilled this down to purity and spun
everyone around in their own fury? That’s what we could sell to the advertisers:
Superior Susceptibility. Like that marketing mogul said the other night it’s the
excitement that renders the public vulnerable to ads. No one cares about ads on a
program like I LOVE LUCY. Back then, though, life was so polite and dull that even
English spoken with a Cuban accent was a subtle motive for quiet outrage. Do you
know why the movie industry favors action movies over all others? Because the
excitement causes the audience to crave their own action. Vicariously they pick up
on the emotion, and how does that translate? It translates into eating huge
refillable buckets of popcorn, and just the way they sell popcorn, we can provide
advertisers with a banquet for their products! Their reason goes completely null and
they will jump at anything they believe will launch a missile into the dull lives they
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lead! Get the theory, Glenda? It’s founded in established practice. All we need is a
way to really crank people up!
Glenda: And how are you planning to do that? Have you really thought this through?
It’s one thing to have a theory but quite another to put it into practice. Now don’t
get pissed off. I’m just playing the (finger quotes) devil’s advocate. But I am
listening. You seem so excited about all this! So, okay, I’ll bite: What’s all the
excitement? Where does that come from? We don’t have a movie crew for the web.
Nick: Well, Glenda, that’s the beauty of the idea. It’s all in focus, focus like a laser,
full power! Scan and burn! [She looks puzzled.]
Glenda: Okay, okay, what, what???
Nick: Look, Glenda, you’ve got to promise you won’t leak this, not to the children,
your friends or your family. Nada!
Glenda: Okay, okay, what, what???
Nick: It’s a site about politics! Pure political focus, no one talking about how they’ll
soon be taking the dog for a walk. This is the real, pure thing. But there’s more! (as
they say on late night advertising, tisk, tisk). I will be powering-in the intrigue of a
quiz show! It will have two different leaders, one from the Left and the other from
the Right. Initially, each team will establish a quorum of regulars who will bicker
among themselves. Eventually someone will emerge they can all vote for as a
discussion leader, a person we’ll call the Orator. So there will be two discussion
leaders, one for the Right and one for the Left.
Glenda: Yeah, but that’s how it works now. What’s the change?
Nick: Well we isolate things. First you have to understand the intent of the show…
Glenda: What’s that?
Nick: Understanding comes from the name of the site: WWW.SUCKED-IN.COM. The
idea is to keep yourself informed of the arguments of the other side so you won’t
get sucked in. It’s Olympic politics at its best. Let’s say you are a conservative. If you
give up answering the Liberals you have been SUCKED IN! and vice versa. Once
you’re sucked in you only go away with a score for how long you could stand the
opposition. If you are one of the opposition you earn points for how many questions
you posed that the “Orator” avoided or couldn’t answer. Meanwhile, the “Orator’s”
team register jeers for each time the “Orator” didn’t have a good answer as far as
they were concerned. Scoring is managed by computer so there is no hanky-panky.
It’s kind of like reality politics on the computer.
Glenda: But where’s the reward? Where’s the money?
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Nick: Well, Glenda, that’s a beautiful feature of this idea. The reward isn’t money.
It’s more primordial than cash. I know that sounds a bit woo-woo, but the reward is
being the great bull among the calves. The Orator is a position everyone can try for
by stumping the Orator of the other Side. When he falls you get more prestige. If he
succeeds, but you have been pushing the most unanswerable questions on your
team, you can become Orator for your team. And so it goes, like a boat forever
rocking side to side in the sea of everything from meaningless to great issues. He or
she who lasts the longest takes a place on the hall of fame of political oratory, left or
right, it doesn’t matter. The height of each image is their proportionate stature. The
only real rule is that the Orator never gets any advice from his own team, as that
would be a violation of reality.
Glenda: Hmmm… Sucked-in… Interesting, but how do you “monetize it?”
Well, that’s where the emotional prostration comes in. While all this is going on, the
heckler crowd for the Liberal Orator is getting ads from gunships, gambling casinos,
religious book shops, pick-up trucks, trailers and pit bull breeders. The hecklers for
the Neocon Orator are getting ads from crystal rock stores, medical marijuana
depots, Buddhist calendars, vegetarian food chains and camping supplies. While
they are fighting the great fight, they know they are not alone. Whole industries
support their dreams and objectives, something to grab onto when they feel
knocked for a loop. I keep remembering that song Lisa Minnelli sang in Cabaret:
Money, money, money… Money, money, money… You never know, Glenda. This
might just turn out to be the gladiatorial event of the century!
Glenda: And this keeps you up at night? This makes you change over from a three
piece pinstripe suit with wingtips and a power tie to those jeans and old tweed
jacket and turtleneck shirt. Goatee and ear rings and shaved head and turquoise
glasses and Bluetooth-connected earbud? This makes you want to deracinate your
whole family? You have no doubts? What connections do you have to make this all
happen?
Nick: Were'nt you listening Glenda? God! Okay. I have Fred and his son at Berkeley.
They know people, and there are good coffee bars to hang out in, like in Upper
Haight Ashberry.
Glenda: Hate Ashberger’s? What about hating Ashburgers?
Nick: No, Glenda, Upper Haight Ashberry, a part of San Francisco.
Glenda: So you’re just going to go to one of these coffee houses in the hopes of
meeting investors, (finger quotes) vulture capitalists? They funded Romney. You
think they will want you?
Nick: No, no. Those are a different breed, East Coast guys from Wall St. These are
the guys that built the web. They are savvy and they are very casual. Like they carry
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around iPads in shopping bags. I hear all you have to do is hang out in one of these
places for a week and network. The biggest problem is keeping ahold of your IP.
Glenda: But no one can take that from you it’s assigned by the router!
Nick: You’re such a geek, Glenda. All those computers you use in school to automate
teaching and testing have gotten you all fouled up. IP stands for Intellectual
Property. What I hatched in my own head. It’s what drives value and nails down
profits. It’s my ideas, MY ideas. And they won’t get them away from me unless they
PAY, like they did with Steve Jobs. I did study all this back at Wharton.
Glenda: Wharton, Schmorton! I’m so sick of hearing about that goddamn education
of yours.
Nick: Well, it meant something to me. It’s the last real growth I had in my life, the
last time I was happy, hanging out in the Student Union, going to rock concerts,
hearing famous poets read, plays, pot, fucking…
Glenda: So your life has been a big empty bubble since you met me that day at
Sandals?
Nick: No, since before that. But no matter, I’ve had my job and you’ve been teaching
6th grade, and we’re okay as a family, and the kids are very healthy, not even fat,
respectable, solid, steady.
Glenda: Stop! You think this has all been a joyride for me? At Sandals you at least
tried to be charming! Now you tell me your whole life has been empty since
Wharton? Jesus, get yourself a fucking joint and dig it man! Go dig it!
Nick: No, no. I’m over all that. I’m an adult! I’m just trying to pull our lives out of this
rut. And why not? The millions my parents left me really would permit us never to
work again. Why not do something fun, an adventure, show the children we don’t
have to live like slugs in flat grass. There’s so much out there! You remember
George Murphy who worked with me in mortgages? He got sick, sick like me of it
and quit. He got the equity out of his house and opened, of all things, a store that
sold nothing but condoms. Remember those funny ones I brought home that were
decorated like the rainbow and had a fire engine red rim? They were from George’s.
He’s doing okay!
Glenda: Yeah and the bank has one less scumbag. He was gross and a creep.
Nick: Well, don’t be so judgmental. He’s at least happy now sitting behind a counter
rather than a desk in a cubicle with two chairs and a Rockwell painting hanging on
his beige partition. He no longer has to turn hard-working people down for a
mortgage because they once upon a time maxed out their 21% credit card and then
get thrashed by management for asking for exceptions and consideration. He
doesn’t have to be thrashed by those people coming in the door trying to save their
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homes from foreclosure. Where is the great career in that? As Shakespeare would
say: Tis it not more noble to sell scumbags than a scumbag be?
Glenda: Nick you don’t know what you have. Look at all the money they pay you just
for saying no!
Nick: Well, until I get my A-plan worked out, I’m on plan-B! I’m going to get
mortgages out there, as many as possible. I’m through being the man of THE MAN.
THAT’S why the turquoise frames, the bald head, the used Barcellino hat, the old
elbow-patched tweed sport jacket, the long brown worn-out leather belt from
Goodwill I tie around in a knot, the old jeans and used suede desert boots. No more
new Clark’s for me. I’m going to be a Steve Jobs. My height of elegance will consist
of a black tea shirt and old jeans, maybe new ones for public appearances.
Tomorrow I’m off to the new race!
Glenda: What? You’re going to San Francisco tomorrow?
Nick: No. The bank. It’s the plan-B I was mentioning, until I can get everything tidied
up. Right now we need to go to bed (wink, wink). Ca-maun, let’s go.
They did go upstairs, but whatever happened after the ascent, we shall never know,
and I can tell you nothing happened on the stairs up.
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3. Sublime Ambition
In the morning he came down just as Glenda, Errol and Wendy were leaving for
school. It was Errol’s misfortune to ask: Are you going to work like that? Nick jerked
back a bit, cleaning his nostril, and said, with a perfectly vacant face: Yes. Wish me
luck! I’m going to change the bank.
Errol: What’s wrong with the bank?
Nick: Well, not now. Someday you’ll understand. But you don’t have to worry about
that now. I’ll be leaving soon. Are there still some bananas?
They left. He finds the Cheerios, the banana, the sugar and the almond milk. There
are also some soft strawberry slices left over. To make breakfast special he pours a “
half pump” of vanilla over it all, and relishes his breakfast. Next, after explicitly
studying the locked status of the house for neglect, he leaves, as he had for the last
13 years. But today he decides to take the train. No mechanical device garage to
mess up his schedule. His exercise is taken by walking briskly to the station. His mind
is awakened by a coffee and a newspaper and the earphones he plugs in to his head,
ramping up the volume on The Cream. After finishing the paper, he sits in the train
like a chicken in the basket of a chicken farm, head up, but vacantly, numb. No road
to cause fear, no reason to watch. He can listen clearly to the voices in his head.
Each time the train stops, his head bobs on his neck, lurching back during initial
acceleration. Finally, Bank Street. Down the stairs he seems to drop, discarding his
newspaper and rebalancing the glasses on his nose. At what point in life or career
does one get to put on a hat, raincoat, umbrella and imitate a famous dance
routine, not knowing how to dance, under the shower of a fire hose on a sunny day?
Walking down the street he fantasizes about Bill Nye the Science Gus, stepping into
the rôle of Gene Kelly in Singing in the Rain. It was on TV. Now, as he purposely
bounces down the street he stares into the windows that have served him so well in
the past, streaking by with the determination of a steamer on the way to Europe, at
windows that never said anything about the lint on his pinstripe suit, nor saw the
fault of scuffs on his wingtips nor the unconscious neglect of his tie’s loathsome
stains, one among so many financial androids. No, today he stuck out like a sore
thumb among an army of healthy corpses. Today he could notice himself in all the
windows, unmistakably. Today he would pause by the bank with the mirrors there
to reflect on the undifferentiated in their cocoon of conformity. Today he would
stop, face the mirror directly, as others watched him seeing himself in the mirror,
swishing his hands before himself and then folding them back to his breast, starting
a cackle, looking deliberately charmed and then retracting his own notice, as if he
were Gov. Rick Perry fondling an imaginary bottle of maple syrup. And then he
walked on, even past his ordinary stop at the news stand, and even past the
Executive Diner. My God he was early! Happy! It didn’t bother him when the
security guard looked at him strangely. As he went by he heard the security guard
say: Morning, Nick? The voice seemed to be coming to him through a Doppler
effect, mostly fast-fading in his memory.
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Once inside the realm of large foyers and small cubicles, he stood, before taking his
seat. He looked at the fluorescent lights in the fireproof, noise-reducing ceiling and
listened to hear buzz over the clacking of keyboards and occasional voices. He
looked for something intelligible, something needing analysis, something that was
changing, perhaps something flying through space, even if it were a colleague
making a basket with a sheet of crumpled paper. He did seem to detect a slight blue
haze, but he couldn’t account for it. Anyway, he moved through it and took his seat
in the cubicle. Now he pushed the button so the “greeter” could send in the next
mortgage applicant.
Applicants had become a very testy bunch since the economic collapse of 2008.
They felt injured that after working so many years and being diligent about their
savings there was a good chance they would be turned down after going through all
the gymnastics of paperwork and the humiliation of someone checking for the least
mark on their credit record, the least hiatus in or regression in employment, that
once in a life DWI record and the opprobrium in which they would be held if they
showed the least sign of annoyance with the process or the loan officer. That’s why
they would all show up with that immutable smile and sit there rubbing their hands
between their legs which is body language for I’d like to strangle you you
bureaucratic fuck! But they wouldn’t move to say such things until they would
almost inevitably be told they were unqualified to have the mortgage. Those who
came seeking “re-fis” were even more stiff, shameful already and feeling like they
were begging “the man” for a break. None of them could feature how much Nick
dreaded the dénouement of the loan, when they would stand up abruptly, sending
their chairs on wheels crashing into the cubicle wall behind them with the back of
the knees as they snapped to a standing position ready for immediately storming
the space in the corridor just an instant after the No! came crashing down on them,
at which time, Nick’s hand, the vain gesticulation of friendship, would snap back to
his side as a frogs tongue does into it’s mouth having wrapped a mosquito. This is
what Nick would experience on average 18 times a day. He was considered quite
efficient on his job, which built bonus funds based on the number of people
processed rather than effective business aggregate.
Nick did have qualms about rushing people through the application process knowing
almost 100% of the outcomes to be refusals for one reason or another. He had
gotten to the point where he thought it unkind not to allow people to at least savor
the chance that they might be accepted into the ranks of non-homeless and nonrenters, at least for a while. The feelings he had of compassion for the rejects was
gradually giving away to spontaneous existential doubts as to the value and
tenability of life, but each time he detected some potential, he would re-stoke that
certain energy he needed to stand up from his chair and extend his hand.
At the signal to the greeter, two customers were ushered across the cubicle farm to
his windowless beige office. They were young and smiling but showing no dread.
How could this be? Soon he would find out they were fortunate yuppies, he working
in a clinic as a recently graduated dentist and she as a junior law partner, income
well over $300,000 with no debts beyond their two BMWs (ha ha they had their act
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together, they would say). And so this brought a smile to Nick’s heart which seemed
to radiate down to the fingers of the hand for a good shake. “Coffee?” “No thanks,
just came from Starbucks, not our favorite, but good coffee is hard to find in this
district.” Well, please make yourselves comfortable (line drilled into his nervous
system by bank sales consultants)… so we can get ta know ya “(official friendly
dialect when dealing with educated people to make them confident in their feelings
of superiority and therefore less en garde during negotiations. Oh boy oh boy
flowed jubilantly through Nick’s mind; they’re immaculate, 30% down, no risk, no
adjusting mortgage request, young and headed up DINKS! Not even any pets!
BMWs almost paid off as further collateral and both in excellent health and no preexisting conditions that could end their life and place payment into default! Nick had
awaited a cherry like this for quite a while. Maybe that night he could go home
singing about helping someone.
Nick: I’ll get in touch with you in a few days.

Jim the dentist: Okay, I hope it’s soon ‘ cause we want to close ASAP.
[Janet jabs Jim, which is Janet speak for: Jeeeesus, Jim, don’t give away the store;
these creeps will bump up the interest or demand payment for points!]
Nick: I’ll personally let you know as soon as we hear from the experts.

Jim: Ya know I don’t think I’ve spoken to anyone who’s an expert in quite a while.
Haha… Maybe that’s why everybody loves the Apple store where you kin even talk
to a GENIUS(ha ha). But, ya know, I did feel pretty good talking with you. You’re the
only one in here that’s not a suit! Ha ha. If you ever get fired there’s probably a
place for you at the Apple store (tisk, tisk in common). Just out of curiosity, are you
gay?
Nick: No! Well I just asked ‘cause I have a gay college buddy who wears glasses like
that, but fire engine red not turquoise.
Nick: Hmmm… didn’t think about that, but it’s quite open of you to ask (smiling and
trying his best to act sincerely friendly and respectful).
Janet strikes again, not wanting Jim to give the impression he believes in a friendly
relationship, where common feelings about the common social dementia might be
shared. In her practiced mind this always serves as the alliance to lower the
defenses of the customer. She was a psych major before law school and she shows
she got something out of this prep by applying as much as she can every day.
And so they departed; they were a very tall couple and could be seen as far away as
the door, even over the higher cubicle walls of the managers. But Nick didn’t walk
them out. Security cameras might notice he did that, and someone might ask if he
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was trading confidences out of range of the shotgun microphones pointed down
over the “cone of conversation” in the cubicle, “ for quality assurance”, as everyone
was so convinced.
These were the last applicants he had hopes for today; everyone else he saw had
one of the common problems:
No children, therefore no motivation to keep a job
Children in school or college or being home schooled, all drains on monthly income
No debts but working professionally for less than five years
Married, therefore facing the liabilities of family expense
Working, but no previous experience handling debt
Working, but for a company that is in danger of receivership
Working, but for a company renowned for CEO rotations and consequent lay-offs
Working, but for a company with secret plans (at least verified by rumor) to move to
another state or country
Working, but with a spouse having a serious health condition
Working, but too many children to feed with the family income
Working, but having a DUI
Working, but did some time
Working, but Black
Working, but Hispanic
Working, but over 50
Working, but single mother
Working, but seems gay
Working, but with a recent traffic ticket
Working, but a credit report under 750
Working, but income likely to slide due to immigrant competition
Working, but the house needed a lot of repairs or remodeling, which might not
happen, making the foreclosure-resale pair extremely unattractive.
These were often called the “leaders” in the loans industry. Each file was marked
with a red number. The loan or mortgage officer saw the red number but couldn’t
decode it, as the codes were indices to the leaders, but they did not have access to
the look up table, which rearranged daily based on a complex algorithm no one
understood. Only “the decider” had the relevant codes each day, but once the day
was passed he would no longer be able to understand what the code meant. As he
was doing about 100 of these per day, memory was no match for it all. The system
was designed to assure the absolute secrecy of bank reasoning so the borrowers
could never be told why they were rejected. Only the high level bank loan auditor
was given access to the right match codes, which were never released to the
branches. Instead, the borrower was given a sheet of paper with euphemistically
but semantically inconsequential reasoning about what people should do if they
wanted to fare better the next time.
At the end of the day Nick had “walked his eighteen” ( being three over quota)
through the application process and touched all the keys to activate the criminal
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background checks, credit checks, and title checks. This was a positive day. He had a
great feeling about the dentist and the lawyer couple. He wasn’t sure he could
handle the pleasure of actually getting a customer what they came for, but he was
sure things would go well with the review. He found himself feeling so buoyant as to
want to take Glenda out to dinner. So he called and made a reservation at Ma
Tristesse, the most authentically French restaurant he knew of, for 8:30. He would
walk from the station and she would meet him there. Sounds easy and delightful,
but Glenda had to twist her teen baby-sitter’s arm to come on a school day, which
she didn’t want to do, being sixteen herself. Glenda had to promise to drive her
home, pay a premium and not be more than three hours. No sooner had she made
this deal than Janet’s mother called saying she really had to put her foot down with
Janet but agreed to come in her stead. Glenda offered $50 and Karen, Janet’s
mother, agreed. In fact she said she would arrange for the transportation herself as
she had a car. That would leave her husband, Janet’s step-father, alone with Janet,
but she figured Janet could manage her homework for once without her, as Stan
didn’t know anything about algebra or French, ya know?
Glenda got to her washed up dolled up best, removed the rubber cord she always
used to hang her eyeglasses around her neck, put on her smartest still-fitting pants
suit and located her red patent leather handbag and shoes with the crosswise
brooches. Life is tough on the east coast where they don’t just wear jeans, sweaters
and deck shoes to fancy restaurants (framing this scene for the Californians and
Northwest.) As Karen came up the walk there was a quick relay of keys, a word and
a “thanks so much”. Glenda was concerned she wouldn’t get there for table time so
she called Nick who was already there and told him to sit down, have a drink and be
patient a few damned minutes. She figured he was acting his impatient self. He told
her not to rush as all was “copacetic”. The antique word made her giggle. She used
to joke with her girlfriends that her husband was an ectopic anachronism (someone
from the wrong place and the wrong time). She relaxed and put away her cell
phone.
The restaurant, Ma Tristesse, picturing the ever present Edith Piaf painted on the
main window, was popularly referred to by local single yuppies as “The Mattress.”
This place had more apparent class than most young professionals and low-level
managers could usually afford, but at a great price, which was, in the classiest
tradition, hidden from all but the designated bill payer, only leaving his date to
wonder about the true $ behind this experience, which all started with valet service.
It was called “The Mattress” not so much as a vulgar pun on French as an implied
indicator that they expected to spend their first night with a new partner… Basically
the restaurant was a huge room divided up into cubicles that could accommodate
four tables for four or eight tables for two, the interior design comprehending the
danger that a customer might by chance espy a former triumph, or vice versa. To
keep the space awry, white curtains hung from the sixteen foot ceiling, attached to
long black lacquered wooden bars, making them pleatless vertical rectangles flat as
movie screens but just beyond gossamer in density. The ceiling was covered by a
sound absorbing stereo foam, dark gray in color, like the sound-dead walls in a
recording studio, to assure an evening sense that conversation was neither seen
(intimate lighting) through a dark-domed zoom-pan camera nor heard through a
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lurking microphone. Thus the walls could hang loosely, wave with ventilation,
transfuse-shadow-show the act going on on the other side, flickering lights, moving
spiritual waiters and the graceful dance of seductive hands crossing the table every
once in a while. It’s like identity was almost entirely extinguished and there were
only low murmurs to be heard; identity was the mere finality at the moment of
credit card presentation. Internally, no one saw out the window, the lobby with its
high candy apple Corinthian pillars with gold leaves painted under the giant black
lacquered crossbeam that served as the great archway to the sanctum of cuisine. No
one could see the wait staff buzzing at the ready bar, the cocktail bar, the kitchen,
the cloakroom, or the great led light display board that showed by matrix columns
and rows the status of each table, where the guests were seated, what phase their
meal was in and the estimated time of their departure.
Glenda did feel relieved as she stepped out of the SUV and pressed her keys into the
valet’s hand, and took the faux ivory chiclet with the claim number on it for later.
She was actually beginning to warm to seeing Nick, now feeling something
spontaneous had happened, a sense of subtle joy he must be having if this idea
came so strongly upon him on a Wednesday. 7-13-6 was the table the waitress
Genevieve personally escorted her to, and there on the threshold of the floor were
the ciphers: 7,13 (column, row), and Nick was there at table 6. Nick made to stand
up but Genevieve quickly pulled the chair and then prepared Glenda’s dinner napkin
for her. Gevevieve was short, thin, efficient and rather homely. She quickly took
Glenda’s cocktail order and left. When she returned with Glenda’s Macallan/18 and
an automatic second on Nick’s martini, she said to press the wireless button on the
table when they were ready to order while advising them briefly on the philosophy
of the restaurant: service upon request; otherwise they were good to visit without
interruption. Now that the table was complete she lit the candle and left, after
checking the freshness of the orchid.
Glenda: Well, Nick, are you going to reveal the occasion? This isn’t about divorce I
hope.

Nick: Oh God no! I love you and felt like celebrating. I know I’ve been touchy lately
and wanted to do something special during this short period while I’m feeling life is
tolerable.

Glenda: so I’ll take that as a no about the divorce. That’s all I need right now. I
thought those silly glasses were maybe a show for another woman. I thought that
plan of yours to go out to California and start a website was a subterfuge, honestly. I
read about things like that happening in my women’s magazines frequently. I go buy
the groceries, you know! But all that aside, I do love you too and I’m really flattered
you wanted to do this. It means a lot even if it wasn’t well planned or your
motivations were not clear.
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Nick: And you look so nice tonight!
Glenda’s whole face seems to pucker from the inward effort she has to raise with
this delightful understanding.
Nick: Actually, I’m holding the web business on the back burner. I felt better today
because I think I’m going to get a loan through. You know that day after day it’s so
dull and frustrating. Sometimes I stare at my wastebasket and seem to see things
crawling out of it. I know this is just my inner mind producing playthings for my
outer mind, but I am getting sick of it. There’s something really disorienting about
filling out papers, or computer screens after applicants have filled out papers, then
waiting a few days only to pick up the phone and get yelled at or screamed at by an
applicant I barely remember demanding to know why they were turned down! And I
can’t even provide that information!
Glenda: Sounds like my day. The bell rings. The students are gone and then my
phone rings and someone thinks I scowled too much at their little brat. Or the
principal calls me in, as if he’s recovering from a gun wound and explains he just got
off the phone with some hulking father threatening to take everything into his own
hands if Kevin’s grades don’t start picking up. I have to tell him that Kevin is a bully
who never does his work and ruins everyone else’s chance at an education. Oops! I
stepped into it! Kevin’s father knows important belligerent influences who fully
expect Kevin’s chances of getting into Harvard (oh why do they always choose
Harvard?) should be dashed against his permanent fucking report cards! But, okay,
I’m calm, getting calmer. [She plunges the first two fingers of her right hand into the
class of ice water and then sucks away the moisture.] See that? Rat poison, I wish it
were rat poison. So your day was tough?
Nick: Well, no, not as tough as yours or as bad as usual. Most days go with no
professional consolation. But today I had a good one. [he pretends to hold
something between his thumb and index finger] it’s like today I finally got my
lollipop. [sticking his thumb in his mouth, winking his eye in a kind of touche].
Glenda: What was that?
Nick: I think I found someone they absolutely couldn’t turn down for a loan. These
people are rock solid without a single scratch!
Glenda: Nick, I realize you have been hurting from this for a long time. And I
understand you never get anyone through a loan process. If this happened to
anyone else (and please don’t take this the wrong way), the company would fire you
for non-performance or incompetence! What gives? No comprendo!
Nick: I gave up those fears months ago when George Murphy, Mr. Scumbag left. He
said he was leaving to gain control over his own life, to not sit there with a plastered
on smile while never giving a loan. He said he’d decided to take the bull by the horns
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himself and just dismiss the applicants himself, thinking of some phony reason.
Some of the applicants then started sending letters to the branch manager, and
then he started getting heat for it. The manager, Phil Merryweather, explained to us
that George had a morale problem. He didn’t want to do his job by helping
customer to get their full applications filled out. He said he thought we would prefer
to have him take the heat for refusal rather than the bank. I remember that from
when he told me, and I remember advising him against it, that his approach could
be interpreted as dereliction. He laughed at me. The next day he went in and
explained that he could “service” more clients his way than the bank way. Phil called
him a numbskull and “indulgently” explained (Phil’s word) that there were two
ways, the bank way with a desk and his way with the street. Phil didn’t fire him but
warned him. George was a hothead, has no family, and quit on the spot. That’s
when my quota jumped from fifteen to eighteen, as his load was split across the
staff.
Glenda: Was it the load that got to you, Nick?
Nick: No! Really no problem. Fifteen times zero equals eighteen times zero.
Glenda: But, Nick, why the hell are they doing this?
Nick: Oh, we’ll, ever since the recession we had to adjust our game. We were put in
a bind by the SEC for not making good loans and yet we had to prove our viability,
and this is where the twist comes from. In order to assure the public the
government gives us money for loans, but then expects us to have fist tight control
over loans. The standards are so high almost no one can qualify, and that’s what got
me so hyped: I am about to make my first loan in months! It’s not easy just sitting
there stamping paper all day.
Glenda’s face makes a grimace of as if she has just understood the absurd. She looks
up at Nick and warms a smile his way, but then there are loud noises and her visage
converts to terror. This just after tapping the button for another round of drinks. But
there was no connection.
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4. The Curtain Goes Up

Both Nick and Glenda jerk heads to the right where they see the great white
translucent curtain blotting spatters of blood through to their side and running
down like an abstract painting on the make. Their brains are just now calculating
that those noises were gunshots. Instinct drops them to the floor and immediately
they hear a sound, ka-ching, they don’t recognize; then the lights go out.
Messeur ay dam, zer hace been a crime and we haf shutted zee res-to-rant
until zee police will araif. Pleece stay exact-a-manct seated where you are.
We are working on zee lights to bring zem back.
Ka-ching!
Nick and Glenda are already under the table, Nick holding her two fingers in his
clenched fist. Jesus! He says. Jesus! Glenda is more stolid. How, what the fuck?
Glenda: Shit happens.
Nick: How can you be so calm?
Glenda: Who’s calm? Just quiet. Just listening.
Chairs are heard being dragged away from a table. Someone is moving. Oh Jesus, oh
Jesus. Nick! Settle down! We’ll be okay. Now they hear the “thunk” of electricity
jumping into the lighting system. And as the lights come on, Nick sees Glenda sitting
with him under the table with a Ruger P345 in her hand.
Nick: Glenda, what the fuck is that? When did you get that? Are you crazy? You
know how to use that? Jesus!
Glenda: Of course I do. You think I carry this around for extra weight?
Nick: Gimme that!
Glenda: No Nick. You don’t know how to use it and you could hurt someone. I’m
getting up slowly to sit back down. Once I see it’s okay you get back on your chair
too.
Right handedly she grabs the edge of the table, pulling herself up. A woman at the
next table starts screaming when she sees Glenda’s gun come over the edge first,
assuming some sort of worst scenario. Nick gets the signal from Glenda and pulls
himself up. At this point there is nothing romantic about the scene. Everyone is
sitting stiffly under the cold LED lighting. Some at their tables still, and others on the
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floor. Color seems to have disappeared, except for the great red and white abstract
panel across from them, where color is spreading and moving.
Ka-ching, they hear, and then heavy footsteps.
Nick: Glenda, what are you doing with that gun. You’re scaring the shit out of every
table around us. Don’t you see how they’ve all gone white?
All except for one, a man with his own firearm, smiling at Glenda as if they were the
only two people in the world who had planned ahead for such things, a giant shiteating grin on his face.
Glenda with just a stern and impassive look: Nick,I bought it when Frankie’s fuckfaced father broke into my class with a baseball bat in his hand demanding that I
raise his idiot son’s frigging grade. By throwing things at him, screaming and
terrorizing the kids I was able to get other teachers to come in and stop the fray.
THEN I decided it was time not to come to school unarmed anymore. You
remember. I didn’t tell you about the gun ‘cause I knew you would give me lectures
about it. But I was brought up with guns and just stopped off on the way home at
the gun range for practice for a few weeks. I used to joke with the instructor I could
teach the parents a thing or two.
Nick: you’ve been carrying that thing around for seven months?

Glenda: Sure. It weighs less than a pound.
The P.A. Announces: Ladies and gentlemen, a crime has been committed; someone
has been shot. The entire room is surrounded by our SWAT team so don’t make any
erratic moves. If you have any guns, please place them on the table in front of you
and push your chair back from the table. In a moment we will visit each table and
pick them up for inspection and ballistics. Do not move as we approach your table
as we do not want any mistakes; this is not television and we can make mistakes!
Once we have removed the guns and set up our yellow tent around the victim, we
will give further indications. Please keep your hand raised if you have a gun. Thank
You.
Soon a SWAT team member appeared in the loose curtained doorway and made his
way over to Glenda. He placed the gun in a freezer bag and wrote her full name on
it, along with her position coordinates. He then pivoted and walked to the other
table and did the same. Once accomplished, two other SWAT team members
appeared and frisked everyone for more concealed weapons. None were found.
Everyone was asked to sit down again.
At the termination of this search process, the voice came back, that of Detective
McIvers . Ladies and Gentlemen, please remain seated while we reveal the room.
Mr. Pieru, please hit the conference button. “Oui”. Sounds of electric motors flooded
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the upper regions of the huge room as the curtain walls rolled up to a height of
twelve feet. This feature had been cleverly engineered into the restaurant so they
could hold medium-sized business conferences and wedding parties. On the side of
the room opposite the “grand arche” there was a moderately sized dais, fitted with
a lectern and microphone. On all sides stood the black-clad kevlar robots, guns up,
faceless masks down. The room darkened as a cone of light illuminated Detective
McIvers , who was about to address the “witnesses”.
In almost the center was a little roofless yellow room. Apparently forensics were
going in and out. Flashes bounced up giving red hues. Then they stopped. A cart
rolled out with something long bundled in a black zippered bag. Next in went some
people who looked like janitors. A few moments of silence were observed, and
finally the yellow tent came down like a magic hat, revealing nothing but space. Not
far to the side was a lone woman weeping. Everyone fixed upon her grief.
McIvers : Ladies and gentlemen, we suspect a murder has occurred here tonight and
hope you can remain calm as we process you out. We do not believe there to be any
danger at this time as you are well-protected. All the ways out have been blocked
and our search has found no one in hiding. The management and staff are here and
none of you have been allowed to leave, so we can only assume that the assumed
murderer is still among us. We will detain you as little as possible but so long as
necessary. Does anyone have an urgent need to leave?
[Everyone raises their hand].
Well, then we have no better criteria for processing everyone than to start with the
table chart and proceed around the room first with the outer tables and then go to
the next group in that order. Out of courtesy, we will process the restaurant staff
last. When your table is called, please step up and have a seat for the interview.
Make sure you present your ID and then empty the contents of your pockets,
including those of your coats and bags and briefcases and knapsacks or other
luggage you may have retrieved from the cloak room. A basket will be provided for
each person. If you need to use the facilities you will be escorted. This process
should not take too long. Oh, and please do not make any cell phone calls.
Questions? Okay. So seeing there are no questions… And no more drinking! As a
courtesy the restaurateur informs me there will be no charges tonight by way of
assuaging your inconvenience.
General cry: Oh Jesus! The babysitter! Oh shit oh shit! Damn…
Glenda raises her hand and a female masked being approaches. How long will this
take? We have to get home to our children. Our babysitter was only free for three
hours! What is your number, mam? Dials the number. What is the sitter’s name?
Gorden, Mrs. Gorden. Hello Mrs Gorden, this is the police. The children’s parents
are being held at the restaurant in connection with a murder, looks like.
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Glenda: No! Jesus! Liz we didn’t murder anyone! Can you hear me? The guard hands
the phone to her so she can explain. Liz, there was a murder here and we’ve all
been held up here by the police investigators. No…I don’t know when we’ll be able
to get free. I asked them to send an officer over to sit for you but they refused
saying they couldn’t do that for everybody. Can you stay? Oh. You’ll take the kids
back to your house? Okay. You’re an angel! Will you be up by 7am? Okay. I’ll pick
them up then. I can’t thank you enough.
While all this is going on, Nick is looking up at the retracted curtain walls. The one
with the blood on it still drips, or seems to let go a drool like a cow as one run just
dwindles down to the very edge to then pool on the floor. He tilts his head back and
the largest blotch seems to move in the breeze, the little breeze he can now feel
from the heat vents. He imagines the blotch has turned into a large, red butterfly,
which takes off and flutters up and down, from hanging to hanging, entering one
suspended, inverted room after another. It never comes down low enough to be
seen by others, because it’s dark red blends out into the charcoal gray color of the
unilluminated acoustic ceiling. Voices are moving about, talking among themselves,
but it’s too dark now to see eye movements. Nick looks again up then down to the
weeping woman sitting near the now clean table. Waiters are clearing off tables to
close for the night and chairs are being righted as people are processed out. There
she sits weeping. Everyone sits waiting to be “cleared”.
They had to wait three hours for 7/13/6 to come up. Fatigue was getting to them,
the kind that comes from a long day, horror and heavy anxiety. Nick had her explain
at least three times again why she had the gun.
Nick: For God’s sake don’t tell them you want to shoot your student’s parents! Say
something like: I had to drive by myself in the dark to meet my husband at the
restaurant and I’m always afraid when I’m out alone in this Lexus SUV.
Glenda: Yeah I could say my husband says they are among the most desired by
thieves connected to international crime organizations that shoot people and then
move the car to Mexico.
Nick: Okay, Glenda! That sounds great! Ever consider a career in writing? Geez!
Okay. Okay.
And so the voice tolled for them. They walked around the weeping woman, and Nick
noticed her fine handkerchief was probably an heirloom, like his grandmother once
had. Her blonde hair had gray roots, just now showing, and her purse was open on
her lap. She had a large costume jewelry necklace and a full silk dress, like they wore
in the 60s, a retro style that somewhat took him aback. He felt for her, as it was
probably her husband who had been killed, and she alone was alone, waiting like
everyone else.
Nick walked up to the detective and asked them why they hadn’t cleared her first.
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McIvers : Yes I know what you mean, he said compassionately, but protocol
requires us to execute according to a method. We can’t just pick the order we want.
We need to follow a prescribed order so there is no appearance of profiling, just like
at the airport.
Nick: But isn’t she the most likely to know something about what went down here?
McIvers : Who are you talking about?
Nick: Her, pointing behind himself.
McIvers : Where?
Nick looked back and there was only the chair. Well, they must have moved her on
over to the other side.
Nick: Couldn’t you act early on information to catch the perp rather than hold
everything while you interrogate the seventy or so people who obviously know
nothing?
The detective’s face turns to anger and impatience. Please go over there and join
your wife. We have our methods. Nick reflected that there was no more urgency in
this than in filling out a mortgage application, but didn’t say anything.
Now, next to his wife, he pulled out his driver’s ID and then emptied the contents of
his pockets into the yellow basket. His wife had emptied her stuff into the green
basket. An officer asked them both some questions and then said: You’ll have to
come down to the station with us so you can be cleared. What? Why? You have a
gun, and that man was shot with a gun. Just routine; I’m sure you’ll clear in a few
hours.
Nick: Do we need a lawyer? Officer: Suit yourself.
Nick : We’re under arrest?
Officer: Not yet.
Nick (neck veins bulging): Not yet? We were just out for a nice dinner.
Officer: That’s what they’ve all been saying, but you, and a few other people had
guns. So please step into the van outside. Once you’re photographed, printed,
tested for blowback and ballistics come back, we’ll bring you back here to get your
car.
Glenda: But I don’t have the faintest idea where the car is! The valet parked it.
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Officer: Okay so we can drop you home and you can come back tomorrow and pick
it up. You have another car, don’t you?
So there they waited with the other five couples with guns. After the picture/print
routine the police went to work examining the rifling and compression structure for
bullets from each gun. This procedure in itself had to wait two hours in order for the
Medical Examiner to carefully extract the bullet from the victim. They of course
knew that none of these guns were the murder weapon because no casing was to
be found at the crime site, and none of these were revolvers, but then, they
couldn’t be sure the murderer had not used a revolver, which leaves no casings.
In the meanwhile, they ran fast background checks against each of the twenty or so
“detainees”, looking to see that they were “clean” and all their “papers were in
order”, including police records, credit scores and gun permits and driver’s licenses,
what the hell? They were, although one person did have felonies in his background
and the police felt they had to ask him where he got his gun. Arizona.
At the end of this process they were all told not to leave town until further notice,
just in case something came up. Everyone was in the same situation as they
rumbled along in the uncomfortable van with the leg chains ion the floor. Some
were passively numb. Others were vocally prissy, or livid with anger. Their guns
would be mailed back to them after being thoroughly “checked out”. No one had
tested positive for blowback and there really had not been the slightest reason for
inconveniencing them this way, except, as one opined, this was the police way to
obtain more information on innocent private citizens for future use. The “blowback”
was just bullshit to legally get ahold of their DNA “for later.” That’s what one person
thought.
When the van finally rolled up to their front yard, Nick and Glenda felt so tired they
could have sworn they had been run over, and then Glenda realized her house key
was with her car key, at the restaurant. Shit! Not to worry, Nick had the house key in
his hide-a-key belt, which had a zipper on the inside where he also kept a $50 bill
just in case. In they went; down they collapsed like two sacks on the bed. Why
undress? They would have to get up in two hours to pick up the kids. Just before
going to sleep, Glenda thought to call into the emergency message service at school
to let them know she wouldn’t make it that day and would explain later. It would fall
to Nick to pick up the kids because their other car was a little two sweater Mazda
Miata, Nick’s “mid-life-crisis-booster-buggy”. The kids were still “ skinny-assed”
enough to fit in the one extra bucket seat.
At 7:00 Nick arrived to pick up “the kids”. The door opened, and there was Stan the
not-up-to algebra stepdad in his ribbed muscle shirt. One bare shoulder had a skull
smoking a cigar tattoo and the other, the right, had a swastika. In his hand was a
recently opened beer bottle.
Stan: “Hello, Mr. Winslow!”
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Nick: Nick, please! and you are Stan?
Stan: Yep!
Nick: I know you from somewhere, don’t I? Stan: Of course! I processed you out last
night.
Nick: Oh my god! You’re a police officer?
Stan: Yep!
Nick: You went through all our stuff?
Stan: Yep!
Nick: You came home and told Karen?
Stan: Of course.
Nick: And she has left to drop the kids at school?
Stan: Yep!
Nick: Well thank you both for helping out last night you were real life-savers.
Nick was exhausted but mustered his best call for a show of gratitude. Is Karen
coming home soon?
Stan: Nope! She’s a teacher’s aid at the school. We thought about taking Errol and
Wendy direct to school but figured you’d want to freshen ‘em up at home first.
Nick: Thanks for that! Where are the kids now?
Stan: Just finishing up their Cheerios and bananas. That’s what they wanted.
Nick: Were they well-behaved?
Stan: Yep! No problems. Karen just put them to bed once she heard you were held
up. Hey Kids! Yer dad’s here!
[Takes a swig as he looks away]
Errol and Wendy break out of the kitchen and grab their dad. He bends down to give
them both a hug and a kiss. Looking back up, after certifying they are okay, he asks,
showing caution in his tired glare: Any news on the who-done-it? (making light).
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Stan: Oh yeah, I got a call about 20 minutes ago we have charged the man’s table
mate. She confessed there were domestic issues, so case closed.
Nick: So why did you detain the rest of us?
Stan: Well, politicians call this abundance of caution. We couldn’t be sure but all
that probably cleared up about the same time as you were released.

Nick: Why didn’t we see her? Why was she kept apart?

Stan: Police procedure. We were almost completely convinced it was her, but not
totally. We were afraid if we put her out there with the rest of you there could have
been arguments and misunderstandings. Since we weren’t sure, it was just better to
keep her separate. Besides, we considered her a “suspect” (air quotes), and we do
lock up suspects. Meanwhile we needed to eliminate you and check things out.
Nick: And was that the woman in the old fashioned dress that was sitting near
where the murder table was?
Stan: Nope. This lady had immediately moved to behind the big arch thing. Only
thing is, we still haven’t found the murder weapon, and that was one of the reasons
we were checking all of you out, just in case she wasn’t acting alone. Don’t know
who you’re talking about and probably never will.
[takes another swig]
Nick pulls out two $50 dollar bills and attempts to give them to Stan.
Stan: Look, it was an emergency, so no need for all that money. Your wife can pay
mine whatever they agreed, but I’m not taking anything. Really, glad to help. Sorry
you had such a rough night!
Nick: Do you always work those hours?
Stan: No, well yes, I work whenever. Normally I’m in narcotics, but I happened to be
available and we thought this might have been narcotics related, so they pulled me
in. Anyway, glad I could meet you outside the police station!
Nick just drove the kids to school and stopped into the Principal’s office to write an
excuse for their tardiness. The secretary said she was sorry to hear about their
emergency situation the night before. Nick’s head snapped back. How did you hear
about that?
Secretary: Karen told us you had been detained in connection with a murder. Those
were her words. Nick remembered them as if they were a fresh echo from the night
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before. But now he had relief as he told her: Apparently they have the person in
custody now. You’ll probably hear about it on the news tonight. Meanwhile, I’m
going home for some sleep. Glenda will probably be revived enough later to pick
them up.
Oops, Shit! He thinks. He’ll have to pick them up because Glenda can’t drive the
Miata stick shift.
Nick calls in to take a “Personal Day” of which he still has four remaining.
Fortunately, he doesn’t need to explain. For once! Back home, he gets into his
pajamas and flops into bed. Glenda sleeps like she’s been crushed by a stone. In
silence they sleep the sleep that’s more like narcosis than anything else, a sleep
down a deep well.
At two o'clock Nick dragged himself out of bed. Glenda had arisen at one to make
some breakfast, as they had not eaten the night before. The coffee cups sounded so
loud when they were let down on the saucers. Fatigue does that. Soon Nick finished,
saying he’d be back soon with the kids. Then they would have to go, just the two of
them, to get the SUV from the restaurant. By the time all this was over, it being
Thursday, the Papa Murphy’s in the neighborhood had a sale on family sized pizzas,
so he would stop to pick up the pizza. They were looking forward to a relaxed
evening.
When Nick picked up Errol and Wendy he asked: How did it go at Karen and Stan’s?
Both of them: Karen and Stan and Janet have a dog! We love dogs! We want a dog!
Errol: Yeah Dad, dogs are so much fun!
Wendy: I got to brush him! He was a real big kisser!
Errol: Yeah, Wendy, well maybe if you lose some weight you can get some kisses
from boys too!
Nick: Errol! That’s cruel, and it’s not time for her to go around kissing boys.
Wendy: Well if I don’t get a dog I might have to start with boys.
Errol: Yeah right. That’s a threat!
Nick : Errol! Did you get enough sleep last night? C'mon, don’t be mean to your
sister. She’s very nice looking.
Wendy straightens her back and smiles broadly: Obama’s kids got a dog when they
moved. We moved too, but we didn’t get a dog. It’s not like we didn’t ask!
Nick: No one is home during the day! How can we take care of a dog?
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Wendy: So it’s okay to leave us alone in the house for hours, but not a dog?
Kids are good at this kind of discussion.
So Nick pulls into the garage after waiting for the electric motors to drive up the
three car door, and says: go get your Mom! We have to go get the other car.
Wendy: See? You go out. We stay home, no dog.
Scowling the children go into the kitchen, slamming the door. Nick sits for a
moment, looking at all the rakes hanging there on the wall wrack. Weekend! Yardwork! Children complaining about dog. At least he has Glenda. Children, dog,
Glenda, TV, yard-work. Whats the tune, tee-dum, tee-dum? The rakes are staring at
him, but rather than crouch down in his bucket seat, he slides up and out of the car
feeling like a footless snake, then back he goes and gives a quick jab to the horn in
that cavern of a garage. Glenda comes out, slipping down into the car while trying to
drag her right leg in without bruising it.
Glenda: Dog! I heard! Lets get outa here.
As planned, Nick calls in the pizza order and goes home so as not to leave the
children longer than necessary. Glenda follows in the SUV, picks up the pizza and
coke (oh joy!) and drives home.
After most of the pizza is gone, Glenda, having forbidden more discussion of dogs,
comes out with: Maybe we can visit the zoo this weekend! In fact, why don’t we
spend an animal weekend? Nick cups his eyes so no one can see them rolling. He
says nothing within for disavowal and rejection from the kids who will feel as though
they are being placated.
Glenda continues: We can see The Madagascar movie on Saturday and go to the zoo
Sunday.
Errol: Okay, if we get cotton candy.
Wendy: I don’t care about cotton candy, but it’s something to do.
Glenda: What do you think, Nick?
Nick: Sounds fine.
Glenda: Really?
Nick: Fine, sure.
Glenda: You are going to skip the yard work?
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Nick: No, I’m taking tomorrow off. I just decided. I’ll do the yard tomorrow and
recover my wits some from last night. I’m still stiff tired.
Nick: Really?
Glenda: You like animals that much Nick?
Nick: Well, did I ever tell you the raccoon story I learned from an Indian scout
master I had at Camp Pequot when I was your age?
Glenda: No.
Errol: No.
Wendy: No.
Nick: No? Okay.
In the olden days when there were just Indians around and a lot of animals, no
buildings, no roads, no phones or TV (had to get the dig in) there were two old blind
Indians that decided to live together mostly because each of them liked having a
friend who could also see nothing. The two families set the old men up in a wigwam
(that’s an Indian house) a little apart from the village so they could sleep better
rather than being kept awake by the village singing, drumming and dancing at night,
which used to make the old blind Indians cranky. The plan was that the women
would bring them their meat (Indians don’t eat vegetables (applause from Errol)),
but they still had to get their water, which was in their lake, and which was still
clean enough to drink from (not like East Lake). So the women made a long rope out
of the tail hair of horses and tied one end to the wigwam and the other to a small
tree, right by the lake. That way, they could grab the rope and find their way to the
lake anytime day or night, not that it mattered, of course. So one day the women
brought some elk meat, eight even pieces. The old blind Indians loved elk meat, so
they tried to hurry things up by dividing the tasks. One would get the fire and the
cooking kettle set up and the other would go for the water, in which to boil the
meat.
It so happened that near their camp was a sly and playful raccoon. He happened to
be down by the water catching crawfish (that’s something like a small lobster that
lives in lakes) when he overheard the two blind Indians talking. He thought : Ah! I
can have some fun; I’m tired of hunting for crawfish. So he grabbed the guide line
where it was tied, and moved it in another direction away from the lake and tied it
to a bush. Soon the Indian came stumbling along with the line in his hand toward
the lake, or so he thought. When he got to the end of the cord, he began dashing
the kettle around, trying to find the water, but there was none, just dirt and plants.
Not even wet! So he followed the line back to the wigwam and said: It has really
been dry this year! There is no more lake! What will we do? That is impossible! I was
there yesterday and there was plenty of water! It hasn’t been that hot!
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Seeing that the trick had worked, the raccoon took the cord and tied it again to
where it has been. Shortly thereafter, the second Indian showed up with the kettle,
went to the water and got what he needed. He was quite irritated thinking that his
friend had conned him into getting the fire together and getting the water, and he
told him so. At last they began their feast. They put the meat in a bowl and set be
bowl between them. Now it’s important to understand that Indians have strict rules
about sharing food. They don’t pay any attention to the size of the Indian relative to
portion, which was lucky for the blind Indians since they wouldn’t squabble over
their shares. That’s how much for each Errol?
Errol: Four. Right. Four each?
So each took a piece and they joked and joked and exclaimed how sweet the Elk
meat was.
Wendy: Ewwww…
While they were eating, the raccoon snuck over and stole four pieces of meat and
dragged them away to the side of the wigwam, where he quickly ate the meat while
the two blind Indians were talking and eating. What? Only two pieces of meat left?
While I have been talking and singing and laughing, you have been sneaking away
meat? There are only two pieces left! Why you grungy old Indian, how do you dare
to do this to your best friend? At that point they lunged at each other and tumbled
to the other side of the wigwam while the raccoon ate the last two pieces. When
the two Indians were finally too tired to wrestle any more, the raccoon spoke: I have
played a trick on you! You should not have suspected your best friend! And he
scampered away that joker of a raccoon and didn’t worry about the crawfish
anymore.

Errol: How did they make the fire? Did they have matches?

Nick: Can’t answer that question.

Errol: Why not?

Nick: it’s a story. And stories don’t have time.

Wendy: how can they not have time?

Nick: They are just stories. They don’t need time, only events.
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Errol: I don’t understand. How can they have events and not time?

Nick: Well, if they had time, they would have dates, and if there were dates I could
probably answer your question. If the story happened yesterday, I could say they
had matches, but if it happened two hundred years ago they didn’t. They probably
used a flint and a stone.

Errol: What’s a flint?

Nick: It’s a kind of stone that you strike or scrape against a rough stone and it makes
sparks. With the sparks you can start a fire using tinder.

Errol: What’s tinder?

Nick: It’s a bunch of dry grass and small twigs you can light easily with a flint, or a
match. You always start a fire from tinder and then add bigger pieces of wood.

Wendy, slyly: And what if it was 500 years ago?

Nick: They had a much harder time. They had to have a stick with a point on it and
another piece of dry wood with a small hole. They put the tinder near the hole, the
pointed stick in the hole, and they rolled the stick between their hands very fast so
it got hot; then the fire would start.

Glenda, not wanting to be forgotten: What about 5,000 years ago?

Nick: Well that was before the great flood, so they used a gas lighter and some
barbecue fluid.

Glenda: What?

Nick: Yes there was a much higher level of civilization before the great flood.

Wendy: What flood? The one that killed the dinosaurs?
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Nick: Oh God no! Who got to her? At school?

Glenda: Three years ago. You see why I’m not a happy camper?

Wendy: Why don’t we go camping sometime?

Nick: I’d like that.

Glenda rolls her eyes as if she had never heard anything so droll.
Nick: Homework!

Wendy: But raccoons can talk?

Nick: Only in situations where there is no time. Homework!
And so the books were spread out on the dining room table; the assignment books
were checked and checked off as items were completed, reviewed and corrected.
No fair, no fair, their friends would remark. Our parents can’t help us. They say
knowledge is useless in the modern world, but you get the grades while we get
criticized. No fair! They can’t even put 2+2 together. Glenda would say that’s where
baseball bats come from. Exactly that.
Friday was yard day, as Nick planned. Early spring weeding. Raking and a trip to
Home Depot for lawn bags, pesticides, weed killers and new rubber gardening
gloves. Then there was a stop at McDonalds for an Angus burger and fries, his
favorite. The afternoon ended with a short nap before the onslaught of world news.
Friday. Yes! Day before Saturday, when they would all go see Madagascar, then
come home, and break out steaks on the grill and Errol and Wendy would amuse
themselves with electronics, Errol with his X-Box and Wendy with her endless
texting.
Then Sunday came and it was a nice day for the zoo. Nick felt as though he had
known all these animals once in a different but freer life. Glenda called this natural
empathy, but Nick accused her of being woo-woo. Once the shades of night
descended, Nick somehow felt he was being abandoned by the good life and again
dreaded entering the maws of Mammon the next. He called Monday Mammon-day,
a joke, sort of.
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5. The Fall of Mammon
His brisk walk to the station reflected his refreshment and rest, not eagerness.
Something foreboding seemed to be ahead of him. Once he sat down he fell into a
kind of trance that was oblivious to stops and stations, but Bank Street funneled in
all the alarms he needed to arise and walk the rest of the way. He consoled himself
thinking about the couple he had been celebrating last Wednesday. Wednesday to
Monday should be time for their application to clear. Then he felt unaccustomed
surges of energy in his thigh muscles, muscles that somehow always signal
confidence and well-being. They seem to over rule feet that just want to amble.
Now he grabs the rubber rail on the escalator, tightly, so he can spin himself around
to the left, scanning glass expanses, and high space above the in-rushing crowd,
then back down to his feet to check that the sole of his shoe won’t get bitten by the
teeth of the rumbling plates beneath him. Again he hears the dopplerized sound of
the security guard saying Hello Ni… As if shooting through a pneumatic tube he slow
turns corners through the cubical maze until he alights at his desk, rolls the chair,
sits down and hits the “Next” button. Email from greeter: No one is here yet. Get a
coffee or something. Checks other messages:none. Goes into workflow points
looking for his couple, Janet and Jim Kordagujinev. “Kordagujinev” hmmm… Not
there. Nick now calls the IT help desk (in India). Hello, this is Suzy. How may I help
you today?

Nick: I’m trying to find the Kordagujinev file.

Suzy: Fine, but for reasons of security and quality I’m going to ask some questions,
okay?

Nick: Of course.

Suzy: Okay, I’m going to send you a link so you can easily input some information,
okay? What is your secure Email address, please?

Nick: NickWinslow@bankpp774k1.

Suzy: would you please spell that?

Nick: Okay. All lowercase.
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Suzy: Case doesn’t matter in an email address; that’s only for passwords.

Nick: Okay. Lower case: n-i-c-k-w-i-n-s-l-o-w…

Suzy: I’m sorry, but was that Winslow with a final “e”?

Nick: No.

Suzy: Okay, so let me see if I got that right n-i-c-k-w-i-n-s-l-o-w

Nick: yes. That’s right.

Suzy: Okay, I’m sending the link. When you get it click on it and tell me when you’re
ready.

Nick: Okay, got it.

Suzy: Now enter your thirteen character employee code.

Nick: [typing: nG&7j4TX!OlQ. Done.

Suzy: No, something is wrong.

Nick: okay. I see it! [types:nG&7j4TXx!OlQ] I left out the little x.

Suzy: No. Nick, are the last three characters zero-one-capital-q or oh-one-Q?

Nick: I don’t know. The badge is in a secure font and I can’t tell.

Susie: Okay. Let’s try thee variants.
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Nick: [pastes, then backs up three characters changing a zero to a capital O, then the
others. After two permutations ] Got it! We’re in!

Suzy: What was the month and year of your last promotion?

Nick: July, 2007.

Suzy: Okay, how can I help you?

Nick: We’ll, I logged in some applicants last Wednesday and I don’t see them in the
progress file.

Suzy: You checked that they aren’t in finalizations?

Nick: Yes.

Suzy: You didn’t receive an email?

Nick: No.

Suzy: That’s strange. Workflow management would have promoted your entries
that night to the progress file. What were their names?

Nick: They were married: Jane and Jim Kordagujinev.

Suzy: Are you kidding? How do you spell that?

Nick: oh God I don’t know. That’s why we have computers! [finally showing a bit of
irritation]. Okay. I’ll try: K-o-r-d-a-g-u-j-i-n-e-v

Suzy: Nope. Can’t see anything. I’ll try a phonetic approach. One moment: Nope.
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Nick: Did you have any computer problems over the weekend?

Suzy: I don’t know.

Nick: So you can’t look on backup files?

Suzy: Nope. Those are only for a total system restore and we can’t access individual
records. We’ve been begging for incremental-searchable functions for years now,
but nobody wants to spend the money. They say their focus is now only customercentric and they no longer want to support employee-focused enhancements.

Nick: So net/net, you can’t help me?

Suzy: No, but is there anything else I can help you with today?

Nick: No thanks. Sorry I’m such a computer illiterate.

Suzy: That’s okay Nick. Most people are. Would you like to take our quality survey?

Nick: I took it last time so I’ll skip it today if you don’t mind. I couldn’t really get you
any points today anyway.
Suzy: I understand. Maybe we’ll make out better next time.

Nick: Let’s hope. It’s night there in Mumbai, right?

Suzy: Yes it is.

Nick: Well, good night then!

Suzy: Oh, I just started my shift, but thanks. Most people get very abusive and you
are a kind man.
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Nick: No problem!
So Nick’s customers had slipped into bit heaven. He wasn’t happy about this, and,
looking in his top drawer noticed the dentist’s card. But he wanted to find out first
what might have happened internally. So he asked the greeter who the “shunt” was
on that Thursday and Friday. “Shunt” was their locally technical term for the stand
in for prospects in the event of a servicer’s no-show. They would all shunt for each
other if someone was sick so the customers knew they weren’t being ignored. His
shunt had been Cal Klein.
Nick: Cal, did you deal with my customers, the Kordagujinevs? The lawyer and the
dentist?

Cal: Yes. What of it?
The diffident response was not lost on Nick.
Nick: well, what happened?
Cal: They wanted to speak with you and I told them I could help them as you would
be back but I didn’t know when. They said they had an app in, but I couldn’t find it.
They got really pissy with me. I told them we had apparently lost their application
but I would be willing to redo it with them. At that point they told me to forget it.
They had another bank ready to help them, they said, and walked out. Sorry about
that.
Nick: Why did you say you didn’t know when I’d be back? I only called in sick for the
day.
Cal: Yeah, and the next day again. I had to shunt for two days! How was I to know
when you might be coming back when you didn’t show up on Friday either?
Nick’s face flushed with anger and then numbed with disappointment. Anger
resided in him now. Something he really wanted from his job, a meaningful
accomplishment, had suddenly disappeared. After a little while he began to
remember the days he had romanced with Buddhism and the phrase “stop
grasping” came to him. It didn’t work. Then his earlier Christian training came raging
out of the past, saying: “Turn the other cheek”. He semi-rotated his head a few
times, but that didn’t work either. Then almost immediately this converted to: Fuck
this shit! Just fuck it! But he kept quiet, as though he had “sucked it in” and walked
quietly to the bathroom.
There, washing his hands was the Branch Manager, Phil Merryweather, who glanced
up with a not amused and unfriendly look on his face.
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Nick asks: Have a good conference (meaning the executive PowerPoint bonanza and
golf)?

Phil: I’d like to see you this afternoon. Julie will call you about when.
Then he walked out.
Mind: Fuckit, Fuckit, Fuckit.
At his desk, the ready/confirm button was flashing. But then he hesitated. He would
call the Kordagujinevs.
Hello? Dr. Kordagujinev? Nick Winslow here. From B-Bank. I wanted to apologize for
missing you the other day. There was an emergency and I couldn’t be here.
Kordagujinev: Yes, I heard that! Everything okay with the police?

Nick: Police?

Kordagujinev: Well, your colleague told us you had been detained by the police in
connection with a murder and didn’t know when you’d be back.

Nick: What?

Kordagujinev: Well, yeah. He then tried to get us to redo the application, I suppose
in order to take over credit for the account. I didn’t like him because he sounded
smarmy and I told him we had another banker. I couldn’t believe his story.
Nick: I have no idea how he could have told you that. Here’s the truth: my wife and I
were having dinner at Ma Tristesse and someone was shot. Did you see that on the
news?
Kordagujinev: Yes. It was all over the news. They said they had someone in custody.

Nick: Right, we and some others were detained to be questioned as witnesses. My
god it must have sounded like I did it!
Kordagujinev: It did, but I didn’t believe the innuendo for a second. The world is full
of little pricks like that guy.
Nick: Have you finalized your loan yet?
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Kordagujinev: God no! Haven’t really had time to pursue the matter. If we could still
work it out with you, that would be great. You were so helpful.
Nick: I don’t know what to expect, but when I didn’t find your application today, I
checked in with IT. I’m hoping we can discover where the papers went.
After a few more pleasantries, they agreed to suspend discussion until Nick located
the application.
Nick checks his email and there’s a note from Suzy saying the app is in the delete
file. Reply: Who deleted it? Reply back: Cal Klein. Reply: Thanks Suzy! I owe you.
Now Nick knocks off a flame mail and commits the entire issue to inter-collegial war
by copying Phil.
It reads:
Cal,
As you know, I had a very promising client named Kordagujinev. He was someone I
thought B*Bank would really like to do business with. I didn’t appreciate your
intercepting the relationship during my absence on Friday. I especially don’t
appreciate your innuendo with the client that I was being held on suspicion of
murder. That was an insult to me and to the bank. I have also determined that you
actually deleted their loan application after they walked out on you. The app has
been found in the delete file with your marks all over it.
Nick
Nick was satisfied at his restraint in not calling Cal a pudgy little prick. At lunch he
sat consuming his boring salad and half-baguette ham sandwich and bottle of
Aquafina, by himself. Across the cafeterias was short dumpy pudgy Cal, shoveling in
some disgusting spaghetti and meatballs with other office mates. They were all
laughing together and looking over furtively at him. Nick felt so alone. A while later
he was standing in the bathroom looking in the mirror. He let out a subtle laugh as
he said in his mind: Is that a nose I see before me? Nick never knew when
Shakespeare might strike. But, seriously, what’s in a nose?
Back at his desk, an email had arrived. Phil’s office, 2:00 pm. nick confirms via
Outlook.
Between lunch and the appointment Nick interviewed three couples. They seemed
to also be rather promising.
When Nick shows up at Phil’s office, another person is there, Jill Franzen from HR.
Phil: Nick this is Jill Franzen. She’s from corporate HR. I’ve asked her to sit in here so
we can make a record of some issues that have come up recently. The first thing is: I
saw your email about Cal. I have some concerns here because I think there are
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problems with teamwork, and as you know, we spend a lot of time building a team
here. Then things like this happen! Cal is really upset! Your irascibility is a real show
stopper. Looks like, if you survive this meeting, you are going to need anger
management therapy. But let’s have you explain to us (nods to Jill) what happened
in your own words.
Nick (holding back the impulse to grind forth a slew of obscenities): You’re worried
about Cal?
Phil: Yes. He came in and read me your email. I had already read it but I just let him
vent. I think he felt better once he had my reassurances. Before that he was
threatening to quit on account of your gross mistreatment of him. You know Cal and
I both go back to Harvard together, so we have a lot of understanding Whartonites
wouldn’t catch on to. But no matter. Let’s proceed to hear your version of the story.
Nick: My version? (Left), my version (right), my version(up), my version(down), my
version (straight on), is not a version. It is what happened. I went out to dinner to
celebrate something with my wife at Ma Tristesse last Wednesday.
Jill: With your wife? (writing).
Nick: Yes, my wife, the person I married 20 years ago and had two children with.
Jill: Two children?
Nick: Yes, Errol (7) and Wendy (10). We were starting dinner when shots rang out
we were then engaged as witnesses by the police and it went on to the wee hours.
Jill: Wee hours?
Nick: Yes, wee, wee, wee, like the piggies, till about 4:00.
Jill: Anger noted. Then?
Nick: I was so exhausted I couldn’t come to work. I couldn’t really regain my
strength because of logistical complications.
Jill: Logistical complications?
Nick: Yes, you could call them that. Ma Tristesse has valet parking and by the time
we got out of the police station at 4:00am, the restaurant was closed, so we had to
go home without our car. The police drove us.
Phil: Not very good for the bank is it, to have police dropping you off at all hours of
the night?
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Nick: It’s not as though we planned this! I suppose we could have taken a cab, but
the police van was there to drop everyone off as a courtesy. At that point we were
numb with fatigue. It was a very long day.
Phil: You mean the van dropped you off? Why were there so many people as to
need a van?
Nick: There were about 20 of us. I think there had been a hundred or so at the
restaurant that night.
Phil: And they took everyone down to the station?
Nick: No. Just the couples with guns.
Phil: You had a gun? Do you have a gun on you right now?
Nick : Of course not. My wife had one in her pocketbook. They had to hold us for
ballistics and blow-back testing?
Phil: And were you clean?
Nick: Was I clean? WAS I CLEAN? Of course!
Phil: Calm now, (glances to Jill, writing). Was your wife clean?
Nick: You’ve got to be kidding! Who do you think we are, Bonnie and Clyde? (Nick’s
attempt at humor to drop dramatic pressure)
Phil: Calm now. What happened next?
Nick: I decided to take two personal days off. That’s what they are for, to assist with
life’s emergencies.
Phil: But most employees don’t take advantage of that benefit, do they, Jill (who
shakes her head no)?
Nick: Well I needed it so I took it, never did before, but this time I did. It’s not
pleasant to be sitting near a man who is shot in cold blood. It’s a destabilizing
experience.
Phil: Yes, I see that. So then your story is that when your clients showed up and
asked for you and Cal was the shunt, he told them you had been held in connection
with a murder, it was true, right?
Nick: Right, but they were just routinely processing everyone. The presence of
handguns complicated matters and police methods involved a lot of tedious waiting,
first for powder analysis and then for ballistics. The Medical Examiner had not been
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immediately available so they had so wait for the bullet to come back from the
victim. The news took a day to report that the actual suspect was in custody.
Phil: Well Cal didn’t know that. He was just going on what Julie had heard when she
took her son to school where your kids are, that you were being detained in
connection with a murder. I don’t see what Cal did wrong (looks for and gets
approval from Jill).
Nick: If we were a team, I would have told the customer that Cal was out of the
office for emergency reasons and would tell them I’d have Cal call that Monday
when he would most certainly be back. I wouldn’t have tried to convert them to
being my customers and the cover my failure by deleting the original application.
Phil: Funny how it’s all a matter of perception, isn’t it? Cal didn’t know you were
coming back on Monday. Cal only tried to do the best by B*Bank by writing another
loan. When they didn’t convert he gave up and simply deleted the record from the
progress file so we wouldn’t waste any more time on it. See?
Nick: I do, but I also see that these were well qualified, almost ideal customers, and
THAT was a real loss.
Phil: Can’t win ‘em all. This is business! Okay Jill! Do you have everything you need
here?
Jill: Well not quite. He needs to apologize to Cal for blowing up like that. We try to
teach civility in the workplace and maintain civility in the workplace (clicks her head
left then right) and scowls.
Phil: He’ll apologize. I’ll see to it! Thanks for coming over Jill. See you at the round
table next week.
Jill leaves a bit of a huff. Nick goes for the door, but Phil stops him. Phil moves
behind his big desk and motions Nick to sit down across from him in what other
employees call the “electric chair”. Phil notices some lint on his suit, reaches in his
drawer and pulls out a roller tape to pull it off neatly. He seems to be roller taping
himself in the way most people shower with a bar of soap. He doesn’t notice Nick
furtively putting his hand in his shirt pocket. Nick just stares at him open-eyed as if
he were awaiting some sort of important message. Nick grins a bit. Then Phil turns
towards Nick, leans forward and folds this hands, knuckles pointing forward so that
when his elbows bend, a thumb can give a hard rub on either side of the bridge of
his nose.
Phil: Now Nick…

Nick: Yes Phil…
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Phil: It’s not just your lack of team spirit that’s begun to bother me. You’ve been
here how long?

Nick: Fourteen years.

Phil: And what was the first thing we ever taught you?

Nick: I’m still waiting to learn something.

Phil: Careful, Nick! The first thing we teach you when you come here is how to dress
like a banker.

Nick: Oh yes, I forgot that. I didn’t think of it because everyone knows what a banker
looks like: a suit.

Phil: Right! So what made you forget?
Nick: Well, I thought it would be a renewing change from the past century. I really
didn’t forget. I thought the world had changed, and we could become more like our
customers if we gave up looking like someone from the FBI; I was thinking of myself
as a prototype. I’m in fact finding that many customers are acting like I’m more
approachable and they have become more approachable by me. I even come
around to their side of the desk! They ask if others at the bank are getting real too.
Phil: That’s a problem on many levels. Didn’t they teach you anything at Wharton?
At Harvard, they teach us that banks are unchanging images of stability, that we
must be consistent in our behavior and our appearance. Business changes, ya know,
but we have to be the steady point in everything, ready to help our customers when
they need their money. They have to feel like the guy in the suit needs only to reach
into a drawer and pull out a wad of money, that it will always be there, regardless of
the individual banker. Individual bankers are of no public importance. We only need
something slightly more alive than a robot that we can dress up. I can’t imagine
what you were thinking when you changed your glasses, shaved your head, pierced
your ears and took up wearing that turtleneck, junky tweed sport coat and jeans. I
almost had you tossed out of here when I saw you in the men’s room this morning!
Did you read Darwin’s Secret? Do you know about the alchemical myth of universal
acid? It’s acid that is so powerful, it eats its way through everything until there is
nothing left. It can’t be kept in a container. That’s what those clothes are. I know it
started in the IT department where we keep people who want to eat bananas in
dark closets, and then it leaked to our back office clerical staff, and now you! You’re
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out here on the “customer platform”! Universal acid! It’s leaked into our most vital
functions! How can you possibly justify this?
Nick: Justify? I’m out there to obtain mortgages for bank customers. Since the
recession, we have not been able to service practically anyone, we’re so damn picky.
I was trying to do my best to turn them on. You don’t see it, but customers are really
suffering from bank fatigue. They can’t stand us. They are so angry about the
bailouts they are ready to blow at any moment. You don’t see it because you have
nothing to do with them and you surround yourself with sycophants who tell you all
is well. I don’t understand why, as a guy from the unofficial headquarters of the
Excel world, Harvard, you can’t see that nothing is happening. Virtually nothing has
happened since 2008! (Phil’s spine is really up now and he finds himself digging his
nails into the palms of his hands.)
Phil: That’s quite enough! I KNEW they didn’t teach anything at Wharton. But I’ll let
you in on something. I’m hoping there is something left of what they didn’t finish. I
just came back from our semi-annual conference in Toronto. We had to secretly
hold it there for fear Big Brother might be watching. Don’t get me wrong. Our
statements were clear and well structured and we’re not doing anything illegal…
[What follows he never would have said if he didn’t have his Harvard-on]
…but when all this came crashing down this bank was in big trouble. We were
highly leveraged in the markets, and without the government money we all would
have lost OUR jobs. We had our huge losses; there were runs on cash, and we could
have been ruined by the SEC. So when the bailouts came with no strings attached
and no reporting and accountability, that’s when our superior business acumen
kicked in. First thing we did was to pick up our chips at bonus time so no one at
executive level would be left hanging no matter what happened. It really worked
out well because in order for each executive to get their bonus check, they had to
sign an NDA (Non Disclosure Agreement) that tightened our control over leaks and
potential whistle-blowers. We were then in a position to counter the bank strength
audits. The cash we had, we hoarded and did not move anything but the absolute
minimums. The cash we were owed we forced into payment by all means. The
stimulus money we used for three main things: to cover positions, pay bonuses and
replace our entire network of ATMs. But we found one more idiocy in the
government we could take advantage of. In order to get ongoing support payments
from the Fed, we had to at least show some effort at making mortgage loans and
refinancing. Cal was in charge of that here. He chooses the very smallest but most
desperate loans for reduction of principal, so we can look like we’re going along
with the joke. Your job has been to simulate the cultivation of loan customers so we
have something to report in our loan efforts portfolio. In effect, we apply strict SEC
and FED regulations comprehensively and to the letter so that almost no one can
qualify. We of course couldn’t share this strategy with the “floor” because there are
many of you and there could be whistle-blowers in the crowd. You see? I was just
saving you from your hot-headed self. But now that you know that and have
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decided to do your own show here, I’ll have to separate you, starting now. I hope
you now understand what types of people come from Harvard.
Nick: No problem. I actually knew. Those who can think and those who can pay.
Since you’re certainly the thinker type, consider my dismissal for tomorrow, not
today.
Phil: Why put it off?
Nick: You’ve only been here four years, right?
Phil: Yes.
Nick: So you don’t remember I inherited about $10,000,000 eight years ago. After
taxes, it was down to 6.4 and now it’s back up to about $7,000,000. By law I can call
this out in 24 hours and I want it in cash. By our bank’s internal regulation you will
need to be present as they count and check the cash. I want it all in $100 bills. I’ll
bring the suitcases. I’ll also bring in Briggs to move it for me to Wells-Fargo and I will
call in the press for the human interest story.
As he was about to say have a nice evening, Nick saw a red butterfly alight on Phil’s
computer screen, then disappear. Phil was green white.
The next day, Nick arrived at 1:45pm. No need to clear out his desk as he left
nothing behind but a few old pens and some paper lips and a crummy old clock. He
had long before cleared family-related paraphernalia, such as pictures and Wendy’s
soccer awards. Julie showed him back to an executive room where Phil, Cal, and
some other unknown suits were sitting, along with Jill, “the Terminator”. They had
flown in from the Chicago law office. Two thugs that looked like they could be
packing, pointed for him to sit down. Nick felt unsafe. But then the SVP began a
harangue about what jeopardy Nick would be placing himself in if he didn’t control
his mouth around the press. As he spoke, a smile came over Nick’s face.
SVP : What’s that grin about?
Nick: I read about you Ed. You took Mick Jensen’s' place, right? I remember your
picture in “Future-Lookers” our executive news rag.
SVP: What does that have to do with the price of eggs in China? [He thought that
was managerially witty]
Nick: Well, just that you haven’t been here too long. Unless you checked, you
probably didn’t notice I got my job here before all employees were compelled to
sign NDAs. Julie, would you please escort my lawyer, Bob Green, in here as I don’t
want to be unfairly matched with the bank lawyers here? [She moves to leave] Now
I think this employee intimidation session is over. Please have two tellers come in so
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we can double check the amount, which should come to, as of this morning,
$7,682,121.32.
All the suits collapsed into their chairs catching their faces in the heels of their
hands, except the thug suits.
Nick: Do you want to stay while they count? I want every block of hundreds broken
out and counted, then placed in this suitcase. If this isn’t enough, we’ll use the
second also, and so forth.
Phil: Nick you can’t imagine what a pain in the ass you are being. We had to
negotiate all over town to come up with this cash.
Nick: Yeah, but I won’t have any complications with check clearance and you won’t
get the float, and there is some satisfaction in that.
The execs just sit dumbly at the table. Three and a half hours later Nick calls in
Briggs Security and has them escort the money out to the truck. It is 5:30 as Nick
follows them out and takes the mike.
Nick: I want to let everyone know I’ve been forced out of B*Bank because I now
understand my bank has been perpetrating an unpatriotic fraud against the
American people. The bank has sent a team of top executives to intimidate and
silence me, but due to the fact that I was never forced to sign a Non-Disclosure
Agreement, I am free to leave these three flash drives, one for the news, one for my
lawyer and one for the bank. I’m assuming a transcript will be printed tomorrow so
all can see exactly what these prominent business people have been up to. I wish
the viewers well. Tomorrow I’ll provide recordings from today’s meeting. He held his
fist above his head, which contained the three flash drives.
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6. The Big Dinner and the Big Plan
When Nick got home Glenda threw open the door. She was absolutely gleaming
with joy. You did it! You told those snotty fucks to shove their job! I saw you on TV.
You were amazing! Too bad there weren’t ten thousand people. Too bad Occupy
Wall Street wasn’t there! I’m so proud!
Nick: Yeah, pow zoom! Hey! It’s Wednesday already. Isn’t it time to finish that
dinner at Ma Tristesse?

Glenda: Can you really stand to go back there?

Nick: They say when you are thrown from a horse you need to mount up again
immediately so the fear won’t remain permanent. So let’s get back on the horse.

Glenda: That sounded like one of our stupid politicians remarks, but okay if you
want. I can get Katie over for the kids.
Suffice it to say that Nick and Glenda were dressed and drove comfortably to the
restaurant in their Miata that night. This time they drew 4/12/3 as their coordinates,
and again found themselves in Genevieve’s territory.
Genevieve: Weren’t you here at one of my tables on the night of the murder?
Glenda: Yes. 7/13/6. Nick was drinking Absolute lemon martinis straight up with a
peel and I was drinking…
Genevieve: Macallam/18.
Glenda: Wow!
Genevieve: Should we start over?
Nick: Oh yes! This is all about starting over. Why don’t you leave the menus now?
We can’t stay too late.
The menu had items named to suggest art and culture, a soup named ‘Gouache Van
Gogh’, a bottom-of-the-sea mix of moules and baby scallops marinated in truffle oil
drowned in a cream of broccoli with hair-fine curls of fresh red pepper, lemon rind,
and saffron stems, a colorful interplay of yellow tones and red eye-catchers. They
didn’t bother with salads as they knew most of their clients had eaten one already
for lunch. Instead they had fine fresh fruit carvings served they called “tappettes”
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along with fine salted croissant- shaped baguettes and dipping sauce. They didn’t
serve entrees either, as everyone knew what a steak tastes like. Instead there was a
special area of the menu called “ PELION ON OSSA” , remembering the Greek myth
where the giants piled one mountain on another, which someone had remembered
from reading Book One of Vergil’s Georgics. In the vocabulary to this restaurateur, it
referred to their signature technique of building a main plate vertically, which had
become popular. The formula was well known: some sort of coulis, a layer of
mashed potatoes with sauce, or sometimes polenta, followed by a “main flavor”
(meant to be daubed in the coulis), meat, fish or fowl, followed by a layer of
colorful greens and fresh spice, such as cilantro or arugula, a salad dressing ,usually
an exotic vinaigrette, then on to a topping of some sort of delicate tempura, such as
oyster chips, onions, or maybe a lightly sautéed thin-sliced fois gras. Each choice
was named after a Piaf song, and each choice took about a half page to describe and
to accompany with the printed lyrics, in French. The men’s menus had the prices
and the translation, although all they had was menu complet at $60. They of course
had various fish, fruit and vegetarian versions of the mountain. The mountain was
held in place by a stainless steel center pole with a metallic fringe sticking out the
top they called the flavor needle. On the needle were numbers 1-10 and a little red
plastic collar. The diner was encouraged to register their pleasure with the meal by
moving the sliding collar to one of the 10 levels, 10 being the best. That was their
customer feedback system, allowing them to exactly calibrate the goodness and
enhance dining experience over time. If the red collar was at or below seven, the
guest information would be printed out. If they had a record of complaint, the
executive chef would ignore them, if not, he would pop out to the table and
interview the dining guest about what could be better. What a trip! This might seem
complicated, but in the early days of the restaurant the mountain was custom
ordered by the guest. There was a column of ingredients and a column of
dimensional choices. There were small, medium and large plates and a choice of
three, five, or seven layers. Each item for a layer, not counting sauces and dressings,
had a price. The size of the plate determined the multiplier, 0.75, 1.0, 1.5 so the bill
was = size of plate* sum(layer prices). They found this to be inherently problematic
because 1) customers built mountains they didn’t like by selecting spurious
combinations 2) there was a high error rate in producing the custom stacks and 3)
the system was mathematically beyond the capabilities of most of the staff and the
customers. So they went to standard plates. They did leave open the option for the
customer to have an extra layer of beef Wellington or sautéed foie gras inserted, for
$15. What a trip!
Basically the menu choice came down to a customer’s momentary preference for
what the staff called the “key level”, namely, whatever sat above the mashed
potatoes, squash or polenta would be what they tied all the other favors and spicing
to. Glenda went for the mignon and Nick went for the sea bass.
The two of them were feeling quite radiant as they toasted to the new life. Nick led
with: To England! Glenda followed with: To a better life. After their ceremonial sip
Glenda declared she was not ready to move to England, quite yet. She had in mind
that she still wanted to rise in the ranks of education to Principal and perhaps to
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Superintendent. Nick quickly and in good nature rejoined: Why not Secretary of
Education?
To which Glenda: Why not? But, Nick, what will you do now?

Nick: I’m cooked in the bank world. I turned on the fire when I blew the whistle
[strange juxtaposition of expressions he thought as he was speaking]. I think I’ll take
some time and figure things out. I’ll use this freedom like a sea conch listening for
messages from the sea [oh he admired this expression].

Glenda: I’ll take that to mean you will sit in your recliner and be a soccer dad? [She
knew this image would prod him to thought].
As they were moving this sort of banter back and forth, the art fruit arrived. It
consisted of a large round of blood-orange ribbed about the edges and sitting in a
port cherry coulis on a large flat white plate with only a small up-turned edge to
retain the shallow deep purple lake. The orange round had clean round punctures
filled with blueberries that seemed like bubbles from the deep. Above and beneath
the rounds were a slice of star fruit with some powdered sugar “snow” and on the
east-west axis were moon-shaped wedges of kiwi fruit so as to drop the eye to mid
plate. It was better than they would have expected, and later when the food arrived
the result was a palate that had been reoriented after soup and cocktails, between
the acidic fruit and the salt-butter sauce of the “petites croissants” ( their inventive
response to grissini) and readied for the next experience to be “shaded” in the
appropriate mauve wine as per the pairing chart the diner needed not bother about.
Hmmm, they said as they seemed to be merging into this experience, nearly
cathexis.
When Glenda had finished her tappettes and rolling her eyes, and her oddly-formed
“spork” (a spoon with small fork tines, a rare hold-over from the 19th century) was
set back down on the plate, she announced:
Look. We are very lucky to have all this money from your parents. Why don’t you do
something to make yourself happy? Let’s say we took a million of it to get you
started and we could take it from there?
Nick: You would want to go to California?
Glenda: No I’m assuming you need to go out there for a few months to set things in
motion. You could just go to one of those Executive Suites places, or an Executive
Residence until the next steps make sense to us. We own the house and even my
crummy salary will keep me and the kids going. I can always dip into savings if I need
to.
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Nick sat back and let his neck go limp, looking up at the dark gray acoustic ceiling 16
feet above their cloth room. He seemed to be a bit in a trance, blinking his eyes in
an exaggerated way, but without saying anything. She noticed he seemed to be
grinding his teeth.
Glenda: You okay, Nick?
Nick (Returning from his temporary vacancy): Yeah.
Glenda: What’s going on in that head of yours?
Nick: Do you remember last week after the shot rang out and the announcement by
the guy with the French accent?
Glenda: Sure.
Nick: Do you also remember that clanking sound right after he spoke? The same
clanking sound, kind of like a ka-thump, when the police came? I wonder what that
was. I was just thinking about that.
Glenda: Who knows?
Just now Genevieve appeared with the service cart, placing their tappette plates on
a lower shelf, clearing the crumbs from their bread croissants, and then, with a
certain ceremony, lifting the silver covers from their “P&O”. Once served she asked
the routine question about “poivre” and then if there was anything else they might
“require”. At this point, Nick piped up:
Do you remember last week after the shooting we were told to stay seated and then
there was a loud, clanging noise? I heard it again just before the police came in.
Genevieve: It must have been the magnetic locks. I suppose the police had told our
manager to make sure no one left.
Nick: Oh! Hadn’t thought of that! Must be. Thanks.
They couldn’t really talk much because the “mountain” would quickly get cold. The
plate was of course served warm, but there was little surface contact with its
contents, so they focused their attentions mostly on eating and continued to think
while they chewed. The food and the wine went quickly, not too full, not too drunk.
It was not necessary to order dessert, as baked Alaska was the standard, and only
choice.
Nick: About Sucked-In. I’ll have to think, call Fred, maybe.
Glenda: Here’s an idea. Let’s say you go out there now. It’s only March. Then, when
the kids are out, we join up with you and we do the Disney thing? They won’t be the
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right ages for long. They could still get something out of it. Most of their friends
have been there, or in Florida, and they keep asking about it. I think it will be early
enough then so you’ll still have time before things really heat up. If not? We just
come home and go to the next item in our bucket list. Think about it. I’m really
afraid you’ll always regret missing your chance to build something you care about.
Nick takes a deep breath and drops his debit card on the table.
Nick: I could come home once a month for a three or four day weekend.
Glenda smiles a happy smile.
The next day Nick does a little checking on furnished quarters in Upper Haight.
Somehow he has got this location lodged in his head and thinks this is the residence
of the new cool, which he really wants to try out.
That night he proposes some dates for his departure, but then Glenda comes up
with a surprising idea: Why not take the train? Nick has always flown before and
never seen most of the US. He’s never been one for long drives, but maybe he
would enjoy a leisurely trip out to the coast in one of the “viewliners” Amtrak is still
trying to keep alive through modernization efforts such as big reclining seats,
comfortable sleeping births, and “continental cuisine”. It’s about the same price, but
it’s five days of utter relaxation and you see more than lumpy white clouds. Who
knows what the US looks like when you cross it at ground level? Who knows what
sort of interesting people one might meet from a social class that is not in a hurry,
likes to read, watch movies and dabble on the laptop? Nick figures he can do more
than dabble. He can work out more details about Sucked-In. In fact, since he had the
flash of the idea he has never written anything down. He has no clear idea yet what
the prototype should look like, what services and functions it should have. The best
exercise he thinks will be to create a business plan. He can explain it all to himself,
then to Fred, then to investors.
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7. Training for The Future
It was not until April 7, 2011, that he was ready, as one train historian put it…
“…to board the cars at one Market Street near where the Delaware
commingled with Atlantic brine, and emerge on another Market St., a
continent away, meeting the salty Pacific breezes, and all under the aegis of
one railroad company ”,
…now Amtrak, then the Pennsylvania Rail Road. He couldn’t really think of it as one
snake’s journey across the great floor of a nation, as his progress would have to coil
up at two stop-overs for train change. At least his baggage would be shifted
automatically, as Amtrak had figured how to do that with some accuracy. The first
thing he looked at the station was Nedick’s, but it had closed some twenty years
earlier. It remained a precious impression from childhood. Orange drink, hotdog,
mustard and onions. Why, oh why, does everyone remember Nedick’s? To mention
the name is to taste the buttered, crisp grilled bun before the hotdog. No one has
ever repeated this delight. It was lunch time, but he would not be able to revisit
those unique flavors; it was like the ghost of Nedick’s, right in his salivating mouth.
Ishmael’s Chowder House in Nantucket, he thought. Just a flash.
He strolled into the station having rendered his two suitcases. He was traveling light,
with a computer bag and a carry-on. The height of cavernous art deco waiting room
from 1933, with its long bomb-like quartz crystal rectangular lights hung from great
ceiling chains were not quite threatening unless you thought about the bombs that
were soon to come after the opening of the station, when there was still no
commemorative statue. The bombs of the world marked the end of the rail era and
signaled the mass production of air travel, but this was unsuspected at the time.
Nick thought about this and sensed irony. And then the mausoleum function crept
into his mind as he gazed for a moment at the gigantic statue of the angel Michael
seeming to ascend with a dead de-sexed nude railway worker from WW2 in his
arms. Why had they just seen fit to celebrate the railway workers who died in the
war? No speculation came to him. The station had not the least recollection of WW1
as if the Pharaoh only thought to honor his most recent dead slaves. Impression:
The gold-leafed Corinthian columns were perhaps larger than they had ever been in
Rome or Greece. Thoughts and periodization were a mish-mash. Even though the
station was highly symmetrical, it curved thought, or at least his thoughts, he
thought. Nick boarded the Pennsylvanian at 12:42p after stopping to buy a pack of
Spearmint gum and a bottle of water.
Like most stations of the era, the boarding area was protected by a great half-barrel
of glass that covered the platforms like a rainproof street scene the length of the
longest train. People pleaded their separations, made last dashes to a nearby news
stand or ran in terror fearing the train might depart without them. Could I jump up
here if it started to move and then walk forward, they thought briefly to
themselves? People on cross-country trains are always inexperienced; once is
enough. If fact, most of them only buy one-way tickets.
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Looking down, rather than up to the great aluminum support struts, Nick walked
confidently to a reserved seat where he planned to enjoy the views without having
to drive himself, talk to someone, or do anything, really. He planned to have lunch in
the diner car once they got under way. It was already open because this train came
from NYC. He saw people sitting in it, eating there as he walked by on the way to his
assigned car in first-class. Once seated and moving, he waited for his ticket to be
reviewed. He thought about how good it felt to travel without a TSA pat-down.
About 1:30 the conductor stopped to examine his ticket and ID, then tore off a stub
and clipped what remained with a horseshoe shaped punch. Only the Pennsylvanian
had such a punch on that day. The conductor wore one of those classic conductor
uniforms, midnight blue with gold buttons, a hat with gold braided art on his patent
leather visor, and an authoritative though warm smile. He took Nick’s name once he
determined Nick wanted to dine. Nick would be called over the car’s PA system
when a table was ready, which it soon was.
Now seated and looking at the menu, the table was visited by a black waiter with all
the high dignity and servile features of someone who might have worked at the
White House. In his late 50s, he wore the traditional white jacket over black pants
with a silk stripe on the side and a cumber-bun where he kept his order pad. He
took the initial drink order for a glass of root beer. In the world of cumber-buns and
jeans, this order struck neither of them as weird. Politely: “Thank you, Sir.” politely:
“You’re welcome.”
A moment later a young couple presented themselves at his table asking to share it
with them. He could see no reason for this as there were other tables. “Sure, why
not? Make yourselves comfortable.” I’m Bill and this is Felicia. Where are you going?
Nick: San Francisco.
Bill: Wow!

Felicia: Wow!
Nick:You?
Bill: Just Pittsburgh. We’re going there to get married under the great rotunda in the
train station. Then we’re going to stay in a hotel overlooking the city. (So saying, he
looked adoringly at Felicia, and her eyes glinted rays of expectation and happiness.
Sweet skootchy face look.)
Then Bill stroked his chin with the heel of his left hand and with his right. His
eyebrows went up in a look of amazed recognition and then he pointed his curved
index finger at Nick, bending his wrist down as of to snag away some invisible
obstruction between them, as pointing is impolite, and said: Hey! I think I know you!
You were on TV a while back! I recognize those turquoise glasses, for sure! You were
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the whistle-blower at the bank. Wow! Congrats! It must have taken a lot of guts to
do that! Wish more people would do something like that. World'ud be so much
better off!
Nick: Thanks, but I’d rather not talk about it. No. Not really. But excuse me, I’m
going to wash my hands.
When he got back, they weren’t there. Who knows where they went? No longer in
the dining car, he concluded.
Elegant dining can only go so far on a train. The rose at his table was nice, he
thought. Glenda came to mind. The Japanese have notions about absence in space.
But absent in this space was Glenda, quite specifically. He felt strange as though a
loss was becoming more acute, sharper but without outline or color. Soon there was
something there: the waiter with his pen and pad. Sir?
Nick: The Philly patty and coleslaw, please, and forget the bun.
It was somehow a pleasure not to hear: You Got It! But rather: Very well. And then
he walked away after leaving the root beer. The waiter had not asked about the
cuisson either, as by law all hamburgers are created equal: medium well. It
eventually came with a heap of molten yellow cheddar, bacon, and tomatoes,
garnished by two large quarter dill pickles. Acid pickles, salt bacon, creamy coleslaw,
in a round like a short savory madrigal. The meal was actually brought to him by
some lower order of kitchen hierarchy, the same who would later clear the table.
Nick’s first-class seat was quite comfortable, but it was not until the train had
changed engines from electric to diesel, that he actually found himself looking in the
forward direction of motion. He relaxed, and soon was asleep. Next stop,
Harrisburg. Average speed about 60 mph, he calculates. Nick would like to start
thinking about Sucked-in, but he can’t. Lunch has made him drowsy. He doesn’t
even fire up his laptop; instead his eye catches on the silver rain streaks patting for
his attention on the window. Liquid tinsel. As the train moves through depressions
and trenches the dead black trees repel scenic review, but now and then a field
opens dotted with cows, sometimes horses standing by tall grass or a watering
pond. At one point he sees a small airplane landing in a field that is cut and ready for
planting; it seems like an event and he wonders if the train’s long horn blast was
meant as a warning to the plane, as he has not seen a road for quite a while.
The curtain of a mere nap began to enclose his wakefullness, though it would
sometimes part to let in some light, some vision. Someplace he was seeing a young
woman with shiny red rubber boots and a long raincoat holding the arm of his
roommate from college. But his roommate was pushing her away and he, Nick, was
rebuking him for some reason that was being unwound during the dream, but could
not be relocated upon waking. Soon the images and the coherence of the dream, if
there ever was any, were gone. He now had only the memory of an absent dream
without a story. Perhaps this was like the afterlife, as thought imploded.
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But there, sitting across from him, were Bill and Felicia again. Nick asked what had
become of them during lunch.
Bill: The conductor came by and told us we were in the wrong part of the dining car
and ushered us to the other half of the car, closer to the rear. We figured we’d see
you on the way out, but you were gone.
Felicia: Yeah! We wanted to hear more about B*Bank, which is where we bank and
have all our credit cards. We wondered where a banker, who knew about banks,
would move his money if he couldn’t trust his own bank.
Bill: Felicia he said he didn’t want to talk about it.
Nich: It’s okay. I moved to Wells-Fargo.
Felicia: Do you trust them more than B*Bank?
Nick: No. I’m just not mad at them. They are all probably up to the same games.
Bill (using the crooked index finger point again): Well, we also heard they released
their suspect now and the investigation is in fact underway. You (two downward
wrist flicks) didn’t see anything?
Nick: No, not really.
Nick looks up then turns his head both ways as the mystery of it all rushes back in.
And then he goes on to explain about the curtained rooms, and how at first he
thought the guilty party might have been the weeping lady.
Nick: I have no idea what really happened.
Bill: Oh, okay.
And silence reigned again until Nick was awakened by the rather deafening sound of
the PA system announcing that departing passengers should prepare to detrain. Bill
and Felicia had again disappeared.
Strange, Nick thought. Now he plugged in his laptop and Googled “murder Ma
Tristesse” there he found many articles covering the original events. The police had
still not released the name of the victim because, they said, they had not been able
to locate his family and they still had no positive identification. Another problem, it
continued, was that he had been shot in the back of the head leaving huge
disfiguring furrows as the bullet exited the face. While the bullet stayed in the victim
the large bone chips tore through the front of the face on both sides, rendering
photography more disgusting than useful. Also, they mentioned that their suspect
had been released for lack of evidence and a solid alibi. The police sounded
despondent and bureaucratic about finding the murderer. Given this news, Nick
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couldn’t get in the mood yet to work on Planning for Sucked-In. Feeling restless, he
decided to walk the train after a stop in the “lavatory”. He found out there were
seventeen cars, including the dining car with its overhead glass. He became
momentarily pensive wondering what people should be watching up in the sky, and
then it struck him that maybe it was for night time, when they could see the moon
and the stars. Yes. That’s got to be it. As he walked through the cars he had to slide
doors open by hitting a button to activate the concealed pneumatic drive rods. Then
he would hear them decompress so the springs could slide the door back
automatically behind him. There was always just a little angst about standing
between the cars to enjoy a breath of “fresh air” while all the bump and clatter
passed beneath. Standing in the inter-car accordion, for lack of a better word, gave
him the creeps as soon as the door shut behind him. He could feel the air currents
wheezing on him. The wheeze and clatter pushed him on until he reached a space
where he found Bill and Felicia having a smoke. Hey Nick, want a smoke? No I don’t
smoke. But your seat is back there! I know, just taking a walk. Clatter wheeze,
clatter wheeze… Gotta be going. Bit cramped here (not to mention smoky… Note
the sign against smoking oh well I’m outa here civic lectures will just go unheard it’s
the world we live in). Pshhhh…
Eventually he hits the last car before the engine, after swaying back and forth. As
the train lists to one side he grabs he handle on the seat. Now he’s turning around
and walking back moving back over the still rate of the train’s interior. He notices his
interoception is working well as his hands are always positioned to grab the next
handle as his feet feel rather like magnets on the floor. If he could loosen the
magnets on his feet, could the train pass him by? It gives him almost a giddy sense
of animal technology to know that his seat is twelve cars back and he is just about to
enter the third “interregnum”. He jokes to himself that where there are only
couplings there are no rules. It strikes him as a socio-political insight at the time.
Strangely, he never sees the cigarette butts from before. In fact, he walks the entire
train and back three times and never sees them. Eventually, he sits down and starts
trying to think about Sucked-In, but no luck. It’s 3:45pm and he starts thinking about
a scotch. He’ll sit in the bar lounge and have a scotch. They have Johnny Walker
Black Label, as much as you want, and cocktail pretzels, and napkins to wrap the
bottom of the glass. Now, as he is walking back towards the bar car something
begins to happen that he cannot feature: the train lists to the right, not righting
itself after a moment, but it keeps listing, and Nick begins to believe he will never
regain his equilibrium. He reverses direction, but that is no better. He begins to feel
hot and sweaty. His mouth waters the water that announces vomit. He definitely
doesn’t want to vomit, so he takes the nearest open seat. Once down, he looks out
the window. There in mid train he can see the diesel and the last car at the same
time as the train continues to list to his right. His reason gets crimped like a bent
straw: in the middle of open and somewhat hilly country we are going into a circle?
Could the diesel cross the tail? The urge to vomit recedes, but his clammy brow
continues to squeeze like a sponge. Now the conductor passes by and Nick reaches
for him. What is happening. I feel sick!
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Conductor, smiling: Yes, a lot of people go through that when we go into the great
horseshoe. It’s like a loop on the way up a mountain road, but broader and not so
steep.
Nick: You mean this happens every day?
Conductor: Of course, ever since 1854. They built the track that way because the old
engines didn’t have so much power as they do now. It was to get a momentum run
up on the Allegheny hills before the ascent. Most people don’t mind it, but some
people really feel it.
The tracks straighten back to normal tilt-and-lilt. Nick returns to his seat and looks
for a seatbelt, but there is none. Back in his seat, a stoned boredom takes over. He
wonders why, on all his trips back and forth in the train, he did not see Bill and
Felicia again. Cheering himself up, he jokes to himself: Well there are no sleeper cars
so they must have been hanging out in one of the bathrooms? Nah. And just then
everything goes black and a roar overtakes him. Then a white light fires past him,
then another and another. Then a blue. Then an orange. He looks out the other side
of the train, and at different intervals are different lights. In a sudden tunnel. PA
Cracks: Galliza Tunnel. Please relax. Lights will be restored presently. Still queasy
from the curve, Nick blinks frequently to somehow slow down the motion of, or
freeze, the lights. The train seems to be squirming inside a dark casing, and a fear
comes over Nick that this tunnel could be his grave. The lights from both sides seem
to be nearing each other and people are seen stirring in the aisle, probably
wandering toward the lavatory, but the strobe-like action of the external lights gives
them a mysterious pallor and a somewhat ghastly appearance. Men with Mohican
haircuts and fat women with topknots like johnny brushes pass by. Looks like blue
lipstick and breath seems threatened. Suddenly there is a breakout into bright light
and green landscape. Nick hears a screaming come down the track and then sudden
silence and then sudden darkness again. Now he adjusts better to the third tunnel,
but it’s still only 4:42 and the train refuses to turn on internal lighting for the third
tunnel either. Soon they have poked through the mountains and soon it will be time
for a supper to rebalance the day.
The PA cracks open to apologize for the temporary loss of WiFi and to announce
that all passengers should return to their seats so dinner reservations can be taken
as the conductor passes. Nick wants to eat at 6:00 and resigns to a comfortable
numbness; he’ll go with just another burger as there can be no point in trying the
steak. He never does begin his PowerPoint; he never does read his book,
whichhappend aptly to be The Odyssey which he read a long time ago even before
college.
At 8:07pm the train pulls into Pittsburgh. Three hours and forty minutes later he will
go into a sleeping car bound for Chicago. Union Station offers very few activities at
this hour. He decides to go see the famous rotunda, which looks like a great
inverted salad bowl made of stone. It was built so that horse-drawn carriages could
be sheltered while discharging passengers. Nick tried to imagine something clever to
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think about this last great monument to the age of the horse at the other end of a
last tribute to the great age of the train in Philadelphia, but couldn’t. Instead he
thought about the raw work, immigrant and slave, of it all.
At 11:50pm Nick climbs on the overnight train for Chicago. He is thinking how
pleasant it will be to go horizontal for nine hours. Shoes removed, he slips into his
sleeping birth and slides the curtain, closing out view of passing passengers. The
birth is basically a slab with a thin mattress. Overhead is a light for reading. He will
go feet first towards Chicago. He reflects on that but can’t fix on why that strange
thought occurred to him. On his right is a thick curtain that keeps out the light from
the platform still milling somewhat with passengers from an arriving train and
porters rolling carts at this drear hour under cast iron station lamps. Ta-pushhhhh,
the brakes go and then he sees himself being pulled head first out of the station.
After 10 minutes the train jerks to a stop, clanking car against car. Soon ta-pushhhh,
and the train is dragging him by the feet to Chicago, great and original the hub of all
food, resources, production and transportation, air, water and ground, for the
country and beyond.
Nausicaa rescues Odysseus washed up on the beach and he turns off his light. The
train sways gently as it walks the rails, ta-tum. After a time, Nick opens the curtain
so he can see out as he passes the most dilapidated parts of the city. It’s ugly and he
closes the curtain again. The ledge he is on is rather hard and uncomfortable.
Sleeping on his side makes him bend and wave like a fish in the oscillating motion.
He flattens out again. The train moves an average of only 46mph, and the slowness
tends to exaggerate the sideways momentum, making it difficult to sleep. Nick feels
rather confined, but okay. He slides back the curtain so he can see out again. No
longer in the city, he only sees the bleak lights of old stations and lonely telephone
poles at irregular intervals. But the greatest hindrances to sleep are the idiotic
sounds of the street crossing signals making a kind of Doppler scale in thirds, up
then down after passing, do-me-sol-ti-do-ti-sol-me-do. It’s hard to tune out and Nick
has only partial benefits from Morpheus. do-me-sol-ti-do-ti-sol-me-do: The clang of
the road and the horns of the train are disturbing. Occasionally a red or green light
races by. A five minute stop at 3am in Cleveland leaves him wondering what
travelers were thinking. They wanted to arrive at this hour? They wanted to board
at this hour?
After Cleveland, Nick drifts off, not much molested by the scraping, ticking, and
clanging sounds of the ride. But suddenly there is a huge collision between the
coupling of the cars, a terrible smashing sound, an awful sense that there is
potential for overturn, an explosion and a huge flash of light. The train is grinding to
a halt, certainly but slowly as Nick slides back the curtain to peer out on a large bus
in flames. Some people are seen running away from the bus. Nick can only think of
WAR OF THE WORLDS, the original one from 1956. The bus may explode behind
them. The tall grass could catch fire.
The PA Cracks on:
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THERE HAS BEEN AN ACCIDENT WITH A BUS CROSSING THE TRACK. PLEASE STAY
WHERE YOU ARE. HELP IS ON THE WAY. THE TRAIN IS LOCKED, SO DO NOT ATTEMPT
TO DETRAIN OR OPERATE THE EMERGENCY DOOR LATCHES.
Nick feels himself glued sideways to the window, desperate, helpless and horrified
at what the passengers that did not escape must be feeling, and, for that matter,
whatever the others must be going through, running away, looking back, and
stumbling. But soon some of the conductors are running towards the people with
flashlights and blankets. They had been trained to interact if there was an
emergency. Once upon a time 22,000 a year lost their lives on train accidents and
the railroad brotherhoods never did stop training for them. People were being
wrapped in the blankets and lead away from the burning wreckage. According to
Nick’s time check, there were only 6 minutes between the impact and the arrival of
the first police car. It took another three minutes for the fire trucks and emergency
medical vehicles and ambulances to begin arriving behind them. That was itself
amazing. Amazement is a strange emotion in the midst of tragedy. If someone
looked in at Nick who was stuck looking out the window, they might have thought
they were seeing a specimen in a human zoo.
The firemen brought down the blaze of the bus quite quickly with suffocating foam.
Soon they were hacking at the bus to open holes in case anyone survived. Those
outside were soon leaving for the hospital, but apparently no one was still alive in
the bus if they had not been able to escape out the other side, which had snapped
like a twig on impact. A helicopter had also landed bearing away the most gravely
injured and burned. Nick’s memory flashed back to a moment when he and Glenda
had taken Wendy to the emergency room with a very high fever. He remembered
cart after cart of severely injured people being wheeled in after a terrible pileup on
the freeway. He could feel the nausea and a sense of horrible confinement
overtaking him again from that night, this night. Before all was over, the train
lurched forward, leaving the carcass of the bus behind, and the departing injured. It
had been a twenty minute stop.
Toledo came just after five thirty just in case anyone had managed to get to sleep.
At 6:45 there was a “service announcement” to make passengers aware that
breakfast would start to be served in the dining car at 7am. The sun was now up and
Nick lost all hope of sleep. Time to shower and change the clothes that had now
clung to him for 48 hours. He was also thankful for the coffee cart that passed so he
could feel a bit more awake when it was his turn for breakfast, but he was a wreck
anyway.
Coming in now at 9:20am and leaving again at 2:00pm was basically a useless grant
of free time. Nick had been to Chicago many times before on trips to his home office
for management and professional meetings, and of course his nerves were
shattered from the night before. There really was no adventure to be had here, but
it was a nice day and he needed a walk. It wasn’t long before he was in sight of the
Wrigley building, of gum fame. Wrigley, Wrigley, Wrigley, B*Bank,B*Bank,B*Bank.
And then there was the turquoise water of the Chicago River. The Chinese
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population thought of it as Jade, and the Irish thought it was liquid pride. Nick
remembered. How about an off -shade of a Spearmint gum wrapper? Nick knew it
wasn’t funny, just trying it out. As his sense of humor sagged, so did what remained
of his enthusiasm. Two more days and two more nights of train travel? 48 more
hours of discomfort and boredom to pass through fields, a few canyons and
mountains only to behold them through the viewliner’s tinted glass? A few thrills on
a high ledge? And then another 6.2 mile tunnel, Moffat Tunnel, another wormhole?
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8. The Plane Truth
Hello, Glenda? Sorry to miss you. I’ve had an awful ride on the train and I’m
skipping out. Going to take the damned airplane the rest of the way. I’m
exhausted and can’t stand it anymore. Hugs and kisses to you and the kids. Thell
them I miss them and look forward to seeing them in a month. Off to the airport
after I reclaim my bags. I love you…
After reversing course back to the train station, Nick can’t get his bags as they have
been “routed over” another train. They will be kept at the “destination station”
once they arrive. He will have two days in which to retrieve them, after which they
will automatically be returned to Philadelphia. Sorry, Amtrak would like to help you
but we are not in control of our routing systems…
Nick reflects: thank God money isn’t much of an issue here. But his frugal habits
cause him to accept a coach seat leaving him seven hours to utterly waste at O'Hare
International, so once he secures his ticket he gets a latte and sits down. Why is it
that Starbucks is always lousy at airports? After sitting for a while and watching
people walk by with their roll-on and their computer bags, Nick now feels that even
passing TSA inspection would be more interesting than his current view of things.
He feels at one with the Everyman drama of travel and quips inside his head: I
wonder if this is like the Pearly Gates. Nick uses what he calls “internal humor” or
“funny head” to cope with many of life’s stupid movements. We must all be thinking
and feeling these things, right? And as the TSA agents deprive him of the jackknife
he keeps in his toilet bag and the shaving gel, he just resigns to it. Doesn’t even
think about rebellion. After all, he hadn’t planned for the flight. Shouldn’t blame
them. They were just protecting him… So came the internalized answer to any
possibility of objection.
O'Hare is abustle with second rate foodstops at half-quality of their non-airport
version. The high price of airport real estate, the walk-on food restrictions and the
enforced lack of any real eating utensils, are responsible for their endemic
deterioration. If you are hungry you walk as far as you can as long as you can until
your revulsion towards airport food eventually breaks down and you settle on some
compromise between taste and health. Nick finds toasted bagel, cream cheese,
onions, and ham with tomato and lettuce, the universal leafy green. It works. And
no sooner does it work than he is out prospecting for what might be okay for dinner.
The mind turns to eating when everything else is empty. Eventually he must walk
many miles, but this functions to “work off” his lunch. The bookstores don’t help
either, as he’s trying to focus, from time to time, on being his own business success
in the future and, as he passes all the books about becoming the next known
billionaire, he asks why people who are really millionaires or billionaires bother to
write books. Better to keep bottled up under a money cork than send a letter foam
out into the universe. Then there are the magazines that so fuel the imagination
prior to take off: guns, archery, boating, yachting, jet ski, fashion, muscle-building,
health supplements, luxury housing, science, travel, nature… and an array of other
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things for which people have neither time nor money, except in this vicarious world
of the airport, a kind of petri dish for the dead imagination.
Just before Nick is about to walk the tube to the plane he reaches Glenda on his
cellphone. She’s just ushered the children through and off after homework and they
are now both firmly anchored at their game posts. Nick says “Hi” to them. “Hi Dad;
miss ya.” (enough). Glenda talks a little about the events of the past few days and
then tells Nick that the investigation is still under way. Square one. She doesn’t
know why but the police want to talk to him again when he comes home at the end
of the month. Apparently the murder is far from solved. Nick relates that he heard
that from Bill and Felicia, the newlyweds (by now). Nick let’s her know his arrival
time and promises to call the next day from his residence hotel. She asks him how
the business plan is going and he answers wryly that it’s going as well as might be
expected given his sleepless condition the night before. Glenda hadn’t realized Nick
was on the very train that hit the bus. What were the chances? What a bummer!
Was it horrible? Yes, it was horrible. Couldn’t sleep; just kept seeing those images
on the ceiling above me. No sleep. The dialog was dull but the images were vivid.
Okay, I love you and will call tomorrow as they say x-o-x-o…
Row 47, two back from the bulkhead, seat F, one from the aisle, about 25 rows from
the bathroom. Nick waits patiently as the plane fills up mostly ahead of him, but the
true mystery, the person to his right, won’t be answered for a few minutes. The
person to his left is in her fifties and she is quite fat, sitting next to her husband who
is more or less normal in size. Nick and Glenda are medium build medium weight
kinds of people, at least for their age. Nick thinks: That woman is a cow. How can he
stand her. I’m choking from her perfume. Look at that cheesy jewelry. What does
she use to dye her hair, boot black? I’ll bet the seatbelt won’t go around her. God I
hope the person on my right won’t be like that! It would be an exaggeration to say
the man who sits down next to him is as big as The Hulk, but down he sits, a huge
muscular man in his late 30s. Nick remembers the famous house in Bruges that was
built as an eight-foot-wide straddle between two earlier buildings with the spiral
staircase way in the back running up to the fourth floor like a spinal column. There
he was, a house in Bruges, but he could not cool his feet in the canal. That was full
of precious pocketbooks and computer bags. As always, the suffocation process set
in quite soon, as they don’t turn on air circulation until moving into the flight path.
7:00 came and sure enough the aircraft began to taxi. It was huge with over 500
passengers tightly packed into the uncomfortable economy of space. Elbows had
struck on both sides as seat-belts were fastened. Nick as embarrassed to have lost
his seat-belt under the hulk, and timidly he asks to extract it. Fortunately the short
side of the belt couldn’t go too far and was just hanging down the crack between
himself and his nearest “Wagnerian Neighbor” as he called her under the roof over
his ears. O'Hare is a huge airport, so it came as no surprise when the craft seemed
to be on an interminable land journey. Nick lost track of how many times it had
turned. Taxi, taxi, taxi, stop. Taxi, taxi, taxi, stop, turn… Now they are stopped. They
are waiting, waiting, and waiting. PA: THIS IS CAPTAIN ABOULAFFI. WE HAVE
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RECEIVED ORDERS TO WAIT. WE WILL INFORM YOU ONCE WE AGAIN HAVE ORDERS
TO GO. WE DO NOT THINK THE DELAY WILL BE LONG.
Nick notices “The Hulk” is getting restless. He is restless. The Wagnerian is simply
occupied with her nails. The Hulk says: Aboulaffi. They put us through TSA and then
give us a pilot named Aboulaffi? Nick answers this cry for help: I’m sure it’s okay.
Don’t worry. Nick notices on the shirt of The Hulk, the monogram “Jetboat World,
Tim Heyney, Portland , OR”.
Nick: Hey, what’s a Jetboat?
The Hulk: You’re kidding! A Jetboat uses a stream of water to make it move rather
than a screw.
Nick suppresses saying clever things.
Nick: I don’t understand…
The Hulk: A jet boat is built for speed. There are races all over the country. It
screams past propellers, and the propeller, never breaks because there’s no
propeller. The engine sucks in water and spits it back out again making the boat
move. Water’s not compressible like air, so it’s way faster than an air driven system,
like a fan drive. Simple physics. You boat?
Nick: Only when someone invites us out on the water. We don’t really have time for
all that’s involved. I’ve been sailing once.
Hulk: Oh, well this is mostly for sports thrills and racing, though there are some big
commercial jetboats. Sky’s the limit.
Nick: So what do you do with the jetboats?
I’m a sales person. I go to conventions and shows. Heyney’s the big brand, the
leader (lurches forward to make himself more comfortable, further dwarfing Nick).
Jetboats were invented in NewZealand by a guy named Hamilton. They needed a
fast boat for shallow water, one where the propeller wouldn’t break on the rocks in
rivers. That was in ‘54. Now they’re everywhere where more than 20 knots are
needed, 23 mph, and maneuverability is primary. If you need speed and the ability
to stop on a dime, jet boats are for you!
Nick: How can a boat stop on a dime? I don’t get it.
Hulk: They can be going along fast, you see, but because they don’t torque the
water, there’s no flow momentum to overcome. There’s either power or not power.
That means we can do a “crash stop” we call it, allowing us to cut the jet, flip the
rudder and restart the flow against momentum. We can stop on the length of the
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boat. Not possible with other engines. No practical limit on the size of boats either,
though we’re only concerned with sports craft, well, a few larger custom yachts too.
Nick: Fascinating!
PA: WE REGRET TO INFORM YOU THAT THIS AIRCRAFT HAS A MECHANICAL
PROBLEM AND WE CANNOT BE CLEARED FOR TAKE OFF. PLEASE REMAIN IN YOUR
SEATS UNTIL FURTHER NOTICE.
Nick: My name’s Nick.
The Hulk: Gus, glad to meet you. Interesting stuff. Hope this won’t take too long.
Nick: Yeah me too.
Gus: I’ve got breakfast meetings in the morning.
Nick: I don’t but I’m sick of traveling. Took off from Philadelphia two days ago by
train. Got sick of train travel really fast. Not recommended. Don’t try it. Never
would…
Nick settles back into the blind of flesh. The person before him crashes his seat back
to “relax”, bashing Nick’s knees. Gus notices and shakes his head in disapproval.
Nick: Next time I’m going business. I’m going fucking business, sorry for my French.
Gus: Me too. I heard there might be some seats in business, but they haven’t
announced it. Stewardess, stewardess any chance of moving to First Class?
Stewardess: Not now. You had to do that before we left the gate. I can’t even pay
now? No. But are there any seats? Doesn’t matter, you can’t move. Sorry Sir, you’ll
have to stay there until the Captain turns off the Fasten Seat Belts sign. Sorry…
Nick: But I have to pee and we’re not even moving. Can I get up?
Stewardess: No. Watch the sign. This is all FAA regulations and we can’t do
anything. Please sit down, Sir. Nick: Okay, okay.
Stewardess: Would you like some water? No. Getting more agitated, struggling
forward like an infant in a car seat.
PA: WE REGRET TO INFORM YOU THAT WE ARE EXPERIENCING MAINTENANCE
DELAYS. THE FASTEN SEAT BELY SIGN HAS BEEN TURNED OFF, SO FEEL FREE TO
MOVE ABOUT. YOU MAY ALSO USE ELECTRONIC DEVICES UNTIL FURTHER NOTICE,
EXCEPT CELL PHONES.
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Nick is breaking into a sweat now. To his left the Wagnerian has taken out her Bible
and is reading to her husband, who stares into space and never changes expression.
Poor Gus tries to cross his legs, but to no avail.
Nick: Mind if I get up?
Gus: Sure, okay.
The Hulk rises and blocks a mother quieting a baby by twisting absently back and
forth. A few rows toward the fore of the plane a five-year-old is slipping into a meltdown, with the father being handed the charge and feeling conspicuous. Nick places
himself in the bathroom line. He doesn’t really have to go, but he can think of
nothing else to do. So he waits and inches toward the lavatory. It’s like everyone has
chains on their ankles. One middle aged but well-conditioned man is hanging back
from progress towards the common goal, while doing deep knee-bends. He shrugs
off the thought that he may be acting strangely by looking first one way then that,
seeming not to notice Nick is looking at him. Gus has retaken his seat and will have
to be moved again when Nick returns from the lavatory, but Nick has put this out of
his mind for now. When Nick attempts to return to his seat he sees that the line in
now even longer, the boy is screaming and there is very little air. He has to wait for
quite a while for the line to clear out sufficiently so Gus can rise, step into the aisle
and allow him back in. Nick can see that Gus is not a city person as he has no ability
to fold his newspaper without flailing his elbows sideways as that practice only
comes to subway riders. Gus lives his life struggling for space.
The fluorescent fuselage light lights up a beige background everywhere as acne
becomes pronounced and veins go blue ghastly against the pallor of skin. Nick sits,
can’t read, think, work, or even concentrate in the dead air. Nick imagines how
much the perfume of the Wagnerian must resemble formaldehyde. Her husband
has never moved his head; he just sits there with his seat belt fastened with no
seeming motive to move. He’ll have to move, right? She’ll have to shut up, right?
Nick can’t cross his legs either. He can only cross his arms on his lap. This gives him
the idea that he should resort to meditation. That would be the perfect exercise for
the abolition of time while sitting straight up in his seat. But the child in melt-down
mode continues. It is difficult to empty the glass of water that is consciousness
around a whining screamer, and he notices how hot and sweaty he is becoming. Gus
has now taken to holding his elbows, arching his back, and swiveling first this way,
then that.
PA: DING, DING. PLEASE BE SEATED.
PA: THIS IS THE CAPTAIN SPEAKING. SOON YOU WILL SEE SOME HEAVY EQUIPMENT
COMING TOWARDS US. THIS IS BECAUSE OUR FRONT LANDING ASSEMBLY NEEDS
TO BE CHANGED OUT. THE BOEING EMERGENCY TEAM IS ON ITS WAY TO OVERSEE
THE OPERATION. WHEN IT IS UNDERWAY, YOU WILL FEEL THE NOSE OF THE
APPARATUS BEING LIFTED BY THE CRANE. NEXT YOU WILL HEAR THE LOUD NOISE
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OF THE WHEEL CARRIAGE MODULE DROP. DO NOT BE ALARMED. A NEW WHEEL
CARRIAGE IS BEING FLOWN IN.
PA: DING, DING: OUR CABIN CREW WILL NOW SERVE WATER, SO PLEASE CLEAR THE
AISLES AS SOON AS POSSIBLE.
As the cabin crew passes, everyone has the same question: When will we take off?
Answer: We’ll have an answer for you in a while.
PA: DING DING. THIS IS YOUR CAPTAIN AGAIN. WE DO NOT HAVE A RESUMPTION
SCHEDULE YET. WE WILL KEEP YOU INFORMED. PLEASE SIT DOWN AND FASTEN
YOUR SEAT BELTS, AS THE CRANE IS ABOUT TO HEFT THE NOSE.
The nose rises slowly. The Wagnerian begins to declaim Oh My God, Oh My God!
Tears begins to well and she reaches around to pinch her husband on the shoulder
and says: For Christ’s sake why did you have to buy the cheapest possible flight.
Didn’t you know Delta is going out of business? Don’t you know these scumbag
companies cut maintenance? That they don’t give a shit about safety? Nothing to
drink. Nothing to eat. Stay in your seat, don’t get up don’t pee. I could beat the crap
out of that fucking captain. Bet he won’t dare show his ass out here. Attendant! Get
the captain. I want talk to him.
Attendant: The captain is concerned with running the plane and is locked into his
quarters.
Husband: Go back to your prayers dear. They will quieten you down just as they did
during rehab.
He pats her arm and offers his handkerchief so she can wipe her brow and the black
smear off under her eyes. He looks at her sincerely and imploringly.
Just now, everyone still standing is thrown back. That is the reaction to the nose
suddenly popping up as the wheel carriage lets go.
PA: THIS IS YOUR CAPTAIN. SORRY FOR THE SHOCK, BUT WE WERE EXPECTING
THAT, WEREN’T WE'? FRONT CARRIAGE HAS NOW DROPPED OFF. IF YOU FEEL THE
PLANE SWAYING IN THE AIR, THAT IS BECAUSE THERE IS QUITE A BIT OF WIND OUT
THERE, BUT DON’T WORRY, THE SLING HOLDING UP THE NOSE IS PLENTY STRONG
AND WON’T BREAK. IM SORRY TO SAY WE STILL HAVE NO ESTIMATE FOR TAKEOFF.
THE BOEING EMERGENCY CREW HAS JUST ARRIVED. AS YOU KNOW, BOEING
RELOCATED TO CHICAGO SO WE’RE REALLY LUCKY. IMAGINE IF THIS WERE MIAMI!
Everyone utters a “Yeah, right!”
PA: SERIOUSLY, WE DO APPRECIATE YOUR STAYING IN YOUR SEATS. IF YOU MUST
USE THE FACILITIES, PLEASE LET YOUR CABIN ATTENDANT KNOW. WE FEEL WE
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MUST ESCORT YOU IN THE CASE THAT A GUST OF WIND SHAKES THE PLANE WHILE
YOU ARE ON YOUR WAY.
Gus (The Hulk) says: Yeah, seriously. Is some of this a joke or what? I’m getting
ready to bust heads.
That makes Nick cringe back into his seat, already feeling like he can’t breathe. The
sultriness of the plane is getting worse by the minute. By this time, there are at least
three children in melt-down mode. Now he hears some commotion. The cabin lights
are extinguished. Outside Nick sees bright white circles on the ground, searching
about. He can’t hear the helicopter over the whining and screaming of the children.
To lighten things up Gus quips: Probably a flying saucer. Cabin attendants are
running towards the front of the plane. “Someone has died!” “Oh no!” “Oh no!” and
more and more until a chorus has mounted.
PA: THIS IS THE CAPTAIN. APPARENTLY A PASSENGER HAS A HEALTH PROBLEM. IF
YOU ARE A DOCTOR, PLEAS SO SIGNIFY TO A CABIN ATTENDANT. WILL ALL
PASSENGERS PLEASE RESUME THEIR PLACES. YOU DO NOT NEED TO
COMMUNICATE WITH ME. PLEASE LET OUR CABIN CREW HANDLE ALL YOUR
REQUESTS. PLEASE STAY AWAY FROM ALL EMERGENCY EXITS. IF YOU FEEL THE
NEED TO PRAY, PLEASE STAY IN YOUR SEATS TO DO SO. WE CANNOT HAVE THE
AISLES BLOCKED. CABIN ASSISTANTS WILL PLEASE GUIDE PEOPLE BACK TO THEIR
SEATS AND MAKE SURE ALL SEAT BELTS ARE SECURED. THANK YOU. DING DING.
Nick feels himself sweltering. Gus is mopping his face with his shirt and the
Wagnerian is simply crying quietly as if in terror. Her impassive husband sits by her.
“I’m sorry what I said before about the cheap seats. You did right, not your fault.”
this contrition paints a warm smile across his face. But Nick is afraid the next time
he hears the DING DING it will shatter him. Then his attention moves to the aisle. He
sees three people moving slowly towards him, one with an iPad in hand. He is taking
notes from each passenger as he proceeds. Slowly they are moving to the rear of
the plane. But then up in front there is a commotion.
PA: DING DING THIS IS THE CAPTAIN SPEAKING. THE AIR MARTIALS WILL PLEASE
TAKE CONTROL OF THE PASSENGER WHO IS TRYING TO GET THE EMERGENCY DOOR
OPEN. ALL OTHERS PLEASE RESUME YOUR SEATS. IT IS MY RIGHT UNDER FAA RULES
TO COMMAND YOU TO DO SO. DING DING.
Shortly thereafter a man in handcuffs is being lead to the rear of the plane where
the cabin crew are normally seated during takeoff and between service intervals.
They had just gotten him strapped down and then a Déja ouïe…
PA: DING DING THIS IS THE CAPTAIN SPEAKING. THE AIR MARTIALS WILL PLEASE
TAKE CONTROL OF THE PASSENGER WHO IS TRYING TO GET THE EMERGENCY DOOR
OPEN. ALL OTHERS PLEAS RESUME YOUR SEATS. IT IS MY RIGHT UNDER FAA RULES
TO COMMAND YOU TO DO SO.
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The marshals were soon running up the aisle again, crashing by the man with the
iPad. No time to admonish him. Cabin crew were in the back watching the secured
passenger. Nick looks out the window and seems to see the burning carcas of a
giant beetle. Then it disappears, unlike the bus the night before.
And soon they were coming back, this time with a hysterical woman. Nick was
feeling his own urgency to give it a try, but he knew he could never get away with it.
His head moved almost spastically under his hands. He was using the plane pillow to
mop his own brow, but it was now thick and wet and warm, like it could suffocate
him. He kept it on his lap in case he needed to wipe again, or hide. Then, after a bit,
he did cover his face and cover his ears with the cups of his hands. He sat immobile.
Someone was tugging on his arm at the same time the plane rocked to the right in
the wind. It was someone handing him a business card.
Lawyer, John K. Barrow,Esq. Smiling: We’re getting a fix on everyone on this plane in
case anything happens. Your Name, your address? Your phone? Age? The lawyer
writes down the seat number 47F and the data. Thanks. [to the Wagnerian]Mam my
partner will be along your aisle in just a moment. Looks like you’ve been through a
lot already.
Wagnerian: Almost singing: Jesus! Got that right!
Chorus of Tweets: Help! We’re stuck on the Tarmac, flt. #505, Chicago/SF. Wheels
fell off on takeoff. They are arresting protestors. We’re all being strapped down by
Air Marshals. Can’t move. Guns are out. People trying to escape. Help! They have us
captured out here on the Tarmac. No bathrooms, water, food. They’re going to kill
us to shut us up. Lawyers are trying to take evidence, but they’re being silenced!
Send Help! Send News! Watch this plane crack in half! They are watching us from
helicopters so we can’t escape. I think they’re going to shoot us if we break out of
here. Bring help!
Such is the message stream.
PA: DING DING IT IS AGAINST FAA REGULATIONS TO USE ANY COMMUNICATIONS
DEVICES ONCE THE APPARATUS LEAVES THE GATE. ALL COMMUNICATIONS
DEVICES. INCLUDING COMPUTERS MUST BE TURNED OFF AND STORED AWAY. YOU
WILL BE IN VIOLATION IF YOU DO NOT FOLLOW THESE INSTRUCTIONS WHICH AIR
MARSHALS WILL STRICTLY ENFORCE. EVERYONE IS ADVISED TO RETURN TO THEIR
SEATS, INCLUDING THE LEGAL TEAM THAT IS IN THE PROCESS OF GATHEING
INFORMATION. IN CONTRAVENTION OF FAA RULES. THEY ARE NOT, I REPEAT, NOT
ON OFFICIAL BUSINESS AND THE AIR MARSHALS WILL SEAT THEM IF NECESSARY.
DING DING.
All cabin lights are now out and the "legal team" is ushered back to their seats.
Marshals are holding flash lights as they are directed back to their seats. “You can’t
just confiscate our iPads!” is heard. “Sit” is heard. “Sit down and stay down, Sir!” is
heard.
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Gus: What the fuck are these guys doing?
Wagnerian: This is the way it will all play out in the end. Get ready!
Gus makes circular loops at his temple, on the right side of his head so she can’t see.
Nick feels like he can’t breathe. He seems to see more people being led to the rear
of the plane, as though the fuselage were a huge funnel. Given his seat belt
strictures and the size of his neighbor, he can’t follow what is going on. He can’t
figure out how so many people can fit into the back, unless they are being let out
down a rear stairway! I wanna go. I wanna go. Gus can I get over you? Someone
turn on the light. Oh, that kid has flashing in his shoes. He’s going back, leading the
way to the staircase! Just now Nick feels two huge hands on his shoulders. Nick,
comeback and sit down. We’ll be okay. Don’t worry, before the Marshals come. Sit
down. Just as he turns back the nose of the plane drops in three jerks and clanks.
Nick hears a motor start now and the sound of hydraulics making snaps as the
vacuums couple. In a moment the nose begins to rise slowly. Still in near pitch black,
Nick waits. The reading lights come on and a little air begins to blow through the
individual nozzles. Gus is stoic and silent. He tries now to stretch his legs out into the
aisle but his peace doesn’t last long, as the cabin crew have resumed handing out
water.
PA: DING DING THIS IS THE CAPTAIN SPEAKING. AS SOON AS EVERYONE PROPERLY
RESUMES THEIR SEAT, WE WILL BEGIN TO TEST THE NEWLY INSTALLED LANDING
MODULE. ONCE TESTING IS OVER WE WILL BE IN LINE FOR TAKE-OFF. DING DING.
People start walking forward in the plane, presumably to take their places.
PA: DING DING THIS IS THE CAPTAIN SPEAKING. NOW THAT PEOPLE ARE SEATED
AND BELTED IN, WE WILL COMMENCE TESTS. YOU WILL EXPERIENCE THE
APPARATUS MOVING FORWARD, THEN BACKWARDS THEN TO THE LEFT AND THEN
TO THE RIGHT. ALL TEST ANGLES WILL BE EXHAUSTIVELY TRIED. THIS SHOULD TAKE
ABOUT AN HOUR AND A HALF. THE BOEING EMERGENCY ENGINEERS WILL BE
DIRECTING AND CALIBRATING THE TESTS. PER FAA REGULATIONS EVERYONE SHALL
REMAIN SEATED UNTIL FURTHER NOTICE. NO EXCEPTIONS. DO NOT APPROACH THE
EMERGENCY DOORS. DING DING.
Soon the plane begins to roll back and forth, at first only a few inches, then feet,
then several yards. While this is happening the nose begins to dip and rise rather
like a boat on a cruise. It makes him feel unbalanced as he moves relative to the flat
and stable ground he can see out the window. As the lateral tests start, the bobbing
continues and people begin to vomit. The cabin crew are moving rapidly back and
forth, often tripping over people’s feet. They are carrying large waste disposal bags
and a resupply of barf bags, as they are affectionately known. Nick tastes the flavor
again of that specific cheek saliva that begins to overcome his ability to swallow, but
manages to hold back. Nick assumes Gus has no trouble because he is so used to
boats. Gus is stolid through all this, and his calm settles Nick into thinking he’s going
to make it.
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PA: DING DING THE TESTS WILL BE OVER IN A MOMENT AND WE OWE GREAT
THANKS TO THE BOEING ENGINEERROLG TEAM. IT’S THE KIND OF SUPPORT WE
EXPECTED WHEN WE BOUGHT OUR PLANES FROM THEM. HOW ABOUT A ROUND
OF APPLAUSE? ….silence…silence… WE NOW ARE HAPPY TO ANNOUNCE THAT WE
HAVE AGAIN BEEN DEEMED FIT FOR FLIGHT AND SOON WE WILL BE LINING UP TO
ASSUME OUR TAKEOFF POSITION. IT IS NOW 11:51PM AND THE GRANT OF
CLEARANCE SHOULD COME SOON. DING DING.
Nick is still mopping his brow and is about to resume a more cheerful attitude
when…
PA: DING DING THIS IS THE CAPTAIN AGAIN. I REGRET TO INFORM YOU THERE WILL
BE A FURTHER DELAY OF AT LEAST ONE HOUR BECAUSE WE HAVE RUN OUT OF
WATER AND THE TOILETS ARE NO LONGER WORKING. WE ADVISE YOU NOW THAT
YOU MUST STAY SEATED AND PROPERLY BELTED IN WHILE MAINTENANCE CREWS
ADDRESS THE TOILET SITUATION. WE WILL BRING YOU MORE WATER AS SOON AS
WE ARE RESUPPLIED. OUR ESTIMATED TIME OF ARRIVAL WILL BE 6:03 AM PACIFIC
TIME. DING DING.
Nick leans back and hopes Glenda has not seen all this on the News. He hasn’t been
allowed to use his cell phone or his computer in all this time. When the police came
on board and dragged the attempted escapees down the aisle again to the
emergency door where stairs had been brought up, he feared a riot. People were
saying things like: Shit, if you just break the rules you get your way. When you get
out, tell the reporters about all these fucking Nazis will ya? Tell'em how we weren’t
even given water. Yeah, and how they threatened to taser us if we fuckin' moved!
PA: DING DING THESE PEOPLE ARE BEING REMOVED FROM THE APPARATUS FOR
EVERYONE’S SAFETY AND COMPOSURE. DO NOT INTERFERE WITH THE POLICE AND
THE AIR MARSHALS. THEY ARE HERE TO ASSIST EVERYONE DING DING.
Now Nick hears: Can we get our damned iPads back now? But then he hears no
more about it. The only thing to do now is nod off, so he tries, but it’s still hot and
clammy as hell in there.
It is 1:45 AM and the DING DING signal rings out. The full cabin lights are now
turned on. It is time for the cabin crew to sell their sandwiches and offer free
pretzels and cracker dust with soft drinks or coffee. 45 minutes later the cabin lights
are extinguished. Most people are by this time hidden under their blankets.
PA: DING DING IT IS NOW TIME FOR BREAKFAST. THE CABIN CREW WILL BE BY
OFFERING FRESH COFFEE AND BREAKFAST ROLES. IT IS NOW 5:45 AND WE ARE ON
SCHEDULE DING DING.
Public contempt could not have been removed with a dump truck. Nick looks over
at Gus who is again trying to fold his newspaper and act like nothing happened. I
can’t get over how calm you’ve been Gus. Well, Nick, I fly a lot. That’s all I can say. It
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used to bother me a lot more. By the way, here’s my card if you’re ever in the
market for a family-sized jetboat. If you get to Portland, give me a call and I’ll take
you for a spin…
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9. A Soft Landing
Fortunately, for that day at least, Nick’s adventures were over. The next two days
were spent in recovery at the executive residence that was clean, quiet and
commodious. Upon entry all was polite and as he came off the elevator, he saw the
great internal plaza on the first floor, consisting of a vast (covered) “open air” area
containing an “oasis” bar, surrounded by palm trees, a large amorphic pool, a
communal hot tub, a large breakfast area and a restaurant. Surrounding the pool
were boutiques for all transitory needs. Taking a deep breath, Nick inhaled the
dilute chlorine fumes from the pool. He was tempted to go down for a hot tub soak,
but decided he’d rather just get out of his clothes and into bed, horizontal, soft!
Awakening at 3:00pm, Nick feels better even if not refreshed. Why not saunter
down to the bar for a martini? Why not pick up some clothes for the interval before
he actually gets his two suitcases back? So down he goes in the elevator. He tours
the perimeter of the courtyard. No need for a fancy watch, no Ned for pearls, no
need for silk scarves, ties, or exotic nuts. But maybe a few shirts, just to tide him
over, some fresh socks, a new belt, toothpaste, replacement deodorant taken by
the TSA? Then a martini, no whore necessary from the bar. Happy to think and
brood until dinner when he will walk around the block to a suggested Thai
restaurant. Then TV; then sleep again. One more shower then sleep again,
perchance to dream?
The next morning after watery urn coffee and scrambled soggy steamtable eggs he
takes a taxi to the train station to collect his luggage. But it is not there.
Nick: Did it come in?

Agent: Yes.

Nick: So where is it?

Agent: Sent back to Philadelphia.

Nick: But we have 48 hours!

Agent: Whoever told you that was wrong. We changed that two years ago to 24
hours. I’m afraid you’ll have to pay the freight to get it out here again.

Nick: I’ll have my wife pick them up.
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Agent: But she doesn’t have the original claim ticket, and TSA regulations don’t
allow us to return luggage unless you have the claim ticket. It’s a security thing.

Nick: Can’t I give you this claim ticket and a picture of my wife and a note to release
it to her.

Agent: Nope. Can only release to the original bearer connected with the Amtrak
ticket, duly stamped.

Nick: Okay, I’ll be home in a month and pick it all up personally.

Agent: That will be harder because luggage goes into the long-term warehouse after
two weeks. If it goes there you will have to file at the station and the delay could be
another two weeks before you go to the station to pick it up.

Nick: Okay. I give! What does it take to get my luggage out of train prison?

Agent: Sir, may I remind you that this conversation is being recorded for quality AND
SECURITY purposes? It will cost $175 to retrieve your luggage at this point. Now
what can I do for you?

Nick: Here’s my credit card.
So Nick spent the rest of the day chasing down the bare necessities required over
the next seven days without his luggage. He got through it all quite quickly at
Pennies, as he was not out to impress anyone. The sales lady was all smiles and
showed her amazement at the amount of clothes Nick was buying all at once!
He called Glenda to let her know all his adventures and she responded with all the
oy veys gentiles are so fond of during frustrating times. The kids were fine and still
going on about the dog. Nick urged patience. Glenda promised to try.
The next day Nick arose feeling much stronger. Today was the day when he would
start things going by getting himself situated at the Cafe Reverie. Out the front door,
he jumps the streetcar, which lets him off about fifty yards from the cafe on Cole St,
between the movie rentals and fine cheeses shop. Nick sets his computer bag down
on the chair at his small table, and goes over to check out the pastry case and the
breakfast menu.
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In the pastry case were the fare you would expect: assorted muffins, bagels, buns,
coffee cake, sweet-topped loves of pound cake, cupcakes and other fancier end
confections. But what was truly amazing was that there was only one cook there
and his assistant. The “kitchen” wasn’t on the other side of a wall with a hole
through it, old diner style, but just a somewhat built-up counter, behind which Juan
moved like an octopus to keep up with and stay ahead of the orders. It’s not that he
just kept up with simple breakfast orders, but he was also highly endowed with
global tastes and techniques, starting with Mexican, of course, but then branching
out as far as India, North African, Turkish, Greek, Italian, French and even some
haute cuisine. Juan and Pedro! What an incredible team! Before his visit is over Nick
will sample the entire menu with repeat stops along the way. It was like restoring
hope, one plate at a time. Nick marveled at the perfect synchrony between Juan and
Pedro, never having seen anything like it before. In fact, what was even more
amazing was that Nick discovered what a scintillating conversationalist Juan could
be, even when managing a tsunami of orders, which was an every day event,
relenting only at mid-morning and mid-afternoon, when Juan could step out for a
smoke. Check out the amazing menu:
http://sanfrancisco.menupages.com/restaurants/cafe-reverie/menu.
There were various baristas there during the day, but the foam-heavy was Bart, a
tall fellow who moved with the deliberation of someone doing an oil painting,
especially as he custom designed the “crown” of each latte. Brittany was the
somewhat autistic one who insisted on absolute clarity from all customers and
always knitted her brow as she marked up the notations on the side of the paper
cup. That leaves Alice who could free-hand for the everyone, moving pastries, cook
orders, and beverages, including juice, milk, pop, out to the customer service
platform by the area for the submission of orders. And then there was Julya who
moved the orders from the kitchen, and Will, who managed dishes and garbage.
This was during the indoor season. The patio in the rear was still closed, where 50
more might sit in the warm sun under the shade of the grape arbor.
Nick deployed the cafe networking tactics he had learned over the years. His plan
was to swing from person to person and gather both information and friendship.
But it takes time to acquire brachiation skills for a particular network. Tactics:
1) Develop a distinctive look
2) Go to the cafe on a particular but consistent schedule
3) If possible, appear to be a permanent resident at a particular table or in a
particular area
4) While returning to your chair, flick your eyebrow and do a good definite halfsmile at anyone you have seen before while making eye contact
5) Find a reason to quip something to them, or hope for the reverse.
Nick’s first encounter with other than the cafe staff took only three days to develop.
It was with Gil MaGoon, a fellow who had a face encircled by brown hair,
reminiscent of Bert Lahr the lion in The Wizard of Oz, except his face was thin and
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somewhat wizened. He could sit for long stretches before making the next pencil
mark on his sketch pad, or before consulting his newspaper again.
Nick: What are you drawing there?
MaGoon: A mosquito. Been trying to draw it right for years. Very difficult. You see,
it’s all about angle, foreshortening, dominance, I mean, size relative to everything
else in his world. Well, why even do I talk about his world? I don’t even know if this
is a him or a her. Then there are the details of transcription into my imagination and
how they flow through my muscles into the graphite and paper, which may have
this or that texture, and maybe some lines or usually no lines, which I seem to
prefer. But I’ve never really been able to suss out even the most rudimentary
reasons why I like one version over another, assuming I don’t slip up, or mistake the
proper light and shade. I mean, as I draw, I say to myself should that rear right leg
be extending over the side of the finger he’s jabbing? If so, why? Does it happen just
because he just jabbed and the skin of his victim has recoiled nervously just because
of it? Is he just clumsy? Is it part of a repositioning strategy?
Nick: Oh. You only draw mosquitos?
MaGoon: Only one; never more than one. I don’t see any point in drawing anything
else until I get this just right. I’m only doing this in pencil because I haven’t got it
right before moving on to color. Pencil’s also great for drawing in a cafe where oils
are out of the question (he smiles in agreement with himself).
Nick turns his chair back so he can tip against the wall, folding his hands, saying no
more and then pretending to look back at his work on the laptop.
The next day he meets Marge Collins, an attractive young black girl with two huge
books on her table: MICROBIOLOGY and INTRODUCTION TO HUMAN PATHOLOGY.
Nick quips: Wow! Not such easy courses! What are you studying for?

Marge: Nursing.

Nick: Looks like a lot of hard work! Why do you want to become a nurse?

Marge: It’s a job where I can help people. Love science and medicine too. What do
you do?

Nick: Banker (for lack of a better answer).
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Marge returns to her book, but after a while she feels a bit nervous with Nick
looking at her.

Marge: How do you like banking?

Nick: Just quit. Going to do something else now.

Marge: What’s next?

Nick: I’m starting a new internet company.

Marge: Good luck! I hear that a lot.
Marge gets up, collecting her books and computer into her knapsack. See ya!
Her brief reaction somehow seemed to him like a rebuttal, so he obsessed with his
laptop work in lapsing and desultory fashion. About an hour passes when he
receives a phone call. It’s the agent at the train station telling him his bags are in,
which he is free to pick up between 9:00am and noon the next day. Nick doesn’t beg
off any more time as there is no reason to.
The next day Nick jumps in a cab for the station to reclaim his bags. He’s glad it’s not
the same agent as last time as he didn’t want to see that bureaucratic nitwit again.
This one is pleasant, although highly methodical . He requires the issued ticket, the
baggage stubs and two picture IDs, which Nick does muster. The agent asks why
Nick didn’t continue his full cross-country trip. Answer: I found out I needed to get
to San Francisco earlier than planned, so I flew. The agent looks at him puzzled. Nick
further explains: The flight had mechanical troubles and I wound up spending all
that time in airports and the Tarmac. I got in slightly before the train, as it turned
out, but I was exhausted and in no shape to claim my bags. I thought I had 48 hours,
but you guys changed that to 24, so I had to go through all this crap.
Agent: Sorry for your trouble, Sir.

Nick: Not your fault.
Nick notices off to the right two trim men in very similar striped grey suits who are
talking together and holding newspapers. On his way, he seems to notice they are
following him. He jokes to himself that maybe this is the beginning of his film noir
life. But then, glancing around, there they are. They turn the corner after him as he
walks to the cab stand. He gets a cab; they get a cab. At a certain point he no longer
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sees them and comes up with one of those private self-giggles. What could possibly
be wrong?
When Nick spoke with Glenda that night she told him about having a visit from two
federal agents in connection with the murder! She had again to recount all the
details of the evening. She felt like it was the famous third degree. She was still so
pissed! All they had done was go out to fucking dinner! What a load of crap! Nick
asked if they both had gray pinstriped suits, and Glenda said no. One was blue and
the other wore a tweed sport coat and slacks. The DEA guy was in the sports coat;
the FBI guy was in the suit. Nick told Glenda how he felt he was being followed at
the train station but that it was probably only a coincidental event. Glenda said
those guys creeped her out, forcing her to go over all the details again, each
recording her words on an iPhone. She had also given them Nick’s whereabouts
after they implied Nick shouldn’t have left town given that a police investigation was
under way and he had been told not to leave. They were non reactive to her
argument that everyone thought the entire matter had been settled only a day or
two after the incident. Their answer: A lot can happen in a couple of days. We can’t
arrest him as he was never under court orders. This made Glenda’s blood boil.
When she showed anger they demanded to take her pistol down to Washington for
further testing and analysis. They left her a receipt for it and told her to calm down.
Glenda said that with all the kooks running around she felt unsafe and naked
without her gun. So an hour after they left she bought another. She went to the gun
range and spent the rest of the afternoon getting used to the new heft and recoil.
The world is too fucked up, she said, to live without a gun. Nick told her she was
right about the world, but wrong about the gun. He also respected that she was a
solid gutsy citizen.
Soon the conversation switched to the children and Nick heard about how Errol had
excelled at the 100 yard dash. The gym teacher had showed up in the cafeteria with
a big happy face at Glenda’s table, showing her his stop watch. What’s that? It’s
Errol’s run time. I think it may be a new record in his grade level. Better watch out
or you’ll have an athlete on your hands! Glenda told Mr. Ankey that Errol could
usually outrun his friends. She had noticed that years ago. On the Wendy front,
there wasn’t really anything new except she had designed and built the model of a
future home out of balsa wood which she had cut, sanded, glued and painted down
to the last detail. She used a Chinese multi-coat lacquer technique so it looked like
the outside of the house was made of light blue enamel glaze, as on the copper
jewelry you see in craft shows. This, along with deeply anchored heavy-duty
paperclips sunk into plaster of paris model footings were to suggest invulnerability
to weather. A strong sprinkle could wash the house bright. She had maximized all
the living space and minimized all the clutter by building everything in, including
light tubes that she simulated by gluing in solid opalescent buttons. The roof was
covered on top by solar panels she made from toothpick sections with white
Japanese tissue paper stretched over them. One other feature Glenda had to
mention was the natural water collection system that worked off the gutters after
the water turned a water wheel used to turn a motor to charge backup batteries. In
the accompanying essay Wendy had explained that the government couldn’t bust
her home owners for hoarding water that would naturally go into the water table
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where everyone could benefit because her system only slowed the seepage. This
she would achieve by driving the water out into the surrounding yard through a
system based on the human circulatory system, where the main conduits were like
veins and the small tubes (capillaries) branching out into the “leak system” supplied
plastic pop bottles with very small perforations. The pop bottles would fill during
rain but not immediately empty out because the ground was already saturated, so
the pop bottle would act like a kind of water battery preventing evaporation and
dissipation until the moisture level sank in the surrounding soil and the surface
tension over the bottle holes would clear allowing the water to flow in the direction
of desiccation, this being her idea of a water battery. Nick could only say: Wow!
Holy shit! I hope she someday rules the world! Glenda was quite proud too. Nick
spoke with both children to congratulate them and probe for more details, this
being an occasion to lavish them with fatherly approval and love.
The next day, as Nick boarded the streetcar, he seemed to see two suited, hatted
persons also jump on behind him. He thought they were the same ones he had seen
in the bank. Now at this point, Nick thought, with his new makeover wardrobe from
Penny’s and his by now half inch hair, he was beginning to drift away from the
image he had when he left Philadelphia. What remained were the turquoise glasses,
a dead give-away for anyone trying to identify him, as he had seen with the soon-tobe newly-weds he met on the first leg of his train trip. So there, where he had
jumped the street car, was an Axial Vision Center, which could do new glasses in half
a day. Yes, they could derive his prescription from his current glasses and yes, they
would be ready the next day. So while he was waiting for the new glasses, Nick
decided to visit the zoo, where he could walk around feeling his habitual deep
compassion for the captured animals, and view their delightful antics, in some
cases. Nick took the “World Trail” which allowed him to follow sinewy sidewalks
that proposed to represent a sequence of animals by continent, so he could better
understand the elements of bio-geography rather than the standard species group
views. Various trails were painted on the sidewalk with numbers encapsulated by
circles where there were stopping points. It wasn’t easy to ignore the other animals
in a location if they weren’t on the track, but Nick hardened his mind to it, starting
in Australia on the red path (for continent sequences). The zoo had set up a cute
idea: if you had an iPad/Pod/Touch or an Android, the “app for that” would fixate
on your exact lati-longitudinal coordinates, there where you were standing on the
red path at such and such a circle, and you could then read more Wikipedia
information on the animal you were watching than you could retain. Okay. Nick had
this strategy: suppose his two followers were there behind him somewhere ducking
in and out behind people in the crowd. If they were astute, as Agents would be, they
would have folks back at Langley, triangulating on their movements and the satellite
positioning of Nick figured out as to which path he was on. So Nick stuck with his
continental determination and did not “create any noise in the information
channel” by varying from his path. He figured the agents would be just plain stupid
if they just hung out behind him, but would, passim, get ahead of him. So if he just
stopped for a while and looked back he would probably see them stuck in the crowd
like a stick in the river, which would reveal them. He tried that until he thought he
could detect this tag motion and then stopped dead and sat down in front of the
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kangaroos, where he learned that female kangaroos were the only mammals known
to be perpetually pregnant ( they actually stockpiled sperm), which fascinated him.
After a suitably long stop he moved on, and there were two besuited behatted men
ahead of him looking at a paper map of the zoo. He couldn’t tell if they had those
ringlet wires hanging down behind their ears. Now they sat down to gaze apparently
elsewhere, but not into the cages. Nick looked away and when he turned back they
were gone. Now, shifting path to the reptile track he could no longer see them, but
sure enough, they were soon back, although behind him, as the new track had in
fact reversed his direction. This game soon became tiring, so Nick decided to pursue
them, but as soon as they saw him coming, they walked rapidly off in different
directions. Nick found the whole situation maddening. It’s not as though he
expected to have a great day at the zoo, but he sure hoped he would have one.
Internal joke: I’ve grown a tail.
It was now 4:30 and Nick began to think about dinner. Why not stop by and pick up
a few DVDs for that night and try out another one of Juan’s dinner delicacies that
people had recommended saying things like: You know it’s just a little hole in the
wall, but Juan really knows how to cook if you don’t have a dinner place picked out?
So why not? Ahi tuna salad is the choice, and wow! It really is good. It sounds a bit
pretentious in an over defined and very casual coffee bar to say compliments to the
chef! But Nick does it anyway. Everyone needs to feel good, and Juan graciously
accepts the kudos. Ken Gottlieb who is eating next to Nick can’t help but nudge Nick
about the Turkish meatballs and spicy tomato sauce and focaccia plate he’s got,
although he slightly laments the absence of a lemon wedge. Nick passes him his
lemon wedge, and the conversation departs from there in directions we need not
follow now.
Nick finishes his dinner about 5:30 and decides to take a walk down the block to
view the “Painted Lady” houses of the fin de siècle and a bit later, all of which have
been more or less remodeled and painted in sometimes subtle pastels or in bold
colors with highly contrasting gold paint, and some decorated in a kind of
permanent bas-relief red-white-and-blue bunting, signifying traditional American
pride as the last step off our continent on the way to the Pacific ocean and all of
Asian trade. As he walks down the street, he becomes aware that one of the
garages, née carriage house, is tightly closed, but he can hear booming electric drum
machines that seem loud enough to crack the paint on the door. With the drum
machines are a blast of electric guitar madness and additional boom from bass
guitar. He stands there and concludes the people inside are perfecting their riffs by
playing them over and over. Standing there, Nick falls into a bit of a trance, from
which he awakens when a black cat that has been sitting on the newel post
skedaddles. There are two men in suits across the street. That is very unusual for
this neighborhood. But they are apparently walking away. Nick discovers he has left
his DVDs in the Cafe, so he returns to fetch them. As he returns, he sees two men in
suits coming out of the cafe so he concludes he can’t fix on exactly who is who.
Ridiculous, he quips inwardly.
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That night, stepping off the elevator, eleven floors up, he looks down into the great
“courtyard” in the middle of his “executive residence” and sees that the Oasis Bar is
well attended. There are people in the pool and in the hot tub where the built in
lighting reveals a rather dark gray water and some foam. Seeing the color of the
water he can’t imagine how the people go into it, much less, get served beer while
in it. Taking a deep breath he again is aware of that musty chlorine smell. Looking up
five more stories above him he sees the roof whence lamps are hung down at
various lengths of cord. They are meant to look like industrial lighting and not some
sort of chandelier. He can’t figure out how they change the bulbs. Looking down
then up at the lamps results in the lamps seeming to move in a cone that is
reversing ends, and Nick realizes he is suffering from vertigo and better step back
from the railing, and then into his room. He crashes on the bed, stabilizes and turns
on the news, then a movie, then finally he turns it all off and lies flat on his back
waiting for sleep. He begins to wonder why he came out here in the first place and
then he wonders why these men are following him. He wonders if there are bugs in
the room. So he gets up and checks all the favorites, unscrewing bulbs in lamps,
looking in the inner recesses of the cabinet that conceals the TV during the day, on
the bottom of the phone. The “paintings” on the wall are all stuck on with adhesive,
but he inspects them for anything that might look like a small lens or mic. Nothing.
But he feels as though he is being watched. Nothing more to do than turn out the
lights again, look around once more for pinholes of light, and then collapse back into
bed, pull up the covers and wait for the grace of sleep.
Nick awakens about 9:00 and, when he looks over the railing, there is a bonanza of
men in suits, all sitting at the breakfast tables surrounding the buffet area. It would
be impossible to distinguish the men he would be looking for, so he takes the
elevator to the garage level and slip out of the building undetected. This morning he
has the opportunity to change his appearance as his new glasses are ready. Not
quite 10:30, he decides to get a coffee and bagel in a café just across the street from
Vision World. No tails so far, so at the earliest possible moment he charges across
the street to pick up his new glasses, which are of the most ordinary rounded
rectangular tortoise shell plastic. While the technician gets them leveled on his nose
he notices that his hair is growing in again and is now about a quarter of an inch. He
calculates he will be back to “normal” in about three more weeks. For the moment,
his hoodie will keep him covered.
Not seeing a reason not to board the MUNI he jumps on and rides to Cole St. It’s the
morning lull before lunch when he gets there. There’s Ken Gottlieb again, the guy
with the Turkish meatballs from the night before, and across the room is the
unmistakable MaGoon with his sketch pad. No sign of Marge yet. While he’s waiting
for his latte (no fancy requirements), he swings by MaGoon’s table.
Nick: Hey I thought you always drew Mosquitos! That’s a water buffalo!

MaGoon: No, that’s just Thursdays. Do you like it?
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Nick: Sure! Wish I could draw like that. It’s really good, and you do it all from
memory! But that’s oil pencil, right? I thought you never did color!

MaGoon: Don’t do color until I know exactly how I want to draw the figure, then I go
through that process until I get all the colors right. I’ve been drawing this color
version for twelve years and I’m getting pretty close. Oh, last night just for the heck
of it I did one of you over there. It’s just a caricature, so it was pretty easy.
He opens the sketch pad to a previous page and gives it to Nick. It was obvious that
MaGoon had focused on his turquoise glasses, making the lower face much thinner
and the ears much larger with only prickles coming out of the head.
Nick: Wow! Thanks! My kids will love it! I’ll get it framed! Can I pay you anything?

MaGoon settles back in his chair and waves his hand sideways across his face at
nose level and says: No thing. Just having fun.

Nick: Your next five coffees are on me.

And Nick so arranges with the efficient Brittany, prepaying.
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10. Birth of a Notion
Nick returns to “his table” near the front of the cafe and decides he really must get
to work on his business plan for Sucked-In. There are few nameable activities of the
mind that can cause the boredom, tedium and dread of writing a business plan for
your own venture. That’s why there are so many “consultants” ready to write your
business plan. The dread is so great that they can charge high prices for the
analgesic effects of their work, and there are many of them in contention for the
contract, often pushing their “insider connections” with the “deciders” at Venture
Capitalist firms, assuring you they can “get you in the door for a hearing”, and they
can continue to protect you against outrageous demands from the VCs should they
decide “to fund you at all.” One of the most prominent places for these people to
hang out is in the Better Business Bureau offices. The federal government funds
these volunteer vultures by giving them office space in federal facilities so they can
“advise” new entrepreneurs. In the BBB they are billed as the “elders”, people who
are retired but “just want to help” emergent young business people. After giving
you their lifetime of acquired “do’s and don’ts”, which usually consist of statements
like: never go into business with a relative, you’ll need to keep meticulous records
(=I have an accountant friend I can send you to), you’ll need a good lawyer (= I have
a trustworthy brother -in-law ), you’ll need a good paid consultant to guide you (me)
because there is only so much the BBB can do, you’ll need someone to take over the
objectivity side of writing your business plan (my son-in-law), and believe me it’s a
rocky world out there. But Nick didn’t know all this until he, on the advice of Ken
Gottlieb, who had just read an article in Money Magazine, advised him today to do
so, and three days later he had completed the visit, with, of course, no decision to
indulge in those services or the senile advice of an old Cheshire cat.
But this is what that cost. He could not sit in the cafe with a young man in a double
breasted suit with gold buttons, patent wingtip shoes, and hairspray. He could not
sit there placidly and let the young consultant take notes every now and again; he
could not get back to the consultant with some “rough text” and “rough numbers”
so the consultant could blithely paste it all in to a software template designed for
business plans. The consultant would not have to go through the self-agonizing, selfloathing, self-scrutinizing process of picking all his details from the void, fully
knowing that 95% of all businesses go under in the first two years from undercapitalization. He would first of all need to shed all his pride, because whether or
not the business ever got running is way beyond his concerns with collecting for
filling in the template. But Nick would experience the doubts and agonies of building
a plan personally that would be picked apart, piece by piece, scoffed at, dismissed,
on the one hand, or if on the other it were appreciated, the contents could be
handed over to other VC clients, chopped up into perverted versions of the original
or perhaps provisionally accepted, providing the lions share of the results would be
dominantly owned by the investors acting fully within their contractual rights to kick
him out as the minor share holder and the top management leader in the event
they could find an excuse to do so, so as to close a favor they owed from some
recent M&A deal. No, Nick would have to post his own money to build the site
prototype with Fred, explain everything to Fred and pay him besides (at a very good
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rate), and eventually skillfully word the business plan so as to pass favorably among
unknown investors whom he would need to cold call. Thus the dread and perplexity.
So he sat down to type, but certainly without the energy and determination of a
Chopin composing a nocturne. As a musical composition begins with a clear, simple
and focused thematic statement to be developed over time the business plan must
start with a “Mission Statement”. Generally, no one in their right mind would write
the typical mission statement with its labyrinth of sub-statements, sound bites, and
preventive-defensive definitive statements that are so present in the amateur
mambo-jumbo of small ideas launched in the context of large corporations. No. This
was virgin territory. Nick would need to come up with that resounding and
memorable pithy statement that readers could “take away” effortlessly with a new,
intuitive understanding of enterprise breaking freshly upon our world.
Here is what he came up with…
MISSION STATEMENT
TO PROVIDE A FORUM FOR THE PRESENTATION AND CROWD-SOURCED TESTING OF
IMPORTANT POLITICAL, SOCIAL, AND ECONOMIC IDEAS UNDER THE OBJECTIVE
MODERATION OF CROWD-SOURCED EVALUATION DRIVEN BY THE COMPETITIVE
SPIRIT OF AMERICA.
No doubt the Forum raised the stature of the idea by provoking background images
of classical Rome, while the “crowd-sourced” phrase came from Microsoft Azurespeak, meaning that any Tom, Dick or Harry could participate in crucial deliberations
under the paternalistic protection of a moderator who would prevent anyone’s
feelings from getting hurt, while rolling the entire matter in the protective
involucrum of national pride, like a joint.
And there, after about five days of wrestling with himself, was the final output
single definitive sentence on which he was going to base his future, a mission
statement that could stand as a truss for trust, and a lever to heft the commercial
world ever so slightly from its present course.
Each day Nick had walked up and down Cole St. perfecting the statement. Some
how, when he walked by the garage with the drum machine, his head would seem
to line up inside as if the rhythm and riffs would somehow pressure the channels on
either side of his corpus callosum. He would shake his head back and forth, as an
Indian would a rattle. Something could be felt flowing in there and he did know a
thing or two about brain anatomy from the periodic “Mind” specials from Scientific
American. He would stand there and sometimes pet the cat on the newel post
before he or the cat scatted off. While on these forays he looked for the two men in
suits but didn’t see them, except once, maybe, going by in a car.
Now when people at the cafe or elsewhere asked him what he was up to he could
recite the mission statement, and when that failed (always) he would try talking the
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ones he thought would listen through the basic idea. He noticed this was beneficial
and it didn’t bother him to rehash the ideas he had sometimes with new language
or terms or metaphors, which he really liked to develop; but the mission statement
did stay there like Gibraltar. One day he was rehearsing this with Alice the baristain-a-pinch waitress and she said: You know, you should run your ideas by Craig
Newmark, the guy who started Craig’s List. He’s in here often in the morning. He’s in
here around nine, I think because he wants to talk to Rocco.
Nick: Who’s Rocco?

Alice: I don’t know his last name, but that’s okay ‘cause he’s only two. His mom,
Renee, goes out running every morning with Rocco in one of those athletic baby
carriages.

Nick: I don’t understand. You mean Craig just comes here to talk with a kid who
can’t talk?

Alice: Yep. None of us understand it either. He never wants to talk to anyone else
except when he orders his tall drip. He’ll bend down, sometimes even get on the
floor and almost stick his head in the carriage. He’ll do that till he’s finished his
coffee and then leaves.

Nick: How does this Renee react?

Alice: Oh, like most people, she just rolls her eyes and figures he’s nuts. She’s tried
to talk to him, but he only wants to ask her permission to talk with Rocco, and that’s
a funny scene. He dresses a bit like a movie director in a black cap, a black velvet
suit and a shiny dark gray silk shirt, with or without tie. You can’t miss him. He
carries on with Rocco like as if he were doing an interview, but no one can tell what
he is muttering about. Renee thinks he’s trying to do baby talk, but no one can really
hear. The only other person he talks with is Juan. He drives Juan nuts because he
comes in when Juan is really busy. He knows damn well Juan will talk to him
because Juan is part owner and has a big stake in the cafe, which has attracted a lot
of attention because the Internet made it known that Craig comes here and that
attracts customers. Maybe Juan can open up a chance for you to talk with him (she
puts her hand over her mouth, then rolls her eyes as if scheming). You know Juan,
right? I’m thinking Craig could get you in to see some investors. Actually, he’s an
investor himself. But don’t get too disappointed if he turns you away. This guy is
really a bit strange, but what the hell? Give it a try.
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Juan is just on his way out for a cigarette as it is 2:45 and the crowd has mellowed
down to just afternoon mostly decaf coffee drinkers.
.
Nick: Juan, you know me, right?

Juan: Sure.

Alice: And you know Craig too, right?

Juan: Of course, but he’s not here now.

Nick: I’d like to talk with Craig if you could get me an introduction.

Juan: Sure. He always comes in around 9:00. If Rocco’s not here he comes over to
talk with me. He loves to practice his Spanish, and I humor him. Never talk about
anything much though, like, how’s business, fine I say and he says he’s going to
order my breakfast burrito one day but doesn’t have time now ‘nd stuff like that.
Maybe he’ll talk to you tomorrow morning. You never know, as he sometimes
refuses. And sometimes he doesn’t come back here to talk with me but just hangs
out in the front waiting for that cute kid Rocco.

Nick: Sounds great.

Juan: I like your new glasses.

Nick: Thanks!
Perfect! The next morning Nick has taken up a position at a table across from Juan’s
kitchen. In walks Craig, goes to talk with Juan and Juan points to Nick, saying
something in Spanish, which Craig understands and then turns towards Nick, pulls
out a chair.
Craig: Pleased to meet you. I understand you have a new Internet business you want
to start. I invest in start-ups. Want to tell me about it.
Nick, feeling like his head might explode, experiencing suddenly moist shaky fingers:
Yes the quick way to explain it is with the mission statement:
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TO PROVIDE A FORUM FOR THE PRESENTATION AND CROWD-SOURCED TESTING OF
IMPORTANT POLITICAL, SOCIAL, AND ECONOMIC IDEAS UNDER THE OBJECTIVE
MODERATION OF CROWD-SOURCED EVALUATION DRIVEN BY THE COMPETITIVE
SPIRIT OF AMERICA.
Craig: Got it. Very well put, so you’re thinking about revving up political dialog
beyond what we’re used to on Facebook, kind of on the model of the old chat room,
but with metrics and monetized by advertisers affinitized by political position and
product?
Nick: Jesus you’re fast!

Craig: Well I read and hear a lot of plans. Yours is pretty original and interesting, but
too late.

Nick: Too late? Is someone else already doing this?

Craig: Not to my knowledge, but there is certainly a lot going on out here. In all
honesty, and I know this is hard to take once you have thought this over, but it is
too late.

Nick: I don’t understand. If no one is doing it and it sounds like a good idea, what’s
the problem? I’ve got a certain amount of seed money of my own and I’m only
looking for second tier funding.

Craig: I mean you are objectively too late because it will take at least a year to get
this up and running, probably more like two. Your break even point is where?

Nick: Not sure.

Craig: I think you are already too late even if you could start up tomorrow because
after next November this whole political tamale is going to get squashed. Whichever
party wins will render debate, insult, calumny and the like null and void in the public
ear. The election will start the GREAT PSYCHOLOGICAL DEPRESSION that will
basically kill any willingness to communicate other than with violence. Your idea
might have had legs if you started about three years ago. Don’t lose your money
now. Save it for later. I know this isn’t what you hoped to hear, but it’s what I think.
I admire your originality.
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Nick: Craig I appreciate you giving it to me straight. I really hadn’t thought so much
about the political momentum.

Craig: Glad to help. Hang in there and you’ll probably come up with something
better. Gotta go now.

They shook hands, and Craig did make a warm, friendly and sympathetic face. The
glow seemed to run down his arm to his hand.
At this point Nick is feeling reassured but vacuous, a strange combination of
feelings, like fugue and hard rock. Almost dizzy he takes his chair and closes his
laptop. He gets another large drip and then returns to his chair, pensive. He sits
motionless until his right eye begins to twitch. His internal monologue goes
something like this: Craig tells me the idea is stillborn but was once perhaps good.
Craig could invest and would invest, if the idea were viable. But I guess it’s not. He
sees these things go up and down all the time. Perhaps that’s why he only likes to
talk with babies. Gulp. The milk steamer is now making a terrible racket and yet I sit
here listening because I no longer know what to do. It’s like someone pulled the
center pole from my circus tent and I’m covered in an ocean of cloth and I can’t
breathe very well. My eyes are watering and won’t stop. Is it that perfume next to
me? Gulp. I’ll pack up and take a walk. Oh my god, that must be Rocco!
Nick: Are you Renee?

Renee: Yes. Have we met?

Nick: No. I heard about you and Rocco, that’s his name, right, in connection with
Craig Newlands who’s famous for talking to Rocco.

Renee: Yes that’s right.

Nick: Any idea what they talk about?

Renee: Rocco can’t talk yet. Craig just carries on pleasantries with him, like how’s
Mr. Rocco today? Is his diaper clean? Does he want some milk? Does he have new
shoes. How do they fit? Oops! Your sock is sagging! And stuff like that. Anything to
make Rocco smile or giggle or laugh. It usually works, but if not, Craig straightens up
with is own pouty baby lip. Doesn’t happen often. I think Craig is just sick of people
approaching him for favors, but doesn’t just want to hide from the world.
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Rocco smiles.
Nick: He’s so cute! I get why Craig enjoys seeing him.
As Nick looks up Renee is smiling. Just walking by the front of the café. Nick sees the
two men in suits heading up the block. He decides to follow, and passes them. They
continue talking, but neither, to him. He goes as far as the “musical garage”, as he
calls it, and sure enough, the drums are still rolling and the riffs are still twanging.
The cat isn’t there at the moment, but he sits down on the chair-height ledge next
to the sloping drive-in leading to the narrow closed door. Maybe a Morris could fit
in there? He speculates. The up-lifting wooden garage door is freshly painted stark
white as is the rest of the house. The carvings near the front-wise peak, although
elaborate, have just been painted over too. The windows are only covered with old
roll-down shades, no lace or curtains. Sitting there on the ledge he sees an old ‘49
Pontiac roll by with two men in suits and fedoras.
Suddenly, the black cat appears and sits on the marble step to his right. Nick moves
off the ledge that is the base of the newel post and sits down petting the cat.
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11. Bouncing Back
Now Nick awakens. He is not even aware he has blacked out. His eyes are unclear
and he sees deformed faces, as if he has been abducted, but focus returns. Behind
the doctors and nurses is a crowd of people consisting of a woman in red rubber
boots, a person with a riding crop, the newly-weds from the train, the baristas Bart,
Brittany, Alice, that strange Gil MaGoon, the two men in suits, and a crowd of
people wrapped in blankets. Now he opines he is dead and that the afterlife actually
exists. But why are all these people in the afterlife with him? Did they all die at the
same instant with him? He looks closer, or thinks he is, and as he zoom-pans each
person they dissolve, one after the other. So he will be alone forever? Can he get a
message back to Glenda and the kids? A final I love you? But one, no two people do
not disappear. He concludes he has been delirious in a hospital after something
happened, but he cannot understand what he is feeling, namely nothing. Looking
about slowly he realizes he is surrounded by IV stations and electronic equipment.
He’s coming around, says the doctor.
Within a few days he is clear of plug-ins and he has spoken to Glenda, who is there
by him. Errol and Wendy are there too. And it’s a family hug-in. Nick now
understands that while he was sitting on the steps next to the garage, there was a
large explosion that blew the door out into shattered wedges, many of which
impaled him at various points, but which did not reach vital organs. He had many
wounds on his left side, leg and back, but he would get over them once they healed.
There would be many scars, but only one relatively small one on the left side of his
cheek where a shard had pierced into his mouth and tongue. There was, however
no damage to speech and the plastic surgeon involved, after literally hundreds of
stitches, was certain he wouldn’t look too bad. And yes, his CORBA insurance would
still cover it.
The police knew immediately that this was a meth lab explosion. They had known
about the site for a few years but never had grounds to go in with a warrant. Now
they had what they needed, but the two culprits had died as a result of the
explosion and the ensuing burns. It seemed like so much had happened in so little
time! But there were his wife and children. Glenda, not knowing of Nick’s
conversation with Craig, had no idea that Nick had just been persuaded that his
Sucked-in was folly.
Glenda: Nick, dear, I am so glad to see you coming along! I’m sure you’ll be out
there again pushing forward with your great idea. Dont worry about us. We’re so
happy to still have you! (crying)
Nick: I’m coming home, Glenda.

Glenda: What?
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Errol and Wendy: What?

Nick: I am really not deterred by this accident. I know I’ll be okay, especially with all
these great people around me. I feel like I’m in heaven. It’s so great to see you all
again! Would you ask those two men in suits to come over here? I have some
questions I need answered.

Wendy: What two men in suits? It’s just us and the doctor and the nurse here.

Glenda: It must just be dad’s vision has not come back quite right (looking to the
doctor for confirmation).

Doctor: That is quite possible, as severe concussions, as Mr. Winslow has obviously
had, can have many strange effects.

Errol: You still see them, Dad?

Nick: No. Not really. Don’t worry. I’ll be okay.

Errol: Are you coming home with us, Dad?

Nick: Yes. As soon as I’m well enough to travel.

Doctor: That’ll be in a few days. No reason not to.

Glenda: I like your new glasses.

Nick: Yeah, not my style, those other ones. I’m taking it more slowly now.

Wendy: And you’re going to love it at home!

Nick: Of course I will.
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Errol: Yeah, and you’re going to love Rusty too!

Wendy: Rusty, our new dog!

Nick (smiling): New dog?

Errol: Yeah, you’ll be able to enjoy walking him while you get better.

Wendy: More like him walking you!

Nick: I’m not that weak!

Glenda: No dear, you’re not, but Rusty is a Great Dane! Don’t worry. He’s very
gentle.
Nick collapses a bit back into his pillows in comfortable resignation, but with a smile
on his face. He’s trying to imagine Rusty in his Miata.
Soon Nick and family will be wobbling to the airport loaded with baggage, but
before they leave, Nick is “asked” to talk to two agents, one with The FBI and the
other with DEA. Since Nick is not really sure who is who anymore, he meets them in
the breakfast room in his “Executive Residence”, not far from the Oasis where there
will be witnesses. He is careful to write down their names and badge numbers. They
tolerate this. Then he lays down this iPhone on the table with the voice recorder on.
They don’t like that. He says: This is just a quality assurance measure. How can I help
you.
FBI: Put that thing away or we’ll take you down to the station.

Nick (speaking into the device): I have been ordered by Agent Branch of the FBI to
turn off this recording or be dragged into questioning for unnamed and uncertified
crimes. I have not been advised of my rights, but unless I come back to this
recording you may assume I have been arrested for no reason.

FBI: Give me that iPhone.
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Nick(says loudly): Folks, please watch as these Federal agents take my property for
no reason and perhaps drag me out of here without a warrant. This isn’t television.

DEA: Go back to your bar stools, folks. We just need a moment to talk with this man.
He’s not under arrest, yet.

Nick: Please watch these folks and help if they brutalize me. You can see they just
blew me up and I am suffering with injuries all over my body! See the bandages?

DEA: Shut up and sit down! We did no such thing!

Nick: Then why were you following me since I’ve been out here? I’m just a business
man with a mission. Want to see my mission?
As Nick slips his arm into his computer bag to pull out his computer, the FBI agent
jumps him and grabs his arm forcibly. Nick let’s out a loud scream as the agent has
just grabbed him where he has had a few hundred stitches. People at the bar all
turn towards him not knowing what to do. The DEA agent once again tells them to
mind their own business. Soon sirens are heard and there is a squad of police
entering the “courtyard”, guns pulled, and bullhorn in mouth. Both agents place
their guns and badges on the table.
A good Samaritan in the hot tub had reached to his pants, pulled out a cell phone
and called 911. The Agents had not been looking in his direction. When asked about
it later he said he was just afraid things were getting out of hand and he didn’t really
know if the agents were real, but that he had shared a drink or two with Nick on
other occasions and he seemed “like a good egg.” So the police swarmed in and sat
everyone down, Nick, FBI, and DEA to find out what the hell was going on.
So now, with police protection, Nick learned that he was being questioned in
connection with drug smuggling. They allowed Nick to call Glenda and explain why
he was not meeting her as agreed. WTF??? Yeah, I don’t understand anything yet.
And they hurt me again when they grabbed my wounded left forearm, Christ’s Sake!
Look! if you want to go home now, go ahead and I’ll catch up in a day or so. No way
José. That was Wendy’s reaction. Wendy says: Let me talk to these pricks! To which
Glenda: Shut up. I’ll talk to them. Nick says: No, I will. I’ll be okay. Why don’t you
take the kids home? Okay, stay, but we can’t get our flights changed without losing
all that money. Glenda: I don’t give a damn about the money and I’m not leaving
without you. There are two beds in your suite, so we’ll just stay there.
Police officer James Buckner: )Okay. Now let’s all get cordial.
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Nick: cordial! They just ripped up my stitches and my army’s bleeding. You have to
get me back to my hospital.

DEA: It could have been worse (tapping his gun).

Buckner: Get a grip. He’s a citizen and don’t bully him anymore!

DEA: Stick it!
The FBI agent draws a breath as if to insist against it, but Officer Buckner gives him
the hand stop-signal from traffic work and says: No way. He’s going back to the
hospital. You can talk with him once he’s fixed up, and no, you can’t have his
computer bag as we can’t have you tampering with evidence as you often do. This
remark really did start the fuse burning on both the agents, but they couldn’t do
anything about it. The ambulance soon came to bear Nick and a guard officer away.
Nick had to wait seven hours for the plastic surgeon to come back on duty, who was
disgusted when he heard his delicate work had been so manhandled. Why the hell
did they do this to you? Because they apparently thought I was reaching into my
computer bag for a gun. That’s all I can imagine.
Surgeon: Brutal dopes!

Dr. Wotwong knew Nick well enough from several visits to find even imagining such
a thing impossible.
After 10 more hours stay, Nick found the police again at his recovery room door,
ready to escort him back to the station. They were with a lawyer, John Concourt,
whom Glenda had hired. After what had happened to Nick she didn’t want any
more police recklessness threatening her husband’s life. Once back at the station,
they all found themselves in an interview room. Concourt the lawyer asked if the
police had verified the identities of the two agents and then asked why not?
Answer: We didn’t think we needed to. Question: And do you think it’s some sort of
big trick to produce a phony badge? Answer: No, but that’s unreasonable after all
they were out in public making an interview where everyone’s could and did see!
Lawyer: So? If you found them mixed up in something wouldn’t your first procedure
be to check the badges before taking the cuffs off?
Agents: Cuffs? What?
Lawyer: Well just picturing a perfectly reasonable situation?
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Agents: Perfectly reasonable? Police arresting agents, FBI and DEA?
Lawyer: Sure, you see it all on TV. Don’t you watch?
Agents: Oferchrissake.
So indulge me. Please verify that these are bona faidy [sic.] agents! And so an officer
took the issue seriously and went over to a computer, which was the
identification/verification system on the high security line into HLS. A few minutes
later he returns with two color printouts with the Agent’s picture IDs and verifiable
badge numbers showing the correct date of issue. By this point the agents are
boiling angry.
Lawyer: Okay, now that we have credentials. Why have you sought audience with
my client?
FBI(sarcastically): We sought audience with your client because we are investigating
illegal drug traffic.

Lawyer: Ask your questions then.

DEA: We have been following you [to Nick] for over a week, almost two, trying to
understand your possible connection to drug trafficking.

Lawyer: Does Mr. Winslow have a police record?

DEA: None other than a DUI when he was in college.

Lawyer: So what prompts this?

DEA: We’ll ask the questions. Shut up.

FBI: Winslow! Do you have anything to do with drugs?

Nick: I occasionally use aspirin and Viagra.

FBI: Hah!
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Nick: I don’t see what’s so funny. You asked a question and I answered it. Lots of
men suffer from this as they get older.

FBI: Yeah, yeah, I mean illegal drugs. You’re not being smart with me, are you?

Nick: It wouldn’t work. But no. I don’t have anything to do with illegal drugs. Can I
go now?

DEA: No. What were you doing hanging around that meth lab?

Nick: I had no idea what was going on in there. I just stopped to hear the music. It
kind of woke me up. It was very loud and had a great beat. Loved the guitar riffs. I
assumed they were practicing in there each day. There are a lot of musicians in this
neighborhood.

DEA: Yeah, and a lot of drug addicts.

Nick: Can’t help that. That’s your job.

DEA: Wise ass!

Nick: Wise ass, bullshit! I am here on a business mission. I was about to show you
my mission statement when you tore my fucking arm open again.

Lawyer Concourt: Nick! Watch it! They’re just doing their jobs!

Nick: It was doing their job when they ripped open my arm again? Haven’t I gone
through enough? I have nothing to do with all this! Why don’t you go after the
damned criminals?

FBI: Well, the criminals in the garage are both dead, and we have their deaths to
wonder about too. Did they blow up because of bad lab practice, or were they
bombed by a rival gang? We figure that since you were often seen in front of that
garage we figured you were there for some reason other than to pet the cat!
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Nick: No I wasn’t. I was there listening to the music and petting the cat, which I felt
sorry for because he was always outside. I’d never keep a cat like that. This is
supposed to be a civilized country.

DEA: Amazing!

FBI: Incredible!

DEA: People in the cafe thought you sometimes looked like you were tripping on
something.

Nick: Who said that, MaGoon?

DEA: MaGoon? None of the regulars is named MaGoon! Who are you talking about?

Nick: Well, he’s always got a sketch pad and he sits there all day sketching
mosquitoes on Thursdays and water buffalo on Tuesdays. He’s a bit strange. I don’t
always know what’s going through his head.

DEA: What does he look like?

Nick: He’s quite distinctive. He has a kind of beard that joins with a shaved-back
head so his face is encircled by red hair. He’s probably Irish or something.

DEA: Does he have an accent?

Nick: No. Just normal American English.

DEA: Why does he seem strange?

Nick: You don’t think what I said describes a strange person? What kind of CLUES do
you need?
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DEA: Don’t be a wise ass.

Concourt: Back off Nick. They are just trying to do their jobs.

Nick: Sorry. I don’t know what else to tell you. Can I go now?

Concourt: Is he under arrest?

FBI: No, not yet. But we will need a blood panel.

Nick: Why don’t you just tear open my arm again and I’ll be happy to bleed all over
you!

Concourt: Nick, you don’t have to cooperate but I can’t see why you should refuse.

Nick: And then I can go?

FBI: Once the tests all come back clean.

Nick: You’re testing ME for drugs?

Concourt: just routine. Shouldn’t be a problem.

Nick: What if I refuse?

FBI: At this point you can refuse. How about this? We take the blood panel and we
assume you are clean? You go home, and if we need anything more from you we
will transfer the entire matter to our Philadelphia office?

Concourt nods okay after making sure Nick understands he really doesn’t have to go
along with this.
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So Nick goes along with it, allowing the blood work, and leaves.
Nick is waiting at the airport for his next plane, which will leave after six hours. Best
he can do to “jump a flight” home. Sitting quietly drinking his ordinary latte to while
away the time by swallowing, and the two “Dicks” (expression from the old days)
show up.
DEA (smiling smugly): Sorry but you’ll have to miss that flight. You have unfinished
business here.

Nick: What now?

DEA: We’ll tell you about it down at our offices.

Nick: Oh brother! I need to call my lawyer.

DEA: You can do that tomorrow. We can hold you for up to 24 hours so you better
become a bit more cooperative.

Nick: What are you going to do, rip open my arm again?

The agents sneer in disgust.

Nick: If I have to wait till tomorrow with this we’re going to the media. How would
you like that? It’s really quite a catchy story I’ll be telling: Federal agents rip open
innocent injured man’s arm and then claim he’s selling drugs.

FBI: That’s not what happened.

Nick: Oh, did I get something out of order? Not sure it will matter to the public!

FBI: Okay. Call your lawyer.
Nick calls: Hello? Nick Winslow here. The Federal agents are hauling me down to
their offices and they won’t tell me why. I need you to come down there ASAP. My
cell number, if they allow me to keep my phone, is 215-374-2208. That’s 215-374-
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2208. Please call my wife and let her know about my delay. Please hurry; I’m tired of
this place.
They put Nick in a “holding room” where he can drink more coffee and dabble on
his computer. After three hours someone comes so he can send out for food,
Colonel Sanders, Domino’s or Chinese. Chinese seems the safest. When it comes it’s
cold, overpriced, and lousy. It’s 11:00 when John Concourt his lawyer finally shows
up. But now the agents have gone home for the day and all the lawyer can do is
demand a place for Nick to sleep and promise to come back in the first thing in the
morning, around 9:30.

Next day…
Concourt: Okay. Why are you holding my client?

DEA: Well his blood work came back with traces of opiates.

Nick: They gave me morphine in the hospital, both when I was being treated the
first time and after you ripped my arm open. Do you guys ever think?

Concourt: Steady Nick.

DEA: Okay. We’ll check it out. By the way… Where’s your luggage.
Nick’s face contorts into a face like if –I- had- a –straight- razor- I’d -slash –your- throat grimace: it’s checked on the flight you made me miss.

DEA: Okay. We’ll pick it up on the other end.

Concourt (losing it): Like hell you will! He’s not under arrest and you have no right to
search his things. Ever hear of the constitution? I’m letting my client answer
because I’m certain he has done nothing wrong, which wouldn’t be the case if I
thought he had.

FBI: You’re not the one who determines guilty.

Concourt: Right! That’s usually for a jury if someone has been arrested.
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FBI: Now don’t get your nickers in a twist, we’re just asking some questions and
following our methods here.

Concourt: Nickers in a twist! I hate that expression. How dare you!

DEA: Get used to it. We talk the way we talk. No offense.

Nick: Anything more?

FBI: Well we double checked and there’s no such person as MaGoon. Why did you
lie about that?

Nick: I didn’t lie. If no one remembers him I’m surprised. Did you describe him as I
told you?

FBI: Yes.

Nick: I can’t account for that. He was certainly there each day, but in any case your
argument is invalid because you can’t prove a negative from a negative.

FBI: Look mister pseudo-intellectual, stop talking gibberish. There’s no MaGoon.
Nick: Look mister genuine-stupid, I saw him every day. I can’t imagine how you got
this all wrong.

FBI: Such contempt for the law! You’re so lucky we live in a free country!

Nick: Right. That’s what presidents say when they wish they could have someone
arrested and tortured for criticizing them.

Concourt: Okay let’s tone it all down now.

DEA: One other thing. Why have you been trying to change identity since you’ve
been here?
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Nick: What?

DEA: According to our investigation when you first showed up at the “Executive
Residence” you were wearing a sports jacket, jeans, and you were a skinhead with
turquoise glasses. Now you’re dressed in tacky clothes, your hair is growing back
and you almost have a beard? And you have dumped the turquoise glasses in favor
of these ordinary ones. Are you trying to melt into the crowd or something? As a
former banker we are sure these are not your ordinary duds, and what you came
out in were not either. Why are you traveling incognito?

Nick: Now that you are both grown-up agents, why are you thinking like the movies?
Is this really the best you can do?

DEA: Just answer the question.

Nick (after Concourt shows agreement to go ahead): Okay. I came in late from my
flight and my luggage, which had been on the train was not available to me, so I
went out to buy new clothes to tide me over until I got my luggage back. I didn’t
want to pay a lot for temporary clothes, so I just went to J.C. Penny, okay?
Meanwhile, it took so long to get out here due to train and plane problems that I
couldn’t keep up with the bald head look. I changed my glasses because people kept
pointing them out and I didn’t like being conspicuous. I just bought them a few
weeks ago for fun.
The agents look at each other in a way that said: Let’s compare notes. DEA points to
Nick to stay put, and to Concourt: Back in a moment.
When they return they have that armed-to-the teeth with new questions look and
smug smiles, like they’ve figured something out.
Nick: Is it good cop or bad cop time?
Agent brows knit.
FBI: You were a banker, right?

Nick: Yes (resists saying more).

FBI: So what was with the sloppy appearance (we picked you up on the airport
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cameras), the skinhead and the glasses you started wearing only about a month
ago?

Nick: I wanted to be more like the bank customers so I could identify better in my
role as a mortgage officer. That was the reason for the shaved head, like all the
baseball players, and the glasses, like people who fantasize about Hollywood. I
repent, already!

DEA: We are not seeking penitence, only the truth.

Nick: Wow! That’s deep, man!

DEA (scowling): So you don’t consider that incognito?

Concourt: Just answer the question.

Nick: No.

FBI: You still haven’t explained why when you switched to an air flight you skipped
out on your baggage when you had a perfectly comfortable, luxury train ticket.

Nick: You didn’t ask.

Concourt: Nick!

Nick: Okay. I found the train ride not at all comfortable and satisfying. I was bored
waiting through my transfers and I was rather traumatized by the bus wreck.

FBI: You were on a bus too?

Nick: No. The train hit a bus crossing the track and a lot of people were hurt. You
don’t read the newspapers either? Google it.

FBI: I’ll have to remind..
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Nick: What? I’m sick of this and I’m out of here.

Concourt just dons his hat, picks up his briefcase and signals Nick to follow.

Nick: Thanks for your help. These guys are too much.

Concourt: Call me when you get home.
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12. Rusty
In dog-show speak, Rusty is a 34"-shoulder, fawn, square-built, correctly postured
and neutered specimen of the Great Dane breed. In home-speak, he’s a wonderful
affectionate, loyal and loving dog. No sooner had he become a part of the
household than it was although he was like a vigilant parent. When Nick left, there
remained a terrible absence at the dinner table, especially since he had left his job
and found his happy chair with the family. Once gone, although Glenda didn’t
mention it, everyone was sad, and an occasional phone call didn’t do the trick. Just a
few days after Nick left, there were rumors about the Principal leaving to become a
Superintendent in Texas, where ignorance of the current local situation is a job
requirement until you actually get there where they will discard all your ideas for
improvement. At the same time, Kimmy Borsky, a 3rd-grade teacher had become
pregnant and potentially a single mother following the casualty death of her
husband in Afganistan. She and her husband had bought this hound of their dreams,
but now she would have too much to juggle when the new baby came. So she sadly
put up a notice in the faculty lounge in a first attempt to get a good home for Rusty.
RUSTY, A FANTASTIC, FULLY TRAINED, GENTLE DOG NEEDS A NEW HOME, 278-5437767, Kimmy.
And there was a picture and there was a desire and there was a need, so Glenda
took the ad home and showed it to Errol and Wendy, who both went ape with joy.
So now Nick met Rusty and Nick came immediately to love him, such smooth fur,
such beautiful color, such kind and devoted eyes. The fact that Rusty was so large
and didn’t stand a chance of riding in the Miata, was no deterrence. Actually,
Glenda was tearing around in a happy tither too as Nick was home AND she was
being considered for promotion to Principal. The aggravation of such a post could
not be explained away from Nick, but he did want what she wanted. So he offered
up the Miata to the potential new Principal and offered to take over the driver’s
seat in the great SUV “meat transporter”, as he called it. The last row of seats would
probably never resume their upright positions again now that the big fluffy dog bed
and Rusty became the contents in the aft of this over-the-road boat.
The Miata was of no use to Glenda, as she didn’t know how to drive stick, so Nick
offered to chauffeur for all until they could find a solution.
Once the children were in school, Nick and Rusty would round several blocks of the
neighborhood. Nick enjoyed the walk with his new royal friend. People would
remark ohmygodwhatahandsomeboy! And Nick would smile and enjoy meeting
more of the denizens of his suburb. But then on the third day home he saw two
figures in suits go by in a black 49 Pontiac again. But this time he felt really secure.
He had Rusty.
13. A Tale of Two Suitcases
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On the fourth day home Nick receives a phone call from the airport that they have
finally recovered his luggage, which had mysteriously disappeared for a few days
and was not to be found at the airport when he arrived a day later than the flight he
had had to abandon when forced to do so by the Agents in San Francisco. By the
time they snagged him they were already in the baggage hold of the plane. The
explanation was that unbeknownst to him, when the plane was due to take off an
automatic match-check was run and his luggage was found, but he was not. He had
not seen the news item about how the people on his flight had all been forced to
deplane onto the tarmac and claim their baggage. They were all bussed back to the
terminal and routinely rescanned and electronically denuded while their baggage
was rifled, searched and sniffed by dogs. Well of course his bags were the ones that
had no claimant, so they were placed in a police van and taken down to TSA local
headquarters for further “processing”. Eventually, the message stream reached
them via Delta Air that the owner was looking for his baggage now in Philadelphia
and would they mind sending it on now? Which they did, and now Nick was being
summoned to the Philadelphia TSA office to collect it.
Nick arrives about 2:00 and presents his (unused) ticket and his actual ticket, and his
luggage stubs. The TSA officer asks why he left the original flight, as such behavior is
considered EXTREMELY SUSPICIOUS, even under Orange Code security standards.
Nick explains that he was pulled away from his flight by DEA and FBI agents for
questioning and he had no choice but to accompany them. Just why did they want
to question him? Nick felt that was none of their business, told them so, and as a
completely fed-up citizen, folded his arms prominently. Yes it is our business, our
only business. When you pass the gates everything is our business and you did pass
our gates. Now why did the agents want to talk to you so urgently? The TSA agent
was now glowering at him and pushing a button. In a moment, two more TSA agents
present themselves, with guns, and order Nick into a room off the office where he
was swipe-searched, strip-searched, and cavity searched, and x-rayed. They of
course found nothing. Nick is livid but entirely defenseless as TSA land is immune to
the rights of individual citizens, and Nick you’d betterfuckingwellcooperate! The
territory between TSA gates is like a virtual country with its own laws, answerable to
no one.
Nick: I want my lawyer.

Agent-321: Too effing bad. You should have thought about this when you decided to
smuggle heroin!

Nick: What?

Agent-321: We talked to DEA and FBI and they told us you would be difficult, but
here you have no rights!
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Nick: Smuggle heroin?

Agent-321: Yes, heroin. Our dogs picked up on it. Now open your bags please!
Nick first carefully inspects the bags to see if there is anything suspicious, but there
is no way to tell. Bags cannot be locked going through TSA and everyone who tries
just gets broken into. So Nick confidently opens both bags for inspection and
watches closely as they rummage through everything. Then Agent-2392 pulls out a
knife and slashes into the lining of the luggage and then the puffed plastic handles.
Nothing.
Nick: So! nothing! I told you so!

Agent-321: Well the dog smelled something! You know, we did have a dog pick up
something and we could hold you for 24 more hours while we go through things,
but if you’ll sign a “courtesy waiver” stating that everything was handled to your
satisfaction and with no personal infringement, we’ll let you go now with your
luggage.

Nick: What’s left of my luggage. Okay. Since I don’t have any rights, I’ll sign your
paper.

Agent-321: You don’t.

The Agent becomes a bit sweaty and jittery as he hands Nick the paper and what’s
left of his luggage. Nick is “allowed” to go. They give him some tape to soften the
handles they cut open. He wraps them as the agents look on impatiently. He can tell
they are just bursting to discuss all this once he leaves. Nick turns and says he read
an article that the dogs were right only about 47% of the time.
Once outside in the airport, Nick smiles, and turns off the recorder on his iPhone. It
is now 4:30 and he calls his Philadelphia lawyer Bob Green to get the press out
again. By 5:15 he’s ready for the News Live reporters who open with the following
volley:
Remember the man who blew the whistle on B*Bank about two months ago? He’s
done it again, here at TSA, you know, the guys who seem to miss all the guns and
knives? Here he is, exposing the way they treat American citizens. Does Mr.
Winslow look like a drug lord to you? Now, Mr. Winslow, could you tell us briefly
what just happened?
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Nick: Well yes. My bags were supposed to be here after they lost track of them for
four days. I come down here and they usher me into the strip- search room, saying
I’m trafficking in heroin, which of course I’m not. After a whole lot of harassment
they find that my luggage has not one trace of any drugs besides my aspirin. I really
don’t get how they had to drag me in there just to strip search me and paw through
my bags. They had them for the last four days and the bags were not locked. Who
knows what someone might have done to alert the drug dog? Then they threaten to
keep me here for 24 hours if I don’t sign a paper declaring that they did a good
courteous job! I again have a voice recording of the entire incident and Mr. Green
my lawyer will get it to you later today. Amazing bunglers. They wouldn’t let me call
my lawyer, because they said in there I have no rights, and at the same time they
don’t take my phone, so I was able to pull the same trick again.
Okay viewers, that’s the way with the TSA as the jingle goes. We have asked the TSA
if they care to comment, but they refuse under advisement from their lawyers.
Glenda: I can’t believe how much bullshit the world can pile on a single individual!

Errol: Were they rough with you?

Nick: Not really.

Wendy: Did they hurt your arm again?

Nick: No. They were just very bossy. Let’s try to forget all this. How’s Mr. Rusty?

Errol: He’s great! He loves the couch.

Glenda: All of it.
Nick: You know what I was really thinking about the whole time I was in that place?
Getting home with you and Rusty. I’ll tell you what. You help mom with the dishes
and get started with your homework. I’ll be back in a while.
Glenda knits her eyebrows and raises her hand, fingers spread, and Nick inserts his
fingers between hers, calming her to silence. Then he leaves.
He jumps into the Miata and heads down to the strip mall where there is a Baskin
and Robins. As he leaves the block where his house is located, he sees the black ‘49
Pontiac with the two men with suits and fedoras. It’s strange, but this time their
license plates are from Pennsylvania. They are parked and don’t look his way. At
Baskin and Robins he gets a small ice cream cake, log style. On the way back, the car
is gone. That’s a relief, but now another thought assails him. If Glenda is going to
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drive the Miata, he’ll have to teach her to drive with a stick shift, but he’s not
confident and decides he’ll suggest getting Graham Parker, the high school driving
instructor to give her private lessons. Driving stick and explaining it to someone are
two very different things. He’ll pose the question if Glenda would mind taking a few
lessons from a professional.
Everyone thinks it’s cool that Nick has returned with the ice cream log, which quickly
disappears, all but the last inch or so.
Nick poses the question of driving lessons.
Glenda: Look Nick, I think everything is too late for this. I know you wanted stick
because you though stick and sport were synonymous, but it really doesn’t have
that meaning for me. The Miata is over 5 years old and maybe it’s time to consider
replacing it. I don’t want anything fancy, but I really do like the idea of something
smaller to park.
Nick: Yeah, you have a point. Do you have any ideas?

Glenda: Well yes! I was thinking of a convertible Mini-Cooper. I think we could even
fit Rusty in the back seat in a pinch, and Ed Sangre loves his.

Nick: What a cool idea! We can check it out tomorrow.
And so it came to pass that Nick and Glenda acquired a Mini-Cooper, a cream
colored, light-brown leathered interior, and black dash, all of which was perfectly
coordinated with Rusty, just in case. Nose: dash; coat: dark red end of the paint
gradient. The deluxe plum interior was different, but way bad for Rusty. Glenda
drove it home and to work the next Monday. The Miata had passed on to unknown
lots and unknown hands.
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14. Holier Than Thou
When they returned to take Wendy and Errol for a spin and then to the movies,
Wendy said there had been several phone calls, but whenever they picked up, the
caller hung up. When they got back from the Matinee, Glenda picked up and got the
same response. The number kept coming in as OUT OF STATE. No way to tell who
might be calling. These calls came in at various times of the day and night, and they
went on for about a week. The phone company could tell them nothing. The police
could tell them nothing. The phone company couldn’t block the caller because the
number was withheld. The police and the phone company both imply Nick and
Glenda are paranoid in thinking someone is “casing” their house to find out when no
one is home. But Nick and Glenda can’t figure anything else. The phone company,
though, says they have had cases where robo-calling by marketeers, politicians,
churches and charities have bad systems that actually never stop until someone
detects that no one ever picks up the phone. Then they hit upon a plan. Nick goes
down to the Radio-Shack and buys a MagicJack, which is a doohickey that USBs into
your computer so you can make free calls over the Internet. Once you pay the yearly
fee ($20) you have unlimited calls and a phone number of your choosing(with a little
luck). Normally they wouldn’t have gone for yet another way to get and make
unwanted telephone calls, but this has the enormous advantage that the number is
completely unpublished unless you make the stupid mistake of doing so yourself by
using it in connection with your TV shopping network, or as part of signing up with
some confidential service on the Internet. So, once installed, they have two
techniques they can use. Either they can use the home ground line to call the
MagicJack and leave the line connected all day, after picking up on it by hitting a line
on their computer, or they can simply call forward any of their lines so an incoming
call will terminate in an unresponsive dead end, after unchecking automatic
answering.
During the day Nick and Glenda communicate via cellphone, which works out well
as he walks Rusty down to the park for some playtime and the children are at
school. Actually, given their cellular plan, their ground line has become more or less
vestigial anyway. After a week of ignoring all calls, they stop, but once they do, Nick
begins to see the Pontiac again, once or more a day. He writes down the license
number and asks the police to check it. They won’t. He tries to Google it, but there is
no find. Nick tells Glenda about the prowling car, and she gets nervous too. First the
call, now the car. You can’t mistake an old car like that in a neighborhood where the
average age of a car is under three years.
On the fourth night after the phone calls have stopped, they are all in bed when
they hear what must be gunshots, which they easily verify as there are beams of
light from the street coming in through holes in the house, and a spray of wallboard
debris showering down from the ceiling. Nick clutches Glenda and they roll off the
bed and onto the floor. Glenda is shivering and Nicks begins to breathe heavily,
clutching his chest. Glenda reaches up and gets the drinking water on her night
table and tries to get Nick to drink it, but his eyes are slid back and wide open. Not
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knowing what to do, she dumps the water on the hand over his chest and then on
his face. Nick! Nick! And, after a moment, Nick’s eyes roll back, pan the room, and
he begins the struggle to stand. She gets up too, steadying him. Now Wendy and
Errol are standing in their bedroom door.
Wendy: We heard the noises and then someone falling on the floor. Are you okay?
The children flock to their parents' arms, and Rusty is not far behind, licking
everybody with his paint roller size tongue.
Nick: I guess we’re all okay. Looks like someone was joy-riding with an AK; they’re
gone now. That’s the important thing.
Nick (recalling that they have all watched Gran Torino) : We’re okay, right? Well,
right? Okay. Everyone stay low here and I’ll call 911; leave the lights off.
He didn’t have to, as someone else was awakened by the shots and called. Sirens
are heard as Nick peeks through the curtains and sees the squad car with all its
lights flashing, certain to scare away any criminal who might be hiding long before
his arrival. Nick watches for a few minutes, and once the flashing lights are off he
assumes they are out of immediate danger. By now several of the neighbors are
pointing at the Winslow house. The policeman is twisting the handle on his spotlight
to direct it there to scan the house. When the spotlight hits the holes the bedroom
gets a bit brighter from the additional light, which does not go away now that the
policemen have located the target of the shooters.
Nick to Glenda: Everyone get dressed. This is going to be another long night.

Glenda: I am so sick of long nights!
Nick goes down stairs in the running attire he uses when he walks Rusty, and flipflops. Down he goes into the street asking if the neighbors saw anything. No. They
didn’t. They just heard the shots, but were glad nothing bad happened to them,
Suchanicefamily!
Rusty is standing by the front door and barking madly, but then is talked down into
a gentle whimper, ending in silence, for which probably the entire neighborhood
was grateful. Nick invites the police in to have a look. He knows he’ll need a police
report if for no reason than for insured damage purposes, as he is certain the police
are clueless as he is about why things just happened the way they did. First
assumption is that the hit was just random. The alternate was that it was intentional
but delivered to the wrong address, in which case, what might have been the RIGHT
address? Last assumption was that something was intended for THEM! WTF?
Once he has gently introduced Rusty to the police, Nick tells them the story of the
sporadic phone calls and the mysterious Pontiac. Now the forensics team arrive. The
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forensics team pulls the bullets and estimates the angle of entry to have originated
at street level. They guess that the shots came from a passing car. High caliber shells
are found in the street. One thing is certain: it’s not about robbery, and,
unfortunately, there is no record of the license number Nick has handed them. Next,
they ask if there are any guns in the house and Glenda slaps her forehead saying
Jesuschrisnotagain! As requested, Glenda brings back two guns both of which have
been fired recently, at the gun range. Nick sees the two guns and says: What the hell
are you doing with two guns now?
Glenda explains: When they found out they didn’t have the murderer after all, they
said they wanted another look at my gun and I had to give it up; so I was damned if I
was going to live alone with no gun and just went out and bought another one.
Finally they gave my other one back. So now I have two.
Officer Quinn: Now what’s a little lady like you doing with handguns? Your husband
doesn’t even have guns, right?
Nick nods: No.
Glenda (fuming): Well, this “little lady” was in Desert Storm. In fact I was in the
women’s Special Forces Prototype. Where were you big man, in your squad car
soaking up coffee with doughnuts? My husband knows nothing about guns, but I
could probably outshoot any of you!
Nick: Glenda, he was just asking a question.
Officer Quinn: What’s this about murderers? You’ve been questioned in connection
with a murder? Excuse me, I’ll be back in a few moments, but I’ll have to take those
guns into evidence.
Glenda: Evidence schmevidence! I didn’t do anything and your lab folks have already
been over this twice. If you want them, arrest me! Shit! Not again! All we ever did
was go to dinner! Here we are in our home and people are shooting at us. Ever
heard of the right to protect yourself?
Officer Quinn: Okay, okay. Now save the denials for later. I haven’t accused you of
anything, yet. Back in a moment, but don’t go anywhere.
Nick: Check.

Glenda: Check. Yet?

Wendy: Check.
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Errol: Check.
As the officer spun around to leave he got a huge Woof! from Rusty.
Officer: And chain that dog down. Other people will be coming.

Rusty: Woof!

Errol: They better like dogs!

Wendy: A lot!
Fifteen minutes later they got a call from Detective McIvers that he would be over
at 5:00 the next day, and to try to calm down and feel confident their police were
working on things.
The police take these shots to be a warning of some sort, and question everyone to
discover what might be the origin of it all. The friendly neighbors inform them
immediately on how they were seen being let out of a police van a few months ago
and how the papers said they were under investigation for murder. It’s late; so the
police leave.
When a thing like this happens to a family everyone is shaken into a primitive state.
They all squeeze together as much as they can, as if they had reached the extreme
back wall of a cave. Some sort of monster breaks up through the mind as if the floor
were a frozen lake, and everything has somehow gone cold, damp and dark. This is
what they felt once the police left, opening the floodgates of human
disappointment and fear and stripping them not only of answers, but also of
questions. In this family the cave was the king sized bed, where they all clung to one
another under extra blankets once they made sure the doors were locked and the
lights were off. They lay awake for hours until the dawn erased the circles on the
ceiling drawn by the bullet holes and the eerie blue-hot spears of light.
Glenda still doesn’t know what think as habit alone kisses the children and the
husband. Nick looks a bit like a trembling junkie as he slices the bananas onto the
Cheerios. Glenda takes Rusty out for first morning walk, in a daze. Rusty may have
been sensitive to her condition as he doesn’t show too much independence by
tugging. As they walk, he looks back at her frequently with huge loving eyes.
So all Nick has to do to function right now is get Errol and Wendy ready for the
school day. They don’t talk back about anything and just wait for the right moment
to sling on their back packs. The doors slide and lock; the belts are fastened. They
slowly glide towards school. It’s nice their Dad is driving them so they no longer
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have to wait for school to start after Mom has gotten there early to prepare the
classroom. That part’s nice now. Imagine riding the bus after such a night!
Nick makes his daily stop at Starbucks on the way back from school, where he
routinely relaxes with a latte and allows thoughts about the day to flow in with the
coffee. He has been able to secure one of the living room style chairs nuzzling his
head back into the pillow by slouching. And what does he imagine he sees?
MaGoon, telling him that there are forces at work in the universe that we feel but
are beyond our ken. He shakes his head and MaGoon leaves. He puts MaGoon to
flight by summoning the most obvious practical task he can think of, which is:
getting the holes fixed. Savvy as he is, he calls the police station to see if he has
permission to fix the holes. The police have not defined his house as a crime scene
with yellow tape as the bullets had all entered on the second floor and there was no
point. But Officer Quinn did not leave any instructions about tampering with the
wounds to his dwelling. 911 asks why he is calling and he humbly scrambles for
words about the night before. The dispatch operator tells him he is not having an
emergency and gives him another number. They don’t know if it’s a problem and
will be waiting for report back from Detective McIvers so don’t do anything.
Forensics is satisfied that the pictures from the night before were probably all they
would need. Oh God! The thought flashes through him that clearing away all the
plaster pieces and dust from the top of their bed might be evidence tampering? He
can only temporize on that one. He might line up contractors and check with home
owners insurance in the meanwhile.
“American Liberty Insurance. This is Elouise, How may I help you? Please be assured
that our recording of this session will be used for quality assurance.” Nick doesn’t
tell them that he has his quality assurance too. He puts his phone on speaker and
hits the record button on his iPod.
Nick: Fine. I want to report that my house was shot full of holes last night and we’re
going to need quite a bit of repair. How much I have no idea. I wanted to check with
you on procedure.
Elouise: We’ll have to get an adjuster out there who will manage the process for
you, soup to nuts.
Nick: Soup to nuts?
Elouise: Well, after making an initial determination about coverage he will proceed
to contact our contractors to get the best quality/price. I can send him out after
lunch, if that will be convenient. Is there anything else I can help you with?
Nick: God, let’s hope not! Okay. I’ll wait.
At 1:15 the adjuster Ken Malone arrives. Once they walk around to survey the
damage it’s dining room table time. Ken pulls out the police blotter report, twists his
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face into that this-will-hurt-me-more-than-you look and says: Sorry, but we’ll have
to deny on this.
Nick: What!!!
Ken: We can’t class this as vandalism. It’s a product or byproduct of a crime. If the
car had just come down the street shooting up all the houses, then it would have
unquestionably been vandalism, just people out to destroy property
indiscriminately. But you were targeted and you have been involved with police
actions lately, so we can’t rule out that this was some sort of retaliation.
Nick: Wait! If someone keys my car, that’s vandalism, right?
Ken: Probably, because it is such a common form of vandalism. But when AKs are
involved it’s not.
Nick: Okay, leave me your paper and American Liberty [Mind: bullshit] Insurance will
be hearing from me and the media.
Ken: Sorry.
[Ken leaves.]
At two thirty, Glenda arrives in tears, saying: The kids at school have spread it
around that their father is in some sort of trouble with the police. Errol popped one
of them a karate kick in the solar plexus, making the nasty little bastard double over.
Now the police have been called in and he has been put on warning on the grounds
of applying serious and disproportionate force in response to the bully. I couldn’t
take it. I’m home. That’s all. I’m not going back till Monday and neither are the kids,
dammit!
Nick doesn’t have the heart to tell Glenda about the home owners insurance claim.
Everyone needs a nap and no one should have ever tried for a normal day. Nick and
Glenda fall into bed, have a long and meaningful hug, until they slip back out of each
other’s arms, like a clam opening up to a cool current. There are dreams, but they
too are severed as Detective McIvers rings at the door.
McIvers : I’m Detective McIvers . Do you remember me? I questioned you the night
of the murder at the restaurant.

Nick: Oh yes, now I do. I heard you didn’t really catch the murderer as we thought
you had the next day?

McIvers : Right. We still haven’t. We are very active on it.
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Nick: Do you think it had anything to do with last night’s incident?

McIvers : We’re not sure, but there have been developments.

Nick: You found the people who shot up our house?

McIvers : You think there was more than one person involved?

Nick: Just assuming there were a driver and a shooter, right?

McIvers : Good guess. But there have been other developments. You worked with
one George Murphy at B*Bank?

Nick: Yes. I completely lost track of him after he left.

McIvers : Strange. I’m going to tell you something confidential. Can I trust you? [Nick
nods okay]
Well George was at the restaurant that night. Did you see him?

Nick: No.

McIvers : Well, George was the homicide victim that night.

McIvers surveys Nick and Glenda’s eyes for expression, and jots down that they
both showed convincing surprise.

Nick: Do you think the attack on our house and that murder are connected?

McIvers : Yes. We thought from the beginning it was a mob kill, that’s why Stan was
with us that night. Stan’s wife was your baby sitter that night, right?

Glenda: Yes, until all hell broke loose.
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McIvers : There is more. You recently bought a new car, right?

Nick: Yes.

McIvers : You paid cash?

Nick: I always pay cash. I hate debt. We own our home too.

McIvers : That’s a great position to be in. We understand from the bank incident
that you withdrew several million dollars when you left?

Nick: Yes. I had it there accumulating at interest until I no longer worked there. It’s
now at Wells Fargo in my vault.

McIvers : And you still have all this money?

Nick: Yes. We save. Our parents saved and left us with something.

McIvers : I’ll say! That’s great! Look, we really don’t suspect you of anything, but we
are afraid you may have unknowingly gotten pulled into something awful without
even knowing about it. Let’s be clear: we don’t think you did anything wrong, okay?
Nick and Glenda nod.
McIvers : But there have been developments. You sold your red Miata at Ryan’s
BMW and bought the Mini-Cooper for cash, right? Okay. So far so good. But then
you didn’t hear about your Miata being found the next day in the River with a
corpse in it?
Nick and Glenda grimace: No!
McIvers : When we checked the vehicle we discovered it had been bought for cash.
All this cash made the dealer suspicious. The car had only been at the dealership for
about an hour when someone came in wanting to buy it for cash too, so of course
he sold it immediately. When we took the car down to the lab we found traces of
cocaine and heroin in the trunk. Any idea where that came from?
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Nick: Of course not, but I would guess the guy who bought the car put it there. I
assume you are thinking he was killed for it and, since they shot up my house after
the murder, and because I was an associate of George’s and because George was
murdered in cold blood not 10 feet from me, you think this is all connected.
McIvers : Yes. That about sums it up. Any ideas?
Nick: No.
McIvers : Okay, but there is still a little piece sticking out here. When your bags were
held up by TSA their drug dogs thought they had found something, right?
Nick: Right, but there was nothing there. They concluded the dog must have been
wrong, which happens sometimes. I have no idea how all that came about.
McIvers : Okay. Do you have any reason to suspect anyone for the attack on your
house?
Nick and Glenda shake their heads.
McIvers : Here’s my card. Look, we are on your side here. If you have any more
incidents or any ideas, anything at all, don’t hesitate to call or email me. I just hope
you can get everything back together okay.
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After about two weeks Nick is still trying to organize getting the house fixed. It is
only a matter of some $43,000, for which he is now insured. This he fixed by having
Bob Green his Philly lawyer drop a note to American Liberty Insurance and read
back the fact that there is no explicit exclusion for criminally based damage and that
their commissioned adjuster was a smarmy schmuck(in somewhat more latinesque
language).
Quite a bit of work is necessary; walls have to be torn out, bad studs, an entire
window needs replacement and the ceiling needs to be chipped out, torn down, and
redone. So here we are two weeks from the end of school and the outside is
temporarily patched until they can all get out of the way of the workmen. Life goes
on in expectation of repair. Nick spends most of his time having that morning latte,
puttering about with the little household tasks, which men are accustomed to hear
as honey-dos, and then there is that life saver dog Rusty, who loves to walk and sniff
the bushes. It is about 2:00 when Nick receives a call.
Nick: My God I don’t believe you’re in Philly! How are you? What brings you here,
Gus?

Gus: It’s my routine trip to the custom boat show. I’m actually here a few times
each year. I thought I’d look you up and offer to take you and your family out for a
spin on one of our family sized jetboats. Not trying to sell you anything, but I’m off
on Saturday if you are all free. It’s 32 foot cruiser, lots of comfort and speed. Kids
should love it.

Nick: Wow! What a great offer! I told you I love boats as long as I don’t have to own
one (self-protective move).

Gus: No problem!

Nick: What time?

Gus: How about I swing by and pick you up at around 10:00?

Nick: I’d say yes, but I haven’t consulted Glenda yet. Are you still on that cell number
on your card?
When Glenda hears about it she says he should invite his friend over for dinner.
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Nick(calling back): Gus, can you come over for dinner tonight or tomorrow? I’ll slap
some nice steaks on the grill and we can all have a leisurely chat. … 6:00 tonight?
Great!
And so Nick was quite happy he would see his fellow voyager again, and stops for
groceries after he picked up Errol and Wendy, who insisted on riding with Rusty on
his fluffy bed in the back.
If ever there were a meeting between man and beast, giant man and giant beast,
this moment could be celebrated by animal lovers world-wide. When the huge
Gustav Morganstein, for such was his full name, met Rusty, his face radiated an
affectionate joy that Rusty could only lick, and up went the forepaws on his
shoulders, and up came Gus’s shovel-like hands to clamp them down firmly, as he
turned his face to Rusty the way most of us turn our faces to the shower nozzle.
What a greeting! Glenda and Nick tried to protest with Rusty, but Nick held out is
hands in the likeness of a traffic stop gesture, then sinking to the floor with the
beast he began different petting procedures, such as patting his chest, ear pulls, and
running tubular fingers down the length of Rusty’s fine tail. When it was all over
everyone laughs, and Nick makes the other introductions.
At dinner they relate their life stories and enjoy the food. Gus talks a lot about the
boating industry in general and the kinds of boats people are “looking at” now. He
can’t help mentioning that jet boats are really the next step for most people “in the
market”. He tells them of a sale he made two years back involving a 24 meter
custom catamaran to a wealthy Philadelphian. He had the catamaran equipped with
walk-down stairs on the aft of the hulls so divers could just walk down to the water
and back up, just like coming on shore.
A catamaran has two hulls that are basically tied into a large upper platform
where there can be highly customized facilities. The engines are located in
the hulls, one jet each. This design makes for great stability, near
invulnerability to rough water and the possibility of sinking, and a lot of deck
space for comfortable living.
Then, in typical sales fashion, though not immodest, he dropped the name Bill Foley
as the owner. No more identification was necessary as this man-tycoon was very
well known around town. People used to say he was the Paul Allen of Philly, owning
golf courses, marinas, automated parking lots, gas stations, several restaurants, and
significant interests in the ball teams. Nick and Glenda were very impressed indeed
that Bill Foley was Gus' customer. Even the children lit up at the name. Bill Foley was
famous for his flamboyant antics at the river on his dolphin-boat.
Errol: Could we see his dolphin-boat up close? Could you take us? Please?
Gus: Let me call him to see if that would be possible. Maybe, but no promises!
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Wendy: Now?

Gus: No, not now, but I’ll try tomorrow. He asked me for an appointment about
more dolphin-boats.

Nick: You're kidding! Your company made that dolphin-boat?

Gus: Yes. He came to us for some pretty radical customization.

Nick: And you were producing them as a standard product?

Gus: Hell no. Basically all the dolphin-boats are small run production. I think not
more than a thousand are sold each year world-wide. There’s an outfit in England
that produces most of them for people who don’t want to spend more than 80-90
thousand. It’s a pretty kinky thrill even at that price.
The dolphin boat is called that because it is designed to look like a dolphin.
The operator sits inside under a clear plastic canopy, similar to a jet, his feet
on pedals that activate a tail fins for direction, and his arms free to operate
the lateral fins for rolling sideways, over, diving and breaking surface. The
dorsal fin provides a snorkeling service when the dolphin “swims” semisubmerged. Given its great propulsion system, a 275 HP turbine, it can reach
great speeds and literally jump out of the water as much as 15 feet, clearing
the water entirely. Buyers are fanatical thrill seekers.
Gus: But Bill wanted something really cool. He wanted his dolphin to really be
submergeable [sic.] down to 30 feet, so we had to put in oxygen, pressure
maintenance, and of course automatic cut-off for the leaps. Basically, because this is
a jet boat it has to blow out all its run water when the dolphin leaps, so the power
of the dolphin breaking the surface is much greater, both because of its propulsion
and the sudden loss of mass. We’ve seen leaps as much as fifty feet. I can’t imagine
the feeling of leaping then plunging after a flight of fifty feet. Technically, it’s all
really complicated as the pressure has to be perfectly maintained so the driver
won’t get the bends. Each time he leaps the dolphin exhales carbon dioxide and
breathes in fresh air. We’re always afraid something might go wrong, but Bill gave
us exculpatory waivers, so, I guess, everybody’s happy. How do you know about the
dolphin boat?
Errol: We sometimes go down to the pier and watch him come in at 2:00 on
Sundays. Everyone knows about him. He’s incredible! You’re watching and see
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nothing but big boats, then pop! He suddenly flies out of the water! Then diiiiive,
then pop! He does all kinds of circles and jumps! What a man!
Nick, Glenda, Wendy: Amazing!
Nick: I met him once when I worked at the bank. He’s an unheard-of type person.
For employees that pass the five year mark with him, he buys a house as a gift!
Incredible! He told one of my colleagues he did this because the wages he pays
aren’t really that good, but when they get a home free and clear it’s like they get a
400% raise for life. What a mind! And it’s a business mind! A lot of people would kill
to work for him. He also only promotes up through the ranks. Talk about prominent!
Gus: I knew he was prominent, like in the CEO magazine, but I didn’t know what a
popular figure he was too. (Passing to another thought) By the way, what’s that
plywood doing on the second floor I saw when I came up the walk?
Glenda: Someone rode by and shot up our house. The police are looking into it, but
so far, they are clueless.
Gus: Strange. You don’t usually see vandalism in a neighborhood like this. Sorry to
see it. You are such nice people! (Preparing to leave) I’ll call you about seeing the
dolphin boat up close, but no promises. He’s a pretty private person most of the
time and runs things mostly from his big catamaran far from home, so he’s difficult
to get a hold of. 10:00 Saturday though?
Nick, Glenda, Errol and Wendy: Absolutely!
Now this is a cool day for the kids. Gus, being a prestige salesman, gets to be driven
about in a limo. Wow! TV! Coke! And off they go to the water. The boat: 21-foot an
open canopy skiff with a leather interior. Nick remarks the motor sounds like Thor’s
Harley. Errol says it’s like a dragon gargling. Wendy refrains from saying it sounds
like a giant toilet flushing. That’s the difference between a seven year old and a ten
year old: one has filters and the other doesn’t. Gus laments that he was not allowed
to include Rusty in the party. Glenda gets everyone buckled up.
Once out in free waters, Gus slowly advances the stick and the bow begins to rise
against today’s choppy waters. Eventually they hit cruising speed, around 35 knots.
It is thrilling as the wind is brusque and the fast-pound of the boat over the waves
make teeth clatter and spines ripple. Gus now begins some antics involving fast
turns, fast stops and fast starts where it felt like the nose might just flip up over the
stern. While Errol and Wendy make the same screeches they would on a rollercoaster, Nick has to beg the smiling pilot to slow down into a normal cruise. Errol
says the boat makes him feel like he was riding an eagle into space. Gus thinks Errol
has a vivid imagination. Nick thanks him for slowing down and confesses his fear of
being catapulted out of the boat. He is dizzy and feeling sick. The crosswise belts he
says feel like they are crushing him and he is getting a migraine. Gus suggests he go
beneath and lie down but Nick is afraid his newly-discovered claustrophobia will kick
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in. Gus obliges by lowering the boat into an easy trough homewards. Once they are
cruising comfortably, Gus asked them all, based on what they had just been
through, if they could imagine being in one of his company’s dolphin jets. Errol
thinks it would be totally cool; Wendy thinks it might be; Glenda said she could
definitely skip it and prefers spectatorship, while Nick is still recovering his wits. Gus
brings the boat to a stop. After resting a few minutes, he brings out the picnic lunch.
Not long after, they are all enjoying jambon-fromage baguettes and something to
drink. The wind has gotten warmer and dropped.
Errol and Wendy suggest going to see Foley come popping out of the water on
Sunday, but Gus says he has engagements. He’ll be back in a few weeks, and maybe
then! Gus isn’t married and has no children, but really enjoys Errol and Wendy.
Maybe they can go out on the boat again and watch the dolphin boat from closer
up? As he leaves the Winslow family he feels close to a sense of loss. He’ll be back.
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15. Bill Foley
Tuesday, three days later Nick gets a call from Gus. Gus has had his meeting with Bill
Foley. Gus is about exploding under subdued happiness and announces he’s just
sold three more dolphin jets Bill wants to give to his top VPs! But there’s one more
thing. Would Nick like to meet with Foley to discuss a position? Nick wants to know
what type of position, but Gus can only tell him that Foley wants a meeting. Foley
will call. Gus is on his way back to Oregon now. He’ll check back soon and looks
forward to seeing them all in a few weeks, and thanks again for all the hospitality
and company!
Thursday Nick gets a call from a representative of Mr. Foley asking for a meeting, to
last for about an afternoon. Could they pick him up at 10:30 next Tuesday and give
him a ride out to Mr. Foley’s boat? Sure. The inflection in the Nick’s voice indicates
that only a dull expectation had been elicited. Would another day be better? We
could do Thursday. No that’s fine. 10:30 then. Perhaps Nick’s voice reflected a dread
of going in a fast boat again, or the humiliation of not hearing what the meeting was
about, like he was being summoned to the feet of a king or something, or just
reluctance to leave home with no resolution of the shooting attack still aching in his
mind? He would be away from his children and his dog, although Glenda would be
back by 4:00, not leaving too much exposure.
Promptly at 10:30 a chauffeur knocks on his door and Nick is guided to the darkglassed Mercedes waiting in front of the house. He wonders what the neighbors
must be thinking about the strange chauffeured comings and goings. Are they
reporting in to the neighborhood watch, the police? Ceremoniously, the chauffeur
opens the rear door and closes it behind him.
Nick: Mind telling me where we’re going?

Chauffeur: We are taking you out to Mr. Foley’s boat, the catamaran. We all call it
“The Island” (smiles). You’ll like it. It’s really something! You’ll be having lunch on it
when you get there.
After a 20 minute drive they are at the marina, passing a revolving gate, being
sanded down by someone, and then stepping into a very comfortable Cobalt (brand
name on the stern) inboard speedboat with lots of well-polished chrome. It takes
about an hour to travel the river to “The Island”, real name NEMINIS. Bill Foley is
waiting on the stairs up as they dock alongside. He is in jeans, a sweater and
sandals, smiling warmly and extending his hand to Nick to help him onto the boat.
Bill: Welcome!

Nick: Pleased to meet you.
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The handshake is warm and sincere.
On their way up, Nick sees the anchor chain by which the boat is tethered to the
channel, and then he sees two stories surmounted by a bridge, which displays a lot
of communications equipment. Finishings are in chrome rather than brass, and
decks are tread- safe material, not the classic varnished oak, redwood, walnut or
mahogany. Off the back is a double crane that can lift the speedboat out of the
water when the NEMINIS is being moved to another place, perhaps out into the
Atlantic. At first Nick wonders if this boat could be seaworthy, but then he
remembers it’s at least a third longer than the Niña, Pinta and the Santa Maria. Long
enough, much wider, and more stable, stabilized further by silent ballast distribution
pumps under the control of fuzzy logic.
The main living room is cavernous. On the port side there is an oil replica of Monet’s
The Water Lilie’s that hangs in the Musée de l'Orangerie, but scaled down to 30'
rather than the original 41. Otherwise, there is a large “U” shaped couch system and
towards the bow there is a table for twelve. The starboard is all open by clear class
and privatized by curtains when desired. The carpet is bright white and the furniture
is all in light cream leather. Although there are fishing masts outside and anchored
chairs there are no taxidermic trophies to clutter the simple elegance of the space.
The front contains the guest bathroom facilities, a room for the crew member,
Conrad, and the kitchen, which is concealed behind thick black glass. The door into
the kitchen is a rather surprisingly sturdy vault-like door, that can be closed to
compartmentalize a floating chamber if necessary. On the second deck are the
bedrooms, bath, communications center, and Bill’s glass-around office to the aft,
while the entry to the bridge is in the fore, with a circular stairway up to a flying
bridge.
After the tour, Bill has Nick sit down at the table where they are served their “triples” lunch: soup, salad and sushi. And after the winds have dropped from all the
compliments as to the boat and the decor and the wonderful lunch, they begin to
trade stories about life, beginning with Bill’s, of course. It’s been a simple life
developed by keeping one’s eye and heart open, grasping at opportunities no
matter how humble, joining one to another and simply reinforcing it all with his
natural zest for life. No Bill didn’t start from nothing either, but he couldn’t stand his
parents so he joined the Navy and then the Merchant Marines. He had a boater’s
life and loved it. Being on dry land was more of an entanglement than he wanted.
Ha! Being on land was like the unsuccessful marriage that he had learned to do
without quite nicely. Didn’t miss that. Wasn’t interested in women now that he was
in his early sixties, and not queer either, for sure! No, he likes the activities of
business mediated by a life on the sea. He didn’t like international trade either with
all those damned officials always with their hands out. Loves his latest hobby too,
with the dolphin jet! Now that is a thrill, maybe better than going into space where
you had to walk as if on egg shells, pass tests, pay money, smile at bureaucrats and
beg for the privilege of seeing the earth from afar, like any kid can do with an
illuminated globe in his bedroom.
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Bill: Pinot, please. How about you, Nick? It’s okay if I call you Nick?
Nick: Of course, but I don’t know what brings me the great honor of meeting you
and even getting to visit you on your boat [hope that wasn’t too obsequious he’s
thinking]. I was just a middle class kid whose parents worked hard and invested
well. Both doctors. I attended Wharton where I took an ordinary business ad. course
and a few arts courses on the side. I love your Monet! Anyway, I was in the
Diplomatic Corps stationed in Turkey for a while, but got tired of having no life of
my own. So I came back to Philly and got a job with a bank, got married, had kids,
Errol and Wendy. When my parents died I inherited about $10,000,000, paid off our
house, paid all our debts, and kept working. Back up around $13,000,000 now. It’s
all we’ll ever need.
Bill: Why did you keep working? You didn’t have to.
Nick: We were frugal in our family and so is Glenda, my wife. We don’t throw money
around and wanted to see if at least we could preserve what we had, if not add to it,
and provide examples for our children as parents who do the adult thing: go to
work.
Bill: Sounds like a trip, I mean, in the good sense. Look, Gus really liked you and your
family and I like Gus a lot. When I heard you were not employed for the moment, it
gave me an idea. I also know about your whistle blowing on the B*Bank and about
the murder and even how your house got shot at. That’s quite a mess. Are you sure
someone isn’t after you?
Nick: I sense that all the time, but I knock that off to my paranoia. I search my mind
and I can’t locate any coherent connections and then droop back into my sense of
the world as unresolved paradoxes and relentless nonsense. I’m living through it all
by walking my dog and enjoying my family. I think I already have captured all my
ambitions and dreams. This is a pretty good life I’m living, bumping into good people
like Gus and yourself, and not expecting that there could really be much more than
that, although I could do without life’s wrecking balls.
Bill: Interesting approach. We are quite a bit alike in that your house is your boat
and my boat is my house. Neither of us has to reach out to find people and a little
caution seems to bring good things more or less without risk. I was impressed you
recognized the Monet. Most people look at the tag and ask me if it’s real. I was
impressed that you didn’t ask that question… And yes, it’s real, a real oil copy of a
real Monet, a bit smaller for my boat. It’s my only painting and I really like it every
day.
That seemed to be the end of a certain discourse. They both pick up on it, and Bill
jumps in: so why did I invite you? Basically, I was telling Gus I had a high-level
position and wanted to know if he was interested, but he wasn’t. That’s when he
suggested I would really score a bullseye if I hired you.
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Nick: Why so? I can’t imagine.
Bill: Because I want a new person to handle my banking relations. My person doing
that suddenly died last weekend. He had been with me for years. When Gus told me
about you I got pretty excited as I know you’re a nice, open and generous and above
all honest person. You proved that. And I know you don’t really need anything from
me, so we could have a very sincere collaborative relationship.
Nick: How so?
Bill: Well, I remember how you handled your bank. You worked there 14 years and
blew the whistle when it needed blowing. You have great integrity and chutzpah, an
unusual combination.
Nick: But you don’t know anything about me. You haven’t even seen my resume.
Bill: Not necessary. I judge a man by this character not his school and a few jobs..
But there are more specific reasons. No doubt you are aware that my bank is
B*Bank? I need someone to work with them on my accounts involving bonds, letters
of credit and mortgages for my people. I figure you have the background and the
character for this.
Nick: But why me? You know I’m not on great terms with them. How could this be
efficient?
Bill: I’ll be blunt. I can’t stand Phil Merryweather. Just his name makes me want to
wretch. He’s a stuffed shit and is full of obstacles that shouldn’t be there. Nothing is
clean with that creep. The only reason I haven’t gone elsewhere is I have, over the
years, built up to significant banking complexities and entanglements that make
moves difficult. Your antipathy for the man and his for you could cause him to back
off with all his obstacles. I’ve always seen his obstacles as a translation for: Give me
a bribe and I’ll make all the troubles go away. I don’t bribe. Working with that man is
like drying your face with sandpaper.
Nick: I can see your reasoning.
Bill: But?
Nick: But I am really not certain my expertise with that man would help much.
Bill: Is it money? How about 280k?
Nick: That’s very generous. I’m not being negative to bump up my price. I’m not like
that. I have to consider working with a toxic person and the routine of going to
work, leaving my kids alone.
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Bill: I don’t bribe and I made that offer because I respect you and your lifestyle. I
don’t have to fill this position immediately. You can take a month to think about it. I
really think you could help me out a lot here. And there’s no way I expect you to be
commuting. You can work like I do and the rest of my VPs, from home. Just go to
meetings when you have to. Please take some time to think about it.
Nick (thinking what a gentleman this guy is): Thank you so much. I will consider your
generous offer. We’re off this week on a family camping trip while we get some
home repairs. Should be back by next Saturday. I’ll probably have an answer for you
then.
Nick is helped down to the boat and departs with a friendly smile. It feels good to be
wanted again professionally, he thinks. But he thought that before. And maybe this
time he won’t bite. But he’ll need time. As he gets home a neighbor is watching out
the window, no doubt wondering what the chauffeur is all about. He doesn’t notice
the van with the sign Knives and Scissors Sharpened (GR7-5592), except maybe out
the corner of his eye.
When Glenda comes home he tells her about the day’s adventures. How is this
possible? Great salary but why would you want to get involved with that bank again,
that creep Phil and his jerkoff friend Cal? Look, we’ll talk about it on our trip. Nick
swipes his hair back with his hand. Time for a haircut, already. There you go, doing
your Jeff Bridges act again, the mirror says.
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16. Easy Camping and the Creation of Greece
Not exactly camping in the rough, they have a cabin with a heat pump and plenty of
comfort. They are no longer intrigued by the feel of hard, lumpy ground, or the
battle with mosquitos. The lake is nice with rowboats, canoes and paddle wheels.
There is even an archery range, overseen by an ogre of a safety officer. The grounds
still have one of those humble stores, made of planks, a porch with a wooden
wagon wheel, and hanging fuchsia plants. Inside there is an array of fishing poles,
lures, plugs , soap, crystals and geodes found locally, and a bait freezer and various
provisions: food, chips, coke and beer, well supplied. Over the cash register is a large
plaster cast of a pre-cretaceous amphibian, about three feet long next to a sign:

Schedule Yourself on a Dinosaur Dig - You Find It You Keep It.

There is a map showing the way to a terrain claimed to be loaded with prehistoric
treasures.
By the lake is the boat house where they keep the oars, paddles and canoes, and a
dock that reaches out beyond the reeds and cat tails. In the lake are rocks with
turtles sunning themselves and frogs ever ready to jump away. Glenda warns Errol
and Wendy that it won’t do to catch turtles and frogs. They need to live by the lake.
Oh Mom we don’t want to take them home, but it’s fun to pick them up, that’s all.
Turtle heads are so goofy when they’re looking around… Goofy?
The campfire is ablaze and Oscar Meyer Wieners, rolls fried on the side in a bit of
butter, French’s classic original mustard, a jar of sauerkraut, and Wise Original
Classic Potato Chips are the order of the moment. There are also dill pickles and cold
potato salad. Errol’s and Wendy’s missions have been to gather the cooking sticks
and firewood necessary to burn for a few hours. Errol and Wendy take turns
wielding the hatchet to cut the wood to length, while garden shears are used to
gather the sticks, or rather, the cat tail stalks, to be used as skewers. It’s an honor
for a seven year old to be trusted with a hatchet, even if Dad is watching, and Mom
is looking the other way and cringing every time she hears a chop sound. This is no
holds barred family comfort food time, and the finale will be marsh mallows.
So now we are at marshmallow time; the empty bag will signal bed time, so it’s
really time to talk.
Errol asks: So there are marshes here around the lake. Are there marshmallows in
the marshes?

Glenda: Did you see any?
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Wendy: No he didn’t see any. Marshmallows don’t grow in marshes. Genie Dorsh in
my class did a report on marshmallows. They come from a common plant called
mallow. The mallow has sap in its roots that the Egyptians squeezed out for sore
throats. They used to mix the sap with honey and nuts and eat it as a treat. The idea
continued until the French began to beat the sap with eggs and add other sweet
things in. Germans did something similar. Current marshmallows don’t have any
mallow in them; they are mostly sugar. They are called marsh mallow because the
English thought the best species of mallow grew near the marshes. They just kept
the name. Funny how things start and develop over so much time.

Glenda: Very good! I never knew that!

Nick: Neither did I!
Well, that discussion didn’t last too long, and the objective of a camping trip is
always to stay up as long as possible; if not, you might as well be home. It was very
common for Errol to be the question engine, so here came this: The “Founding
Fathers” started the US. Who started all the other countries, or were they always
there while the US just belonged to the Indians?
Nick: Funny how questions develop from our point of view. You asked “who started
all the other countries” as if there were someone there that wrote them up like our
so-called “founding Fathers”. The other part was a statement that the US belonged
to the Indians. But there was no US, and “the Indians” were not just some people,
like the Hungarians or something.
Glenda: Aren’t you getting a bit technical, Nick?
Nick: No, but maybe more exact. The “Indians” were not “a people”. They were and
are a race of many peoples. The Indians were tribes that moved all over the place.
Each tribe was different and had its own characteristics. Some hunted, some
gathered, some gathered and hunted, some grew crops, and others simply raided
those who had what they needed, and the rest were combinations of all those. They
carried on wars all the time. They were also mixed up. People surviving a war would
join the tribe that conquered them. So tribes were always a mix of people from all
different tribes. Things were never simple even if they were straight forward. They
were straight forward because they always had one goal: don’t starve. But they
didn’t have countries have and they especially didn’t have a country.
Wendy: But what would have happened to them if we hadn’t killed most of them
and taken away their land?
Glenda: Oh God! What a question. Isn’t it getting late?
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Errol: But Mom! This is our family time and we get to ask the questions.
Glenda: Some questions don’t really have answers.
Wendy: If questions don’t really have answers what makes us think of them?
Nick: They come from where you don’t have answers. It’s healthy to wonder about
everything. If you don’t have an answer, just keep asking the question till you have
an answer.
Errol: So what would have happened with the Indians?
Nick: Well, some questions don’t necessarily have single answers. Some questions
could have a lot of answers. Some answers are not complete, definite or exhaustive.
Errol: What’s an exhaustive answer?
Wendy: When there is nothing else to be said that would answer the question, right
Mom?
Glenda: Usually that’s only a dream, but yes, that’s a good explanation, Wendy. Or
we don’t really care much about the question so even a lousy answer will do. Oh!
Did I just say that? Must be the teacher in me!
Nick: Your Mom is soooo funny. You know how lucky you are to have a funny Mom?
Wendy: You’re right. It was funny.
Errol looks a little bewildered and then snaps back: So what about MY question?
Glenda: Factually, what did happen, happened. They mostly died off from European
diseases, then were murdered, and then marched out to reservations, which have
mostly been taken back. That’s the sad truth of what happened.
Errol: I know that, but it’s not the answer to my question. What would have
happened if Europeans had never come. Would they still be the same or would they
have formed countries?
Nick: We can only guess, but I think they would have developed countries. We do
know what happened in early Europe, before anyone knew it was called Europe.
Have you studied Greece and Turkey in school?
Errol: Yes. Greece is the origin of democracy, which is supposed to be the best kind
of government. Turkey is a modern democracy. Greece and Turkey have been
fighting forever. They came to an agreement to end their fighting over Cyprus. They
have been fighting there ever since copper was discovered there for weapons. They
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are at peace, but fights are always breaking out. Doesn’t seem like government has
solved much.
Glenda: Is that what they are teaching you these days?
Errol: Well, no. That’s just what I thought. When Mr. Crain was teaching about the
conflict, he asked each of us what we thought. We were sitting in one of our
thought circles and passing the talking stick. Everyone tried to explain, based on
what we knew, which side was right. A lot of it was about trying to prove who got
there first.
Glenda: I’m almost afraid to ask. What did you say when you got the talking stick?
Errol (looking down at his folded hands) : Well, I tried to tell the story about the
blind Indians and the pail of fish and the raccoon. But Mr. Crain stopped me, saying
that I was making fun of Indians and that was not allowed. He said it didn’t matter
that it was originally an Indian story and threatened to write me up and give me a
time-out. I even told him it was Ojibwa!
Nick: What’s a matter with these people? Errol was the only person in the room
who could see what is going on? Is this the way we reward creative thinking,
Glenda?
Glenda: It wouldn’t surprise me if this happens quite often. It’s why we have so
many visionaries running around.
Errol, sensing this could be the prolog to the night-night routine, resurfaces his
question about the Indians.
Nick: That was an interesting answer you gave about the blind Indians. It was an
answer by analogy, and analogies are a kind of answer. So since you understand
how they work, I’ll answer your question by way of analogy to ancient Greece.
Glenda: I think you might be getting ahead of them, Nick.
Nick: Fear not! I don’t remember all the details. I’ll boil it down; I can’t help it.
(picking up a marshmallow stick with a burning marshmallow on it) Well
(brandishing it in circles as if to signal the bright stars), in North America there were
the Oglala, Choctaw, Lakota, Cree, Kiowa, Penobscot, Apache, Wappo, Sinixt,
Cheyenne, Shoshone, Navajo and some 200 others I can’t name at the moment.
Errol: You forgot Ojibwa and Cherokee.
Nick: I certainly did! Anyway, these people would roam all over North America,
constantly bumping into each other. That process had stopped in South America,
where civilizations comparable to Egypt developed, in fact, around the same time as
Egypt, about five thousand years ago. Some of that crept up into Mexico and some
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even crept into southern Florida. The migrations seemed to go as far south as
possible and then began to fill in. But those to the north still had lots of space and
lots of food. (The marshmallow, now extinguished and cooled, wound up in Nick’s
mouth). It was rather the same in the Mediterranean area, although the
Mediterraneans were boat people, living on small islands and along the shores. They
were trading and they were at war. War and trade has always been a pair. There
were no countries, though to the East there were powerful empires such as Persia,
Babylon, and Egypt. As people were pushed out of their tribal regions, they had no
choice but to move west. Once that was going on, like an immense pool table with
balls in collision, there was no peace. Collision created authority. Power was
established and power was broken. Everyone could make it; no one could keep it.
Glenda: And how was that like the Indians?
Nick: No permanence, no power, no people, no nation. Power was trial and error.
Hill people fought the interests of coastal people who battled with the sea people.
What eventually brought about power and nation was stable identity. And
everything was tried to do that. Usually, it didn’t work. Someone would make
relations between people and invade. Or there were tricks, like a person getting
tribes to join forces against a common enemy, or simply putting together a grand
fiction to fool everyone, like Pisistratus, who had been expelled from Athens. Once
he had assembled a personal guard from Athens' enemies, he found a tall, beautiful
thin woman named Phyla. She was tall, thin and unusually beautiful. He dressed her
up in a fancy night gown and war armor and a spear, stuck her in a chariot, and had
her enter Athens as the goddess Athena, personally announcing she was making
Pisistratus tyrant. Fearing death to look at a goddess, the people all prostrated
themselves as she passed through the gates. They believed it! He was accepted!
Eventually he failed, several times. Over trial and over time, the Greek identity
emerged, which didn’t really start in Greece itself, but in Western Turkey. It was all
about time and stories, so many stories. And stories create stories, and over time,
create nations. You will see that if you read Virgil’s Ænead. So many stories and
stories about stories. Countries are just stories of lost tribes. Greece is the story of
the… Ionians, Dorians, Lacedaemonians, Lydians, Maeonians, Delphians, Scythians,
Medes, Cimmerians, and hundreds of other tribes we know nothing about. Gone,
ground down to nothing, mostly by war, starvation, slavery, and disease.
Errol: What happened to Phyla?
Nick: We don’t know. We only know of her through the story.
Wendy: Must have been amazing to be Phyla!
Nick: I suppose, but let’s put the fire out and turn in.
And they all went in the cabin, including Rusty.
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Over the week they enjoyed fishing, climbing rocks, trying to identify birds and wild
flowers with their Audubon books. The dinosaur hunt brought them a rock that
looked like it had a claw print in it and some trilobites, which were satisfaction
enough. Catching, cleaning and eating their trout was also a pleasure as Glenda fried
them up in butter and fresh sage on the Coleman. The two guys and two gals would
ride out independently in the paddle boats and that week both kids learned to
paddle and steer a canoe and row a rowboat and remark how the oars were bent
when they were in the water, resulting in a short physics lecture from Glenda who
knew a lot about science. It was a great healing week with many more stories from
Nick. Just being there by the woods and the lake, rowing out in the morning was
such a pleasure, except for Rusty who had to mind the cabin when they were out.
Just being there was quiet, serene, and memorable. When they left they released
their “pet” turtles. The night before they left, Nick saw shooting stars and some sort
of luminous object behind a cloud, but just for an instant. Something was still
lurking behind it all.
When they arrived home they looked to see if anything was missing, or strangely
displaced. It wasn’t. The repairs had gone very well. Nick and Glenda were pleased.
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17. Mystics and Balls

Ever notice how when you get home from a vacation you rediscover the comfort,
peace and quiet of your own home? You look around and everything is in its place
and familiar. You somehow rejoice in filling up your dog's water dish. If it’s warm
you can go out on the deck and think about firing up the grill. You put a bottle of
Chardonnay in the fridge to chill; you pull a steak from the freezer and know there
are only a couple of hours to wait. You have time to go out and get some milk and
fresh vegetables, some baguettes, and maybe a tiramisu cake. When you pass
through the bedroom on the way to the bathroom your eye falls upon the bed that
looks so comfortable, soft and cool. This is that strange but pleasurable unhurried
void that welcomes you by surprise before events begin to concatenate the next
day. The family is so content and relaxed; discipline is somewhere a million miles
away, alien, and completely unmindful of you. This has to be your definition of
cleansing and refreshment. If you are lucky you will all have a few days cushion
before things get going again. If so, you can all stay up and watch a movie after
supper.
It was even better than that for the Winslow family. On Monday Errol and Wendy
would be off to summer music camp. Nick and Glenda would be alone during her
summer vacation. It was the first time they had been alone during the day with no
interruptions or work requirements, ever. Even before their marriage it had not
been possible. Well, it is true that before the children were born they had a few very
nice and romantic vacations, when they stopped places to buy bric-a-brac to
decorate some colorless voids in their early abodes. Once home though, work would
restart, and Nick would get angry because someone was picking on his wife at work
and he could do nothing about it, and Glenda would wonder if she had married a
hot dog who might have an affair but then swallow her doubts when she had seen
something that happened when Nick felt bad and felt very angry that his home
happiness was being threatened by some bastard at work. No, not now. A
relaxation set in. They could go for long walks with Rusty and even get a little nooky
after lunch, and then a sumptuous nap. The only disruption would come when Rusty
felt he needed to check out what was going on down on the bed, there being no
such thing as a crate for a Great Dane.
August came, and with it, the children returned. August was also the month when
Glenda had to go off for a two week seminar for new Principals. Once home, she
had to go in every day to meet with staff and teachers for planning. Some of those
days were grueling, partly because there was a lot to be done, partly because some
of the teachers would rather be on vacation, and partly because a few of them
bitterly resented Glenda's promotion. But Glenda could handle it.
During this period, Nick just continued his routine walking Rusty, doing the daily
chores and shopping. The groceries he got at a suburban strip mall containing a
Kroger's. A few doors down from that there was a cafe where he would take his
morning latte. It was called The Awakening Cafe. The baristas were friendly; the
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ambiance was funky and the foam was just right, so it was easy for him to form the
habit. Sometimes he would initiate conversations and find some fairly interesting
people to talk with, although it was a far cry from the Cafe Reverie he had left in
California. Oh well. There was Jim Cowles, a retired Navy man who recounted his life
in the engine room of the US Missouri. He had lost three fingers and lived on a
pension now. Then there was Jenny Aimes, who used the cafe as a writer's studio.
She wrote children's books that she could not get published because the publishers
said they were not suitable for illustration. She said her books were about
excavating the wonders of the child's imagination. She knew some children and
thought their thinking would be interesting to other children even if they did bypass
the interest of the adults that would have to get such books funded. Of course there
were other people too, but in these two he managed to gain a coffee cup salute
when he walked in and could feel confident of at least a halting conversation should
there be a lounge chair vacant next to either of them.
One day, as he was pecking away at his iPad in his lounge chair, he looked up, and
next to him was MaGoon!
Nick: Wait! You're Gil MaGoon, right?
MaGoon: Yes, and you're Nick Winslow, right? I almost didn't recognize you in those
glasses and with hair?
Nick: Small world! How amazing! I don't get it! Before I left California people were
looking for you at the Cafe Reverie. They said no one existed by your name! I
couldn't understand it because everyone knew Gil MaGoon in that place!
MaGoon: Of course they all knew me, but I told them to tell anyone asking after me
that they didn't. I have an ex wife who's a terrible pest. Keeps wanting to serve me
papers for something about every six months. I go to court; they throw it out, and
then bang! Six months later comes another summons. I got sick of it so I decided to
return east and stay with my sister near here. I'm surprised we haven't run into each
other before, because I come here a couple of times a week to do my drawings.
Nick: Still on the mosquito and water buffalo?
MaGoon: Yep. What's your story?
Nick (not wanting to go into all that): Well, my business idea didn't pan out, so I just
came home.
MaGoon: Sorry to hear that, but it’s nice to see someone I know again. I do know
someone was looking for you, actually two guys in suits. That was about two days
before I left. They looked like some kind of thugs. They had a picture of you they
showed to Juan the cook. He told me about it, but I didn't see them. Juan told them
he didn't know you. He's had some experience with people like this before; so he's
protective. Good guy Juan and a great cook!
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Nick: Oh yes! I remember our Juan! He singlehandedly cleared up all my problems
with immigrants. We could use millions more Juan's!
MaGoon: My idea is that all this is working together, somehow, behind the scenes,
and we are going to get the full picture one day. Things don't happen for nothing.
What are the chances of our meeting again here today, three thousand miles away
from the last time our paths crossed? There is something deeper in the universe we
don't understand but working on us from all sides all the time. These pathways are
all driven by forces that are way beyond our comprehension, like maybe we are
made up of the neutrinos manufactured by stars and assembled by the fates?
Nick, feeling nervous about the turn this conversation has taken: Yes the universe is
beyond our comprehension.
MaGoon: Well, I used to believe that too until I began to notice that things and
events are signs. The Greeks used to call people who could read them oracles.
Everything is a sign of something even if it is null, or not yet understood. The mystics
called it the cloud of unknowing. I know that my mosquito picture is not quite right
because it is a vision inscribed in my cloud of unknowing. Every time I redraw it, I am
clearing away some part of the cloud, although, when I move one particle, another
seems to try to move in on the space left behind, but for moments, I get
clarifications, but nothing permanent, like a classic tableau. I'm looking for those
emergences. Do you understand?
Nick, still uncomfortable and staring at MaGoon's face as he seems to morph within
his circular hair frame: Fascinating! But now I have to go! So happy to have bumped
into you again! I look forward to hearing more.
MaGoon: You should, as you are headed for some real surprises in your life. I'll be
here now and again to help you through them, if you like.
Nick, being gracious: I'll certainly value that offer. Thanks and it was great meeting
you again. Wow! still can't get over what a small world it is!
MaGoon: Way smaller than you think if you watch for signs. Even your God is in the
signs and its lonely out there.
Nick: Hmm...
That night, around 7:00, Nick gets a call from Gus.
Gus: Hey Nick! Are you in town over the Labor Day weekend?
Nick: Hi Gus, yes! Are you in town?
Gus: Yes. I'm here right now. I just delivered Foley's three dolphin jet boats. The
whole town's jumpin over their arrival. The Harbor Master has given special
permission for Bill Foley and his three VPs to come jumping and diving near the pier
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again. I think it's going to be a fantastic show. Can I pick you up? I've persuaded John
Spender to give Errol a ride after the show. Would that be okay?
Nick: He'd never forgive me if I didn't let him go. You sure it's safe?
Gus: Phil's had plenty of practice and would take it easy with Errol on board. He'll
pick you up at slip 92, Pier 82. But I'll take everyone over there.
Nick: Gus this is really great, but I have a reservation: I didn't give Bill an answer yet
on the job offer.
Gus: I know. He still hasn't filled it yet but he says he can wait. Let's not let that
bother us for now. It's just about a happy Sunday at the pier and maybe some
hotdogs on the grill afterwards, if you wouldn't mind. I would really enjoy spending
the day with you all.
Nick: Done! Sounds great!
Gus: Call me back if there's any reason you can't make it, but how about 1:00?
Nick: I really look forward to it!
It is a splendid day on Sunday when Gus picks them up, this time, in a powder blue
limo. Everyone piles in. The spectator pier has been cleared, although the food art
vendors are aware of what is about to happen. It's no secret as the Philadelphia
Times have made quite a feature of it.
FOLEY & Company to Play Ball Using Jet-Powered Dolphins, 2:00 PM"
And so it came to pass that one, two, three, four dolphins broke the surface. The
bubble hatch of the first dolphin popps open and the pilot throws out a double-sized
red water volleyball. Two dolphins now go up river and turn around, awaiting the
"pitch". For a moment none of them are visible but then WHAM, a dolphin lunges
out of the water and hits the ball about 100 feet into the air. All the dolphins surface
for a moment then plunge. The ball no sooner splashes down than one of the
upstream dolphins lunges, but misses. It disappears under the river and everyone
waits until one dolphin jumps up about 20 feet into the air. It looks like he's trying to
see where the ball is and where the others are located. Seconds later, two of them
cross in the air, one about 10 feet higher than the other, and just as they cross, the
dolphin that released the ball originally, bashes it forward again with his nose but
quickly dives. The crowd by this time is going nuts. Now the dolphins all turn up
river and the game becomes one of passing the ball across to a dolphin who is just
sitting nose up. He turns away from the ball and then dives, disappearing. The
"pitcher" heads up river now, seeming to walk back for a catch, and then "bam" the
ball shoots out of the water before the "batter" , and the "batter" absolutely blasts
out of the water in a perfect arc, maybe 40 feet. The other two dolphins seem to vie
for the pass and jump out of the water crossing near the ball while it is still in flight.
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Each time one of the dolphins actually hits the ball, a tugboat gives a deep-throated
bellow. And so the show goes on for about an hour. Media cams are everywhere
recording the event for local and national news. The last act of the game is for each
of the dolphins to come out on the four sides of the ball and flip over backwards.
Estimates were that they reached a height of thirty feet. Then they disappeared,
leaving the crowd hysterical. When the noise receded, camera and news crews
began moving towards Nick and family, but they were not moving for that reason. It
was to Gus they would express their admiration, as this display of technology
belonged to Jetboat World of Portland, Oregon. Gus explained how they had
originally built Mr. Foley's catamaran and then his first special jet dolphin boat. He
also mentioned the high tech control system on board that kept the pressure right
dynamically during the dives and the jumps and the intelligent oxygen system that
permitted the dolphins to go under water for up to two hours at a depth of 30 feet.
It was then that he held his hand up toward the sky pointing, emphasizing his giant
stature and inevitably making the cameras follow his index finger as it swung slowly
around to point the way towards slip 92. Once arrived, Gus mocked a wizard by
pointing down to the water and what appeared was a dolphin jet. Everyone wanted
to see one close up. So, with a quick text message Gus signals John Spender, VP of
operations to pop the canopy. Phil is given a microphone so he can explain the
instrument panel and the hydraulic levers that control the lateral fins, the breather
snorkels that are used when cruising, and the unseen presence of the hydraulic foot
pedals that control the rear fins. The laterals control the roll and the rear fins
control the direction. But now the real public thrill! A boy will get to take a ride in
the rear passenger seat. And that boy is Errol! John promises Nick he'll take it easy.
Errol gets his helmet, his life jacket and safety belts carefully adjusted by John. The
hatch goes down and then they motor out away from the dock. The first thing John
does turn on the arc lamps and dive to about 10 feet so they can watch the boats
come in under water. The sonar keeps them a safe distance from the boats coming
and going, and Errol does see some fairly large fish. Phil thinks they could be blues.
Once fully out in the channel, Phil demonstrates how the boat can skim along with
just enough of the bubble out of the water to see. He demonstrates rocking from
side to side and pivoting up and down.
John: How are you feeling, Errol?
Errol: Great! I was feeling a little dizzy at first but now I'm really fine. Can we do a
jump?
John: You sure?
Errol: Yup! Ok. I'll do one, but not too high. It would scare your parents too much,
but I think I can give you an idea.
With that he dove to about 15 feet, got some momentum going, and broke. They
flew about 20 feet in all and then plunged. Errol could feel the cabin changing
pressure, but there was nothing uncomfortable about it. All this took about 30
minutes, departure to arrival. When the canopy went up there was one gleaming
boy taking off his helmet triumphantly like a NasCar driver. As he stepped back up
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on the dock it was the dock that seemed to be moving, as if there were a carry
forward from the gentle ups and downs of the dolphin jet.
Gus was beaming, Nick was relieved, Wendy was somewhat jealous and Glenda
looked like she could faint. Nick had kept the possibility of this event from her so
she wouldn't try to ruin it for Errol. He liked the idea that Errol could be so fearless.
Of course the reporters wanted an interview with Errol.
Reporter: What was it like?
Errol: Cool. Really cool! I can't wait to drive one of these myself, when I get older!
Reporter: Is your dad going to buy you one?
Errol: Of course not! I'll get one when I grow up. I loved that ride. I saw the bottoms
of boats, all kinds of junk on the bottom, fish. And speeding past everything was you
know, awesome. The jump was better than any ride I've ever been on even at
Myrtle Beach! I want to thank Mr. Morganstein for arranging this incredible treat! I
hope everyone meets a Mr. Morganstein one day so they can get to do something
cool like this too!
Reporter: And Mr. Winslow, how did you feel about this?
Nick: A little jumpy myself, but I knew Errol would do well with it [smiles proudly at
Errol].
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18. No Good Deed Goes Unpunished

At Errol's age athletic fans have not developed the hormone drivers that define
them later on. There is something of a quiet equality among the kids who are just
learning to kick balls, throw balls and catch, much to the chagrin of many fathers.
Rather at this age it is mostly a matter of invidious sibling rivalry. Such things as
comparative family wealth, possessions and talent of all sorts place the child apart
but do not attract adherents except for mutual protection. You will never find a
genius leading a fan club. No one looks up to someone with good grades. In fact
they'd just as soon see him drop dead because he was born with something they
weren't. But Errol's situation was slightly different. He had basically been the first
child to score publicly. There was almost no category of admiration or scorn he
could fit in to. As a good student and a fair player at soccer, he was not particularly
noticed among other children who were at least accomplishing as much. It could not
be said he had been forced to the sidelines nor was he in any exceptional part of the
playing field. Until the news showed him having his personal ride in the jet dolphin!
Then everyone swarmed around him as though he were the first prodigy of
astronautics. Everyone wanted to hear the story of how he had gotten such an
opportunity. No, his father was not going to buy him a dolphin jet. No, his father
didn't pay for the ride, and no his father was not a community leader of any sort.
Errol just recited the story of how his father happened to meet Gus Morganstein on
a plane ride and they became friends. That was all, except to tell that it was SO
COOL!
Bullies need a following, and the best way to attract one is to execute acts that
show strength to those who can't find it elsewhere. To make matters more
poignant, the bully will always pick on someone slightly weaker than his followers.
That way, his followers get the vicarious pleasure of seeing someone put down in
some way without having to experience the risks themselves.
So this is when Freddy struck again, explaining to everyone that Errol's father and
mother were crooks, murderers, as everyone knows, and Errol was a little faggot.
They just got away with it because they had fancy lawyers. Errol broke out in tears
screaming that Freddy should go fuck himself. Come over here now and fight me
Freddy you shit! Freddy jumped him and punched him hard in the eye, but Errol
squirmed out of the arm lock and swung back, missing, apparently, but then Freddy
too got hit in the solar plexus by that flying karate foot. When the dust settled and
the teachers separated them Freddy was crying profusely and holding himself as if
he had been shot in the chest. He screamed out: He used swear words! Zero
tolerance, right? And then, just to grind it all in: I suppose he'll get off ' cause his
mother's Principal! Bully! And his fan club: Yeah!
Freddy's father of course called the Superintendent demanding that Errol be
expelled from school for kicking his son, not trained in martial arts, in the chest and
knocking the wind out of him, leaving a HUGE BRUISE! Fortunately, there was a
camera in the playground that revealed the first aggressor. Based on this, the
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Superintendent could play the role of Solomon and do the fair thing; either they
shook hands or they would both be expelled for a week. Freddie's parents took the
expulsion option insisting they would sue for damages, of lost educational
opportunity ,but eventually relented when they when they Learned that excessive
force rules could not be applied to a seven year old. Everyone was grumbling and
discontent after the handshake. As Errol extended his hand he told Freddy how
lucky he was that he had not used a knuckle throat chop on him. After saying this
for future reference, he released Freddy's hand. The good news was that most of
the other students knew Errol had it right and Errol was really okay with them! In
fact, Errol had to resist creating a following of all those who had been bullied by
Freddy before him. Freddy's last words: My father's going to get you! But bullies
always say that, because they are the sons of bullies.
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19. House Salad

Labor Day had come and gone. Gus had come and gone, and the bully event had
come and gone. In the afternoon, Nick would listen to Errol play the trumpet and
Wendy play the cello. They could even play together some rather interesting
transcriptions from Telemann by Claudio Arruccini. One would practice for an hour,
usually Etudes, and then the other. They didn't play in duo every day. But they did
all take Rusty for an afternoon walk before Glenda got home, then on to the news,
dinner, homework, children in bed, and some reading. Nick was a history buff and
enjoyed classical literature. Glenda was too tired and mostly read the agreeable
novels recommended by Oprah. Quiet and pleasant times, though Glenda often
found her position at school rather harrowing. And so they were all four gliding
through the time trench on their way to Thanksgiving vacation, when they would
head north to Oneonta, New York, for a visit to Glenda's parents who still lived in
comfortable independence in their home of fifty years. Oneonta where Glenda got
her first teaching degree.
But for now, Nick took Errol and Wendy to school and stopped for his latte.
Although he often looked to see if MaGoon was there, fearing that he might
impolitely have to extract himself were the conversation again to fall upon God and
the tense n-way fabric of the universe so replete with past, present, and future
meetings, he did not see him again. On the other hand, returning home, he did
notice the odd pair of suits walking by the cafe window, somehow as if they were
changing the guard. When he went outside to look for them they were talking with
an old woman, but the next time he looked up they were all gone. He didn't want to
worry Glenda so he didn't tell her he thought someone was following him. He
actually wished he had run into MaGoon so he could ask his opinion. Why didn't he
talk to other friends about it? They were all working during the day. Why MaGoon?
Because he was serious and visionary, could probably ask the right questions. Why
not ask the police? He had had enough to do with them already. So he decided the
next time he saw them, the suits, he would take the bull by the horns and ask why
they were following him.
Two days later Nick saw them, standing in front of a black 49 Pontiac. They turned
away as he approached, but he hailed them: Are you following me? I'm going to
turn you in for harassment if you don't stop!
2 Suits: Are you nuts? Get out of here! And they both get back in the car and drive
away.
And two days after that Nick is sitting on his front porch when two Bible-thumpers
show up in white shirts. He can see the communications coils coming down behind
their ears and there is a powder blue van parked down the street. Have you found
Jesus yet? And Nick resists saying the standard: I didn't know he was lost. Instead he
uses his other magic bullet: I'm a Buddhist. But they don't turn away this time. Have
you searched in your heart? Have you searched in your mind? Have you searched in
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your family, in your home, in the closets, in the cupboards, behind the refrigerator,
under floor boards? That's where Jesus is waiting to find you, everywhere and
nowhere. It is our gift of paradox to you.
Nick: Will you please get off my porch?
At this point Nick stands up, and so does Rusty. The thumpers decide to leave.
They walk away. One of them talks into his sleeve. They enter the van and drive off.
Nick thinks: Now they are coming up my walk! Who are these people? They've been
following me around for months now, tricking me into a murder scene, trying to pin
drugs on me! All I did was take my wife to dinner! Then they shoot up my house!
What's next? I've got to protect our family, and I start today! No, Glenda already has
two guns, so that's not it. Other things need doing. A home surveillance system? But
where do I locate the hub? It has to be a huge multi-part screen. In the study?
Nick puts Rusty in the SUV and drives down to BestBuy electronics to get a
panoramic look at the state of the art. What Nick starts with is the idea that the
system should be indoor/outdoor with night vision, at least for the outdoor part.
He's seen discussions in Popular Mechanics. He begins to browse the cameras first.
There is a full array of cameras, and there are many choices, starting with size,
picture quality, storage requirements and variations on connectivity, wireless,
Ethernet, co-ax cable and so forth. It's not only the camera, but the hub the cameras
come into and the mass storage devices that need to me managed regularly over
time. Some systems are motion-based and others are constant take. Then there are
the video display units, beginning with the screen size, number of panels and
automatic switching to action areas as well as routine panning across views, from
45-66°, and also zoom functions. Some systems, the high-end ones, continuously
pan and then zoom in on the movement in the visual scope, and once lost, pan out
again. These are the kind covered in the dark glass domes, so a person would not
notice they are in scope. And then there are the very high end distributed microcams that can be embedded in the walls and ceilings which are computer monitored
in real-time with artificial intelligence for relevance. Many of these systems are also
designed to work with major home security systems, that will automatically send
alerts when something is computer-judged amiss or even just when the visual
systems are shut down. Many of them also have audio recording features. Once
Nick got into his questions with the salesman it became clear that he was not
prepared to make decisions that would lead to a sale. Nick was a very thorough
shopper, the kind salespeople could well live without. At a certain point "Dan
(shopper support)" recommended that Nick go home, now that he had seen so
many components, from camera to hub to display, to modems and repeaters, to the
new PC he would need (they were a "Mac family" ), and look at everything online
on their website where each component would have exhaustive descriptions
supplied by the manufacturers and where, on the occasion where he had even more
detailed questions, he could generally get them answered via the manufacturer's
chat facility. But lest Nick think he was just being thrown back in the water, the Dan
showed him the website, how to use the "internal Google" system to "bring up"
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items of interest and "drill down" for details, as well as to demonstrate the "chat
systems" in case Nick was unfamiliar with them, which he wasn't but didn't want to
make the poor fellow in the red and yellow striped jacket feel bad. Nick promised
Dan he would retain his card in the event that he would become a buyer and that he
would be checking this all out promptly. On the way out of the store Nick began to
think about all the handy work that was needed, and on his way to picking up Errol
and Wendy he kept trying to crunch all that data in his head, as from such
considerations as the number and placement of cameras outside the house as well
as in, the potential satisfaction he could have if he and Glenda could browse the
house just from their cell phones, and then the thoughts that followed relative to
their interpersonal privacy, and for that matter, the possibility that some hacker or
crook could in fact be browsing THEM at any moment. All lenses have two sides, he
thought.
As he was pulling into the driveway he was mulling the possibility of bringing in a
contractor to sort out the challenges and the installation, but then he thought they
might have an interested bias in the product choice, but what the Hell, if they were
good at his they should have preferences, no? And just as he was asking for
agreement with himself, he noticed the three-car garage door was open, and so was
the kitchen door leading down to it!
Once inside, they discovered the house had been "tossed", as they say in police
dramas. Pictures off the walls, stuffed furniture cut open, drawers pulled out and
dumped, cupboards cleared, beds gutted, closets emptied. In the basement all the
old paint cans had been pulled off the shelving and cardboard boxes eviscerated
with filed papers flung every way, hopelessly disorganized after so many caring and
tax-dutiful years. In the master bedroom, the newly repaired and plastered walls
were ripped out as with a crowbar and the repaired floorboards that had been
shattered by the machine gun bullets were pried up from one side of the room to
the other. What the hell were they looking for?
Police arrived shortly after the 911 call, and shortly after them, Glenda. Nick was on
the couch trying to do something about the children's state of absolute terror. And
of God it's Officer Quinn again! Glenda's mind: at a time like this we get that idiot
again? But she says: Let’s call Detective McIvers .
An hour later, McIvers arrives with forensics, who go about dusting for prints and
finding semen stains on the bed sheets. The prints and semen all belonged to the
residents, except for the prints they found on a half-empty bottle of Pinot Noir Gus
had brought a few weeks earlier. It was standing there waiting to be used in
Glenda's coq au vin. No brilliant remarks were made. Quinn thought maybe they
were looking for drugs, or cash. That was an obvious guess, but something that
could be easily dismissed. Nick and Glenda thought it looked like some sort of illegal
police action, as seen on TV, but no one could explain who those police might be.
Certainly not DEA or FBI. They would never do something so stupid. Would they?
Why? On the other hand, it all did have the earmarks of professional training, the
kind police get to ransack a house in minutes. These people definitely knew what
they were looking for, McIvers reflected. So it was a dead end. The wrong address
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theme emerged again, as it had after the drive-by shooting. At the same time, there
was a terrorized family to be dealt with.
McIvers : We’ll post someone here tonight and I want you all to go to a motel. We'll
wait in the house to see if anyone comes looking again. Tomorrow you can come
back, but we'll keep you well guarded by Officer Quinn (they all think: Big help!).
We'll keep him here while you are putting your life back together and getting your
house repaired from all these damages. I'll assign him for at least two weeks. I'm
assuming they won't be back.
Glenda: That's a start. Jesus what's happening to us? All we did is go out to dinner!
Okay. I think we can get into the Executive for a couple of weeks, but they won't
take Rusty. He's too big. Any ideas?
McIvers : Sure, Rusty can stay here with Officer Quinn. We'll set up a cot for him and
order a food service. During the day you can be here as much as you want, so long
as you're protected. Rusty gets along with Officer Quinn, right?
Glenda: Rusty's a very friendly dog, but I'm a bit afraid Officer Quinn doesn't like
dogs.
McIvers (sternly) I'll see that he likes dogs, especially Rusty. You will have to instruct
Officer Quinn about his eating and bathroom needs.
That night the Winslows spend in the Executive as one curled up family, clinging to
blankets and acceptable TV dramas. And yes, there is more news coverage about
them, with a reporter stating that an unnamed source in the police department
suspects the "burglars" were looking for money or drugs, or both. Yes, folks this is
the same house that was shot up a couple of months ago, and the same family that
sold a Miata they pulled out of the river with a hacked up corpse in it; there are a lot
of mysteries surrounding this family. Police are holding them at an undisclosed
location. This made their adult blood boil, and Errol and Wendy didn't want to go to
school the next day. It was reasonable that they were badly shaken up by events,
but they dreaded what the other kids would make of it all. Could they be spared the
punishments of school for a few days? Nick said yes but Glenda said no, fearing that
staff and parents would be pointing out special treatment for the Principal's kids.
Eventually, they agreed that the children would stay home for a day while Glenda
went to school and called an assembly to alert community attention to the
importance of preparedness in the event of burglary. To this end, she put together a
one hour PowerPoint show about what might attract burglars, and what families
should do in the event one did occur. This she did with the kind help of Detective
McIvers , who had gone out on a few of these community shows together. This was
also her chance, with McIvers standing by, to explain that they did NOT know why
someone had broken in and that there was no indication that drugs or money were
implied by the "toss" and that they were striving to discover who it had been that
leaked this information to the media. It was simply under investigation, period! End
of story. In the meanwhile, Detective McIvers wanted to emphasize that traumas
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like this could often have the effect of drawing a family closer together, and that's
what families are about: togetherness.
The next day, Nick returned to the house with Errol and Wendy. Rusty was ecstatic
to see them, slipping and falling as he did over the debris on the floor. Everyone got
their orders: Put the drawers back and fill them back up with what was there
before. The children did their rooms and Nick did the master bedroom, after
sweeping away the broken plaster. Next he went about lining things up against the
wall to be re-hung and put things back on shelves where he thought they probably
belonged. Big problems were presented by the soft furniture that had all been
slashed open. It could only be replaced and they would need to get the insurance
company involved again, and then go shopping for all new beds, chairs and sofas.
They would find that as they had been floating dully through life they had lost touch
entirely with the onward march of furniture, and especially bedding which was now
quite a technical matter depending on so many things. Would the beds need to fold
up and down and tip? Would they need to be heated? Would they need a firmness
control, or was the astronautical foam support what they really needed? Was this
the moment to upgrade to king size? Were the kids beds really rather juvenile and
outgrown at this point? Would they want to replace these beds that seemed a few
years earlier to be a great idea from IKEA? And so it went with decision-based
minutia. How would they get it all done, all that furniture, all that decorating (to
compensate for all the broken decorations and appurtenances) all the fixing of the
plaster and the floorboards, in order to resume normal life, and then perhaps to
dream?
While they were stumbling and grumbling about, Officer Quinn sat on the porch
with Rusty, watching the neighborhood pass before his eyes. He had gotten to enjoy
Rusty once he realized how affectionate Rusty was. He thought and rethought how
secure life feels with a big dog like this right next to you. And the affection coming
from Rusty was so reassuring and soothing. Why had he never had a dog in his life?
Whoever talked him out of it when he was a kid? What will he have to do when it
comes time to leave Rusty?
At 4:00 Glenda pulls up and, after saying hello to Officer Quinn and giving Rusty a
few pats and ear pulls, disappears into the house. She inspects the work thus far
and is well pleased. Everyone has done a pretty amazing job of reassembling what
remains of the house. She is quick to realize they will be spending at least this
weekend shopping for new furniture and perhaps some new rugs. Nick has
organized things so the insurance adjuster will come the next day so they can
discuss damages and coverage whilst Errol and Wendy are in school. There is
something about refurnishing a home after family trauma that seems to pull the
fearsome dents and kinks out of their life as a family. Of course, one could easily
opine, this is natural because it takes their minds off what happened to them, but
also, the removal of certain props from the stage does change the scene, and all the
memories and emotions associated with it.
But now for the house repairs again! Doing it over. Not being there. Having strange
people in the house who cover everything in plastic while they work the plaster and
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the wood floors, and the sanders and dust everywhere, the stain and the smell of
fresh epoxy drying but still smelling, this again! It somehow must also weaken you,
as breaking your house is a bit like breaking your bones.
In fact it does take two weeks to get the house back in order with all its new
cosmetics. But the patina of earlier years has entirely rubbed off, leaving everyone a
bit institutionalized by the presence of everything matching by intention rather than
by accumulation, inheritance and necessity. They all like their "new" surroundings,
but for a while they will feel like they are in a motel or a rented house. All their lives
Errol and Wendy had only known the intimate look of the former house, every
scratch on the floor, chip of paint, baseboard stain. At least the signs and scars of
invasion are gone now.
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20. Argus Panoptes

It's not that you build a safe room in your house to be safe. You're building it to feel
like you could be safe in the event of a catastrophe, like the atomic bomb shelters
people built after WWII. The tension relief and the reassurance comes from all the
planning and strategic discussion, trying to suss out the resources of the persons
that are attacking you. Somehow all the attacks had most deeply affected Nick,
because he was the primitive male with the tribal imperative to protect his family at
all costs, and the male ego that needs to fix everything. Glenda knew this, that
building a safe room was probably not going to do much for them if they were
attacked again, assuming they didn't know when an attack might happen. Let’s see,
sleeping in our bedroom, dead to the world, we are awakened by noises in the
night. Let’s even assume they have not gained entry to the house yet, but we have
become certain someone is trying to get in to do some sort of damage. My
advantage, Glenda thinks, is to pull my guns out of my night table and go hunting,
creeping down the stairs, then listening for someone jimmying the door, front or
back. Or listening for glass breaking, then Blam! But then, what if there is more than
one of them? How many could there be? How many could I count on popping off?
What if I failed? What if they got in the house and I used all my ammunition? Then
we would have no protection and all, and we might have an angry and wounded
criminal coming after us? It has to be us. Wouldn’t have anything they would
actually want.!Well, then there could be the safe room. I would get my gun, wake
everyone, check if they had gotten in the house yet, and if not, protect everyone on
the way to the safe room, where we could safely lock the steel door, then call police
who would come, at least in time with their sirens blasting, so that the home
invasion could be stopped. Put that together with a home security system and we
would probably be pretty safe. But hen, what if they could disable it from the circuit
box outside? What if they were real professionals and knew how to do something
like that. What if this was really malice and not robbery, where the only intent
would be to harm us? After all, they couldn't be looking for anything. They already
tossed the entire house. What if they were after us? Would it be like the movie
where they set fire to the house around us? How about we just move to a different
house? No, they'd find us if it was us they were after. So we go deep! (A line that
came to her from a war movie). We go deep and build the room in the cellar. Maybe
we should reinforce the basement, finish it off like they did it in the 60s, but not
with wood panels, but concrete rooms, where we could even sleep, if necessary. We
could have the house rigged with invisible cameras, a reinforced basement door,
and a control room with wireless phones, so the invaders couldn't detach
communications!
These ideas she conveyed to Nick who really got into the details of family
protection. He thought too that any attack would be personal, but he thought it
more effective just to build the safe room in one portion of the basement so it could
be completely isolated in reinforced concrete. Even if they burned or bombed the
house, they would have electric, comms, and something a foot thick surrounding
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them on all four sides with a big steel plate door, or rather, a reinforced hatch like
they have in submarines.
And so they set about to building this facility, neglecting the fact that if they wanted
to sell this house later no one would pay the load for this addition. But what's better
in the last run? Investment loss or family safety? Their negotiations with the security
contractor, who had experience with embassies, were fruitful in that PowerPoints
galore emphasized all sorts of possibilities. There were so many options for
dropping hooks into anyone's paranoia, that they, after many patient sittings,
decided they need MetaSec (where the Sec part stands for security), a company that
did nothing other than to advise (usually very wealthy)people on how to spend their
"security dollar". For a price, they would review all the Winslow's progressive
requirement documents, solutions and bids and would then present a "way
forward" plan with which the Winslows could be comfortable. The big add from all
this consulting was the basement only addition of a CO2 based fire suppression
system. If triggered, it would thunderously release a huge amount of CO2, blowing
the oxygen out special vents above ground, then closing the vents. The invaders
would soon suffocate, but the safe room inhabitants would have their own air,
water, comms, visuals, everything they needed until the police came to mop up the
dead.
You shouldn't have a safe room if people are going to know about it, otherwise your
attackers will have to get you somewhere else. You also shouldn't allow the left
hand know what the right hand is doing, so you parse the roles out to contractors
and don't tell them what you have in mind. You tell the concrete guys you are
building a reinforced hurricane and tornado basement, and simply specify the
necessary utilities apertures. You have the security company come and install all the
cameras outside at night. You have a hundred or so micro cams embedded in the
walls, looking out the daisy coronas on your new wall paper that is so ugly people
will look away from it. You can contract for that. You hire GeekSquad to install all
the video communications, control, and storage systems, rather than a security
contractor. You have the electronic components delivered from Amazon. Then you
hire a contractor to come in from New York to independently check out all phases
and aspects of the system, except for the basement fire suppression system that has
already been tested by the industrial fire inspector. Now you're ready to survive,
with umbrella house security system covering all the doors and windows, and
video, audio, phone that provide "command and "control". Additionally, Nick has
made sure the huge video screen, that perpetually switches custom views around
the house, is located in front of a recliner, where he can sit and watch what's going
on, along with rusty, who has a big fluffy navy blue dog bed.
If he has been lucky, none of the neighbors have wised up to the internal
architecture project, which he portrays as remodeling, and hopefully, it will never
be used, so the police won't know about it either. Just to give the room a utilitarian
purpose, he equips it with a desk and filing cabinets, where he can keep important
papers and the last seven years worth of tax records, as required by law. A half bath
is also added. This in addition to comfortable couches where they could sleep if
necessary.
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Everyone has been sworn to secrecy about the safe room, but then Nick and Glenda
are afraid it won't hold up. What kid in the world has such a magnificent fort? Most
kids have to use sheets and blankets draped over inverted dining room chairs? Nick
promises the kids they can hang out there with him but only so long as they don't
tell anybody about it. They love the cameras all over the house and they love to use
the huge screen as an alternate entertainment center, given its connection to
computers with games and TV as well. Nick hangs out with them and after a few
days they do tire of being down there. But Nick persists...
Nick has now wedged another activity into his schedule. When he returns from his
latte, he chairs himself in front of the monitors and spends his time reviewing the
previous day's frames. He also incessantly monitors the current view of the world
according to his cameras. Occasionally he thinks he sees a 49 Pontiac go by, but
then when he backs up the action using a combination of keys and the joy stick, he
can't seem to relocate the frames. When he can't find them, he curses his
inattention and runs the entire sequence, maybe for an hour, but he still can't
locate them. Night views are interesting, or perhaps menacing, as he sees cars come
repeatedly down the street, which is only a bedroom community, and he can't
figure why. Over time, such non-events begin to get inserted into his conversations
with Glenda, and she begins to fear he is getting feeble minded with all this. She
says he needs to get out more. Errol says he should watch more Rambo.
Wendy begins to feel sorry for him and invites him to work with her on her science
project in astronomy. Together, they hit upon the idea that they should set up a
fish-eye lens, trained straight up into the sky. They will set the parameters of the
"take" to make the camera "fire" once every five minutes, so at the end of the
school year they will have a time-lapse movie of the stars positions relative to the
earth, rather like a planetarium on TV. It's a fun idea, so when Wendy gets home
they can rerun the night before and take notes on what they see. After a month,
they can see the constellations tumbling through the sky, by speeding up the frame
rate. Nick often remarks that he finds the project to be a lot of fun, and thinks
Wendy is quite a wizard.
Glenda is happy because the project seems to be prying Nick's attention away from
his fears. She thinks she feels them less because she has other pressing matters that
keep her mind off home invasion, although she always does feel something out
there lurking. It's what happens to you once you experience such a violent intrusion
into your privacy and all the meaning all your circumstances hold for you.
Glenda: Nick I think it's fine that you are taking the kids and picking them up every
day, but I feel like I see you getting more and more disabled every day and I fear for
you. If you had activities that got you out more you would start doing better.
Nick: What do you mean by that? I'm okay.
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Glenda: No Nick, you're not. You squirrel yourself away in the "cave" as you call it,
and if I didn't come home you wouldn't notice the sun going down. You've got to
pull yourself away from that, and soon.
Nick: What should I do? Play golf? I hate golf. It's stupid and I only took it up so I
could pretend I was a member of the junior management team aspiring to higher
things. It's not my version of paradise.
Glenda: Who said anything about paradise. This is just the fuckin'earth! How about
calling Foley back? Maybe that's still open. You could still stay home most of the
time, it pays well, and you could get your mind off things.
Nick: I'll think about it.
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21. Ghouls and Ghosts

Halloween was approaching and thoughts needed to turn toward such matters.
Cowboys and Fairies are no longer the mode. Things had changed since Nick and
Glenda were children. In those days, parents found children a chintzy costume and
out the door they went with a pillowcase. They were expected back by 9:00 latest.
But that was before crazy people began poisoning treats and putting razor blades in
apples, and rapists and pederasts haunted the streets. Now it was de rigeur for the
father to accompany the children in neighborhood alliance with other fathers
keeping watch over the children who were instructed not to accept anything unless
it was a brand name candy or granola they recognized, wrapped tightly still in its
commercial paper or plastic. Bazooka chewing gum was still allowed because the
cartoon/joke wrapper was considered original wrapping. Rather than looking like
goblins or witches or animals or even Star Wars figures, these kids had evolved to a
costume sophistication never before seen, looking, as they moved en mass rather
like an ambulatory collection of items from someone's kitchen drawer or something
they had found buried in the garden, and when you said: And what are you tonight,
you would get a blank stare as the child nonchalantely opened his school knapsack.
Fathers would unimaginatively dress as zombies, supposing that this would be too
scary for local rapists. The fathers actually had a pact, and routinely dressed in their
neighborhood zombie regalia each year until the hormonal changes occurring in
their children finally released them from the duty.
This year Errol and Wendy decided to take a fun shot at tradition. So they dressed
Rusty up with a saddle and had their dad buy him a snout restraint they could lead
him by on a leash. Errol wore a red turban, his dads white undershirt, which trailed
on the ground, and a powder blue sash. Wendy wore an artificially dirty nightgown
given her by Glenda and a powder blue shawl over her head. Wendy had also lashed
on a pillow under the nightgown by means of a bungee cord. So when people asked
them what they were they said they were Mary and Joseph on their way to
Bethlehem and Rusty was their ass (snicker).
Oh! What a clever idea! Such innocents these days! Henry, come see these little
angels! Mary even has the little Jesus still in her belly! And they have a Great Dane
dressed up as an ass! Look at those ears, even!
Errol and Wendy: Snicker.
It was apparently a strategy designed in heaven, as their backpacks had to be
emptied into Rusty's saddlebags, so heavy were the offerings in their neighborhood.
Oddly, no one saw the sacrilege but Errol and Wendy! Nick and Glenda, for reasons
of political correctness, decided they really couldn't question it if their children
wanted to pay so much respect to religious tradition. Eyeball rolling and mouth
covering were all they would allow themselves.
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Shortly after 9:00 they were home, but Glenda was in a tizzy. Someone had thrown
a brick through the front window with a note: Where is it MF?
A fear sweat broke out across all of them. Not again! What would the cameras turn
up? Nothing. Nick had turned all the security off because it was motion activated,
unsuitable for a night when hundreds of people might be banging on the door. So
there would be no traces of the person who had thrown the brick anywhere.
Anyone could have done it, especially if they were in costume and walking around in
a crowd. So, after everyone calmed down and took off their costumes and had a
glass of milk and everyone felt sufficiently calm, they called 911. The operator said
they had been swamped with calls about Halloween mischief, and if this were not a
matter of life or death, they should wait till the next morning to report it. It was all
they could do.
When detective McIvers arrived the next day they had to explain that heir
surveillance system had been turned off on account of Halloween, because all the
cameras were on the same circuit and tied in with the surveillance service they had,
which was, in turn, hooked in to the Police station, as he was aware. Oh God am I
aware off it! McIvers said. Our call center went nuts last night. And to makes things
worse, there were two murders! Nothing to do with you, "just domestic events". A
man shot his wife, then shot himself, so as to make it look like he was shot by
someone else, but then he apparently put his gun down and went into the kitchen,
bleeding all over the place. When he returned to the living room his wife apparently
had not been killed by him, so she had picked up his gun and shot him in the face.
He died, she died, end of story. But it was gruesome. Bad night. But I'm glad nothing
happened to you! We've been working on your case but we haven't found anything
so far to move it along. Haven't forgotten, though. Maybe the handwriting guys will
be able to tell us something. I'm going to want a writing sample from the two of you
and the children, just to make sure this wasn't a Halloween prank. Also, I'll take the
note and the brick. Maybe we can figure something out from that. You understand
the handwriting thing is just a way of scratching you out as possible sources for the
incident?
Nick and Glenda: Yeah, sure.
From here they spend a very restless night and wonder out loud if they shouldn't
have asked for a guard. But they surmise that a brick is an intimidating message
indicating that whoever is after whatever, does not know where "it" is. The house
has been tossed, so "it" is not there. "It" is somewhere else. What should they make
of the "MF"? Racial identity was discounted as "MF" has drifted into all social
domains, and of course, could also be a decoy. Whatever it was, there was
something very unsavory about the brick.
***
On his way to pick up Errol and Wendy, Nick stops at his cafe. McGoon is already
there, and with ocular and supercilious gestures, bids Nick to sit down.
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McGoon: You look haggard, Nick.
McGoon thinks that by comparison to himself being "haggard" is nothing but a
warm invitation to conversation.
Nick: Hardly slept.
McGoon: Halloween noises in the night? Woo-woo!
Nick: Very funny! No, someone threw a brick through our front window last night.
At first I was shattered because I had left my wife there alone with all the nuts
walking around [gulps as he realizes McGoon might take that remark personally but
then relaxes because he knows nuts don't really do such things]. I mean... And then I
realized someone was really attacking our home! Completely out of the blue!
McGoon: Woo-woo!
Nick: Very funny!
McGoon: Woo-woo nothing happens out of the blue! The world gives it back so yer
back in the black!
Nick: Very funny. Where have you been, lately, Gil?
McGoon: Just haunting the world as usual. I'm old. Won't be here long, so I'm
haunting, watching, trying to figure it all out. But it's tough. There are so many
layers to sort out, that when something happens, I begin peeling back and away, but
I soon get lost. To make more progress I go to sleep, to join up with the dream
world, where things really happen. In this world, things are simple, in sequence.
That's why we get lost.
Nick(indulgently): Someday I may understand that statement.
MaGoon: Are you confused, Grasshopper? I sense you are struggling with
something. What happened?
Nick (reluctantly) : Someone threw a brick through our front window last night. I
was out with the kids making the rounds. I didn't consider I was leaving my wife
alone.
MaGoon: No, you were watching out for your kids. Can't let them out alone these
days! Was it just your house that got hit or was some prankster doing this all over
the neighborhood?
Nick: Just us. Talked with police but all they could do today was fill out a paper. No
clue.
MaGoon: Any message on the brick?
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Nick: Had no meaning to us. It said: Where is it, MF? We don't get it!
MaGoon: Someone thinks you have something that belongs to them, or, someone
has the wrong address, or you have a prankster with only one brick. Have there
been other incidents?
Nick: Yes, but equally irrational. Someone shot up the second floor of our house
with an automatic weapon. Then someone came in the house while we were away
and tossed it, like police, but police admit no responsibility or participation.
MaGoon: Did these all happen in a short period of time?
Nick: Well, over the last four months. We've been over this with the police so many
times. The tossing and the brick both imply they are after something, but neither of
us, my wife and I, have any idea what.
MaGoon: Did it have anything to do with your failed venture in California?
Nick: There was no failed venture. I decided to pull out, or rather, after the
explosion I pulled out because I had to get better but also because I became
convinced, based on conversations with consultants, that my idea wouldn't float. So
I came back.
MaGoon: Explosion?
Nick: You used to walk around the neighborhood by the Cafe Reverie, right?
MaGoon: Right.
Nick: You remember that white garage on the same side of the street where there
was always some sort of hard rock being practiced, every day?
MaGoon: Yes I do.
Nick: Well I used to sit down there on the stoop to listen. On the same day I really
worked out that my Internet business was a non-starter, I was sitting there. Boom!
It blew up! I awoke in the hospital. It was apparently a meth lab. Police got the idea I
had something to do with drugs. And no, I don't do or have anything to do with
drugs. Just a coincidence I was there.
MaGoon: Why in the world did they jump to that conclusion then?
Nick: It's complicated.
MaGoon: Okay, consider the forces and pathways. Work back: What caused you to
think about the new business venture that drove you out to California?
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Nick: I was bored with my job and got frustrated and quit. I had had an idea kicking
around in my head for quite a while.
MaGoon: Was there an event that drove you to quit?
Nick: Yes. My bank job was senseless and frustrating, and crooked, so I had enough.
MaGoon: Did you do something to rile someone against you?
Nick: Probably, but they riled me too. I was about to close a mortgage and a
colleague screwed everything up. So I raised a stink about it. They also spread it
around the office that I was a suspect in a murder case.
MaGoon looks away, wondering what the Hell he'll hear next. As he does so, he rubs
the tip of his nose up and down with the heel of his hand, and says: And I suppose
you DID NOT murder someone, right?
Nick: All we did was go to a restaurant. Someone was murdered in cold blood. We
didn't see anything. Two months later I found out it was another one of my
colleagues who was murdered. He had left the bank in disgust some six months
earlier. Strangely, and we have never understood this, the police thought at the
time the murder had something to do with drugs. I couldn't put that together with
George, the guy who got murdered. I mean, he was a sleaze and all, but I never
would have taken him for being involved with drugs. Pot maybe, but nothing else.
MaGoon: Pot? Why pot?
Nick: Well he didn't look like one, but he used to talk a bit like a hippy. Three piece
suit and acid rock! Anyway, when he left the bank he opened his own business. He
reverted to jeans and work shirts. Believe it or not he opened a boutique
specializing in designer prophylactics. I bought some just to help him out. My wife
had nothing but scorn for him. He was kind of a jerk.
McGoon: So did the police just assume some sort of guilt by association?
Nick: Well, they never thought I was guilty of anything. They never accused me of
anything, but for some reason they were following me around in California and then
back home. Weird things happened. My luggage was sniffed and they thought I had
drugs, heroin. They actually thought that. I have no idea! But of course, they didn't
find any because nothing was ever there. Dogs don't always get it right. Then
another thing happened. When I got home we decided to trade in my little Miata.
Two days later I hear they have fished it out of the river and it has a murdered
corpse in it. Don't know who it was, as they don't release the names in such cases.
Anyway, when forensics go over the car they detect traces of cocaine and heroin in
it! I have no idea.
McGoon: So that's it? Absolutely no traces of drugs on you personally, I suppose?
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Nick: Well, there was a moment. They tested my blood after the explosion and
found traces of morphine in my blood, but that's because I was in the hospital! No
one to this day seriously believes I have anything to do with either murder or drugs,
but things keep happening as if someone is convinced I did something and
apparently have something they want. After they tossed the house we had to clean
up, so when we were doing that we went through everything, I swear, everything!
We wanted to find out what they were after so we could end it. But nothing,
nothing!
McGoon: There is some line of causality we are not detecting here. My guess is
there are causes but no responsibility to be imputed to you.
Nick: Yeah, that's what the police think too. Two murders, drugs, related to me but
no criminal venture on my part. The net effect is that someone I don't know is after
me and my family for reasons we can't understand.
McGoon: There are lots of reasons no one can understand. There are only partial
stories and partial effects. I know this is difficult to grasp, but what if causes were
not at work, like forces on a pool table? What if it is more like you are being dragged
along a path by experience moving with you and you are the subject of the
experience; maybe it's all like a giant knotted water slide with no end but Sister
Death? What if you are in there because you can not be not in there?
Nick (not convinced): Wow! What a thought! Oops! Have to pick up the kids now.
Lets continue this another time, okay?
McGoon: Sure. See you soon.
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22. New Jobs for Old

The fact is that Nick had been suffering from a sense of personal passivity and
McGoon's remarks about the water slide some how did awaken a sense of
existential claustrophobia. Now, with Glenda's prodding and this free fall towards
the end feeling, he decided to see if he could get involved in something new. So
some first moves were to look at something he might do as a volunteer, like adopt a
highway and clean up campaign, or visit people lonely from the alienation of
dementia and assisted living, or work at a soup kitchen or join the Boy Scout
because he thought camping was healthy for boys. But after a few conversations he
realized he would never feel comfortable with them. The first thing they asked was
if he had been an Eagle Scout himself. No. He got beat up buy other scouts when he
was a boy and had left them, "deserted the mission", as they said.
Then he thought it could be interesting to get involved in the jetboat business,
maybe as a business manager or as someone who would work with their customers
on loans. Gus told him they could look at that, but that Bill Foley was still asking
about him recently and would still have an open offer for him.
Yes Bill did still have an opening. When Nick failed to agree before he had turned
over responsibility for this to his CFO, Chris Conners, who didn't like the detail or the
emotional onus of the position. Bill cordially received Nick's call (Gus had warmed
him up before hand), and without further ado, arranged for him to have a meeting
with Chris. He also invited Nick and family out to "The Island" for a soirée with his
VPs and their families. They would all be picked up by a small private ferry and
taken out to the party.
Guest List
CFO: Chris and Mindy Conners with their children Jeff (17), Bing (15) and Jinny (11)
COO: John and Mary Spender with their child Erin (16)
CMO: Terry and Ralph Killborn with their children Ellen(12) and Ted (9)
Special Projects: Kathy Foley, Bill's sister
Plan:
Catering by Ma Tristesse, served by Jean Pierre Francore and Gevieve Mise
Music by: Vienna project, 2 violins, 1 viola, 1 cello and piano.
Dance Master: Herman Corez
Attire: Formal
Pick-up time: 4:00
End: 9:00
Schedule:
5:30 - arrival
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5:45 - Kathy Foley organizes remote-controlled helicopter games for children ;
others mingle
6:00 - Bill introduces the prideful new VP of Finance, Nick
6:30 - Seating for dinner; Strauss Waltzes begin to play
7:30 - Dinner ends; Bill introduces Dance Master who will instruct everyone in the
art of Viennese waltzing
8:00 - Waltzing, with the dance master indicating when to switch partners, mixing
couples and children with adults. While dancing with the wives, Bill compliments
them on their spouse's outstanding performance. It's been a great year. Kathy Foley
passes the same sort of message to Ralph, and Bill congratulates Terry directly.
Everyone is assured that Nick has truly captured bill's confidence and is asked for
their support to make him successful.
9:00 - The great boat horn sounds, terminating festivities; the ferry motors up along
side the catamaran.

The evening is over quite quickly, but everyone has enjoyed the festivities and feels
very satisfied with the simple elegance of it all. On the ferry ride back Nick and Chris
Conners plan their first meeting for the following Monday. The kids are tired but
thinking they'd like to get together again with the remote-control helicopters Bill
gave them. The women talk about their careers and the men sit outside on the
upper deck in the cool air to enjoy a cigar and a final cognac. They all tell stories of
how they came to join Bill and how it had been the best decision of their lives. They
had all been with Bill for at least 10 years. And they mentioned how Bill had
rewarded them all recently with dolphin jets. What could be more fun?
On Monday thence Chris the CFO and Nick meet in Starbucks to talk about
collaboration. Out of politeness, Chris asks if Nick needs them to rent him an office
somewhere and get him any staff. Nick sees, as expected, no point in that. Chris
quickly grasps that Nick is well established with computer services and a good place
to work. In essence, the work only has a few aspects: moving funds between banks,
mortgage negotiation, investments in bonds, for which they have copious advisors
and letters of credit, mostly going to Brazil, where they have suppliers for
restaurants, marinas and parking garages. International transactions take place via
letters of credit. All purchasing over $100,000 passes the CEO table, Foley presiding.
They will generate the orders "suggest" the sources of payment give directions
about deposit. Nick will be in charge of executing all the transactions and reporting
dispositions of orders and status of delivery. For communications Nick will have a
secure ground line, as they prefer to communicate things orally. Regular cash
deposits are huge, mostly from their network of automated parking garages, and
gas stations where they offer lower competitive rates if people pay in cash. Parking
throughout the city is very expensive, so the strategy is very effective, but does
produce a lot of activity for Brinks, relations with which Nick will also manage,
personally balancing receipts.
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23. The Weave, The Weft, The Warp, The Wharf And The Woof

It may sound simple, what Nick had taken on, and some of it was, but there were
other parts to it that he never could have anticipated. While the main bank involved
was B*Bank, there were others as well. Some of them were banks only because
they had "Bank" in their name; others were mixed commercial/investment banks
and some were retail banks. Nick soon came to learn that Bill Foley had his own
investment bank; it had no street level offices, but was situated in a tall glass
building just outside the city, just off Route 95, near the Navy Yard. It could be said
that wherever Bill Foley had accounts, Bill Foley had enormous influence, such was
the money involved.
It is hard for the ordinary citizen to comprehend the need to intimidate a bank and
have the tools necessary to do so. When large amounts of money are involved for
big business, that needs to make payroll, alacrity of loans is paramount. Otherwise,
it is about advantageous movements of funds, fast, at low price, and towards
business benefits involving investments and the largest amount of interest paid over
the shortest periods of time. Most banks can restrict customer control so long as the
customer is indebted to the bank and depends on free-wheeling lines of credit. In
the case where the customer is not dependent, the customer, if big enough, can roil
the bank to ruin by threatening to call in deposits, or by threatening to enrich the
bank's nearest competitor and inform the bank at CEO level why they are discontent
with a manager or VP, should their discontent be only small. It is an art.
Nick, of course, was not a malicious person, but he had been treated to malice. He
was not over the wounds yet, as people usually do not recover from them except on
the evening news, but Nick did know, even absent any possible skulduggery on his
part, that he would need to know his tools well, because he was sure Phil
Merryweather would be up to his old ways. To their credit, perhaps, Bill Foley and
Chris Conners had not really deigned to talk about any of this and Nick assumed
they were just letting him hit the ground running. Since the Foley "empire" if you
could call it that, was all happening at the retail level, payments were only of three
types : charge, check, and cash. All charges and checks moved electronically through
the networks to B*Bank. Cash was collected on a random schedule and deposited
randomly across several separate banks. This is a common strategy for cash
businesses that move large amounts of cash; by making the pick-up and deposit
routes vary, it would make hold-ups far less susceptible to planning. Balance audits
in the cash banks would determine if too much was sitting in any particular bank,
and a smoothing technique would be launched every now and again to proportion
distributions. Any of these banks could be punished at will by demanding they
render up any amount in cash within a certain strict period. Simpler, gentler
solutions to under/over distribution could also be worked by check, and indeed
B*Bank could be affected at any time too by any of these manipulations. Just
moving a large amount of cash into B*Bank could be about like moving a huge air
bubble through an IV tube, as the bank had regulations about how much cold cash it
was allowed to keep on hand. Large movements would also automatically bring
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down scrutiny on the branch manager from internal bank audit teams, as the bank
had experienced some problems with large-scale "escapements".
Then there were the outputs. Ordinary invoices were well cared for by accounting,
as was payroll. But there were investments that were fairly complex, going into
bonds, municipal bonds, commercial paper and the like. Often the bond searches
were quite far reaching, into Europe, Asia, and Latin America, especially Brazil. Foley
had taken especial interest in Brazil because of their growth and because several of
his automation suppliers were located there. The COO (John Spender), usually with
a small team of engineers, would visit Sao Paolo about once every six months to
engage manufacturers for the automated parking facilities, which was a very large
business in the North East. New facilities were being built, about like Starbucks,
every day. Foley had to take particular care that his partners were not going under,
as the parts and machine realities were both demanding and critical.
Of course taxes are the anathema of all business, so Nick, very early on, subtly
checked out if Foley et. al. Might be up to some tax shenanigans. He wasn't. Foley
had corresponding banks in Brazil, as he did otherwise where he did business, but
there were none of the common earmarks of off-shoring as best he could tell by
poking about in the bank transactions. Even if he would have no access to foreign
bank accounts there would have to be financial exit transactions; but there were
none. The bank methods were impeccable. All foreign payments were made under
the strict standards and audit requirements of letters of credit. I wasn't long before
Nick felt he had snooped about in the "laundry" to realize there were no "dirt
sheets" (ha ha). Foley was clean, in fact, unusually so.
The main movements were just cash, credit, check and purchase orders. The one
thing that was clear from it all was that there was plenty of money and accounts
were being handled correctly. Of course there was a constant and bewildering
blizzard of transactions, payments, movements and bond activity, futures and
equities. These last flowed out to capital management companies and large
brokered accounts undergoing the most mincing computer review and sub second
enhancements. Again, for a company this large and diverse, quite normal. Nick
would be sharing some of the auditing burden with Chris.
Now in the second week of November, shortly after starting, but certainly before
Nick had all the ropes at hand, he received a call from Kathy Foley that it was now
time to pay a visit to Phil Merryweather, just by way of introduction on behalf of Bill
Foley. Nick got that sinking feeling in his heart than now, after only two weeks,
Foley was doubting him, and so, sending his younger sister along to ride shotgun,
but immediately told him that she would not be available for the visit herself and
hoped that Nick would be able to get along without her. This sent the fear genie
back into the bottle. Now it would be he, driven to the bank in the long black limo
with the black glass, who would step alone out of the vehicle to again meet that
dolt, Phil Merryweather.
So, yes, when the chauffeur opended the door, out stepped Nick in a smart blue
Armani suit, and black shoes of fine well shined black soft leather , with thinnish
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Italian heels, and a slim leather sheaf of papers under arm. Condescendingly
Merryweather says he is glad to see Nick dressing like a banker again, to which Nick
responds: No, better than a banker. I've come to let you know that you work for me
now. Are we going to get along?
Phil: Yes. But how did you come to work for Foley?
Nick: It's a long story, but you won’t be hearing it. Bill Foley has asked me to take
over banking relations on his behalf. You are to take my voice to be his voice. Can
you do that?
Phil: Yes.
Nick: I thought I would take you to lunch. Have you eaten yet?
Phil: No.
Nick: I have a car downstairs to take us to Moshulu, better steaks than your favorite
Ruthe's Chris.
Phil: Fine.
With this voice, Phil was harboring a lot of resentment the way people do when the
effort they made to destroy someone else's career has failed. They feel that the
assurance of power they felt has collapsed inside them and they are back to being
beaten-down bullies. Anything would have been preferable to being taken to an
outstanding restaurant at this man's expense. Phil could not imagine how his life
was about to change now, how his office would feel about him knowing that he had
just stepped into the limo of his nemesis. He could all but hear his colleagues say:
Phil's going to the wood shack now, prick. And the women saying: what goes around
comes around. It was his Green Mile.
But actually, Nick was not there to molest his ego. Nick was there to set things right
so they might proceed apace to do business under well defined conditions. Phil
wanted to appear as a shallow bowl, containing nothing to stir. After sip one on
martini one, Nick asks him how he's been. The sediment in the bottom of the bowl
quickly came to the surface: Well, you stirred up a hornets nest when you left that
I've been dealing with ever since.
Nick: How so?
Phil: When you walked out with your deposits I had a lot to explain.
Nick: Such as?
Phil: Why I didn't know you were one of our largest depositors. That showed
everybody that I didn't have a grasp of what was going on, and kicked off audits
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from above and from the Fed and from the SEC. They are still under way, and my
position has been in question ever since.
Nick: Did the audits turn up anything other than your negligence?
Phil: Negligence?
Nick: Yeah, your negligence. Remember the "Next In Liner" seminar you sent me to
in Chicago? They were very heavy on the message that the Branch manager should
be acutely aware of all the largest customers and large movements, especially if
they were from the investment to the bank side and vice versa. Pretty amazing that
no one at the bank ever contacted me to talk about how all that money on deposit
was just sitting there fallow. I was okay with it because the markets couldn't be
trusted since the crash, but I'm surprised no one was really watching.
Phil: We were too busy with mortgages. That's where the money was. We were
building liquidity so we would pass the strength tests.
Nick: And you suffered no consequences from the audits?
Phil: Basically, we're in detente. I don't make things worse for them if they don't
make things worse for me. I hope you're not planning anything more?
Nick: No. Just business. I'm expecting meticulous and responsive management of
our affairs. I have a team that watches out for our money. So long as things stay on
an even keel, we get good service at a good price, the best interest you can offer us
and honest dealings, we're ok. On matters involving large movements I'll want your
direct and personal attention. Otherwise, we should be having a lunch once a
month just to go over our routine relationship, in case some tuning is required. I will
especially focus on mortgages, letters of credit, cash transfers and big moves.
Okay, Nick, said Phil, a bit penitent and perhaps hopeful.
Nick hands him his simple business card, containing his cell phone number and his
business email.
So now Nick begins to feel the business crank in his hands, turning over balancing
transfers, cash flows, huge amounts of paper money and change, Mississippian
credit card streams, and checks in deluge. Sometimes he rides in the Brinks truck to
get a personal feel for all their procedures. They explain that the accounting system
sends them messages and tells them the order of their stops en route. This is part of
being able to move without anticipation by hold-up gangs. Soon Nick is receiving
some big orders for car storage wracks and the huge physical sorting systems by
which they are positioned. There is a constant round of preventive maintenance and
parts need to be available for both routine and mishap. The logistics people will
actually route the part, but Nick has to certify the orders for the Letters of Credit,
usually through the COO John Spender and sometimes through Chris Connors, as all
really large amounts need to pass through his desk. Sometimes orders need to be
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diverted to alternate suppliers, as history has made a bit of a mish-mash of parts
sources and even engineering plans. To describe it all briefly, if transactions were
game, the hunter would always be out of breath and confused. And in the middle of
all this Nick has to feel satisfied at all times no one is pulling something over their
eyes. All this takes split second decision power and the ability to determine what is
going right and what might be going in the wrong direction well in advance of
damage. While in the limo, he was looking at a screen. While at home he was
looking at a screen and watching for warning lights, as well as watching moves
verging on his simple home property. He had to admit that navigating this Hades of
subterranean digital rivers was fun and transformations from cash, credit, check,
bond, futures and equities could be fun as well as intractable; at best he could only
catch things at the edges and by exception. After a few days he began to relax a bit,
now that he understood the main vectors, and he could also watch surveillance
down there in the safe room with Rusty.
So far, so good. He thought. I take the kids to school. I stop for a latte, and by 10:00 I
am in my chair watching the great game advance. I point and click to find a street. I
point and click to find an account. I point and click to find pots of gold all over the
map. If something goes wrong I make a phone call; if I want to change something I
point and click, or call someone. I only need face time when something goes wrong,
and that has not happened yet. I get friendly and supportive emails from my
colleagues, and the drudge work is carried on by a cohort of computers and staff.
Parts are needed, whole parking garages are needed; I point and click my way
through everything, and I get to have lunch at home and still take the dog for a walk.
Wow! And my wife is happy because she loves most of her job! And we enjoy going
out together on the weekends! And I'm thinking Rusty is great, and I am great and
Errol is great and and Wendy is great. And wow! They pay me to do this and I get
invited to Viennese waltz parties and I get driven around in a limo and I can see the
computer in the limo and I can go anywhere I want and Errol is winning at track and
holding his own with bullies and Wendy is winning the science contests and may get
a scholarship and we have gobs of money in the bank and we own our home and
have no debt and we can really do whatever the hell we want. No suffer. No bother.
No bother. No suffer. And so Nick's thoughts now cycled without end. Even Phil
Merryweather is a conquered dragon. Can't even understand why I thought he was
such a dragon before. I must have been such a schmuck. My God imagine going to
California to start an Internet business, Sucked-in my ass! What happened to my
schmuckness? All this I never saw before! Who knows what I might have done if I
had seen myself without that schmuckness and seen my power to preside over a
world that is well regulated by order and computers? And I only have to check it
now again and give it my occasional inputs to settle everything back into its optimal
groove! Yes I'm cycling again. I cycle when all is well and it is all well now. And I no
longer have those creeps following me and I haven't seen the 49 Pontiac or the blue
van, or the red butterfly. What do you think of that, Rusty? What? And Nick puts his
thumbs in his ears an d slowly waves his fingers as he scoots, rocking left and right
sitting on his wheeled chair over to where Rusty is sitting attentively, leans forward
and touches his nose to Rusty's nose. Sitting, Rusty manages to back up an inch or
so, looking queerly at Nick.
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24. Paranoia Has Causes

That was on Wednesday, November 9, 2011. On the night of the tenth, a burst of
shots again cracked through the neighborhood, and their upstairs master bedroom.
Light spikes again illuminated plaster dust. This time, it was the family drill that
kicked in. Errol and Wendy ran directly down to the safe room as did Nick and
Glenda, adults saying "fucking shit" all the way down. Once in, they swing the steel
lock door closed and slide the titanium bars into place. The panic button for the
police had been pushed immediately by Glenda and they were sure the police would
arrive momentarily, which they did, almost.
No need for the fire suppression system. They could see no one was in the house
and no one was at the door but the police, who, guns drawn, buzzed at the front
door. Nick and Glenda did not recognize these police, so they ask for identification,
which they soon got from the police station. The officers were a bit miffed that they
had responded so quickly and then were forced to wait while IDs were checked.
Nick explained how he had in fact learned this technique from them in a previous
incident, and apologized.
It's interesting how you can feel when something seems to work. The safe room
worked. A godly person might have said it was a test, in their favor. They all felt
strangely safer. The police found their composure inscrutable, as they walked the
police upstairs where the shots had penetrated. Rusty was still in the safe room
where he was quiet and comfortable on his fluffy mattress.
Forensics came soon thereafter. They were greeted by a beaming Nick who was
holding a print copy of the car that probably shot up their house, which he
explained he had gotten from the surveillance video. It was a 1999 Mercury Cougar
V6 coupe, somewhat raked, with a dark hood and a light body. Since the camera
was in night vision mode, only light and dark green showed. Unfortunately, the
camera angle did not reveal the plate number, but what they had was considered a
good start. When Detective McIvers arrived the next day he wanted to probe their
video archives further, which Nick resisted at first, not wanting to reveal the
presence of the safe room. As the detective insisted, Nick extracted that McIvers
would not reveal their secret source of security. Once in the room McIvers was quite
amazed saying that it all looked like a government control bunker. There, he and
Nick watched the dull neighborhood spectacle for an hour on either side of the
incident, and concluded that the car must have come there just then and expressly
for the purpose of shooting up his house. Nick dumped the two hours of frames
onto an external drive so people downtown could have a look. McIvers asked what
else Nick did down there in that well-furnished bunker and Nick told him about his
new job working for Bill Foley as a financial manager. Taken aback, the detective
congratulated him. What a dream job, working from home for Mr. Foley himself!
Taking his leave, McIvers reassured Nick he really did understand why the safe room
had to be kept a secret. No, not even Foley knew about his safe room.
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Walking away from the house with the external drive in his pocket, McIvers
wondered if he should have told Nick about the other incidents in the area where
houses had been shot up. The common feature in these neighborhoods was the
target: in each case a single family home in a simple upper middle class
neighborhood. Only one house in a neighborhood was shot at and the
neighborhoods were non-contiguous. So when McIvers got back to the police
station he called back to Nick and asked for a copy of Nick's entire archive over the
last month. They would swing by with a 2Tb drive so Nick could make the copy, and
he urged Nick to lock up the original and start a new drive. Nick could easily oblige
as he had had a gun locker safe built in when he had the new concrete bunker wall
poured.
The next day, the news carried report of the incident at his house, mentioning the
outrage that this had now happened for a second time, but it also alluded to other
similar incidents in similar neighborhoods that had the police baffled. Analysis
stated that the drug-land style evaluation had failed in that the modus operandi
could not be connected to any assumed set of motives associated with the drug
world. The use of the AK weapon had been the primary basis for their original
assumptions. They also confirmed that ballistics showed that the two attacks on
Nick's house were from the same gun AND that the other neighborhood attacks
were also from the same gun. A political wing nut theory also had to be abandoned
because the victims were pretty evenly divided along party lines. The last line of
reasoning, that there were criminal witness issues was also abandoned, and about
these incidents only perplexity remained. Talk radio shows were alive with the
rumor that these were Muslims trying to incite terror by arbitrarily choosing victims.
The newspaper analysis tried to put that to rest by pointing out that one house
(Nick's) had been hit twice, which would decrease the anxiety of others being hit if
they showed any focus whatever. So all these theories were dead ends. The matter
became all the more prominent the next day when the papers reported a black
mother and her infant son had been wounded in a drive by, yes, in the white
neighborhood, which contained a black family. So now the race card was to be
proposed. But it was fumbled by the tragic news of a death in another
neighborhood, white and elderly, same m.o., the next day. The public was at this
point wrathful. All patrols knew about the '99 Cougar, and the car's description was
on all the evening news channels for several days, with the Police Sergeant pleading
for leads. They said they were now looking for a loaner. Bullet casings, ballistics and
a car were what they had, and probably the shooter had had an unfortunate
background as a child. It was unnerving to everyone as paranoia thrives on the
anxiety behind bewaring of things that are unknown and trying vainly to attribute
cause.
Nick had many calls from Foley and over a hundred colleagues expressing their
concern for him and his family. Each person calling had a helpful pet theory, but all
those discussions led only to good wishes for the future from everyone, which were
humanly delightful to receive.
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After a fearsome attack has been withstood with apparently no profound damage
there lingers a je ne sais quoi that says planning has been effective, but luck does
soberly clamor for recognition some place in the shadows of forgetfulness. It seems
to have a little drum and perhaps a faint tambourine that tap and rattle somewhere
just when everything is so quiet. Perhaps this is a simple dirge for the doubt and
dread never born as a result of preparations and assuaging, inside the mind, with
the comfort that harm will not come to diligently good people. Nick could see that
the children had now accepted that their home was protected, and he thought
Glenda was also comfortable. But when harm reaches out to you unprovoked it has
certainly arisen in the image of malice, something that can never again be
disregarded or discounted as powerless. It can summon legions of fears, as a
blizzard does the snow. Someone is still out there. It is out there as it always has
been, but now you notice it. Before this it was children in costumes, but now it is
what they innocently represent. Somewhere.
Practicality comes next as Nick needs to engage for the repairs, again. He calls up
the teams who worked last time and explains that they must fix things all over. They
certainly want the business, but no one considers this commercial fortune, having to
pound the plywood into place again, awaiting the moment when a crew will be free
to fill the holes, change the plaster and fix the floor, sanding basically the same area
as the last time, looking up at the same ceiling, patching with hot plaster and
grinding it all smooth again before painting, reliving the anxiety of slopping paint
across the meeting of edges and having to deal with every detail once more. This
they can fit in just before the family leaves to visit Glenda's parents in Oneonta.
***
On November 15th, McGoon is again at the cafe asking Nick about what he read in
the papers.
Nick: Yes, we got shot up again, but we were not the only ones!
McGoon: And you don't know or associate with the others in any way?
Nick: No.
McGoon: Sounds like a disconfiguration.
Nick: What?
McGoon: Well, we know he has struck twice (assuming it’s a he) because ballistics
tie the two events together. But that doesn't prove there was only one shooter, just
because there was only one gun. So there actually could be at most one shooter per
incident and at least one for all of them. There could be multiple people with the
same motive and multiple people with distinct or overlapping motives all with
access to the same weapon, which would be unusual, but not impossible. No prints
yet, right?
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Nick: No. Hadn't thought of that. But why would they have a community weapon?
McGoon: Crime detection and the law usually assume that the weapon is a sort of
peripheral device of the individual and that there is some motive driving an
individual to multiple crimes with his or her weapon. If you can find a way of fouling
up that assumption set, you defy paradigmatic logic. If you are apprehended, they
have to prove beyond a reasonable doubt that the crime was committed by you,
with this weapon uniquely, and for a specific motive. If a person borrows a gun and
another's target, there can be no convergence, as the actor in this case is arbitrary
and so is the motive and so is the victim. Such a disconfiguration would provoke the
utmost confusion, given discontinuous neighborhoods, geographically and
economically, while not allowing the site of the crime to bear witness to any definite
motive or perpetrator. The only requirement would be a that with the identity of
the victim, address, a weapon and a supply of rounds. Anyone entering the
information and weapon center would be blind to other membership and simply
keyed to participate in reciprocal manner once his victim were out of the way,
taking out the victim he pulled from the hat. Surgical gloves would keep it all quite
secret. The only danger would be getting caught directly in the act.
Nick: My head is spinning! I can see how it would be plausible, but not possible. I
mean, getting that much of a stage set for such things and then actually repeating
the performance flawlessly?
McGoon: Just a speculation.
MaGoon has, on this Tuesday, drawn a water buffalo in silhouette in front of a dark
green bamboo forest.
***
On November 23rd they all climb into the SUV and set out for Oneonta. After an
hour or so, the children are dozing and inattentive to the movie player unit in front
of them. Nick tells Glenda about his encounter with McGoon and about McGoon's
speculation. It strikes Glenda as mad, and she says so. Please! This can't happen
again!
Nick: But even lightning strikes twice in the same place.
Glenda, being very pithy sometimes, responds: Right, where there are lightning
rods. Twice is probably a low number.
And now they are silent. The weather is rainy-soggy as they pass along the quondam
roots of anthracite, iron and steel on their way to the next big goal : lunch. They will
stop at a restaurant right there on US Route 81. Nothing to see, really, along these
trails, nothing in Wilkes-Barre or Scranton they haven't seen, nothing of interest for
the children. This route inspires a deep longing for teleportation. Overpriced,
overdone hamburgers are all they can look forward to for several hours, the climax
of the day being when they set foot in the parental digs. There will be beds there
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and too much food the next day, when Glenda's married sister Connie Parker will
bring her husband Kip and three children (Kip Jr., Sean and Erin) to the feast. In this
part of the woods they call it "Turkey day" and the twenty-six pound bird will
dominate the table laden with "trimmins". A ritual prayer is stated by Kip who
reminds everyone how the Pilgrims shared their food with the starving Indians. The
best part will be the nap, and then on to the Netflix movies and some Scotch.
Of course the meal table was the stage for the retros on family history, but this time
it was necessarily also the presentation platform with questions from the audience,
about all the tribulations of the last year, the murder, the car with the corpse, the
drive-by shootings and the house tossing. Of course no one thought there was any
reason for it all to have happened, although Kim did mention that God acts in
strange ways and that's why we have to pray to him. Everyone showed nervous
agreement as there would be no point in doing otherwise with this person. At this
point the stuffing got passed around again, and then some white meat, gravy, salt,
pepper, and after that dive into paste and grease, only cranberry sauce could save
the tongue, rather like a flavor plough.
The only thing Nick could tell them as to what was actually known about all these
events was that his ex-colleague from the bank had been the murder victim, but
nothing else was really known about any of these crimes, even after so many
months and misfortunes. Glenda pointed out that it was a relief to know that they
were not the only victims of the drive by, but still the puzzle as a whole was very
nerve wracking. Kim looked suspiciously at Nick, but didn't say anything, as he
tipped back on his dining room chair. Soon he leaves the room to watch football. All
the children go with him as they want to see all the funny ads. Rusty lies steadfastly
near the table, perhaps waiting for the right moment to seize that turkey carcass.
In order to bore through the weekend, they make their way to a large mall, so they
can review the contents of all the stores they have in their home town also. It's an
opportunity to see what the kids might like for the Christmas they still perform each
year on their behalf. They go to the Red Robin to ingest more hamburgers, French
fries and cokes, talking about the inanities of the season and allowing Errol and
Wendy to try out some of the Wee games and XBOX stuff, mostly to burn energy
left over from all that turkey. Then there are arcade games that eat quarters by the
role fed by pimply tattooed teenagers with Mohicans, black lips, and various pins
stuck through their faces. It is an opportunity for parents to advise their children on
what they don't want them to look like in a few years, hoping the stimulus coins will
bind their children's oaths not to do so. By 4:00 the mall experience is exhausted.
They have seen all the sale signs glisten with silver flecks, the bulbs flash on long
strands in the super-drugstore; they have been struck by shoppers bustling by with
too many bags of shopper catch and long tubes of wrapping paper. All in all they
have experienced a blank day away from home in an alternate but routine universe.
The kids sleep all the way back to the grandparent's house. They are missing Rusty.
That night the traditional hearty soup made from left-over turkey, a slide show of
the happy family from the 70s, some TV and then bed. The next day a tribulation
built on playing the traditional Monopoly game and then a DVD airing of The Wizard
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of Oz, with buttered popcorn. Then traditional roast beef, what they would normally
have had were they staying through Sunday, but unfortunately they couldn't take
Monday off because of work, you know. The best day of the weekend was Sunday
when, after an out-sized breakfast, they drove home, with a stack of roast beef
sandwiches, potato chips, a dill pickle for each, and a coke. Better than highway
burgers but eaten while driving in this rainy pre-winter season. And yes, they would
probably have to do this next year too.
There really is nothing to do while you're driving but watch the road, half-listen to
music and occasionally chat about the thoughts that swirls over the boards of
consciousness like so many little waves. Once the children have dropped out of the
ride into sleep and Glenda has entered the travel trance to the noble fighting off the
school dragons of Monday, Nick begins to reflect on McGoon's disconfiguration
theory that seems to be threatening his family and his life. Disconfiguration has no
eidolon; all it's parts are separate, remote and relate only through one thread:
sequence, irucate at any moment into simultaneous tines. Maybe it's not just the
gun that is common. Perhaps the car is also common with a glove compartment full
of mandatory chits. The person climbing into the car has just learned his victim was
killed or has simply died; he is now obliged to reach into the glove compartment and
go hunting for the person named at the indicated address. Once he has eliminated
his target, the next person will climb into the car and reach into the glove
compartment, and go there like an android on a mission. Going into android mode,
the driver will pull away from the curb and be directed by the GPS to the target,
shoot, and return the car to a pre-programmed spot to be available to the next user.
He will find more ammunition in the trunk and he will be directed to buy gas with
the debit card he finds in the now defunct drawer that used to be an ashtray.
But how can this all work? The queue to kill would arrive over the TV or the evening
news. And so now it would be up to him to engage in the plan's random next step.
But since his name is not known within the disconfiguration, how would he be
compelled to carry out his part of the bargain? Why couldn't a person just be happy
that he got what he wanted and not endanger himself? But that must be the rub.
Somehow the identity of the person tagged for the next killing is known, but doesn't
know he is known. Now if this were true, death's accountant could drop his name
into the glove compartment without his knowing it. When contacted originally
someone or something compelled their realization that they would not survive the
game unless they played by its rules. Furthermore, they would be cognizant that
their whereabouts would be known as they had been contacted about the location
of the murder vehicle, wouldn't they? Nick couldn't figure out all the forces and
mechanisms involved, but as he followed radiating thought patterns in many futile
directions he began to think back on the alchemical notion of universal acid, the acid
he heard about from Phil Merryweather, that was so powerful it could never be
contained in a container but would continue to burn up until there was nothing left
but boiling, steaming slush. Nick saw that as one murder automatically set off
another the only limitation would be the domain of knowledge containing the
location of the gun/car ensemble, although, strictly speaking, there was no reason
that the pair could not simply exist as a node in a much larger network, like the
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Internet, where there are no owners or directors except for people who fear losing
their jobs on the wetware side of the screen.
A second windfall of thought came tumbling down now as Nick meta-perception
and tried to imagine how the text of this great evolving acid plot might have had its
origins. The the string of thoughts could perhaps be traced like the high tension
wires along the road, sagging and waving slowly in the wind and rain, but connected
somewhere where the current flowed forward and backwards in AC 60 cycle rhythm
without some how jumping off into the cool and ending there, but staying with the
wire without origin or termination in the realm of plain heat transfer. But the wire
had to start some place, right? There had to be a first circuit. So with the
disconfiguration, there had to be a starting point, an end point, and a junction that
would operate semi-unsupervised to continue notification processes. What he
couldn't figure out was how such a system would be genned up. One person would
make a deal with another. That would start the action, but then how would
subsequent actors jump into the pool so it could continue with constant and infinite
anonymity? Unless someone were in control of all the transfer tags it couldn't work,
but if someone were in charge, then his foibles would kick in. So the answer must lie
somewhere in distributed transfer protocol some intelligent agent would become
sensible to the crime environment and send off one or more notifications. If a player
failed to go after a target, as agreed, then another tag could be sent out to
accomplish the deed and implicate the delinquent player. The police would consider
the case closed and not detect the presence of the area system that hides from
paradigmatic reasoning.
And so, Nick's thinking went tumbling on as thy rolled towards home, never really
clarifying but alternating between greater density and opacity and instantaneous
dismissal. The disconfiguration theory basically evolved into the lock out MaGoon
had predicted, for such is the nature of disconfiguration.
The Winslows felt the comfort of home once again that almost made the trip worth
the effort, although the children were mute about that. It had been neither better
nor worse than any other Thanksgiving. They had their affectionate coddling from
their grandparents and that was reward enough.
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25. International Business Machines

Foley & Co. had been planning a new automated parking garage, so components, a
lot of them, would be needed to be ordered from Brazil. Foley had built so many of
these facilities that they had developed a standard letter of credit for this purpose,
but because the transaction always entailed millions, top level attention had to be
responsible for execution, so Nick was to personally negotiate the arrangement with
B*Bank. So Nick was sent in to make sure that all the stipulations were understood
directly by Phil Merryweather. The letter of credit essentially consists of having two
international banks agree to make payment on a certain date if contractual
stipulations are met. A letter of credit involves documents only to prove or affirm
delivery. The buyer places money with his bank; his bank contacts the bank of the
seller essentially guaranteeing that funds are committed to the transaction upon
fulfillment of the order. This can be by a date certain or upon presentation of
appropriate delivery documentation, usually the bill of lading, for payment. But
Foley didn't have this requirement as he was sufficiently ahead of the game and felt
he could rely on his supplier Engenharia do Brazil, Ltda, to deliver well within
tolerance, so a date was set for payment when the letter was formulated.
At lunch Phil Merryweather acts cagy and asks why Foley doesn't want the extra
service involved in a "sight LOC". He doesn't want to take no for an answer and at
the same time Nick sees no reason to go into extended explanation. Phil recalls that
Foley has never wanted anything different; he as much as implies there is some sort
of evasion going on. Why would Foley never want to protect himself by invoking the
common requirement that the proper import documents be presented? Where in
fact were the goods to be delivered? Foley had made just such an order months
ago. Why didn't he combine the orders? Were they going to be delivered into
different ports? Did Nick know what cities the automated parking facilities (APFs)
were being built in? My! That business is growing awfully fast! Why didn't Foley
share that information with Nick? Could he find out? Just curious... And so went the
lunch. Nick's response was that Phil did not qualify as a person with a need to know.
Business is private and its quite common to keep such information out of the hands
of competition. Any chance B*Bank was in fact working with the competition? That
could be a reason for all this, innuendo, wheedling, and blandishment. From Nick's
point of view, it was a very safe conversation because in fact he could not answer
any of these question. Foley and his management team, at their first meeting, had
explained exactly this to him: that he would never be in danger of accidentally
sharing critical information. They would always supply him with exactly enough precut information to do his job efficiently. Nick was happy with that as he was not an
organizational climber needing insider information for leverage anywhere, and they
were happy with this attitude also. He was not the kind of guy to snoop around in
someone else's business. And besides, he had his own fish to fry.
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After talking with Phil, Nick had a shower to take, but decided to wait then swing by
in the limo and then pick up the kids from school. Some friends of Errol and Wendy
came along behind them gawking at the stretch. They were all surprised when Nick
offered to drive all five of them home. Nick duly negotiated the trip with the parents
waiting in their SUVs. They all smiled and thought their children would get a kick out
of it. So Andy the chauffeur happily complied with the idea to take them all for
some frozen yogurt, then drive them all home. Andy loved kids and really enjoyed
the diversion. The kids said they felt like they were eating their cones in secret
because no one could see in. As they each arrived home, their Moms and Dads were
waiting with cameras and cell phones to capture their children's first step out of a
limousine. Some insisted on taking the conventional movie shot, with the
besneakered foot slowly emerging toward the curb. That was a hit! And then of
course Andy obliged by re-enacting the opening of the door for the little lord or lady
to step out of the car with all that black glass. It was a great day. Nick had done
everything just right. Everyone was happy, except maybe Phil, but who would care;
he was just a malevolent beast from Harvard.
This all happened on Tuesday, November 29, 2011. At night, Glenda receives a call
from Detective McIvers , who would like to see them again to discuss "the case", the
next day. There have been developments relative to the drive-by shooting. Not to
worry. They have solved "the case". He doesn't want to talk about it on the phone
and he wants them to say nothing of it, especially to the children, as they don't want
it to get out to the news. He'll need them to come down to the station to try to
identify the culprit. From the speakerphone in the study Nick and Glenda express
their surprise and can't imagine how their coming down to the station will help
anyone nail this down. The detective assures them that they have seen more than
they think. It doesn't make sense, but it will.
Glenda: You think this makes any sense, Nick?
Nick: Not much. I don't know how we could both know this guy.
Glenda: Gus?
Nick: Well, it's usually a guy who goes around shooting an AK, right?
Glenda: I used to shoot one, and I'm not that unique.
Nick: Ok, but its unlikely. And how would both of us know this person? I just don't
get it.
Glenda: Me neither.
And so both of them keep spinning these prospects out of control, but neither says
anything to the other because all their working hypotheses are clearly duds.
Moreover, how could a conclusion to the Men In Black type of attack on their house
be connected with anything else they have been going through? And in Nick's mind
there is a veritable cloud of disconnected suspicions, flying about like empty beer
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cans in a tornado. Finally, a double Ambien brings him down and allows him to sleep
under the weight of hormonal suppression. He doesn't move, but who knows if the
world of disconnected cars, guns, glove compartments, keys, chits and vengeful
beings are there in that somnolent muck? And when he awakens, does he have any
definite idea he so lacked the night before, or will his thoughts continue to teem
until the revelations of the line-up? They will meet at 5:30 at the police station.
***
If the disconfiguration hypothesis holds, then neither of them will know the guilty
party, and you can't prove a negative with a negative, there is no objective motive,
and, without witnesses, the perpetrator cannot be placed at the scene of the crime.
So the police had to be barking up the wrong tree. How could they pull all this
together so even a jury could understand it? Moreover, who would be responsible,
the person who committed the crime, or the organization that enabled it? Being
Wednesday, McGoon would not be at the Awakening Cafe, so there was no one
with whom to discuss this. Glenda had treated him as if he were not feeling well in
the head when he had tried to make the hypothesis intelligible, and so it would be a
matter of resorting to McGoon. But perhaps this would be unnecessary if the
afternoon line-up (literally) were to reveal a reality he had not considered.
And it did. He and Glenda were immediately seated in a small meeting room and
instructed not to use cameras or recording devices there in the Police station.
Glenda was also required to check her pistol into the evidence locker until they
were ready to leave. They were to view the line-up separately and not discuss their
findings with each other until they were again both brought back to the interview
room. When McIvers arrived, he had a rather broad smile on his face, as though he
was planning some sort of trick on them. First he led Glenda into the lineup viewing
area. When she came out she had a look of absolute astonishment on her face.
When Nick went in he didn't have the faintest idea what he was about to see. There,
on the other side of the one-way glass were five men and two women. Nick did not
know any of them.
Actually, having Nick view the group was just more formal police protocol. Glenda,
on the other hand, was sitting rigidly in her chair looking pallid.
McIver: Nick, your wife just picked out Martin Bumpstead.
Nick: Who the hell is Martin Bumpstead? How could she know this man? He has
never been to our house? Glenda how could you pick him out when you have no
idea who shot up our house.
Glenda: They simply told me to identify anyone I knew in the line-up. That's all. I
don't know if he did anything, but I wouldn't be surprised.
McIver: That's right. The solution became quite simple once we had the picture you
gave us. Basically, Martin Bumpstead is a nut job. He was going around to different
neighborhood shooting into the houses of people he didn't like. Once we had your
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picture we went to the neighborhoods where he had struck and checked our traffic
cams for a match. We found one, lifted the plate number, and then began following
this guy around at night. When he stopped in front of a house, we surrounded him,
pulled him out of the car, and located his weapon. Ballistics all match. He has
attacked seven different houses not counting yours. Luckily, he only actually hurt
two people. He was the only common factor between the victims.
Nick: But why us?
Glenda: That was Freddy's father, The Freddy that Errol kicked, and the father that
came into my class that time with the baseball bat demanding I change Freddy's
grades. He was the reason I got my gun, remember?
Nick: You've got to be kidding! That nut?
McIvers and Glenda: Yes.
So the disconfiguration theory has run into a stone wall. It seemed so intriguing, so
fraught with possibilities, it almost overcame the memories of being shot at out of
the blue, or rather, the dark. Nick felt the need to share the theoretical failure with
McGoon, so at 10:00 the next morning he was waiting for him at the Awakening
Cafe, tapping his fingers on the table and wiping his brow intermittently to relieve
his anxious stress.
***
When MaGoon appeared he was carrying a zippered portfolio case, upscale from his
usual ragged block of sketch paper. He was smiling as he sat down directly at Nick's
table.
McGoon: Hey, Nick! What's the matter? You look like you saw a ghost! What's going
on?
Nick: We found out who shot up the house. It was the father of one of my wife's
former students. He was mad about some bad grades his kid had wracked up.
McGoon: I can't believe anyone would do such a thing for reasons like that! [As if
this were the shallowest BS]
Nick: Well, it turns out he had a lot of crazy grudges. He visited several
neighborhoods and did the same thing there. We don't know the details but the
detective said all his motives were similarly ridiculous. One person had done no
more than cut across his path in the parking lot. Apparently he followed the guy
home to see where he lived, then pop,pop, pop two nights later.
You know, since the last time we spoke I have been churning and churning your
disconfiguration theory I think because that gave me the idea that there was at least
a rational mechanism behind this.
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McGoon: Yeah, it's like one of those Swiss watches with the transparent back. There
are wheels, gears and ratchets you can watch, but, no matter how intent your
concentration, you can't tell what time it is until you flip the watch over so you can
see the hands.
Nick: You mean, it still could be disconfiguration driving all this?
McGoon: Disconfiguration is scalar. You can't see what's happening until you are
viewing the right panorama through the right lens, a bit like putting a low pass filter
on a radio wave: the melody won't show through until you eliminate the carrier
frequencies. Without just the right way of seeing things you only see ghosts and
flickers. Then your mind kicks in and prompts you with suggestions about linkage
and relationship.
Nick: So I may never get to the bottom of all this?
McGoon: Bottom. Interesting word. You know that the Greek world had no word for
bottom. They only had words meaning "the deep". It was only in the Germanic
languages that the word for bottom appeared, which referred to the ground. Greeks
were sea-faring people and the reference to ground at sea made no sense. But no
matter.
Nick, showing impenetrability: So I may never get to the bottom of all this because
there is no bottom or start to it all?
McGoon, jocular: Well, Grasshopper, you can't really go towards it or away from it,
because it finds you. Consider any point of origin. Lets say it is crime that sets the
great machine of the world in operation. A crime occurs. Think of your definition
now, stripped of morality. A crime occurs when someone steals from you, your
things, your family or your life. To avoid this you set up a government to protect
you, but it still happens. Overtime you create more and more coverings and
protections against it. You enter into covenants and agreements, surrounding
yourself with walls and "rights" and weapons, and allies to counter the nearly
inevitable violation, or at least to delay it for the maximum time. This costs money,
and you pay it. But then there are those who know how to penetrate defenses, so
you pay more for more defense. And, think about it, this is really the mechanism
that runs the world. If you took away the crime all economies would collapse, as
there would be very little for anyone to do. They would not need to constantly build
and maintain defenses; they would not have to adorn the inside of their prison
homes to make them more comfortable and create the illusion that they were free
and living openly in the light!
I say that what has besieged you is still there and it is futile to look for causes. The
causes are probably only secondary and tertiary effects coming from origins
strangled by time and coated by darkness. Such are the machines of the world!
Nick: Sounds like a sermon, but I can't identify the religion.
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McGoon: Religions are all no more than responsive readings to this hymn.
Nick: Wow, that's a bit deep for me even on a Thursday afternoon. What is
conclusive?
McGoon: That's the point. It's not conclusive, in any time or direction. It is all
context and texture. Changing the subject, I'm glad I found you here today. I have
something special I want to show you.
McGoon touches his index finger to the extreme right edge of his left eye, indicating
that Nick should be prepared to look closely at something, namely the large page
stuck on pasteboard (18 x24)the has an image on it. It is today's mosquito. It is a
forearm and a hand, knuckles up, with rather enlarged veins. The drawing is
multimedia, meaning charcoal and pencil. A mosquito is standing about in the
middle of the hand, a man's hand, with hair and somewhat oversized pores. There is
a shadow under the mosquito and his proboscis is clearly inserted so as to reach
subcutaneous regions. The drawing of the mosquito is hyper realistic in the way that
only drawings can be. Beyond the forearm is a shadow striated by the varied
pressures of charcoal application. Some smearing has been applied, but not so as to
create uniformity. McGoon holds the picture close to Nick, but as Nick takes it in,
McGoon moves away, tipping back further on his chair. Nick begins to squint.
At this point McGoon says: It's almost finished. As it moves away you begin to lose
the subject of the sketch, which is a point. This is where color comes in, and you will
be privileged to actually see the color that makes all the difference and holds this
flat world together.
McGoon reaches into his jacket pocket and pulls out a bottle of Channel's "Holiday
Red" nail polish. It is approximately the color of capillary blood. McGoon daubs on a
gob of it just this side of the proboscis, and then backs away.
McGoon: Done! Now look at it from over there. Can you not tell where the
mosquito is?
Nick: Done? No more drawing mosquitoes? Yes. I can see it. The red dot changes
everything.
McGoon: Some things can only go so far. They won't really stop, but we will.
Nick: The picture is done, but where does this all go?
McGoon: Essentially, we haven't moved, but the machine is turning. I'm going to
find another idea now.
McGoon gets up and leaves, portfolio closed and re-zipped. There may be a storm.
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Nick tries in his mind to visualize the phantoms of disconfiguration and to imagine
how events so mysteriously rumpled could arise. He tries to guess the point at
which his life started through these gears. There were no warnings, just effects. He
longs for his safe room.
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26. Rational Fervor

On his way home, Nick thinks he should rededicate himself to doing his job, but how
can he just let this swirl of vicious events go free without knowing what called them
in? So now, while he is working on issues for Foley Industries, he will keep a white
board on the wall behind him so he can gradually and assiduously pursue ideas that
flash through his mind in the direction of solutions. No, a white board will just
remind everyone in the family about those events, and he wants to Kordagujinev
the balm of forgetfulness in them. So he looks for a computer tool so he can lay out
all his ideas and evidence and paste up pictures and documents as they come in,
with arrows of all sorts available to propose relationships graphically. He chooses
MindMapper for this task. It is quickly downloaded, and after about a half hour of
tinkering he is able to begin pasting in items, creating transformable geometric
shapes, and drawing arrows that can stretch if an item needs to be moved, or simply
erased if the arrow is inappropriate, or tipped on each end if reciprocity is
discovered.
The method of the process simply begins with a decision about what is really the
subject of the entire analytical process for which he is creating the scheme. Nick
chooses a simple ellipse for the center of it all, with Winslow as its "Title". It's the
Winslow map. Next, the influences are placed with arrows pointed toward the
"target" idea. He thinks of the influences: B*Bank, Two Suits, George Murphy,
Corpse-in-car, House Tossing (uses circles). So since there is a relationship between
George Murphy and B*Bank, he draws a reciprocal arrow between the two. Just for
rigor, he decides to add in Foley, with a reciprocal relationship with B*Bank. He
debates whether to add in a relationship between Winslow and Foley, and decides
not to since none of these events took place after his relationship with Foley, except
the second drive-by and the brick. However, knowing that the drive-by was entirely
unrelated, he will not create a link. On the other hand, what about the brick? That
must be connected, so he draws an arrow from the suits to the brick, as they were
looking for something when they tossed his house, and the guy with the brick was
also looking for something. They are only connected by an abstract motive. But to
show that the relationship is uncertain, he draws the arrow with a dashed shaft.
Now it dawns on him that he has omitted the most important element: an unknown
object that someone was after. So here he makes use of one of the MindMaps
strongest features, a mnemonic object: pot of gold. What about Martin Bumpstead?
Not included, but methodologically should be because he still had not confessed
and the courts could grind on for years before mounting all their evidence to find
him conclusively guilty. This relationship can be erased anytime. Having a graph of
these relations seemed to make things more clear, although he wasn't sure why.
Now Nick thinks about the universe involved by his business, as second interactive
file. So he places "Foley" in the center and other relationships around it. In this case,
a large number of relationships is involved, which can be partitioned at a high level
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between incoming money and outgoing money. The incoming cash is deposited in
any of several non-interstate banks that are local to operations, then transferred,
some algorithmically, and some at discretion, electronically. Auto payments are
nearly universal so there are no problems with creditors. This is a position much
enhanced by Foley's determination not to carry debt, except for the mortgages he
pays for his trusted employees. Amounts are accrued for expected expenses, and
investments are also tied to anticipated capital needs.
The hub of it all is B*Bank. All the credit cards empty into it like tributaries into the
Mississippi. Only some of the local cash ends up there, while out of town cash is
delivered locally to other banks. So, for each of the four northeast states
(PA,NJ,NY,CT) NICK draws a circle, signifying the cash sink. There are restaurants,
marinas and automated parking lots well distributed over the four-state area. Cash
deposits go by state. Now Nick comes up with this idea: use the drill-down functions
of the software to create sub pages; as background for each subpage, use a state
map; on each state map create a sink (circle) for the cash and a well (pin) for the
cash, where cash originates. No. Wrong. He thinks. He cannot draw any of the
arrows here. There are several local banks in each but where each deposit changes
destination over time. After a few more hours of fooling with the graph, he has
graphic references by which to understand the money situation of the company, at
least statically. It takes three days to put all this together. He steps back from it and
says to himself that that has just described the company's circulatory system. Not
quite, in that he has not managed the outputs to investments and invoices nor the
returns on profit from investment. These he will put in at a later time, since so much
is going on internationally and is hard to follow without a lot of probing where he
may or may not have access. But he can see that B*Bank has mostly international
deposits and financial outflows, while the core cash of the company remains
relatively stable. That's only his first impression, though, and he will study that later.
The same day he asks if the last LOC to Engenharia do Brazil has "fired". Phil
Merryweather reports that it has, as usual, and there were no complications. Nick
calls the COO, John Spender, to see if the shipments are proceeding apace. They are,
and good job! John Spender now fires off an email to the management team that
the order from Engenharia do Brazil is currently being fulfilled, on time and within
budget. Good job Nick!
Foley is an appreciative guy. He calls Nick to see if Nick could manage a trip to
London so he could get his fingers into the cash management situation involved
with their interests in futures, bonds, thrifts and especially municipals in Europe. It's
Foley's philosophy to keep a balanced footprint in Europe, Asia and the US, so Nick
will be given the opportunity to begin looking at these issues too. Occasional
arbitrage ($,£,€,¥) also helps to even things out. Till now, he's been working all this
himself, but he'd like more help. Could Nick delay the trip until Christmas so the
whole family could go? Sure, no rush. Take your time learning the business and be
sure to ask for help if you need it. It's complicated and I expect you to be learning
for a while. La Roma non fu fatta in un giorno, Rome wasn't built in a day, as they
say. Enjoy Harrods! I’ll get back to with some suggestions on helpful activities.
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Nick: Oh, I'm glad you mentioned that! Could you send someone over so I could
learn how to use the company database system? I know it's simple but I don't have
access yet and I may need some instruction on query formation.
Bill: Sure! Call Tom Kaplan. He's very good. I learned in a snap.
All very good, Nick now reflects on his "Winslow map". Perhaps he should go back
and round up the documents surrounding each of the incidents. The kids have kept
a scrapbook of newspaper clippings, so he raids that first and pastes them in
association with the date flow, once he has created a time-line chart to go with it all.
Nick has now been in the house for almost three days straight, and Tom Kaplan will
be on his way over the next day to help him with database operations, so he decides
to take Rusty out for a ride to the Awaken Cafe. And there he runs into McGoon
who has now decided to dedicate Thursdays to a portrait of the dead Ophelia
floating down the river emerging head-first under a stone bridge.
Nick: How did you come up with this idea? I mean, what in the world?
McGoon: Ideas come from all sorts of places. I never know how, but I find that if I
just think blankly, something will usually happen. Oscar Wilde said it was de
profundis. Suffering is only one long moment, but it is inhabited by many spirits. And
the spirits speak through the cracks as mute appearances. Somehow they seem to
render up purpose to life, as in my drawings. Sometimes they just disappear again
behind the screen of ordinary days. So Ophelia came to me and I am trying to
capture her before she disappears again.
Nick, opaquely: She appears in your dreams?
McGoon: No. When I am still. I think this is like meditation, where you remove
yourself from the scene; you let the sediment drop to the bottom of the glass of
water until something appears there, not as a sensory thing, but as a presence.
Nick: Aren't you afraid you are going nuts?
McGoon: No, Grasshopper. During our active lives we work for these things. We
cover them with effort and thought and they are silent, invisible, and don't
interfere. Ophelia lives only in a dead image. If you go home and sit in a quiet place
they will come out if you don't refuse them. They may solve your mysteries or
present more. They all know you are interested in stories, or rather, endings of
stories. It’s why you always wake up in a sweat when you are dreaming deeply: you
are frustrated that you will not see the end of the dream story, though your mind
has to be running at full throttle: 98.2◦
Nick: I'm not quite sure what to do with this.
McGoon: It’s really not up to you. You'll see. By the way I may be moving again.
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Nick: Where?
McGoon: Not sure. Just thinking about it. I get too cranky if I stay too long in one
place.
Nick: Sorry to hear that. I enjoy our conversations.
McGoon: Thanks! Me too!

When Nick gets home he feels happy to be in his safe place. The experience with
MaGoon had been giving him the feeling of vulnerability to strange experiences, but
there won't be any in his safe room. There he has his "workstation" where he can
view the larger pictures of reality that are free from what might be living between
the cracks in the world. First, he decides to go back to the "Winslow map" and look
over all the connections he has established. He rethreads the articles he scanned in;
next he goes Googling the same events and pastes in the hyperlinks in the
appropriate spaces under the clippings. He sits back and stares at it all. No influx of
new ideas. But at least he can "gray out" the information having to do with the
shots fired at the house. He feels like this is dead matter because the mystery has
been solved (mostly). Now he looks at what remains, but even with this narrower
focus nothing jumps out at him.
Rusty comes over to say "hello" and he gives him lots of pats on the head. Rusty
stares at him affectionately eye to eye. Somehow, he feels like Rusty is saying
something, but ears and other senses don't work to decode it. We all get those
messages from dogs; everyone knows that. With good cheer, Nick swivels back to
look at his screen and changes over to the "Foley map". There too he sees nothing.
It occurs to him that the map is static, but reality is dynamic. In other words, the
circulatory flows between different mapped "objects", the retail outlets, the banks,
investments and countries, are dynamic. So he doesn't really have a map of what's
going on, only the simulacrum of relevance so far. Channels are nothing without
water as the circulatory system is nothing without blood. It now becomes visible to
his mind's eye that he doesn't have the channels (computerspeak: flows). There are
multiple banks (sinks) and multiple wells (pins) but there are no definite relations
between them because of the randomizing effects of the cash pickups by Brinks
Security and the aftermath of algorithmic transfers guided by sub-second fuzzy
logic. To get at this information he will need the help that is on its way from Tom
Kaplan, the guy from information services. Nevertheless, patiently he stares at the
area cash maps. As far as he knows, cash will only be dropped off in the state where
it is earned; so even when there are two banks not much separated by a state line,
they will not miscegenate funds. Once he receives the necessary know-how, he will
be able to use the cash-codes to match with state-codes and bank-codes to match
up wells with sinks on any date.
So that Friday, Dec 2, 2011, he is ready to begin tracing deposits. The lesson from
Tom had been quite effective. In his dreadfully boring MBA he had taken years ago,
he had was brought up to date with current software tools and could no longer be
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accused of computer illiteracy. The first thing to do was to create a table containing
wells by sinks by dates, and then print it out so he could scratch notes here and
there. Given end-of-month closings, he was sure to have every transaction for his
sample month, 11/2011. Making sense of all this would take some time as there
were thousands of deposits involved. The one thing he could say was that all
deposits took place in the appropriate state. He did not go further with this right
away, as he had many things to tie up before the trip to London over the vacation.
But he went away from it well aware that there were still questions to calm in his
mind, although none of them had great urgency. Having said that, it is natural for a
person in a position such as his to realize there is always the possibility of
embezzlement going on, some which he might attribute to others and some which
could be maliciously attributed to him, for such is management, and so goes the
world. Truth be told, so little was being required of him at work, he felt his
occupation might actually be a menacing vacuum. Fear was beginning to eat at him.
But he would only return to this after his trip to London.
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27. London at Christmas
Monday December 19, 2011. It was with some trepidation that Nick stepped onto
the plane for London. At least they could be eased though it in the first class of
British Air. They could comfortably recline, have a few glasses of wine and not suffer
so much from the fodder-like cabin food. They arrive in reasonable comfort at 9:00
am. They will stay at the Millennium Hotel on Sloan St, right in the heart of
Knightsbridge, where a small conference has been arranged at the request of Bill
Foley. The three-day conference will bring together experts in the cash
management/investment business, particularly where futures are concerned. Foley
won't be there but the COO, and the CFO will be. The meeting will be very private
and the dining will be sumptuous. After lunch they will be let out of the meeting so
they can be with their families the rest of the day, and perhaps meet up later for a
team-building dinner.
There is really only one reason to visit London at Christmas time: Harrods.
Otherwise, London is cold, damp and full homeless people, suffering drunks and
addicts, enormous shopping crowds and a heavy fog of traffic fumes. Some would
argue it is the season of great cheer, but others find it rather depressing.
Harrods is the consumer beacon to the world. It is the most massive department
store of all stores, covering 4.5 acres with two sub floors, access to their own
Underground metro station, and seven floors above ground. All this is in the shape
of a home plate. After 4:00pm, Harrods becomes the most massive Christmas tree in
the world, with all its castle-like edges and windows lit by colored bulbs, the
kilowatt requirements of which have never been released to environmentalists.
Every inch of the floor level is window, with internationally famous mechanical
elves, Santas, reindeer, goblins, scenes from Snow White, Little Red Riding Hood and
the like festooned with special effects as elegantly dressed and adorned
mannequins look on, like the Three Wise Men, seeming to enjoy the displays as
much as the passersby, who hold their young children up to the window for a better
view. Harrods boasts the greatest, richest selection of goods in the world.
The shop's 330 departments offer a wide range of products and services. Products
on offer include clothing for women, men, children and infants, electronics, jewelry,
sporting gear, bridal trousseau, pets and pet accessories, toys, food and drink,
health and beauty items, packaged gifts stationary, housewares, home appliance,
furniture, real fur coats (the rest of UK refuses to sell them because of social
pressure), and their famous hampers full of such things as foie gras, truffles, wines,
brandies, ports & fortified wines, scotches, salamis, cheeses, crackers, cakes, teas,
Christmas cakes, fruitcakes and cookies, ranging from $300 to $15,000, all delivered
worldwide for something more than the minimum $60. To be sure, not all their
selection taste is as tatty as the 9-inch high heel platform shoes "fashioned" from
the "softest" bright yellow leather and decorated with silver buttons separated
about a quarter of an inch that stick out about a quarter of an inch. In fact, for
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extreme elegance in gifts you can buy, store, and sell (guaranteed) pure gold in
various increments starting at 1.5g to 12.5kg (a great convenience for oil-soaked
laundry not kept in regulated banks).
People think all this is fun to do at Christmas time in England: review every sparkling
aisle, every shiny can, every dazzling mannequin, every product nuance, every tool
of legitimate enjoyment, and spend and send, so that upon arrival at home they will
be greeted by in-coming gifts to themselves and souvenirs of vacation time well
spent at the forefront of modern acquisition. They have visited and consulted
Harrods, today's museum of tomorrow's nausée.
This year, Harrods decided to add some new excitement to the season, so they
opened a wing on the seventh floor for things that could be considered "Big Boy
Toys". It had usually been the space consecrated to home furniture, but that sector,
of all, did the most poorly during the holidays. So Big Boy Toys were mostly not
furniture, although there were some splendid gold-plated thrones encrusted with
(fake) jewels, amethyst, diamond, ruby, tourmaline and zirconium (for extra bright
glitter) for the Arabs and Evangelists in the crowd, and then some fascinating
mechanical gizmos, along the lines of a hydraulic duck press, and larger
mechanisms. One of the most imaginative was a John Deere tractor fitted up with a
Ferris wheel seat that could be raised by means of a telescoping support system. For
£20, Errol and Wendy could be strapped in and driven around the floor from 20 foot
on high, watching the shoppers through a pair of supplied binoculars. While they
were in the air, Nick took the opportunity to eyeball all the strange ideas people had
as targets for squandered money. And so there was the motorcycle consisting of a
single huge wheel which spun forward over the head of the driver wreathed inside
it, controlling direction with a tiny wheel trailing the great tire. Other toys were an
array of cars with forms perverted into boats or air planes or helicopters at the push
of a button. Then there was the Iron Man rig, for the gentleman who wanted to
walk through bad neighborhoods unharmed. If attacked by gun or knife could easily
deflect it, or if by hand, he was protected with a jolt of paralyzing electricity. And
then there was the Dolphin Jet Boat with the world-is-such-a-small-place, Gus
Morganstein!
Nick: Oh my God! Gus!
Gus: Hey, Buddy! Bill told me you might be here this year and he said he pushed you
all to visit Harrods. It's fun up here. Guys are so excited to be seeing all these
fantasy objects in one place! They are even selling. I sold seven dolphins already.
You know how? I show the film of the water polo game from that day in Philly and I
show them the thrill kids get out of it. Errol went right to the heart of the matter.
Dads love to imagine themselves having fun like that with their kids.
Nick: So glad it's going so well for you! Are you free for dinner?
Gus: No. I'm going back tomorrow. Christmas Day is a great day to travel. But I'm so
glad you ran into me. I wanted to know how it's going with you and Bill? Am I going
to be getting you one of these boats soon?
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Nick: Hopefully not. You know how I am in boats.
Gus: Just joking! But, seriously, all is well?
Nick: Yes. I'm really beginning to get into this job. Bill set up a really interesting
seminar for us. Look, be sure to call us when you're coming to Philly! We'd all love
to see you again!
Gus: Will do!
***
Christmas is typically a family time, but when the family is traveling in London, most
Americans find it a good ersatz experience to have afternoon dinner at Strand
Carvery, so named for the street it is on. Every travel agent tells them to go to this
"world-famous" carvery, a buffet, featuring roasts of beef, pork, ham, lamb and
chicken and sausage links. The rest is also everyone's comfort food, consisting of
mashed potatoes, yams, peas, and an assortment of gravies, horse radish sauce,
mustard and chutney. In to this world recognized institution marched the Winslow
family, got their table assignment and received the house instructions regarding self
service and the protocol of allowing the carver to do his job. This is a tradition
"stretching back" to the seventeenth century, the days of grog and more grog, and it
better jolly well continue unchanged! So up they went, plates in hand. Following the
heartiest recommendations from their raving travel agent, they also tried the
Yorkshire pudding.
Barely were they seated when Nick received a cellphone call from Detective McIvers
.
McIvers : Merry Christmas to you and your family!
Nick: Well the very same to you, Detective, but what makes you call on this merry
day?
McIvers : Good news can always wait, but not bad news.
Nick: Bad news? What in the world? What now?
[He makes a big how the hell do I know face at Glenda and then squashes the phone
into his ear and cups his hand over the other to keep out the restaurant din]
McIvers : It's your basement.
Nick: You're calling me about my basement??? Did it flood? Why is that a police
matter?
McIvers : There were two dead people found in your basement.
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Nick: Dead people???
[The family and the neighborhood tables turn all stares on Nick]
Nick: Two dead people in my basement???
[ Silence goes universal, but some chairs squeak across the floor. People don't know
what to think.]
Nick: They blew up a bomb in my basement?
Chorus: Oh my God! Oh my God, Oh my God!
McIver: It was a small bomb. They were trying to break into your room down there
and they must have accidentally triggered the fire suppression system, which
apparently suffocated them. The neighbors first heard a small explosion and then a
kind of muffled roar. We think they hacked through your security system to disable
the alarms, because nothing rang down here at the station or even at the alarm
service.
Nick: What should I do now? We are coming home tomorrow. Didn't want to spend
our whole vacation here in this city.
McIver: Stay if you like. We went ahead and cleaned things up once Forensics had
checked it out. We've got your security hooked up again and your door is locked.
You don't need to hurry. Sorry for this awful experience right during the holiday!
Nick: Well, we'll be coming home tomorrow. Thanks for all your efforts. Do you
know who these guys were?
McIver: No. We're working on it. When you get back we'll go over it all with you.
Nick turns to Glenda, Errol and Wendy: They broke in trying to get into the safe
room. When they tried to blow the lock they set off the fire suppression system. No
idea who it was!
Errol: I wonder how they knew we were gone?
Wendy's eyes fill with tears and looks up to her father asking: Why are they trying to
kill us, Daddy? And now, so patient and stolid,Glenda's gasket blows: Yes (in a loud
voice, slamming her fist on the table) Why the fuck are they trying to kill us?
People ad adjacent tables all stand up, turning their attention to the Winslow family,
as though the Carvery had just been turned into a theater in the round. What would
Nick's answer be? Errol flies at Nick, grasping tightly onto his waist.
In a comforting voice, Nick says: No one is trying to kill us! They were just trying to
rob us, I guess. They were after something in the basement. I don't know what.
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Errol: But Dad, they shot up our house twice! Now they blow up our basement!
Nick looks around and sees everyone staring, some with a wine glass in their hand,
some with celery, some with a napkin, one with a salt cellar in hand, as if he were
just going to shake it on the turkey leg he had in his other hand. The strangest
feeling crept over Nick, like they were all in Pompeii as the lava was about to rush in,
stabilizing everyone in rigid death. But this passed and now he began to think of his
family and forget the others. Since this was real life and not the movies, he could
not do the usual and simply ask his obedient wife to whisk the children off to a
family room in the back of the house so he could talk rationally with the inspector.
He had to get control of himself and calm them by grasping a tearful and terrorized
Wendy and a shaking Glenda to himself while simply imparting the words: We're
going to get through this! We'll be home in two days. Then chairs started to drag
and creak as people again began to sit down to their dinners and the Maître'd came
and offered to escort them to a quiet and secluded place, the business office. Water
was brought and the Maître'd offered calming words and any services that might be
at his disposal, including even a cordial refund. Nick couldn't accept the refund as he
was not one to take advantage of such situations. He was thankful and asked for a
cab. During all this Glenda was silent to a degree that worried him. Usually she
would be more active. Nick thought about how happy he was that she had left her
gun at home. She just sat there with a child under each arm on the way back to the
hotel. Nick too was doing all he could to suppress the tears that wanted to well up
in his eyes. Blank he looked, and pale.
By way of calming, Nick reviewed the facts, analyzing that he was sure no one was
coming after them, because as Errol had pointed out, they had waited until no one
was home. They now knew that the man who had shot up the house was Martin
Bumpstead, and he was now safely in jail awaiting trial. So the only possible
conclusion was that they, whoever they were, were after something. The Winslow
family would all need to leave the detective work to the police.
That night Errol slept with his Dad and Wendy slept with her Mom. Perhaps there is
something about innocent dependency that also decreases adult fear and rage.
Errol: Dad, I've never been in a place where there have been dead people before.
What will our house be like now that two people have died in it?
Glenda: Just like any other place where people have died. Once they are gone they
are gone. Right here in this breakfast room, I'll bet someone died once. Out on the
street people get hit by cars all the time, but you're not afraid of the street are you?
Errol: No, just thinking. I'll always know someone died in our cellar trying to take
something from us and we don't even know what it is! There's nothing down there!
It's so stupid!
Nick: I can't explain it.
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28. Un Ballo in Maschera

Seated in business class, the Winslow family settles in for the eight hour crossing
from London to Philadelphia, non-stop. They will land at 3:15p after taking off at
12:15 p. with 5 hours of jet lag implied. Given their accommodations, they can
flatten out or sit up, with end-to-end movie entertainment. Their bad night's sleep
will be compounded after the initial servings of orange juice and champagne. Should
they succeed in falling asleep they will be summoned to eat dinner and then
breakfast, all under the same light of the same sun. Nick and Glenda do fall asleep
over their reading material and in spite of the movies offered. Nick dreams dreams
he can't describe when he wakes up, and Glenda's sleep is only superficial, thinking
about the new disorder in the house and her upcoming duties when the next term
kicks in. For a moment, when he awakes, Nick thinks he sees a red butterfly slowly
flapping its wings on the headrest before of him, but then it is no longer there. He
reaches out for it and confirms it is no longer there.
Glenda : Nick! What are you doing?
Nick: Nothing. Just stretching. Usually I'm thinking about my bed at this point, but I
feel very anxious.
Glenda: Me too. Our home seems to be turning repugnant. Bodies in the basement.
Can't get the image out of my mind. I mean, more dead people? What do they do
when they find dead people?
Nick: I suppose they photograph everything then clean up anything that's a mess,
then deodorize, if it’s smelly. They say human decomp is the worst imaginable smell,
but I'm pretty sure that process doesn't become apparent for quite a while. They
talk a lot about that on Bones.
Glenda: Yeah, I know. I don't think we need to worry about that, but I want you to
go in first and check things out before we bring the children in, speaking of which,
how do we get in?
Nick: The locks are ok. They just picked them. First thing is to call Quinn and get
Rusty back. He'll pick up immediately if anything is weird.
Glenda: Good idea.
Nick grabs her hand gently, and makes a show of once again trying to doze off.
After an hour of flight with his eyes shut as tightly as he can get them, Nick gets up
to go to the lavatory and has to wait behind a woman, about his age, dressed in a
waist-length peacoat, jeans and bright red "wellies" as they are called in England.
Yet they are patent leather, rather than rubber; how strange to go to the trouble of
making a patent leather boot resemble something used on the farm! She also has a
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large-brimmed light tan hat with a pearl pin, a long knit scarf with ribs of different
color, arranged in chakra (rainbow) order. Her necklace is a long string of polyhedral
black glass beads with a filigree pendant gold lotus and a big zircon crystal in the
middle. After a while, he starts up one of his conversation lead-lines: I wonder if the
person in there is taking a bath? No, she says, it's my husband and he's not taking a
bath. Oh, sorry, he says, and walks back to the lavatory in economy class, saying
nothing more.
There is a long line. A strange feeling of penitence overcomes him as he drops into a
nearly insensitive trance. He is attached to the floor by the faint feeling of vibration
and senses like he is transforming into a tree, there in the aisle. So he begins to rock
up and down on the balls of his feet, hooks his folded-over hands behind his back
while lifting his arms till he feels his chest might tear open, and then repeats. He
thinks he learned this once in yoga. This exercise does in fact decrease his tension,
and something like a feeling of mild penitence overtakes him or perhaps there's a
god in the texture all around him that is sending him sleep-like, trance-like into an
old volume of memory.
There has been a college ball at Wharton, the annual Ballo in Maschera. Get your
18th century costumes where you can, but you must be in a period costume. Nick is
with Judy Knutson, who has only recently deflowered him though her flower had
fallen elsewhere seasons ago. Nick is dancing ever so slowly with her and they move
like two smooth wooden blocks sliding up and down as they glide above the floor.
Nick has been indulging with her in the cheap campaign and a few tokes. His brow is
sweating, but cool. After some time jostling the liquids in their bodies, Judy falls
down in a pile, and pukes. He calls his roommate Ted, and they get her to her feet
going in the direction of the bathroom where Ted's date Bonnie continues on with
her to get her cleaned up. It's clear that the ball is over for them. Once in the car,
Bonnie is wanting to keep the party going. She is a tall, beautiful drink of water with
special endowments near the top. Judy doesn't like her too much because all other
women seem to disappear from the male mind's eye when she is near. Her lanky
long legs also emphasize grace of motion when she is dancing. When she dances her
male partner disappears also. She had in fact studied ballet prior to attending U.
Penn as an opera major, where she also double-majored (in archaeology) just in
case her career in opera didn't work out in the long term and she might need
something practical. Aside from sex, she and Ted, an econ. major, shared a very
active and mutual love of music. For this night, she had secured all their costumes
from the opera wardrobe. White powder wigs and silk duds for all.
Judy wants no more party. She is angry for some reason, and insists on being
dropped back at her dorm, but Nick will go on with the party as soon as she slips out
of costume so it can be returned the next day.
It’s 9:00 and Ted, who is driving, suggests they drive out to Lake Minnekokuo after
they make a few stops for "gear" meaning a campers lantern with a flashing light on
top, and some boots, as the way there is overgrown and they can't drive all the way.
Since the fire the last part of the road has never been cleared, as the two adjacent
farmers had no need of it.
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At present it is not a resort area like it was back in the day. There are mostly a few
mossed-over cabins, garages and docks in a state of collapse. The docks had once
upon a time supported a lively canoeing, row boating and fishing crowds industry,
but this place at its best was known for Club Friendly, a haunt of the late teens
through early thirties of the last century, before in burned mysteriously in 1928. It
was one of those evening get-a-ways for a miscreant and not-so-married people
with enough money to buy furs on the side and better-than-costume jewelry. The
building was three stories high, or rather, had three partial stories so guests could
eat and drink while spectating down over their balcony upon the live band stand
and the dancers on the hard, polished maple floors. If you had been standing on the
dance floor you would have seen that, running continuously up the wall from floor
to ceiling and behind each level of balcony was a continuous jungle design in indigo,
pea green, and yellow with strong looking vines and branches. Designs were all
featured in colored stucco. Snakes were climbing the verticals while bright red
monkeys hung from branches and white and pink egrets stood on the horizontals,
all appearing to stare down on the dance floor insouciant of the diners and drinkers
at tables. This room had been made in the great jungle of the world for the careless
dancers. But now it was darkened and vague.
The night is not too cold; the moon is bright, and there is slushy snow everywhere.
Ted parks his old Impala at the end of the farm road where a faint path begins. A
change from dancing shoes is called for and they all put on their boots. Ted and Nick
have black overshoes with clasps. Bonnie has heavy socks like the Wicked Witch of
the West and shiny new red rubber boots that come up to her knees. But they
burden themselves also with a cello, a violin, a boom box, and folding chairs, the
kind spectators use at horse races. The plan is to penetrate the bush and eventually
enter what is left of Club Friendly. This they are able to do after clearing certain
barriers. No matter that their lantern allows them to see the signs:
CLUB FRIENDLY
Private Property
KEEP OUT
And then they see it, rising up in romantic desolation like a dark tower, not twenty
feet from the edge of the large frozen lake. It is covered on the outside by what
remains of the soot from thickets around it that have burned several times over the
years by careless campers. It is a large poured concrete structure not standing out
much from the tall pines behind it. Gray light is dimming as the clouds pass before
the moon, but then brightening as they move on. Everyone has seen movies with
such scenes, but when you actually come upon one you are dumbfounded. The
glistening snow and ice on the cracked concrete steps leading to what was once a
grand entrance beckons with a mix of unfamiliar nostalgia and anxiety, a feeling that
crime and suspense have gathered you into their fascination, but with the dull
expectation that this will all be perfectly meaningless.
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They find they can enter, but carefully. Only parts of the old dance floor are still
smooth, as if islands in a garden of gravel. Ted and Bonnie dig their racing seats in at
the edge of one of these larger islands. Nick positions himself before them about
fifteen feet away, and turns the spotlight on them. Both of them have gloves with
the fingertips cut out, as they would sometimes position themselves outside the
library on campus, he with his cello and she with her violin. And now as Nick
pretends a downbeat, they begin their desolate performance of Beethoven's Sonata
for Cello and Violin in A major, which is a somber and dramatic piece. Ted plays the
cello with a lot of throat while Bonnie plays a swooning melody of joy choked with
broken grief. Her preference for the interpretive style of Viktoria Mullova is clear.
Nick feels the air vibrate, and as they break into the larghissimo, as if enacting the
pathetic fallacy, light beams more brilliantly penetrate the burned out roof and
discontinuous rafters, illuminating the new light and powdery entry of snow. The
walls crawl with animal life.
When the piece is done, Bonnie slips Strauss waltzes into the boom box, and now
they are waltzing and smiling and holding up their masks in acts of period fun. A
bottle of champagne is opened with something reminiscent of a sexual rush and
spill, and they pass it around mouth to mouth and chase it with another toke or two.
Bonnie becomes more and more enthralled with the image she must be making. She
watches the three faint shadows rushing away onto the wall. The music is loud, but
in such a place, they only are the universal audience, the only society able to dance,
the only movers of costume in rhythm and time travel. After another pass of the
bottle and joint, Bonnie is inspired to change the music so she can sing. She has a
beautiful and well-trained coloratura voice and thinks this the ideal night to arise in
the person of the Queen of Night.
Sie kommt! Unsere Königen! She announces.
And now she begins to belt it out, moving from side to side as if visiting her excited
court, and shying away coquettishly from her suitors, her audience looming in
radiant smile, and as she does so her preparation from ballet breaks gracefully into
her motions and she begins to depart backwards through the broken balcony in the
direction of the lake. Soon she is out swirling gracefully on the ice, losing contact
with the music, and beginning to pretend a rapture from Swan Lake. With her long
stride, she is receding into the great spaces behind her, and turns to address them
with great runs and slides. She beckons them not to follow, as if wanting to be
gathered into the darkness, wanting to cause consternation in what she thought
were her two rival suitors. And as she went forward as if on skates, trailing her arms
as wings, the clouds moved in front of the moon, and darkness prevailed. From afar
her sound as the Queen of Night was heard again, but then it careened into a
scream. Oh God what happened? And Ted took the lantern and ran forward on the
ice while Nick got a long branch in case they would need to pull her out of the
water. In just a quick moment as Nick came back to the lake’s edge he saw the
lantern rushing away, first in one direction, then in another, and then it
disappeared. Nick took the branch and went to where he thought Ted had gone, in
the direction of where he had last seen Bonnie, but to no avail. If they had fallen
through the ice and drowned, so might he. The best thing would be to get help. At
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that point the clouds had cleared, but the snow was so heavy he was not sure he
could even find his way back to shore. Then he saw the last letters ‘NDLY‘ on what
remained of a sign. Occasionally he felt the cracking of ice under him. Using the
branch he felt his way back, and quite wet with snow, took off on foot in the
direction of the farms. Ted had the car keys.
That night the farmers and the police looked as best they could, but feared the lake
might give way on them too. Nick's anguish for his friends was very deep and he felt
utter helplessness that night for the first time in his life. The farmers and the police
were very kind and did all they could to comfort him.
The temperature dove and in the following two weeks there were record lows. His
friends did not turn up alive, as he somehow still held out hopes they would. It was
not until three weeks later that some skating teenagers came across a thin pane of
ice, with two horrid and bloated faces looking up.
The police called Nick for immediate identification, but that was difficult, except for
one obvious detail: red rubber boots.
Sir! Sir! The lavatory is available now. Nick had relived all this while rocking up and
down on the balls of his feet, and when he came out, a small red butterfly preceded
him back to first class. Glenda asked what he had been doing. Stretching, he said.
Stretching and walking. The stewardess had brought his orange juice.
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29. Puzzle Pieces
McGoon's Attic
McGoon tinkers in his sister's attic. It is the classic "A" shape, spanning her house.
The attic is entered through what looks like a closet door off the second-floor guest
room. As you climb the stair, you reach your hand up into the partial darkness and
pop open the hatchway above. At either end, the triangle in the "A" is stained glass.
The underside of the roof has been sheet rocked and painted dark blue black. Glowpaint has been dotted onto the dark, so that at night it looks like a star field, with
reminiscences of constellations. The entire floor, except for the hatch area, is
covered in one inch plywood, but not before curvilinear rivulets, one inch in width,
have been excised, resulting in a the Impression of irrational but always connected
channels. The floor and channels are likewise painted in dark blue lack. Stapled
down into these channels are strings of Christmas lights, the small kind, that blink
and flicker randomly. From the center beam hang the planets and moons. In remote
areas other planets hang in space. Planets are papier mâché. There are two round
cushions such as one finds in meditation chambers, one for brother McGoon and
one for sister McGoon. That is because they meditate here in an effort to join the
great intentionality of the universe to and for themselves. When they are together
they join palms. They feel the sacred flux and the planets; some of them near and
some far, start to spin and then to swing. But not every day do they experience the
momentum, and they knock bad days off to the presence of irrelevant thought or
cosmic scission.
A Cast of Cats
All these cats are related to the one who died when the meth lab blew up. It was the
saddest day in their lives
Charmer - Rubs a circle around your leg and strongly agrees with everything you say;
is black with long, luxurious fur, and a white-tipped tail.
Skulky - avoids contact, has things on her mind; is a little gray/black striped girl who
walks very quietly and never thumps when she scratches behind her ear.
Kimbo -intent and always thinking abstractly. His ears are always pointed up and his
eyes are always open.
Wiggy- Moves quickly to anger and hisses like a snake; great puffy white fur
dominated by a great bright red mouth when hissing.
Jingles - Always suspicious and ready to run away and hide whenever he doesn't
understand something. Always waiting for a signal from Kimbo; very afraid of wiggy;
he's a tabby.
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Bingo- She moves up to any hand that has given her something, rubs against it, and
occasionally gives it a lick; seems to smile all the time. She is a beautiful blue-gray.
Tries to make Jingles feel better whenever possible.
Bongo - Always incredulous. Cannot be tempted or bribed to do anything; must
always have his own way. Not collaborative.
Frowzy - pleasant, down to earth girl, but always in need of a furmonator.
Chuck, Salesman
Chuck is on a need to know basis with the world. He is affable, tall and strong. He
lives with his mother and father in a house he has managed to buy. His whereabouts
and do abouts are unknown to his parents, but they have far better than the bare
necessities of life. Yes, he has women, many of them, the kind that arch an eyebrow
and run the bow of sunglasses in and out of the side of the mouth, and wiggle their
noses as they do it. Romance is a hit and run reality, but they all accept the mutual
but fleeting smiles, laughs and enjoyments. Chuck is a nice guy who connects with
people, and he is a connection in all senses.
For today's business, Chuck has received a text message about where to pick up. So
today Chuck is walking the streets in Philly and slapping hands with people walking
the other way as they cross a busy corner. He's just an average guy with a wool
stocking hat, a long wool scarf and a silk jacket, saying "76ers." The envelope he
gives out contains tomorrow's crosswalk appointments, for info. At the end of the
day he will receive money drop instructions. What he keeps, he budgets. Dinner will
be waiting. He may or may not go out for some fun. Usually not. He is a business
man.
His worst problem is when he doesn't get the text message. When that happens, he
misses his appointments and loses the slap points. His dynamic network falls apart
and he has to restart hunting for customers. He may run into some who have
already slapped. They look at him, scowling because they missed him and they
missed what he had, but they had to slap with maybe someone they didn't know,
who might be a cop.
So now that the switch is "on" (he has pickup), he can go forth and rebuild, maybe
with those who missed him, just giving them the slap point for the next day, or
maybe running into a knowledgeable supplicant, or maybe getting targeted by
someone new to the street, which could be a cop if he's unlucky. But on good days,
he makes up for loss because he has " loyals" who eventually find him rather than
switch, just because they have been "offed". Loyalty is built over time, but loyalty
also creates a crowd for cops to follow, so disruptive messages are sent out to the
dealers, the "salesmen" , who may think they are rivals. Failure to bring in may
result in a prolonged period of sourcelessness. It could signal that he is out of
"favor".
Bo, Junkie, b. 1980
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Born in a trailer in Alabama, he did nothing in school, found opportunity but not
meaning in Iraq. His best friend's legs got blown off and died. Bo was torn up but
not amputated. When he at last returned, his girlfriend from before duty told him to
fuck off. It had been the unpublished but well-known rule in his family that leaving
home was a one-way venture. Months of homelessness, cold streets and beatings
led him to drugs, where he could at least experience some moments of extract,
nodding and rocking on the street, between buildings where the garbage trucks
passed. Grocery store sandwiches and Red Bull were on his menu every day. The
day he spent with a sign: Hungry Homeless Vet. Some days there was great
suffering. Some days he was so desperate he would howl. Everyone took him for
crazy and stepped around him. When he was quiet and tearful, they would gingerly
put coins in his hat. Some would feel the rush of guilt-driven generosity and give
him some denomination of paper money, usually a dollar, but sometimes more, but
never more than one piece of paper money. Another vet was there too, who was
from an earlier war. He needed a kidney, he said.
He was a slap for Chuck. He was loyal, so when he had nothing and Chuck saw him
suffer, Chuck would allow the occasional unpaid slap. It was the least Chuck could
do for a vet. He thought of it as a kind of customer support, that is, as a business
man, but in his heart he knew better.

Pin, Junkie, b. 1996
Pin has no existential problems; they disappeared when he discovered heroin. That
was when he was fifteen, and ran into Chuck. Pin was going nowhere after school.
He would just hang with'em. Pin didn't start with Chuck. In fact, when Chuck found
out about Pin and heroin, he tried to jazz him down about it. He even slapped him
around and reminded him about what sorrow he would cause his, Pin's, mother.
But that didn't work, and so he decided he'd go with it and see Pin through if he
could, but nothing could be free to this young punk. Chuck thought if Pin missed it
enough he might go into rehab. He was still young enough, maybe, so he just let Pin
suffer when he couldn't pay. To Pin, in Pin's mind, the only course of action was to
buy and use, buy and use, and suffer when he couldn't.
Edwina, Cashier
Customers roll in all day, paying for products and services. She always wears a deepgorge blouse so no one will take notice of her face, but her face is so beautiful that
the trick doesn't always work. She thinks often about how funny it is that everyone
wants to pay her and pay no attention. She can see to the change. She is happy with
the income she gets and doesn't pilfer. Someone hands her a ticket and she asks for
money. Some guys come in with a text message. She just matches up the billing
number, asks for the money, and then gets it. She places the money in an envelope
with the number from the text message, and tosses it in a box. After payment the
client leaves quickly.
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Ferk, Track Racer
Ferk is a track racer. He goes for it up in the elector, along the back track. When his
touch comes in, they match numbers, the meeting number, locker and the package
count. Quickly with key in hand, he goes to the locker and extracts what is needed,
locking up after that. The pack is handed to the touch and he/she is gone. He
resumes his seat in waiting.
More about Boating
Ocean going trawlers follow schools up and down the eastern coast. There is
sometimes a person aboard who activates a programmable signal on a
programmable frequency on a "square tuna", and then drops it overboard. The
square tuna submerges, with only an antenna above the waves, sustained by a small
floating ball. Square tuna can be relayed from place to place if there is a plan to do
so, which there always is. Occasionally, one gets snagged by a sports fisherman and
winds up in the hands of the DEA, but they can never trace the contents to anyone.
Since the signal broadcast frequencies are dynamically adjusted by a firmware
algorithm, they don't become bait, or at least, to date, the DEA has never been able
to intercept a pickup.

Global Computer Systems for the Drug Business
There is always a foundational principle for any computer system, and it relates to
the agency that funds its development. Any infraction of the foundational principle
leaves an everlasting crater. The foundational principle is never technical, but socioeconomic. In the case of global drug trade the principle is not profit. It is not getting
caught. Hodos (ὁδός) is Greek for pathway. All computer systems are hodologies :
logical, storage and network. All pathways must be coherent. This is a particularly
unfortunate requirement for global drug trade. If a path can be followed back to its
origin, that is evidence.
The ideal system to serve the criminal needs of the drug business has two
"moieties" (halves), split at the fulfillment and payment boundary. Fulfillment sets
up a transaction pair, informing where the "Distributor" can obtain supply and the
supply center can match their transaction code to that of the appropriate
Distributor. Objectively the transaction is completed when there is a match and the
supply is handed off and the supplier closes the transaction. Recollection of the
transaction is pushed up into accounting and the actual transaction information is
erased. This is the first system.
The payment occurs when a payment transaction has matched two codes for payor
and receiver, and the base information is likewise erased. So the fulfillment and
payment only meet for reconciliation in accounting. This is the second system. They
never communicate directly, so the person supplying the drugs never knows where
they are paid for and the person receiving payment never knows the actual location
of the drugs.
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Breaking apart each side is fairly complex. One system informs the other on the
whereabouts of supply. It contains: date, quantity, price per gram, locker number,
repository code. The repository code changes each day for each repository (where
the drugs have been made available). In addition, it informs each "Distributor" on
the location of supply and the match code to use with the repository operator. This
is the most sensitive part of the transaction as police could obtain the cell phone (all
messages are text), and listen in. But here is the trap. If the payment is not received
at the appropriate place by the appropriate time, transmission to that device is shut
down, and the "Distributor" must get a meet with the street manager to get things
restarted. The threat of being butchered keeps the Distributors honest.
Interruptions are very rare and there is also the feature that cloaks the network
pathways by dynamic and random management. All that's required here are a set of
laptops to send out messages. If cable is used, the mere shutdown of electricity to
the cable modem requires that the cable company reset the IP address, and this can
be accomplished on an hourly basis. The basic architecture is to have an emitter
computer and a transporter. The emitter sends a message to the transporter that in
turn sends the message to the smartphone of the "Distributor". To further
complicate the system, each of the transporters can be located in any country with
cable service. The transporters are in hiding by never storing transaction
information on a hard drive and by their random choice by the emitter. Physically,
they can be stored in any cubby space. It would be very difficult to make any sense
out of information coming to the smart phone front end when the transporter used
was always different and in-coming from any of several countries, such as the US,
Dubai, France, Ireland, and Brazil.
Up to this point, the system strategy has been to maximize the breakup of
hodologies so no one stands much of a chance of being recognized via the
information system.
Actual cash collection is simple in that it is just mixed with other cash from the
legitimate retail business.
Economics 101
A kilo of cocaine can go for as little as $3,000 in Columbia and turn into $3,000,000
after cutting when it reaches the street. At each change in distribution level the
price changes logarithmically. This is only one set of data points, but other drugs
work in more or less the same way. Everyone profits, except the addict.
Phil's Merryweather's Bills: An Anecdote
Management Rule #1: if people intensely dislike you, you can do what you want
unnoticed.
Many managers have sophisticated ways of bringing about this state of invisibility. A
popular method is to ask people to do you a favor and then find great fault with the
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results. A nearly universal example of this in management ranks is to ask someone
to write something for you, such as a memo, an email, or a PowerPoint deck. Upon
review you change a word that needs no change, usually rendering the meaning less
clear and/or you incorrectly change a semicolon to a comma and then circle it in red
and write at least three exclamation points above it, just in case there was any
doubt of your acid scorn. The person so corrected must fear for their job if they
respond to this God-like condemnation. Such were the actions of Phil Merryweather
when he saw people looking his way. If they were looking at him it meant they
didn't fear him.
But Phil had invented his own method for creating massive inattention. He used to
call it his Men In Black invisibility zapper. Method: Call everyone into the break
room once a month "status meeting" and repeat the following litany: that no one
should be giving out twenties when they could use a hundred. Hundreds would
otherwise build up to the point where he had to make a cash call to get twenties,
and that was a real expense to the branch. He promised to watch to see that
compliance was constant, and those not in compliance would be "calibrated" for it
at next review, and if calibrations were low enough there were "millions at the
door" dying to have their job (he always called them "jobs" rather than positions, in
order to make them sound especially low in corporate status.) He loved apply the
image in their minds of having to work on a piso mojado.
So that's how one hundred dollar bills came to be known as Phil's Bills.
McIver's Laboratory
Jim McIver, the detective, has nothing like the dressed for fun and great team room
on THE CLOSER TV show with Kyra Sedgwick. She has a dozen or so agents, each
highly selected and specialized at her beck and command. She only has, at most,
one or two cases she needs to solve over an undefined sequence of months. And
she has a big wide smile that pleases everyone, and scares the crap out of them
when it turns into a frown.
But no. McIver's laboratory is a small office, three chairs, a desk and a filing cabinet.
The desk is of course nothing but a mountain of files and disarray. When he needs
help he begs. When someone else needs help he must snap to, at any hour.
Recently he inventoried 137 cases to be solved, among which were those relating to
Nick. Nor is he really an exemplary homicide detective. He is just a detective with
homicides to persecute along with other varieties of crime. It seems now that the
crimes tend to knit police resources from all governments and all areas together, so
the nest of references and owed emails can twist and overheat each day into what
sometimes feels like a volcano in his chest. Yes, he has had a bypass and yes he is
aware, and no, his bosses don't give a shit. His inner sanctum is this crummy office
and his laptop. Going out really doing some basic gumshoeing is to him a release
from the prison of constant bureaucratic wrath and professional sodomy. He
wonders if one day he will blow and shoot himself, or maybe someone else. He is
too advanced to switch careers and too far in debt to quit. Pressure is what he feels,
pressure every merciless day.
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Yet he's a nice guy, a morally good detective, and most people really like him.
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McGoon's Quiet Thoughts
Cross legged on his pillow sits McGoon after an hour or so, thinking:
The Optical Illusion of Time
Two objects cannot occupy the same space at the same time.
~Newton
This is often shortened to: Two objects cannot occupy the same space. However, if
time is substituted for space (two objects cannot occupy the same time) the
statement is patently false. So there is something wrong, not with Newton, but with
Einstein who propounded the idea of spacetime. In relativity theory, space and time
are one: spacetime. Physicists, of all people, have a problem finding evidence that
time actually flows. Reasoning that all objects exist in space and all events
occur/exist in time, they cannot justify the flow of time and they can’t see space
flow. They move very quickly to an angular perception of time to prove the point.
Information is always carried on waves: sound, electromagnetic, or light. Since no
information can move faster than light (leaving aside non-locality issues), when an
observer “sees” something, in a quibbling way, it is after the fact, by definition,
because the information can only arrive in accordance with the time it takes this
information to arrive, riding on the light-speed vector (at maximum). This fact is
ordinarily discounted.
Things pass under a metaphysical shadow, however, when great distances are
introduced. It is easy to agree that a star 150 million light years away may no longer
exist, even though its light is just now in arrival; in fact we cannot certify that it still
does exist. We will only know for certain that it no longer exists when, as we are
watching its light arrive, it suddenly goes out after some period, like a train arriving
in and then leaving the station.
The event of a star burning out illustrates that an event can happen, transmit
information about its occurrence, but conclude nothing existentially. The star that
flashes is no longer there. Even though the information may exist, the event does
not, as far as we know in our lifetime. A well-respected physicist clarifies spacetime
as follows:
If you buy the notion that reality consists of things in y our freeze-frame mental
image right now, and if you agree that your now is no more valid that now of
someone located far away in space who can move freely, then reality encompasses
all of the events in spacetime.
The leger de main that science (often) and Sci-Fi (more often) use is to imply that if
A occurs 150 million light years away, and B were to use instantaneous transport
back in time, then B could change A. This really means that the observer at
spacetime B would need to move back to observer at spacetime A in order to
change A’s and even more absurdly, B’s consciousness would need to remain
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constant, otherwise B would not be able to return to self at spacetime B in order to
become aware that changes at spacetime A are different from what existed at the
point of departure. Note that in this journey we have made nothing of two
violations of reality – that in order to change spacetime A we would need to exceed
the speed of light in order to arrive prior to the event we are trying to change and
secondly that at such speed our mass would be entirely consumed and converted
into pure energy with no path back to physical existence. But this is surely only half
of it. If it is true that relativity cannot confirm the “flow of time” and that all events
simply exist in spacetime simultaneously, we must be dealing with a tautology: if
events exist then they exist (in spacetime).
Returning to the obvious, an event occurs if something causes it; if something does
not exist, then it has not been caused. This implies that events are sequential, which
is a way of stating that one thing happens before another in time. If there is another
meaning for the flow of time then I am ignorant of it.
While it may be easier to freeze time in the past, it is not so for the future, unless
the notion of randomness in the cosmos is obliterated and belief becomes absolute
that all causalities for the future are in play and fatally directed, notwithstanding our
total inability to understand them as a single, invariable complexity. At this point we
have slipped back under the shadow of metaphysics and lost the light of reason.
These thoughts will affect him in the future, maybe.
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30. Words of Reassurance

No sooner are Nick and family off the boarding ramp than he receives a call from Bill
Foley, who is suffering from sympathetic outrage over what has happened in Nick's
basement. It's been all over the papers, which have also had an opportunity to
rehearse the events of the last six months that have surrounded this now public
figure and his family.
Bill: My God! This is so awful for you and your family! I can't imagine going through
all this, and on Christmas Day, no less! If I were religious I'd say it was sacrilege! Be
sure not to worry about work for at least two weeks. You'll need to put yourself
together again. So sorry.
Nick: How can I thank you for all your kind words and understanding?
Bill: No need. Just get yourself together and enjoy what you can of the remaining
holidays.
Nick: Thanks Bill...
And that was reassuring. How could he ever have lucked into such a wonderful
employer?
Glenda, in the meanwhile, is calling Officer Quinn to let him know they will swing by
to pick up Rusty. Officer Quinn declines and offers to meet them at the house just to
check things out because you never know.
And as she is finishing up the conversation with Officer Quinn, Detective McIvers
has Nick on the phone to set up an appointment for the next day. He asks Nick not
to go down in the cellar until he gets there, as he doesn't want to disturb the details
until they can explore together. Nothing to fear though and there is no gore to be
experienced as the incident didn't cause any. The as yet unidentified bodies are
neatly tucked away in the morgue.
When they enter the house, everything is as they left it. Officer Quinn has preceded
them and checked all the rooms and closets. Rusty is just sniffing at the bottom of
the basement door, but is not alarmed. So they enter, look around for themselves,
and then proceed to give the happy Rusty his supper. They decide to take Officer
Quinn out to dinner, as his family is visiting relatives in Cleveland. He is pleased to
accept. That night they are apprehensive about not having seen their own violated
basement, but eventually, after a bit of TV they manage to drop back into their jetlagged fatigue.
Tonight they tuck in Errol, all three of them. Errol is nervous and says he doesn't
know if he is safe in this house anymore. Sweet Wendy gets into bed with him and
promises to stay by him until the morning. "I will be your angel; you are safe with
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me. If you dream something bad, I will chase it away." Nick and Glenda feel tears
mounting in their eyes; they turn to each other to know they are the children's
angels. They stand in the room, staring down until all the blankets are pulled and
the pillows are adjusted and they are certain their chill winter bed is warm enough.
They nod at each other and depart quietly, closing the door ever so softly until the
bolt clicks. Their own door they leave ajar so Rusty can come and go. He is a big and
efficient sentinel. He takes up a position at the head of the stairs, not even looking
for his fluffy bed. The alarm systems are fully activated, yes, now they are activated.
Glenda makes sure her gun is loaded and handy in her nightstand; she does this
while Nick is in the bathroom.
Glenda falls asleep easily but sleeps only lightly, awakening now and again as she
tosses and turns. Nick is a sodden sleeper when he achieves the state of sleep, but
that never comes easily. As he constantly turns, somehow to ensheath himself the
more in insulation and blot the noise in the world with tightly enforced pillows while
sinking his claw fingers into the blankets, he practices breathing exercises he has
learned for difficult nights. Will this dream he must have be better than this
wakefulness? Will his family be hurt in his dreams? Will they be waving good bye to
him by the side of some building? Near a bicycle? After paddling his toes against an
ocean of cool silken sheets, he does painlessly slip beneath the surface of
consciousness, and at different times in the night semi-cinematic sequences surprise
the stillness and then evanesce without leaving a dramatic trail that ends in
denouement, or even a conscious stamp that so much has happened in a world
where things were simultaneously random, coherent and non-sequential. Where
did these people come from? These places? Their interplay and gross junction work
outside the rules of flow, and hence memory.
When Nick rises to a dull awareness, he begins a strange contemplation: the brain
must be like sod that excavates itself in chunks, breaking tendril roots apart and
opening corridors through clods of tissue, which in the dream world need no
resolution and let specters stomp the grounds of reason without corral or gate. How
is it that in dream there is no point, no root of beginning or even degree of end?
Down we fall into all this experience to arise no wiser. How can there be no
objective of mind more organized, or even less organized than wakeful self, but with
no more meaning to itself than the insignificant time it has taken to drop back into
a stupid neurological ocean, waves passing along the top no matter what the
direction. Are we no more than an assembly of connection channeled by our waking
mythologies? Does the dream, full in cast with its known misbehaving characters
and characters behaving beyond our ken, just excite something, or some things just
to confuse us before the conscious advent in channels of "sanity?" And so Nick
arises with many entirely forgettable questions, many partial scenarios, dramas,
many discarded casts and only a body refreshed enough to face the next day,
suppressing the goblins of the night before, or so he thinks. But they are rattling
their cages down below.
December 27, 2011. When a family is wounded in some way, there are methods
local to them which are healing. In the morning Glenda gets up early and goes to the
grocery store. She is back by 7:00 with pancake mix, milk, butter, bananas,
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Loganberries, thick bacon, raspberry jam and sourdough bread for toast. She begins
to bake the bacon so it will be all flavor and no grease. At 8:00 she gets everyone up.
The smell of fresh coffee has filled the house. It is the scent of happy life. Next, the
pancakes go on to the skillet and she hurries the children. Wendy pours the orange
juice and sets the table. Soon they are all piling pancakes on a plate, inserting
butter, banana slices and loganberries between the layers, and then dumping real
maple syrup over everything. Errol and Wendy play their own invented game: bacon
swords. When the bacon swords clash, the one with the broken bacon loses a point.
It's always two out of three. The orange juice cleans off the palate; the pancakes,
under a snow of whipped cream, send the taste buds to heaven, and the thick bacon
creates a quick cutover into the dry land of salt. She has successfully evoked the
family appetite so they can now say that they all did sleep okay after all.
At 9:00 Detective McIvers arrives, asks if everyone is well, and gladly accepts a mug
of black coffee. McIvers strips the yellow police tape off the basement door and
accompanies Nick down stairs into the basement. Nothing is out of place, except the
door to the safe room, which has been blown off its hinges. The explosion has left
papers strewn everywhere along with other items, but there is no sign of real
damage, just clutter.
McIver: Anything strike you about the room, Nick?
Nick: Nope, other than everything being all over the place.
McIver: Want to check in your desk? We didn't go into anything. We just
photographed everything and then left. We didn't see anything strange either,
except for the two bodies out there in the basement. We have no idea who they
were or what they were after.
Nick: What? No wallets or anything?
McIver: None. Nothing at all to identify them but their teeth, but we still haven't
heard anything. Any chance they were after something in the safe?
Nick: I'll open it for you to see. I don't have anything at all in there. In my desk I have
nothing. I have absolutely nothing here anyone could care about.
McIver: Mind if we take your laptop?
Nick: Why? That's crazy. I have business information on it that Mr.Foley would
certainly want kept confidential. No. I can't do that.
McIver: Okay! I'll come back with a warrant.
Nick: What?
McIver: Well the DA wants to look into whether you rigged your house with a booby
trap, which is illegal. There are two people dead here!
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Nick: What are you looking for?
McIver: I don't know what we'll find. Look, there's a lot of pressure to find out what
happened here. It will be asked how we know you didn't coax them to their death.
Not saying that you did, but they were looking for something in this office. The fact
that the safe contains nothing implies something was on your computer.
Nick: I need a chance to object to this. I need to call my lawyer. I can't believe they
think a fire suppression system is a booby trap! They set off an explosive in my
basement! Sorry, but the victim isn't guilty here and I'm pissed now. You don't even
know who the criminals were and you are accusing me of setting them up!
McIver: Well, I was coming to that. You'll have to come down to the morgue and
identify them.
Nick: What the hell makes you think I know them?
McIvers : We don't, but obviously we have to ask!
Nick: I'll call Bill Foley to see if he wants police snooping around on my computer. If
he says its okay you can copy the drive. I have nothing to hide, but there could be
security concerns.
McIvers : First let’s go down to the morgue.
***
Two drawers are pulled out revealing examples of extensive livor mortis. They are
two men in their thirties.
Nick: Were they wearing blue suits and wing-tip shoes?
((Bongo circles))
McIver, looking queerly at Nick: Yes. Why?
((Kimbo watches attentively))
Nick: They are thugs that work for B*Bank. They were there the day my account was
cashed out. They are from Headquarters in Chicago and they accompanied Ed
Silverstein, the Division Manager. I don't know their names, but I'm sure they were
the ones. If you contact Julie Kazinsky, Phil Merryweather's assistant at the time, she
will have their names and information about them in her visitor's log. I don’t know
why they were there that day, and let me say I have no idea why these guys wanted
to gain entrance to my office. I didn't even have the computer that's in the office
now, as that was given to me when I took my new job with Bill Foley. Do you really
want to get into this with him? Why don't you talk it over with your DA and find out
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how he would feel about a run-in with my lawyer and Mr. Foley's. Both of us could
muster a great deal of resistance if we wanted to. Haven't we been through
enough?
McIver: I'll have someone run you home and I'll get back to you later.
Nick: Please! I can call my driver. I don't want to be delivered to my home again in a
patrol car.
McIver: Look. I'm sorry. There is a lot of pressure. Lets work on finding out about
these two, but I still have to impound your computer. You can call Foley if you want
to.
Nick: I want to.
BIll Foley doesn't like the idea of the police department traipsing around with an
executive computer and insists that he will file for a stay on any such action. He
agrees to have one of his security team sit jointly with a police officer while the
matter is worked out.
Soon, the matter is worked out. The Mayor calls the DA and explains that, according
to council, they have no justification for impounding the computer because there is
nothing objective to imply that the computer was in fact the object of the break-in,
and furthermore, Jackass, the fire suppression system could not be considered a
booby-trap. The C4 explosion had set it off and it was just working properly.
Without more probatory material, he, the Mayor of Philadelphia, would urge his
right to protect the good citizens of the city, such as Bill Foley.
McIvers had to back off now. In fact, he had to apologize on behalf of the city, as did
the DA. At least they had a potential identification and they could get things rolling
again. Would Nick help? Sure.
((Sulky stretches out rigidly, and yawns))
Nick feels he needs to encounter something so quiet or so strange or so obviously
disconnected with reality that he will be able to handle it in any case. It's Tuesday,
so he decides to stop at The Awakening Cafe after lunch. Perhaps McGoon will be
there.
Nick: I thought you were moving on?
McGoon: No, not yet. I'm pretty attached to my sister. There is a flow between us,
like oysters in a bed. When we are close we produce pearls, although I wouldn't
expect you to understand that. Please don't take it the wrong way. My new project
is, in fact, the oyster. It's charcoal this time, but I'm going to put the kidneys and gills
in sepia with oil pencil. You know that the oyster filters 1.3 gallons of water per
hour, creating clean water and feces? And that's where we look for pearls, aragonite
around a speck of something. But I'm not doing the pearl. It's more about calcium
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than nacre. The whiteness carries the rippled shape the slime likes so much; inside is
the chamber of light and the beating heart. My oyster is the world.
Nick: That's a bit deep for me, but I'll try to think about it some more later.
((Charmer: Certainly smooth thinking! ))
Nick: How long do you give this project?
McGoon: Who knows. It's been on the back burner for years. You went to London,
right?
Nick: Yes.
McGoon: See the Crown Jewels?
Nick: Yes. Of course. All standard tourist stuff. It was more of a symbolic move than
anything else. Jewels have no particular meaning or beauty. They are what everyone
else want.
McGoon: That's what I think. Everybody can have jewels, at least fake ones. They all
might as well be glass. Oysters produce pearls, but at anything but a small distance
they may as well be plastic.
Said Pistol:
Why then the world's mine oyster,
Which I with sword will open.
Just something to steal. But my oyster is my world, open or shut. My sword is my
charcoal. Ha!
((Jingles: I don't know where he's going with this...Nick: Maybe nowhere))
McGoon: So Nick! Anything happen recently?
Nick: Well, two people died in my basement. Killed by the fire suppression system.
McGoon: What happened?
Nick: First they hacked the security system in the house, then they went to the
basement and tried to blow the door off my safe room, but the fire suppression
system suffocated them before they could do anything.
McGoon: Any idea what they were after?
Nick: No.
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McGoon : Did you know them?
Nick: Yes. They worked for my old bank.
McGoon: Disconfiguration strikes again! You should be learning to relax buy now.
Things are simply happening near you that you don't cause, like cosmic rays coming
down on your coffee cup. The difference is that these things are visible and look like
they might be related. I'll bet they trouble you? I'll bet you can't tear yourself away
from them!
Nick: Of course they do! I mean, and I think you will understand this, if it were not
for my wife and family and the police and the neighbors, I'd rather just go sit in a
chair and forget the whole thing, but I'm compelled to seek understanding of these
things. If I don't get to the bottom of them they will just continue to happen, and I
can't live with that.
McGoon: You think that once you understand these things they will stop
happening? You'd be surprised what you can live with. But what makes you think
that by getting to the bottom, if there is one, of what happened, these disturbances
will stop? These things happen to all of us all the time, but we pay no attention,
because we are not drawn into the drama, though everyone else is. I mean, what
happens to someone else may affect us through that person and we don't even
know it. I'm affected by your drama because you are talking to me, but I'm not
engaged in it. I'm like the oyster filtering drama into clarity and feces. But I'm
anchored to a rock. Not moving. Just doing my functions. Working with charcoal, in
effect, writing it off. There is no pearl to be had at the center of it all.
Nick: I was hoping for a little more optimism!
McGoon: It was optimism. Process and parry, but don't worry about creating a
pearl. All you have to do is suck and squirt, suck and squirt. Stand back and you'll be
okay! You know Plato's warning, right? Oh. I see by your blank face you don't. He
said its like we live in a cave and we watch shadows pass across the rock wall. The
light comes from the mouth of the cave; if you turn into it directly, look at it, you
will know the truth, all of it, but you will never be able to explain it to anyone, and
once you are dazed by it all you will appear insane.
((Frowsy jumps on the table next to the coffee))
Nick notices he always feels like there is some hope for him after learning he can't
think like McGoon.
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31. Bank Dicks and Leads

McIvers can now become active. He has recognition but no names, so he does call
Julie and learns one is Conrad di Giacopo and the other is Milt Bresson. Soon he is
calling Ed Silverstein to ask about them. Ed has to be reminded that they were in his
company when he came down from Chicago to oversee the cash transfer along with
the bank lawyer and auditor. If McIvers were present in the room he might have
been witness to the dance of the flabbergasted when Ed was told about the two
dead bank "agents", but he was spared the show of gesture and only had to hear
the heavy breath and voice crackle of outraged surprise. They, Conrad and Milt,
were some of the bank's finest investigators, but he had no idea what they had been
up to in recent times. He had not seen them since that day when the cash transfer
took place. McIver swould need to talk to Bibi Knopf, head of investigations.
Surprisingly, no one knew the two men had disappeared, as they were assumed to
be on vacation over the holidays. She too would have done the dance of the
flabbergasted, but like Ed, only made strange vocal suggestions of shock. Upon
questioning, it was learned that they were working at the beck of Arnold Kingston,
bank auditor. The project had been billed as a sounding of bank systems and
control. When Nick withdrew the cash, they had been alerted because it was such a
large transaction. They did not understand why Phil Merryweather was ignorant of
the size of Nick's holdings; as such knowledge is obviously fundamental to the world
of branch management. Phil had told them that, despite SEC and FED regulations,
Nick's holdings had never shown up on the flag list. They had concluded, however,
that this could be understood because Nick had never actually moved funds, so the
item had never presented itself. They became satisfied with that, they said. Okay, so
why were they still meddling? That was unknown.
According to the now more integrated systems of HLS Conrad and Milt were rather
well known in the world of crime. Their foundational acquaintance with the system
had been made in Chicago in the 80s as suspected hit men for the Mexican drug
cartel, headquartered there for US operations. There had never been a conviction,
or even an arrest, but after 9/11 someone had gotten the idea they should be
integrated into one of the paramilitary groups the Bush family was using to
"combat" drugs in Afghanistan. Officially, their mission was to focus their
understanding on the relationships between the cartel and the tribal leaders
relative to the "drug problem" which was being severely impacted, even by the
minuscule efforts being carried out by our hamstrung military in the region. To
affect the greater influence on "the problem" they were sent to "intelligence"
training and from there integrated into our "forces dedicated to the eradication of
drugs in the region." Their activities were apparent as they were escorted to
"growing" operations in order to understand the nature and realities of the
"stakeholders". Theirs was the task of understanding what techniques would be
necessary to "interrupt” supplies going to Mexico and Latin America, without
disabling the tribal leaders' ability to maintain peace and a thriving prosperity, as far
as they were concerned, of the growers who had to be defended by American
troops so as not to distort or injure the local economy. So Conrad and Milt were
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essentially four-way middlemen, cartel-tribe-intelligence and military, a key role. For
this service they received potential absolution for their crimes of the past, and their
ultimate rehab came when they were "placed" with B*Bank as financial detectives
(bank dicks).
This was good information to have, but not probatory of anything. It's the kind of
information one gets that sets up a swarm of intuition and suspicion, but really can't
do much by way of enlightenment, understanding or certainty. On the other hand,
as bagmen for the military effort to keep tribal leaders "fat, dumb, and happy" they
had in fact developed a lot of practiced skills in "following the money", in all its
complexities to and from such places as Ecuador, the Caymans, Nigeria, among the
main players. They played out a delicate balance between the cartels, the tribal
leaders, military command and the Taliban, which had to be remunerated as they
abstained from burning the poppy fields. Who might have gone through more real
world testing where accounting, contract, and shifting agreements might blow any
day to new positions like the giant dust clouds so prevalent in the region? A big bank
could definitely use these guys!
Changing the climate of metaphor, pursuit of a reason for their death was like
chasing an ice flow in a sea of crime. Under normal circumstances, the homicide
detective has some special leverage; he can insist on getting answers to his
questions on the grounds that homicide cases provide extra pressure on those
identified as "concerned" for answers the investigator feels need to be gotten. But
here McIvers ran into the same stone wall every time he asked a question. No
matter how stern and confident his face, no matter how often he nervously touched
his gun, he would get some variant of: Look! It wasn't a homicide. The guys died
accidentally while committing a crime. How am I supposed to know what they were
up to? Given their uncomfortable history with Nick, not a little malice was to be
detected in some of their responses. When McIvers did ask with an intense voice
why they, management, didn't know what these guys were doing in Nick's cellar, the
top of the hierarchy, Ed Silverstein, said they didn't report to him and he had no
idea. The head of investigations, Bibi Knopf, pointed out that it all happened during
the holidays and the bank's policy was to allow employees to take carefree days as
they pleased and never to report in. The cold dismissal was absolute. Where the
auditor, Arnold Kingston, was concerned, the answer was no better. As far as he
knew, Conrad and Milt were going to visit family. So McIvers found himself in a very
dark room with that manila file in his hand. He only knew the dead men were about
to look for something in the safe room when it all went awry. The reassuring part
was that they were not trying to harm the Winslow family, probably.
But perhaps Phil Merryweather might know something? McIvers calls up Julie
Kazinski, his secretary, and asks for an appointment, but Phil is on leave.
Julie: Yes, on leave. I think he's spending some time with his family or vacationing in
Mexico or something.
McIver: Where is he? I need to talk to him!
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Julie: I don't know! That's all I'm going to say!
McIver: When will he be back?
Julie: I don't know! Bye! You could wait till after New Years, yennow.
In fact, it was only Thursday, December 29. It wouldn't be much of a stretch to wait
a few more days, maybe do some much needed filing or spend some time with his
family.
***
In that year of the lowest box office success in 15 years, the Winslows partially
defeated thinking about events at their house by going to see Cowboys and Aliens
on Thursday, and The Green Lantern the next day. Saturday Nick and Glenda went
to see The Girl With A Dragon Tattoo, which reminded them a bit much of their own
creepy situation. The children stayed home re-watching Nemo. By Sunday they
were completely sick of popcorn and coke. What else can a traumatized family do
but keep conversation to a minimum and suppress the urge to mention anything
that might be burning in their minds. The second of January would soon be there to
reabsorb the children into school and Glenda back into her job. But what would they
say? What would Errol hear from the bullies? Well, maybe not much, maybe
something if they massed around a new leader. When Freddy's father was jailed,
Freddy was sent to Roanoke, where the Bumpstead clan came from. Having no
living mother, he was placed with his aunt. Glenda had gotten the paperwork and it
had had an acid effect on her remaining social optimism. In this world, there are so
many family problems, so few positive solutions.
On New Year's Eve they went with family tradition: stay home and play Monopoly,
while quietly making a tin of butter crunch disappear. It's easy to see at times like
this how nasty problems act like termites on concentration. The younger the brain
the more robust the fiber. There was no point even playing against Errol, although
he didn't know it. Wendy was slightly behind, and behind her was Glenda, while
Nick might well have been elsewhere so he didn't have to face his inevitable losses.
Finally, they tried the New Year's resolution thing, but no one could think of
anything in themselves that really needed reforming. What could they do, avoid
others more? Be more careful about bolting the doors? Make more regular backups
of their surveillance system? Finally they all hit on various oaths of frugality and
pledges to save for a rainy day, notwithstanding that they had lived in the eye of a
hurricane all year long.
((Jingles stares down from the top of the cabinet.))
Now bed for the children who could stay up as long as they liked with their iPads
provided they stayed in bed except for bathroom needs, after their initial trip to
brush out the remains of the butter crunch.
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One more aching day before "normal life" might recommence. Pancakes, butter,
real maple syrup, baked thick bacon again, with a fruit plate of grapes. Errol says to
Wendy: Watch this! He inserts the Reddiwip nozzle between the pancakes and
delights as the top pancake rises. Wendy says: Oh yeah? She slams her hand down
on top and the whipped cream goes flying, but before Glenda can get a kitchen
towel, Rusty has arrived and three or four passes that wallpaper brush tongue does
the job. Nick actually enjoys the clean-up. He laughs uncontrollably. Glenda, not so
much, especially as Rusty has tipped over the hot maple syrup.
((Bongo assumes a perch on an armchair))
The thick Sunday newspaper holds little interest for Nick. He goes a bit numb after
reading about the 750 people who died in Indonesia in the earthquake. Glenda
reads the magazine section, also taking little interest. Ok, ok! War Horse already.
Popcorn, coke. Nearly asleep in irrelevant history and the glory when things worked
right, almost.
((Kimbo is dazed))
More junk food after a day of junk food: hot dogs, sauerkraut, mustard, relish, more
coke, more ice cream, more TV. Bed. Really, kids, turn out the damned lights!
And in that night there is much chasing trough the dream world in Nick's head.
Glenda is dull with expectation of what the next day at school will bring, though she
slipped into the office the previous Friday and doesn't see anything demanding
coming at her, but the thing about the two dead guys in the basement she can't
account for. Nick knows she has fallen asleep to wrestle with this horror. He sees
her turning and writhing. Maybe she will take her pink gun? Maybe she will spend a
lot of time on her hair, calming herself, practicing mastery in the attachment of
eyelashes, calming herself looking for the right pair of shoes so that having arrayed
herself perfectly she will call out to the river god, her father, and have him drown
the school in overflow leaving one great mud snake. And he will be chasing her and
chasing. And there is music in his head, Carlo Buttini's transcription of Chopin's
Waltz #5 in A flat for trumpet and cello. Errol will be on his white horse and Wendy
will be there on her chestnut and Nick will go reaching for them through the broken
clods of recollection down by the castle where the red boots went floating away
upside down. He awakens several times and in the pitch dark he sees eight pair of
cat's eyes staring down at him, but in the morning they have gone away.
After driving the kids to work he goes right by The Awakening Cafe. He just wants to
get home and hide. He is charging for the cellar, but runs straight into Rusty, who
forces many ear rubs, nose kisses, back strokes and chest pats out of him before he
is allowed to pass. Rusty, using his inter-species communications skills has reminded
him he has to line up the goddamn contractor again to get the door fixed and the
fire suppression reset. So he starts dialing.
((Skulky doesn't even like phone calls))
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***
Another person who is dialing is McIvers .
McIver: This is Detective McIver, Mr. Merryweather.
Phil: So? And?
McIver: I see the bank has gotten to you to plead the 5th or something?
Phil: What the hell are you talking about?
McIver: Ok, I'll bite. I want to talk with you. It will take about an hour of your
precious time.
Phil: It will be precious as a lot happened here while I was away in Bermuda.
McIver: Yes it did. This is police business. If you prefer we can go to the precinct;
otherwise your office will be ok. How about in an hour?
Phil: 1:30 then.
McIver: Ok.
Actually, McIvers has been quite busy. A few calls into the DEA have informed him
that there are several reasons, confidential reasons, to be thinking the bank is
involved in drug trafficking and money laundering. Bingo! He thought:
Merryweather in Bermuda while something had been going on concerning Nick's
basement. But the DEA is "not at liberty" to "share" any more information but only
to give him the hint that Ed Silverstein is himself in question. Nothing more.
Nothing, nothing more. And how about Nick? How is he doing? Fine, why? No
reason. Just asking. Stay in touch. Sure.
Palpitations became noticeable. More and more cases were building up. End of
November a young drug addict had been ice picked; someone called "Pin Prickles".
And there was also another case related to B*Bank; he had worked for Phil
Merryweather, Cal Klein. It looked like he had been brought down by a machete,
judging from the many partial slices that stopped in bone. So the B*Bank related
crimes potentially could make a splash all around the world.
Leverage problems abound for McIvers . For Pin he has no evidence of any sort to
even implicate anyone. The death by ice pick m.o. (Jargon: swizzle stick) had not
been seen in Philly for over 15 years since a mad Russian had been brought down
for it. All McIvers knew of Pin was his wound in the temple and his chem sheet.
Crack cocaine. Didn't really need a chem sheet to guess what his problem was. His
teeth were all rotted out and he was nearly skeletal. Dental plates wouldn't identify
him. The street would have to be pumped for information on this one. So sad. On
this case he was able to call in his long-time trusted associate, Stan Gordon, the
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"narc friend" who had served as a process officer at Ma Tristesse murder scene. He
really didn't have much to share, but hoped Stan might have heard of "Pin Prickly".
In fact, he had, as most addicts become quite well known to the street narcs soon
after they show up, but there isn't much point in pursuing them. Stan knows Pin was
a pathetic young man, weak, lonely and lost. He wasn't so bad when he was on
heroin, but the crystal really drove him down. How many times had they picked him
up and taken him for coffee, bought him some breakfast in an all-night diner? How
many times had they taken him to the ER, thinking his limp body and rolled back
eyes were at death's stipulation? Who could have been so angry at this poor bastard
as to have murdered him with an ice pick? Most of the time Pin, when upright, was
leaning against an alley wall, or sitting in the peace of narcotic comfort behind a
dumpster, an emaciated Buddha, lolling at the edge of the void. In Stan's mind the
"why" was a stronger question than the "who". But Stan would make it his duty to
care, and committed this to his friend Jim McIvers .
***
Promptly at 1:30 McIvers appears at Phil Merryweather's office. As Phil is on the
phone performing verbal paddy whack on someone, he motions McIvers in
impatiently while pointing in an exaggerated fashion at the chair where McIvers
must sit.
Phil: Look! We can't just throw money around like that! We are a bank! I'll call you
back later after I've been able to get my arms around this thing.
McIver: Can you please stop calls and stop checking your computer?
Phil enters a code on his phone then turns to McIvers with a resentful I'm-all-ears
look, nostrils flaring, hands with fingers merged in a cup.
McIver: I understand the two bank agents were here when you handed the money
over to Nick?
Phil: Yes. They came in with Ed Silverstein and our lawyer to assure that an orderly
transfer was taking place. They were also here in connection with certain knowledge
faults.
McIver: What knowledge faults?
Phil: I should have been aware of how much money Nick had sitting here in his
crummy savings account. If I had known he had the money I should have been
urging him to push it through the bank's brokerage house to invest it in some sort of
good solid portfolio. But there was no way, without the right information systems,
for me to know he had all that money! He was such a dutiful schmuck every day I
was convinced he was probably at least as much in debt as all the other bank
employees. The pay isn't that great, you know. I'm sure you know what that feels
like. I mean, if you had that much money would you keep working? Would you take
all the crap?
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McIver: Not sure what I would do, but that's never going to be one of my problems.
Phil: But tell me. Would you?
McIver: Can't tell you. Not a problem. I work on fact and evidence, real things in life.
Phil: But imagine if you had all that money! How would you want to spend your life,
doing this?
McIver: Phil, you're driving in the wrong direction. I came to get answers from you.
Here's a question: What do you make of Conrad and Milt turning up dead after a
break-in attempt into Nick's safe room?
Phil: Safe room? Why would he have a safe room?
McIver: He had it built after his house was shot up and later tossed.
Phil: Tossed? Sounds like police! Didn't know about that. What is Nick suspected of?
(A sleazy smile breaks out)
McIver: Absolutely nothing. I am interested in why your bank agents were there.
What could they have been looking for.
Phil (sleazy smile returns): I guess you should ask Nick about that!
McIver: Yeah, right, we did. No one knows.
Phil: Well, perhaps they found something in the course of their directed audit they
thought might be in the safe room. They were poking around for a couple of weeks.
Anything else?
McIver: As a matter of fact yes. Two of your former employees have been
murdered, George Murphy and Cal Klein. I'm surprised you didn't ask about their
cases.
Phil: You were here about the agents. I had no reason to know you were
investigating those cases too!
McIver: I see. Don't you think it's odd for two of your employees to be murdered
within six months of each other? I understand you fired George. Did you fire Cal
too?
Phil: George quit to go open a condom store. Said he was frustrated with the bank
and sick of the mortgage business. I was happy when he left as we were forever
conflicted over mortgage loans. I did have a feeling he was connected to drugs,
though. I learned of it when he went off to an "executive" bank seminar at home
office. Someone anonymously snitched on him for bringing cocaine to the team-
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building dinner and gala. I never said anything about it as such things do go on. I did
watch him, though, for any false moves. I think that made him nervous. When he
left he told HR he couldn't stand me, but I was just doing my job. He and Nick were
pretty close. I knew they didn't like me. Nick was also jealous of my Harvard stature.
But what if they were in some sort of drug thing together? It had to be more than a
coincidence that both of them were at Ma Tristesse that night.
McIver: Knowing Nick I can't believe it’s more than a coincidence. Can't imagine
what you are driving at. Nick? Drugs?
Phil: Just my pet theory. I did mention that to our agents. Maybe they were trying to
find drugs in his house? The bank can be pretty vindictive! Nick did cause us a lot of
trouble in the public eye. Ya know if he was on drugs or something the public might
be convinced we were saying those things he was recording to get around his
hallucinations on how we were cheating the FED! I don't know, just off the top of
my head. But I can't talk about that anymore because we are under indictment.
McIver: So you are saying you think they might have been looking for drugs as a way
for the bank to discredit Nick?
Phil: Well I don't know. Yes. I don't know. I do know they did a lot of snooping
through everything having to do with the three of them, George, Nick and Cal.
McIver: What about George and Cal?
Phil: I told the police everything I know: Nothing. I was very close to Cal. Can't
imagine what was going on. I have been assuming he was just the victim of a brutal
crime.
McIver: Any idea who might have wanted to do him in?
Phil: Only person I can think of is Nick. They were rivals. Nick was jealous of him too
because he also went to Harvard. Also, Nick probably blamed Cal for getting fired.
McIver: What?
Phil: Nick thought Cal was trying to steal customers from him. They were neck-inneck in our employee evaluation metrics system. Being on top gets you a 2% raise
rather than 1%. Pretty serious stuff! Nick was jealous because Cal was placing
mortgages and he wasn't. Cal was one of those people that could outpace everyone
else.[Sarcastic expression] I suppose that's how he got into Harvard?
McIver: Yeah, no doubt. I suppose you think Nick was a rival of George to?
Phil: Not at all! They were always sneaking around together, having lunch and
beaks! They were always up to something. Don't think they were gay, but who
knows these days?
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McIver: I'm quite sure Nick is a bona fide hetero. A real family man.
Phil: Never mind.
***
On the way out, on the street, there is a bench by the bus stop. A veteran sits there
next to a police dog, or maybe mutt. He is in tattered desert fatigues worn over
other clothes.McIvers can see the genes under the fatigues. The left leg of his
fatigues has been torn open. He is wearing a cap with FALLUJAH written in magic
marker, and over the cap is a hood. He has a sleeping bag draped over his legs which
he shares with his dog whose head is sticking out over his lap. He has a cardboard
sign saying:
My name is Bo,
Vet of Fallujah, Iraq, 2004
Where I Lost My Best Friend
(His legs were blown off and he died)
Please Help
It's Cold Out Here
He has a glazed look in his eyes, and his left eye is watering. His eyes are yellow. His
beard is perhaps a week old. There is a bowl on the ground in front of him and a
supermarket basket behind the bench, with a baseball bat sticking out. Who knows
what jumbles exist in those black plastic bags? McIvers pulls a five from his wallet
and drops it into the bowl containing a few dollars and some coins. The indigent
soldier says, in a muffled voice: God bless.
McIver: Are you a drug addict?
Bo: Are you a cop?
McIver: Yes. I investigate murders. Do you know a guy named Pin Prickles?
Bo: I did. They killed him.
McIver: How do you know that?
Bo: Read it in the newspaper. Pin was one sad kid. Started meth and really fell apart.
Got no idea why the Mexicans went after him.
McIver: Why Mexicans?
Bo: They handle most of the meth. Just guessing. They usually use knives or
machetes, though. Ice-pick surprised me. Don't get it. Why kill someone who could
barely crawl? Don't get it.
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McIver: Me neither. Stay well.
***
McIvers on the phone: Stan? Just talked to a junkie here who says he knew Pin. Says
Pin was probably killed by the Mexicans.
Stan: Probably. Still can't figure the swizzle stick.
McIvers : I wonder if the Russians are moving in here from New York?
Stan: Me too.
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32. The Sistine Basement

((Kimbo: You have to make this house friendly to your family. You can't just
install shutters and bars all over the place. This basement will always give us the
creeps and your family too. You know what they say, Nick: If you fall from your
horse the best thing to do is get up and ride again. So do something that makes
your house fun.))
These thoughts entered Nick's mind. After dropping off Errol and Wendy he comes
home and brews a coffee. He turns on the TV and there is an old rerun of Martha
Stewart showing how to do some amateur frieze work in the kids’ bedroom. It is a
purple sea with whitecaps and bright powder blue sail boats with a big bright yellow
sun with rays reaching down with points to the water.
Soon he is calling the repair people to fix the reinforced door on his saferoom. But in
addition, he calls in a contractor to make the basement more people friendly. This
will be accomplished by installing a framework all around, including the ceiling, with
inset lighting. Then everything is to be sheetrocked. About a foot from the ceiling a
shelf will go all around the room, making a continuous ledge. In the safe room the
sheetrock is also installed. Construction over everything is painted flat white, except
the ledge, which is done in dark green.
The meaning of the ledge would be revealed at a time of interest to Chris Cringle.
On January, 12th, the repairs are done and the fire suppression system has been
reset. The way back into the heart of darkness will be through the art and hobby
store. Nick has the painter set up adjustable scaffolds in the basement. He has kept
the basement locked since their return home, as if there might have been ghosts
down there. But now he can show them. The entire appearance of the basement
has been changed and nothing remains to trigger thoughts of the two dead men.
But for them to "move back in", for them to "make it theirs" he will engage their
considerable talents.
Nick: The whole room is your canvas! Your walls. Your ceiling!
Glenda: I wish you would have mentioned this to me before!
Nick: Why? It's a surprise!
Glenda: Well, I'm having a cool idea. This room is really big. I'm thinking we could
get not only Errol and Wendy involved, but the art teacher and some of their
friends!
Glenda switches to sottovoce: I could clear the stink of basement death from the
rumor mill if we could turn this all into a kids project. We'll throw an art party!
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Nick: Love it!
((The cats on the ledge all seem happy))
So on Saturday, 21st, the party is on. Annie Muggins, the art teacher, comes over to
join in the party and help oversee the project which is being carried out by kids 7 to
11. They have a supply of paperboard so they can cut stencils, black, white, red
yellow and blue so they can all mix their own colors. Kyle and Lyda think of an
ingenious way to paint a large circle on the ceiling so they can do some trompe
d'oeil. They set one leg of the scaffold in a wooden salad bowl so it can't move. Lyda
mounts the scaffold with black paint and a 6-inch roller which fits nicely into the top
of the corner scaffold tube. Kyle slowly pushes the scaffold around the pivot. The
circle is good enough. Then both mount the scaffold and paint in a variety of smiley
faces looking down. It is Lyda who paints her imitation of Munch's "The Scream".
It's pretty good, too!
Meanwhile, jungles are popping up on one side, with lions, snakes, giraffes,
elephants and snails and frogs and flamingoes cooling their feet in a pool. Another
wall is divided up into discrete frames so each artist can do as they like. One of the
boys is of course doing a dinosaur with palm trees and small dinosaurs the big one, a
T.Rex, naturally, plans to eat. And then there is Harrietta, the Rothko of the group,
just hauling to with huge blocks of meaningless color. The beach is on another wall.
There are shells and seagulls and wingèd fish popping out of the water, with
sailboats in the background. Other plots, square and rectangular have also been
defined, but today they will not be filled, because it is 4:00 and everyone has to go
home for supper.
Nick takes pictures of everyone's work and emails them to the parents of the
borrowed artists with a note about how everyone had such a good time. He wishes
MaGoon had been there. Who knows how many oysters might be on the wall?
((Now the cats prowl the ledge and jump over each other as they pass))
When the painter comes back to reclaim the scaffolding he is astounded with how
much fun it all is. Looking around, he notices that the southwest corner, where the
ceiling and two walls come together, is untouched. This particular painter, on his
weekends, rejoices in sidewalk chalk art, doing replicas of famous paintings from a
postcard.
Painter: Hey! I know this is crazy, but how about I replicate the famous creation
panel from the Sistine Chapel?
He shows Nick and Glenda samples of his sidewalk art. They say: Go for it! Wow!
And so, the arm of God crosses the wall and some of the ceiling to meet with
Adam's finger that crosses up from the other wall into the implied vault. There are
strange circumstances in our world making things happen which are astounding.
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Once all the paint has dried they will have a proper floor put in with bamboo
laminate. The ping pong table will be used for projects. Why didn't they think of this
before? A fun room: arts, darts and Ping-Pong.
33. The Empty Web

The coordinates of the drop are: 38.9856° N, 74.8093° W, just off Morey's Piers, NJ.
Morse code transmits them. A 27 foot powerboat races toward the spot. Within
range, it drops motors to 3 knots. From a distance it looks like its drifting, but its
pretty far out, even for binoculars. A plate floats on the surface with a carbon fiber
wound antenna, nearly invisible. A pole with a hook, similar to those once used in
Vaudeville when a comedian didn't go over, is used to catch the line under the
floating disk. Still from not too far away the man in the rubber suit would look like a
fisherman pulling in fish caught on gang hooks, which was exactly the intended
disguise of the apparatus. Five-kilo packages were pulled over the transom, 30 of
them, along with their semi-buoys (used to stop the square tuna from sinking or
floating). In the hold they go. Around the bend of Cape May goes the boat. It will
dock with the "mother ship" where a door will open to admit the ocean's bounty
into its nether parts. From there they will spawn.
((Jingles: Do spiders die watching their own webs?))
Nick has received another call from bill Foley. Bill wants him to initiate some new
cash management practices he learned about in London. There are some papers Bill
has signed and they will be delivered by Andy the chauffeur. On the way into town
Nick will look over the papers. Once at B*Bank, he and Phil will sign them and the
bank will notarize them. Thence Nick will have power to shift funds in accordance
with mutually (Bill and Nick) agreed programs, strategies and directives. They will
still need to meet on these matters. No date is set yet, but they will have the papers
ready very soon.
Back in his safe room Nick is going over links into services he learned about in
London. Operationally, it’s pretty simple, but he'll have to get something together to
track it all once it gets rolling.
Nick, picking up the phone: Hi Detective McIvers ! What's up?
McIvers : Can I come over and talk with you tomorrow?
Nick: What time? After 9:00?
McIvers : 10:00?
Nick: Done! See you then.
((Bingo is hoping for release so she can get some attention.))
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***
With his new information, McIvers begins calling again.
In his journal he writes:
Contact: Bibi Knopf, Head of Security, B*Bank
* Denies bank is mixed up in drugs and money laundering, notwithstanding Ed
Silverstein's indictment.
* Two people working for Ed have recently been arrested for drug distribution
* Has no knowledge of Cal Klein in connection with party drugs. Zero tolerance!
* No information in files about either George or Nick, strange!
* Nick occasionally reprimanded for downloading data; thought to be overly
analytical
Generally cooperative.
Contact: Arnold Kingston, Special Auditor, B*Bank
* Conrad and Milt sent to examine branch irregularities following the incident with
Nick
* Irregular currency transactions with FED noted and still under investigation
* Unusually large accumulations of twenty dollar bills
Generally cooperative.
Contact: Tim Dobson, DEA, Chicago
* Doesn't know Phil Merryweather
* Does know about Ed Silverstein but can't talk because of proceedings
* Conrad and Milt were brought in by Silverstein so connection with drugs is
probable
* Two distributors were recently fingered in Philadelphia and arrested in their base
town, Chicago. Working with Philadelphia officials to determine jurisdiction. Crack
cocaine, cocaine and meth. Trying to determine if there is a relationship between
them and Silverstein. Thought to be part of the Brazilian cartel.
Good guy. Very helpful.
Contact: Keith Hobbes, FBI, Chicago
* Brazilians are moving in on Mexicans. When market started shrinking in US, the
cartel moved into Brazil. But Brazilian mob developed, first in Brazil, and then began
putting the moves on the States.
* Find out more about Brazilian mob from CIA, but that's only for the international
part.
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* Brazilians generally move across Canada border coming in by boat to Chicago.
Very helpful.
Contact: Chief
* Wanted update on all active cases! Fuck! All 173 of them! By Monday!
* Explained how complex everything is. Explained how multi agency work is
necessary but a huge time suck
* Tried to explain how I'm pretty happy that I am at finding a least common
denominator: drugs and possibly money laundering.
* Stupid bastard told me to just concentrate on my cases. Results-schmultz.
* Reminded him when multiple agencies were involved there is an obligation to
keep each other informed. President's orders! Told me not to remind him either
about the President, or about requirements or stupid details.
Anything but helpful. May be hamstrung now for lack of time because of friggg’n
report!
McIvers only writes these things in a regular journal, the brown, gold-embossed
Carpe Diem journal he found on Amazon. This he does because there is no
presumed privacy for anything you might write on a police computer system. Some
facts need to lie low until the right time, especially around the "old Snoopy" formerSheriff-now-Police-Chief Charlie Manawitzky. He was the Police Chief who could
make you feel for anyone who wanted to drug themselves into oblivion.
McIver's chest tightens.
***
Promptly at 10:00 and Nick greets him with a cup of black coffee and a smile.
McIvers wonders why Nick is smiling and Nick leads him to the basement. Suddenly
McIvers is feeling better too, with a dazed look of happiness on his face as he first
looks up into the trompe d'oeil dome with the smiley faces looking down and then
at the arrays of scenes, something like a mix of gallery, tourist attraction and
kindergarten. They made the rounds but then museum fatigue sets in and they take
refuge in the safe room where Rusty was curled up on his fluffy pillow.
McIvers : Nick, did you kill Cal Klein?
Nick: What? Of course not. He was a prick but I didn't kill him. What's going on?
McIvers : Did you kill George Murphy?
Nick: Noooo...
McIvers : Well, Phil said you might have hated him that much.
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Nick: I don't hate anyone that much.
McIvers : I had to ask. Phil is definitely not your friend. He said he thought you were
colluding with George Murphy against him.
((Wiggy's pissed and hisses like someone's trying to take her toy mouse away.))
Nick: Who? Cal? Everyone colluded. No one liked either of them. We were really
hoping they would bumble something and get fired. Couple of shits we had to put
up with. Cal was Phil's spy. Phil produced brain callouses on everyone around him.
Cal tried to dig things up on everyone. We thought we had more or less sewn up his
mouth when it got back to us that he was supplying a certain white powder at
executive meetings in Chicago. We told him he'd better behave! What else?
((Wiggy's calmer, but Bongo is beginning to pay attention while Jingles is
really getting aroused))
McIvers : Well, when I asked Phil why he thought the two thugs were doing in your
house. He thought maybe they were looking for drugs to discredit you when their
trial comes up. Arnold Kingston thought maybe they were looking for stolen
mortgage data for the same reason. Apparently that's far fetched because mortgage
data are always moved to a secure location once disposition is decided. If the
application is denied, it is deleted.
Nick: Is that what they told you? That's a riot! So they purged files after I left? Wow!
((Nick: Hold it Jingles, I'm talking!))
McIvers : They didn't say that, Nick.
Nick: They purged it so no one could prove what Phil said. I anticipated that. When I
was fired I walked back to my desk and got our Indian computer services person to
cut me a file for downloading. [Nick reaches dwn into his sock and pulls out a 16
gigabyte SanDisc flash drive]. If things were as they said, why are all those records
on this? I have the last two years of applications here. I keep all my important
documents with me at all times. Haha! The backup is on Errol's computer!
McIvers : That must be what they were after! Can I see the data?
Nick: Sure.
Nick plugs the flash drive into his desktop and pulls up the file. It consists mostly of
standard demographic data columns, an approved flag and the name of the
applicant. No patterns are visible. Then they decide to sort the data on the
"approved" flag and reverse the column. There are only 237 approved applications,
but two things jump out at them: Cal was always the loan officer and the customer
was always Bill Foley!
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((Frowzy gets schizy in her eyes and jumps over Rusty ))
McIvers : Well you certainly had them nailed!
Nick: You know I never thought about looking in this data as I knew generally what
was there. I figured if I had to I could use some of my data mining software to pull
pattern, but this was idiotically easy! I knew about Cal and Bill but had no idea the
relation was so exclusive. Certainly Bill would qualify for any loan he wanted. I'll
check.
Nick sorts on Cal. Only Bill. Nick sorts on Bill. Only Cal.
Nick: So there you have it! One-to-one! And only Cal ever got approved in our
branch!
McIvers : Any idea why?
Nick: Two things spring to mind. If Cal were challenged he could say Bill was
qualified beyond all doubts. Second, if Cal turned him down he probably would have
seen the mayor walking into Phil's office.
McIvers : So what does Bill need with all those houses?
Nick: That I can answer: he gives them to good employees rent free. They stay loyal
and he retains equity. It's one of the things that maintains morale and loyalty among
his employees. In effect, they also maintain the properties for him. I'm thinking he
went into this program around when the housing market blew, picking up on
foreclosed homes that weren't in bad shape. We had lots of them we wanted to
move. I'm sure the bank was entirely happy knowing they had him as the investor.
That idiot Phil probably just assigned Cal to Bill, thinking it was prestigious to give
Bill his own personal Harvard flunky.
McIvers : Wow! He must have been getting a bonus a day! Anything else?
Nick: Well I could do some cluster analysis on why people were not approved, but I
don't really see the point. Also, I hope this has all been off the record because my
having this data is probably illegal... Also I would have to fear for my family again.
McIvers : Put it this way, I have knowledge but there is no universal need to know.
((Frowzy is calm.))
Nick: I have an appointment with Phil tomorrow. Just a paper-signing ritual so I can
get more involved in the cash management aspects of Foley's business.
McIvers : We may need to have a conversation about that one day also.
Nick: How so?
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McIvers : Never mind. Nothing now.
Nick feels suddenly alarmed that his relationship with Foley is a matter of concern to
McIver, but doesn't want "to go there" at this moment. He will just restrain his
attention to matters at hand, as the cats jump about in a manner that suggests
irrefrangible chaos.
McIvers simply trudges off not able to feature a status report on 173 open cases by
Monday.
***
Just to lighten up Philadelphia there is a group of "faith-based" volunteers working
directly in the city streets to "save" the drug community from severe hunger and
disease. The motto (semi-rhyming with "Find a needle in the haystack" they have):
"Find the Needle and the Way Back." They drive black glass vans to where addiction
resides and offer kind services, such as sandwiches, soup, coffee, and needles. They
call themselves "The Holy Rollers". They are famous and well liked and everyone
gets the joke. They find a little less righteousness Kordagujinevs more spirituality.
All they do is park and roll back the door. Inside the van are a couple of chairs and a
table. There are also some folding chairs hanging on the inside wall on hooks,
Quaker style. The driver is a sympathetic person, usually a man, but there are a few
women too. All communications take place one-to-one with the driver. The drivers
are ex-addicts who have had training in psychology as well as the Bible, which they
are mercifully not inclined to espouse during discussion time. It is a compassionate
operation.
They have a therapeutic strategy: get the addict reintegrated into society by any
means possible, but remain a personal friend they can rely on when the world gets
too frightening. This is especially a beneficial approach where vets suffering from
PTSD can easily be sent to a personal verge after certain kinds of experiences keyed
to their complex but broken inner workings. The driver is really a kind of "personal
coach", (no yuppie nuances) helping them with mood, personal issues, and tangible
needs such as needles, even where to go for drugs information.
Today one of the bright green vans pulls up near Bo who is sitting on his usual bench
with his dog and shopping basket. The driver invites him into the van, but as Bo
climbs in he realizes this is a different driver. Drivers switch to prevent the creation
of dependency relationships. There is also another reason: ventilation. Many of the
addicts suffer from PTSD, either from combat, or from all sorts of civilian trauma.
When an addict finds a new driver two things happen: he passes to a new person
and the victim of PTSD gets to share his story again, and again, and again. Changing
drivers instantly cleans all the interfaces. Not tough love, just love. Tough is
everywhere else.
Bo: Yer different. Where's Tom?
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Stan: Hi. I'm Stan. What's your name?
Bo: Bo.
Stan (Reaching out his hand): Coffee?
Bo: Sure.
Now they are sitting in the warm van at the table with the door rolled shut.
Bo is always a bit shy when the driver changes. Doesn't know if this one can be
trusted or will be as much of a friend as the predecessor. He always wishes they
wouldn't change, especially when he became so comfortable. He recognizes that his
feelings are normal, that he will probably come to like the replacement driver. This
wasn’t the first change.
The protocol is well known. The driver will tell his story and then the addict will tell
his. Stan tells about the experiences that pushed him to addiction after Vietnam,
then about the long way back to sobriety.
Stan prods for information about the friend Bo lost in Iraq. It wasn't just one, but 7.
The last one was his best friend.
Bo: On patrol one morning Bill was walking about 100 yards ahead of the transport.
Fucking fool. Then bang! No legs, then bleeding we couldn't stop. I've been trying to
write a play about that place and my friend. A play with no women, just friendship.
Most people don't get friendship. They even think male friendship is for fags. It's
not. Not at all that. You have each other's back no matter what. Then he dies, and
you are alone, really alone. Can't get the grief outta me. Can't kill the lightning.
Stan: Lightning?
Bo: The Willie Pete, white phosphorous, incendiary, white smoke, white fire,
napalm, we dropped all over them, melting their skin right down to the bone.
Thousands of them. Now I'm back, but fucked up. No girlfriend when I got back. She
was all I had before I went over. Now I'm on heroin. That's my life. Get to tomorrow
but try not to look back. No legs, no blood, no legs, no blood... I get this in my head.
Thanks for be'in here.
Bo looks over at the bulletin board that's fixed to the wall of the van. It has two
columns: LOST and FOUND. Bo sees a picture of Pin Prickly and says: Didn't you
know he's dead? He was ice picked. A cop was asking me about him yesterday. I just
told him I didn't know anything but what the rumor mill was putting out there. I
heard last night he was put down for fingering a couple of Brazilian distributors. The
DEA got hold of him. He was being roughed up in a parking lot, and someone figured
they were getting information from him. A few nights later he was found dead with
an ice pick hole in his head. One of us found him and called the police.
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Stan: I'm really sorry. Do you know who saw that? Did you tell police?
Bo: Don't know. Don't like police. Nobody does. They don't care anyway. They just
want to clean up the streets and one less of us is a notch on their belt. I need to get
back to my post. I have regulars who will be coming by.
Bo steps down from the van, coffee still in hand. Waves a sign of social satisfaction.
After closing the door, Stan calls McIvers to let him know he's had contact with Bo
as he said he would.
McIver's entry:
Contact: Stan
* There was a witness who saw the DEA beating up Pin
* Probably killed by Brazilians, not Mexicans
Contact: Angel Fortis, Philadelphia DEA
* Knows nothing about Pin
* No records in system about Pin
* The pick is their signature as the machete is for the Mexican cartel
Contact: Chon Wu, Chicago DEA
* ditto
Note: Surmising that DEA beat Pin to find distributors. DEA picked up distributors
then took them back to Chicago. DEA that beat up Pin were probably from Chicago,
not Philly office.
Why doesn't DEA have records on Pin? They do on all the other known addicts.
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34. Love and Crime

Nick and Glenda live outside cinematic and TV paradigms. They live in the dull zone
of the successful family. Anything that penetrates the bliss of routine can shake
them into hell. Their love is like the carrier wave in FM radio with all else being noise
and erratic vibration.
Not so for the film noir of love and crime. Someone has the baton of authority,
always ready, like Moses, to turn the streets into rivers of blood. If SHE is in charge,
no man matters; if HE is in charge, women are merely a variant on masturbation. In
the less than supreme world of love and crime, roles can switch and modulate. Note
that she's always a hottie. Genie is such a hottie. Men watch to see if she will bend
over, back or front; it doesn't matter. Genie always knows when they are watching.
Steam is turned up routinely on her lovers by merely placing her hand on her hip
and twisting at the waist. She is particularly adept at doing this in front of a man
while her lover observes, struggling to calm his hostile impulses. Does she mean
this? Or is she just acting out to get a better tip? (she works in a restaurant). None
of her lovers deserve her as some gangland king would. She's hoping to get there by
35, but knows it’s probably too late. None of the men in her life know she had a son
when she was very young.
Genie is involved with three main lovers: John, George and Chuck. John has seen
her with George, but Chuck has not known about either of the other two, believing
he is the only one in her beautiful heart.
One night she is at work and George appears with another woman. He doesn't know
she is there and she doesn't want to see him. George is trying to what, crank her
up? Now suddenly there is a gunshot, darkness and a voice:
Messeur ay dam, zer hace been a crime and we haf shutted zee res-to-rant
until zee police will araif. Pleece stay exact-a-manct seated where you are.
We are working on zee lights to bring zem back.
Bang, bang the mag locks go. That was John's voice, previously called Jean-Pierre
Francore, and of course Genie is Genevieve.
That was bad enough, but soon she learns that her estranged son, Pin, has also been
murdered, but only after the police entered into an identity search that eventually
pointed them her way. After a month, without results, he had been cremated. He
died so young, before even being arrested. There were contusions all over his body
and a large hole in his temple. Gone. No belongings were ever found. He had been
a master at hiding and lying low. Genie was told the story of how he had been
beaten, and then murdered a few days later. She knew nothing of it. Why had they
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become so estranged? Drugs. One day he left and never came back. He was still
listed as a missing person. That's how they found her.
Even though Genie thought she would be ready for this day, she was not. She could
not understand how anyone could do this to her. Now he was flesh of her flesh.
While George had been shot down almost in front of her, this shock was far greater.
George had only been a passing fancy-man. She would go on to the next; but this
was different, and she cried inconsolably. John hoped she would break free of these
past chains, George and Pin. John learned of Pin only after she blew up at him for
bothering her about a fuck. Get away from me I lost my only son Pin. Yes, my son!
John said he'd had it after that. He was done, really done! Not his thing, Pin. Didn't
know! Why take it out on him? He then returned to his cocoon fantasy as executive
chef in Hell's Kitchen.
Chuck was far more alert to real feelings than John. Chuck joined her in grief
because, when Pin was still on heroin, he had been a slap. This he did not reveal. In
fact, she did not know much about Chuck's employment, but had been led to
believe that he was an ER nurse. He had no idea that Pin was her son, and he
grieved with her genuinely and promised to find the killer.
***
Kate was seeing George. They were on a date the night George was killed. Kate
herself was a business woman and George was a mere dalliance. This was their third
date and there was little reason for it. Then, half way through their "art fruit"
George's face blew apart, as bone pushed through his forehead. He had been shot
with a .410 deer slug. She saw nothing come out between the corner curtains and
fire. She was looking in her purse at the moment. Luckily she had not been sitting
across from him. Her reflexes made her push her wheeled chair backwards a good
four feet from the table, and there she stayed frozen and shivering with fear and
disgust, in the dark. Why would someone want to kill this guy who only sold
scumbags to the world? He wasn't such a bad guy. She felt a little gross thinking of it
that way.
***
When Forensics visited George's store they observed all the glass cases displaying a
variety of printed condoms that could fill a small museum. It was all quite original
with pictures, stripes and writing. Much of the store was devoted to occasions, like
gift cards, for Christmas, Chanukah, Valentine’s Day, Birthday, Anniversary, and
Halloween, all of which could be special ordered with personalized messages. In
fact, George had a rather impressive printing operation, with several color scanners.
The washing machine seemed incongruous.
Too bad there is more crime than love in the world.
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35. Phil Merryweather Is a Real Jerk

Its a common ploy of the malicious dunce to wring his hands and cry out in pain that
the gods have not released him from fate though all he has done is work for the
good of his family. And so Phil thinks, and so he acts as he seems to press the tears
back in his eyes as he feels sorry for himself. Had he not come from a good family?
Had he not gotten through Harvard? Was he not building his legacy?
Currently, Phil is in a pickle. Up chain he reports to Carlos Menendes, Division
Manager; Phil is Regional Director as well as Branch Manager. Carlos is also the local
manager for cartel interests. Laundering funds of this size requires direct
supervision from within the bank. The CEO talks with occasional "potential
employees" to discover by how much he might expect the financial health of the
organization to improve. They first appear as consultants and then move into hired
position. These decisions never involve HR until it is time to set up the health
insurance. Chicago cash-flows wash through Chicago, but cash in the eastern fourstate area all washes through Philadelphia, under Phil's supervision. Lately,
however, the Brazilians are gaining ground and they too have a Divisional VP,
Angelo Ardö, direct counterpart to Menendes. Angelo recruited Cal to watch Phil,
but Phil knows nothing of Cal, Angelo, or Brazilians. Phil does notice that cash
deposits are increasing significantly but has no understanding why. For that matter,
he assumes it’s just a "natural linear process of business growth". He's not a
numbers guy; he's a "people person".
All the better for his skimming practices which for years now have been going
swimmingly. Upon reflection he still thinks it was all genius, and his influence
couldn't be discounted. Phil knows that information can travel in any number of
directions. He is a receiver and an emitter, and this is the counter-poise between
himself and the Mexicans. He is performing a valuable business service (money
laundering). Is it not perfectly reasonable to be rewarded? But B*Bank can not
reward him for in proportion to his “special merit” because it is clandestine. With
the mortgage game they were playing against he SEC and the FED, he was being
rewarded, but only with somewhat diminished bonuses because the bank had to
"avoid looking self-indulgent." In fact the official "atta-boy" check wasn't changing
his life prospects at all. So he was aiding and abetting bank criminals and not getting
his fair cut. No one should fault him for initiative.
He had not hired George for his savvy in the mortgage lending business. George's
savvy was in printing and creating counterfeit money, twenties. He printed them
then laundered them, in the washing machine. When all the cash flowed in Phil
replaced good bills with counterfeits. The Fed would not look at old twenties as they
came in from a bank for replacement, in whatever denomination the bank wanted.
The twenties he withheld got exchanged for $100s, with which he did quit the bank
nearly every night. George received 20%. This is the reason for the Phil's Bills
program, as they called it. No one would have ever guessed that George and Phil
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were colluding partners. While still working there, George had been his shop spy.
Nick had a counterfeit friend.
When Nick decided to leave with his money, eyes opened and ears perked up. First,
the VP of audits wanted to know how it was possible Phil didn't know about a $7
million dollar inert deposit. When he brought this to the attention of the
management round table, no one had an answer, least of all the Chief Information
Officer, Maggie Baker. Carlos Menendes was shocked while Angelo Ardö simply
balanced chin on knuckles and stared blankly at the large copy of Miró on the wall.
Julie Kazinsky, Phil Merryweather's assistant, was no personal fan of his. Carlos
Menendez, on a branch visit, took her to lunch one day to assure her that he would
really like to meet everyone, but time did not permit. He personally made sure she
felt comfortable calling his assistant or himself should any "needs or concerns"
arise. When he patted her hand and she withdrew it he received the basic signal
that she could be trusted. He told her that if she saw anything strange going on and
didn't want to take it to Phil, she should call him directly, anytime. He gave her a
card with his office and home numbers on it as well as his corporate email; on the
back he wrote his personal gmail address. This was all a sign of being sincerely open
in his style of personal and responsible management.
Phil is one of those narcissists who thinks he has hood-winked everyone. He believes
no one is looking over his shoulder, like the Bishop who can't be seen by the Pope.
Over time, sloppiness develops. So one day Julie is bringing him a copy of the
monthly closing for the branch, and he is not in his office. Looking about, she
concludes she can go home rather than wait for him to return from one of his
interminable bathroom visits if she simply places the report in his brief case directly.
Well, the brief case is full of $100 bundles, so she closes it immediately and stands
by his desk as if frozen in place. Finally, Phil comes back and she hands him the
folder. "Have a nice weekend, Phil"' she says. "Ok", he says. Phil is not one to read
subtleties in facial expression.
Once home, she can't wait to tell her husband, Sean, about it.
Julie: Sean! Incredible!
Sean: What?
Julie: What I saw!
Sean: What?
Julie: In his briefcase!
Sean: Whose briefcase?
Julie: Phil's briefcase!
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Sean: What-did-you-see-in-Phil's-brief-case?
Julie: Blocks and blocks of 100s! Hundred dollar bills! Full of them!
Sean: Is that normal?
Julie: I doubt it. Should we call the police?
Sean: I don't think so. All you'll get is grief. They'll investigate, find nothing, you'll
prove nothing and you'll get fired.
Julie: Still, this can't go on! I've got to do something!
Sean: What's for dinner?
Julie is persuaded her husband is right; then it dawns on her to call Carlos
Menendez. It is Friday night and he answers...
Julie: Mr. Menendes, you said I should call you if there were any issues I couldn't
take to my boss Phil. I hope you don't mind, but I saw something!
Carlos: Carlos, please! Ok. Try to relax and tell me about it.
Julie: Well, it's simple but I can't explain it. I was going to put a report in his
briefcase so he'd have it over the weekend. When I opened it, it was full of stacks of
hundreds!
Carlos: Full of hundred dollar bills?
Julie: Yes. Full.
Carlos: Look, don't let this out. I'll have to discuss this with my peers and security.
Please don't call the police! They will mess it up. We'll have to catch him. Don't do
anything out of the ordinary or say anything to anyone. Can you do that? I know it's
hard!
Julie: My lips are sealed.
Carlos: I'll get back to you next week. Please! We must keep this quiet for the good
of the bank!
***
Saturday morning a crew was in Phil's office planting bugs and cameras. They were
sent in by Bibi Knopf directly. It was necessary to establish guilt and whether or not
he was working alone. Nothing happened until the next Friday, when he walked
over to his executive safe and began pulling money out. His own personal "savings
account", as he called it, needed to be drained because he would soon be going
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away some place, now that George was dead. He only wanted to do his withdrawals
on Fridays because he always locked up personally after everyone was gone. He
joked about being the only "key man". So the next week they had him on visual
doing what they wanted to see. At the next executive round table the discussion
went generically like this:
One: Caught red-handed!
Another: Right! But we're already under investigation! This won't help. He'll squeal.
Another: That can be stopped!
Everyone ignores this last statement.
One: Pot calling the kettle black?
Another: Let him know he needs to knock it off with all this petty shit.
Angelo: He owes us.
Everyone: Ok. He'll have to return it to us, suit cases of it, directly, so we can return
it "to the company". (Wink) Then the golden parachute. Yeah.
***
Carlos, calling Phil: I'm coming to see you tomorrow and you won't feel good after I
talk with you. It has to do with certain denominations. (Hangs up)
***
Carlos has arranged a lunch. Phil has been trying to imagine how bad things might
get. He's pretty sure it's not about losing his job. He does not sleep. He does not feel
good. He can't sit still, like a kid who's about to get a whipping. He never had one,
but he tries to suppress his imagination. How did they find out? George is dead. Was
there a trick in the paperwork? Did the FED see the counterfeit? But the worst: Do
the Mexicans know about him?
Carlos is already sitting behind a martini when Phil arrives. Carlos gets up and
embraces him tightly by the shoulders, whispering in his ear: Get ready for change
you fucking worm. Phil drops to the floor in a swoon. He is taken to the ER to be
checked out. Carlos is looking at him through the curtains in the waiting room.
When Phil is done, he walks out to the waiting room, but when he sees Carlos, he
faints again.
Carlos says: Jesus Christ! Get up you asshole. Consider it a fine. You will bring one
million in 100s to Chicago in suitcases. We want to meet with you to decide how
things will go. You will need to answer some very particular questions. When you
think of hackers, don't think of the Internet. You have two weeks, and don't even
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think about missing the meeting. This time Phil sweats, pisses himself and faints
again. When he reawakens and he can walk, Carlos is gone. He now knows the
feeling of being abandoned; George and Cal are dead.
***
At 1:00, Thursday January, 26th, Nick has an appointment to meet with Phil about
cash management. Phil wonders if Foley has also become aware of his
"irregularities"? When Nick appears he does have a sinister look on his face. Nick
has been thinking about how Phil suggested his interest in murdering George and
Cal. But he says nothing. He pulls papers from a leather document sheaf and puts
them on the table. They will need a notary for the authorization agreements. They
go so far as to state Nick as Foley's fiduciary empowered to move funds from
B*Bank to European cash managers as he sees fit.
Phil: Why these papers, Nick?
Nick: Because we don't think our cash is getting enough exercise. In fact, we are
considering whether we should bank here at all. Lets just get these papers signed
and move on.
Phil rubs his index finger across his teeth, as if to check for sweater. It's a nervous
habit.
Phil: Is it something I have done?
Nick: Oh no, Phil. You've been perfect.
Phil: How can I persuade you to abandon these changes. We've been working all this
time together. I know I've been hard on you but I was your boss. It was MY DUTY to
get everything I could out of you, just as I do everyone else. I never singled you out
or anything. I invited you to our local executive parties.
Nick is negligibly amused.
Nick: I heard you will be leaving. Is that true?
((Wiggy: Give it to him Nick! ))
Phil: No! Whoever said that?
Nick: Let's just say I got wind of it. A month from now you wont't be here. I hope
you'll be ok!
Phil: I'd love to know who is spreading this rumor! You know, people hear
something, get it wrong and then spread it around. But no. You've got to know I'm
not leaving, never. (Strikes a Napoleonic pose). I know I'm not leaving. Maybe
someone heard about my upcoming meeting with the management round table and
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assumed they were promoting me to Chicago? Well I don't know if that's what it will
be. I don't know.
((Wiggy: Give it to him Nick! ))
Nick: I hate to crash the party in your head, but that's not the way I would interpret
the rumor. No one else is either. I keep my contacts, you know. They think more like
you did something with money and may be on your way to jail, or something. You
don't know? Really?
Phil: Don't know what's behind the rumor. I never did anything reprehensible. That's
for sure. I didn't do anything wrong. Nothing.
Nick: Right. And your accounts are all tidy? And it's ok you don't know what's going
on in your branch? They shouldn't care? Any chance you are embezzling? That's
what I assumed.
Phil: I did nothing wrong, ever!
((Wiggy: Give it to him Nick! ))
Nick (rubbing it in): I heard they found "irregularities". You know what that's code
for.
Phil: But I'm a nice guy! Ask Julie! I help build banking character and prestige. I treat
everyone well. Have there ever been complaints about me? Have I ever borrowed a
nickel and not paid it back? (Phil likes to spread his fingers and shake his hands as he
talks, to give the impression of clarity and openness, but his eyes are pointed down
and to the left, where the ghouls of personality reside).
Nick: Well I'll see you next month, then.
Phil: But Nick, have I ever done anything to hurt you?
((Wiggy: Give it to him Nick! ))
Nick: Besides telling the police I might have murdered George and Cal, yes there
were many times. But they are over!
Real fear sometimes blossoms. Although some motive for fear may be prominent,
there are usually many in the guilty personality because in striving is always multitasking and multi-mal. Nothing secures the insecure and nothing provides
satisfactory prominence. It is rather the internal game of a creature looking to go
high enough to risk the experience of downfall, since all games are ultimately lethal
to their most devoted players. Fear blossoms in Phil. The law could come riding into
the bank lobby on big horses to carry him away for counterfeiting, or pilfering, or
one night his car could blow up, or worse, the Mexicans could get him. Just seconds
after Nick leaves, Phil is sweating and shaking with chills. He would like go home and
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get into bed but he's afraid to start the car. So he sits on his desk, rigid, with fear
blooming inside him. If he were Oedipus this would be when he would poke out his
own eyes and come stumbling out of the elevator surrounded by a chorus of
horrified customers. They would sing the epode of his fateful downfall and stretch
him out on the bier of stoicism. Such is near the depth of his self pity.
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36. The Stand-Up Tragedian

Scarcely had Nick stepped out of the lobby onto the sidewalk when he heard people
screaming. Almost a split second later he hears the deep resonant horns of the of
EM vehicles. Someone lies face down with a large hole in his left temple, the exit
wound. He is in a pool of blood that is still spreading out. It's Phil.
The sirens stop. Police are there almost immediately setting up yellow tape and
asking people to stand back. Building security calls Julie and she comes running out
the door. She says: My God Nick! What did you say to him?
Nick: We just talked about business. I guess I also told him off.
((Bongo rolls over on the sidewalk; If he weren’t a cat he would be laughing his ass
of. Nick thinks he didn't do anything bad.))
Nick calls McIvers to report on their mutual acquaintance. McIvers asks for a
meeting at 2:00, down at the precinct.
((Bongo: You will feel very uncomfortable very soon. Phil's death will fester. ))
Julie is still standing there, gazing at him: He has been very nervous lately. What did
you say?
Nick: I told you, nothing really, except I heard he wouldn't be here much longer.
That upset him. He jumped out his window?
Julie: Not possible. He must have gone to the roof.
((Bongo: Roof -> Proof))
Nick: Did you check his office?
Julie: No.
Nick: I'm thinking maybe he left a note.
Yes, there was a note scratched on a pad by his computer:
Tell J-P, Ed, Carlos, Angelo, Bill and all the rest they won't have me to
launder the drug money anymore. It's over for all of us.
~Phil
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Rather than touch the paper, Nick walks to the office door and locks it, then calls
McIvers back to tell him about the note. McIvers tells him not to touch anything or
admit anyone but himself. Julie should stay too.
Twenty minutes later McIvers arrives, forensics behind him. Everything is
photographed. As the team works its way through the office it discovers not only
the paper, but bugs and wireless cameras. Local security is unaware of the
surveillance, but explain that with high-level monitoring it would not be a local
matter. These feeds would be going directly to Chicago. McIvers is advised to talk
with Bibi Knopf. When he reaches her, Bibi promises to get them everything they
want by the close of business the next day, but McIvers has already dispatched
Chicago DEA it go directly to her, and in fact they arrive while she is on the phone
with McIvers . He explains he felt he needed DEA because there were strong
reasons to suspect connection to the drug world. Bibi acts surprised. McIvers wishes
he were there so he could read her eyes.
((The red butterfly has reappeared and the cats are sitting up on their back legs
swiping the air. Nick wonders if it is play or food, and smiles))
McIvers : We're finishing up here; I assume you will be in town the next two weeks?
Nick: Not going anywhere. Need to go home now, though.
McIvers receives a phone call and motions Nick to stay.
McIvers : They have already reviewed the file. It's clear Phil sat down and wrote the
suicide note and then went to his safe to get a gun. He walked out of his office with
it. They have already listened in to your conversation with him and you're clear. I'd
still like to come over and see you tomorrow if that's ok. How about 2:00?
Nick: Fine.
When Nick again steps out of the lobby onto the street everything is back to normal.
No crowds, no yellow tape, no body, no blood. It's as though the entire matter has
been excised from time. He almost wonders if it really happened. Like the water
where waves disappear. He waits just outside the large revolving door and calls in
his limo. On the street there are still a few lingering police cars near the "loading"
area. Now the limo slinks around the corner and stops near a bench. On the bench is
Bo, with his shopping basket and bat.
As Nick is about to step into the limo, Bo approaches and asks if he is rich.
Nick looks at him, squints, as if to create a vignette in his mind. He sees a vet with
torn military fatigues, jeans under the fatigues, shredded knees, badly scuffed and
somewhat unseen boots, hoodie, a person who has obviously gone through a lot. A
feeling of gratitude arises in Nick and a sensation of morally called-for attention and
sympathy take hold of him. He cannot leave without speaking with Bo. Bo must
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have seen a lot more suffering and death than he has. How would his feelings of
revulsion around death and gore compare with that of a battle-torn soldier?
Nick: Compared to most, I am, to some, not so much. But why do you ask?
Nick studies his sign. Andy the chauffeur has been watching Nick near the car
through black glass. He is waiting for Nick to get closer to the car so he can pop out
and open the door for him; so he opens his door ajar onto the street and watches
Nick by following him with his motorized side mirror. He's a bit nervous the police
will start urging him along away from the "loading" zone. How long do they consider
reasonable? Nick looks back and sees the cats looking up at him from beneath the
limo.
Bo: I ask not for food or coin. I ask because I have been writing a tragedy about Iraq.
Nick is shaken by his phrase "for food or coin", that seeming language not expected
from a vet. Is this guy not a vet? Is this some sort of grunge routine? Is he being
had?
Bo: I ask for a kidney or a play. The kidney is for a friend; mine’s no good. I have the
play but no one wants to produce it. I see you are paying attention to me. Do you
produce plays? Do you know anyone who might? I have talked o a theatre and they
have read my play, but they need someone to fund it. Seems like a play about Iraq
would go over about now. A lot of people are feeling the tragedy at home. Maybe
the play would produce some catharsis?
Nick is surprised to hear such a word as "catharsis" coming from this pained
remnant of war. He risked himself, so why shouldn't I risk a few minutes listening to
him. Maybe some ideas will come to me.
Nick: How did you happen to write this play?
Bo: It's not just a play. It's a tragedy. I've had lots of time since discharge. I've
studied my depths. That's where it comes from. I have depth, you know! I do. I
didn't before I went there. I grew up in the South where brains are despised. I had
no culture, just the beatings I got at home and school. I did learn to read and write,
though. That didn't help. Then I ran into the recruiters at the mall. No point staying
there. Went off to war. Came home with PTSD. I have breaches and episodes when
there are noises or there is violence. I was puking in the alley after that guy killed
himself. Were you here then, when he threw himself off the roof? I saw him.
Military training doesn't go away. Can't stop studying the tops of buildings looking
for snipers. I saw him aim his gun at his head; I heard the pop and then he fell, what,
six stories? The vortex grew. Then I got up and ran away to puke. I left everything
here. No one wants my possessions. Only the police might take them like garbage,
so I ran back as soon as the scene cleared and I checked and nothing's gone.
Nick: Vortex?
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Bo: Yeah. That's what happens when someone dies in the street. People run
towards him and wind up circling him for a better look, to see if they know him.
When you're up on a roof watching it, it looks like a vortex, always clockwise, like a
buffet table. ER always come in counter-clockwise so they can break in easier
against the flow.
Nick: What's the bat for? Do you meet up with other vets and play baseball?
((Bongo: Nick you really don't understand this guy. Why did you ask such a dumb
question? Nick: Changing the question))
Bo: It’s for protection. I'm a heroin addict so I have a felony record, no guns. Can't
even get criminals to sell me one; they're afraid of me even just with my bat. But
that's another selling point. Newspapers could write about how this amazing new
play was written by a war junky. They always see art as some sort of redemption
along the way to recovery and it makes them feel charitable.
Nick: Ok. I'm curious. I see you have some ironic distance here. How did you come
to the point where you could actually write a play? I mean, you came from the
South!
Bo: Ever hear of Tennessee Williams? But you are right, I had no education to speak
of and no one around to open my eyes. I barely had friends. There was no work... So
I up and out. Good bye Birmingham! At Fort Bragg I made friends. They actually
show you how to be a friend and how much you depend on friends. You don't live
without friends. It's something you learn so well that when you leave you no longer
have friends by any comparison. Eat, shit, fight, die together. Friends. My best friend
Paul, he was very special. He was cultured. He turned me on to great literature,
especially Greek literature. See? (pulls a Kindle out of his cargo pants) I have this
thing with all Greek literature on it. That's my reading, my study, my base. Homer is
my life. The plays are my plays.
Nick: And you wrote your own Greek play about Iraq?
Bo: Yes. It's even in verse.
((Cat chorus in Nick's ears:
The gods sent them off to war
For petty reason
The gods sent them off to die
Of wretched lesions
The gods sent them off to die
Among their dearest peers
Oh hide us from these gods
Who destroy all seasons
And so ends the plaint))
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Nick: He was your best friend because he taught you to love Classical Greek
literature?
Bo: Partly. He was the first to recognize that I had brains and feelings. We would talk
for hours about other friends, wounds, death, the unknown realities of Fallujah, and
how it was so close to ancient Babylon. He took me to museums as soon as we got
there fearing the world's most ancient works would get looted before I could see
them. Eight thousand years old! He showed me so much and all I could give him was
my friendship. He was my best friend, and they blew his legs off. His blood was all
over us trying to stop the bleeding, but then he was gone. Legs and blood, legs and
blood, gone. Legs and blood gone.
Andy the chauffeur is watching through dark glass, through the mirror. He sees Nick
is reaching for the wallet in his hip pocket, but doesn't know what is going on. Andy
decides to creep back around the back of the limo behind Bo. He has a gun because
it is his duty to protect Nick. But Nick is just talking with Bo, so Andy stays
concealed. Meanwhile two police, still there from the earlier incident are watching,
but when they see Andy they decide to slip out of their patrol car with shotguns.
Bo decides to declaim, and picks up his bat and pokes it into the air:
Oh gods of what legions shall I tell far and wide
The notions of cruel man and woman
(pokes the air looking up)
That found dalliance in crumbling halls
That no sane reason enter might
(pokes the air looking up)
Now as he pokes the air this time he takes a step towards Nick. Nick instinctively
moves backward, and "Halt! Police!" Is heard, and 10 gauge shot follows, above
their heads. Bo looks up at the roof, then around behind himself, then back at Nick,
then his eyes roll back, and he collapses backwards. As he falls, the back his head is
gashed open when it hits the nut on the fire hydrant's nozzle cover. Bo is
unconscious and bleeding profusely. Within minutes a human vortex forms. Nick is
looking down, then straight. The police are keeping people back. One is calling in an
ambulance. The other is also trying to ask Nick questions, but Nick is asking why
they fired a shot. There was no danger, just a man declaiming. As Nick looks around
he sees the Felicia and Bill are there. She's still wearing the wedding dress. He can't
imagine why. Then, suddenly, he sees in the alley way, in the shadows, between
B*Bank and the Banana Republic, a black 1949 Pontiac. One more look at Bo, then a
shiver, and then he goes down in a swoon.
((The cats have disappeared))
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Bo has bled out; the emergency vehicle took too long. Nick revives in the hospital,
ending fears of catatonia, just as they were about to start a line of benzodiazepine.
They sent him home on 75mg Venlafaxine for an anxiety and panic disorder. So far,
no cats.
37. Home Again

Nick is now home with the comfort of his family and a directive not to work or do
anything that might occasion anxiety for 30 days. What am I supposed to do all day?
Oh. Pet Rusty. Life could be worse, a lot worse. Two people died near me yesterday.
That can't be normal. For six months people have been dying around me. Am I that
universal acid? Do I have something to do with this?
He asks Glenda about this.
Glenda: It's horrible for you and the rest of us. You are not the cause of anything.
Nick: What about Phil? I told him he was in for it and then he killed himself.
Glenda: Do you give a shit?
Nick: No. Not really, but it's just that in this case there was some interaction that
caused it. And it was really ugly. And Poor Bo's death was really ugly, and I did care.
He sacrificed himself for the country. He was just performing a part of his tragedy
that he wrote from the bottom of his heart, and then he dies! I feel so bad! If I
hadn't been there, he wouldn't be dead. If I hadn't been "rich" he would not even
have approached me. He would still be alive. He fell into a terrible trap not of his
making or mine or Andy's or the police. He was a loving, confused, drugged and
needy person. How could I just walk away from him?
Glenda: You were being good. Everyone was being good. He died in the crossfire of
good.
Nick: What an ugly thought! You have such a way with words, Glenda.
Glenda: Right. What are you going to do for the next 30 days?
Nick: I don't know, but I'll have to call Foley and let him know about this calamity
and then I will ask for Bo's Kindle so I can read his play and check out what he was
reading. I feel I owe him that. He actually asked me to finance his play with the
Philadelphia Marionette Ensemble.
Glenda: Don’t know about that, but you can quit that job if you want. Might help.
Nick: Not sure. I'm going to make progress slowly. If he fires me, he's certainly in his
rights.
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Glenda: He probably won't.
Chimes are ringing at the front door. It's McIver, gilt page journal in hand. To some
extent he's beaming on the inside. This morning he dashed off a memo to Chief
Manawitzky explaining how he has just put the Phil Merryweather case to rest and
how they now have major leads that will probably put a crimp on the drug markets
in Philadelphia. But then gloom passes through him because he has not gotten a
congratulatory letter. Does this guy only want to be on my back? Maybe it will be
waiting for him when he gets back to the precinct? Or maybe Manawitzky... no... A
173 cases he wrote up over the weekend. It didn't take too long because he only
had to update a few of them. They are all in a spreadsheet. He bolded the updates.
Nothing from that either. "I want it on my damn desk by Monday morning! " then
nothing. It's Friday. Geesh!
Glenda: You look like a man in need of coffee! I even have biscotti!
She motions and the three of them move into the dining room. Now they all have
their coffee and biscotti so earnest conversation can begin.
McIvers : We've closed the Merryweather case. The videos made it completely clear
what happened. We have coverage of his going to the safe, pulling a gun out, sitting
at his desk writing his note, and then a moment when he actually puts the gun in his
mouth, but then decides to leave the office. I think he wanted to make a public
spectacle of himself so his death would not go unnoticed by the public. The note he
left will implicate the bank. I've sent the suicide note out to all concerned agencies.
Handwriting has also authenticated the note, so now we have some good tracks to
run on.... oh!, and in the safe were a stacks of bundled $100s and old $20s. Can’t
figure…. What a day you must have had though, with two deaths only two hours
apart, and one that took place right before your eyes. I knew that guy too. I was
working on another case and asked him only last week if he knew anything about
another dead person, who was also an addict. Remember Stan from Ma Tristesse,
the narc? He also interviewed him. Pulled up here in our Holy Rollers look-alike
vehicle. But Stan couldn't turn up anything new either, except the guy was probably
killed by the Brazilians and not the Mexicans as he explained to me. But you don't
know that person. He was only a kid, really.
Nick: What about George, Cal and that guy they found in my car when they pulled it
out of the river?
McIvers : Nothing about George, except we now suspect he may have been a
counterfeiter. Cal was probably killed by Mexicans. The guy in the car was a
Mexican, Julio Gomez. We know he was in the Mexican mob, but that's all we know,
other than his being found in pieces fit neatly into the trunk of your Miata. One
detail that we didn't pay any attention to initially was that the bullet that killed
George had no rifling, so we think it was some sort of improvised weapon, a zip gun.
Those are very hard to find because they can be made from things like PVC that can
be melted down or burned. There was never a gun involved! First time I saw that.
Guns are so easy to come by now no one uses zip guns anymore.
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Nick: George a counterfeiter? I didn't know George had that kind of skill!
McIvers : George had a police record. Once we knew about his counterfeiting past
we put two and two together about the print shop he had in the back of his custom
condom store, for Christ's sake!
Nick: But George and I were mostly friendly. Didn't do anything socially, but we did
get along. We both despised Phil and we used to vent about it over lunch.
Glenda: Nick WAS a walking scumbag. No matter how much decoration, that's all he
was.
McIvers : Question, Nick. What did you mean when you told Phil you heard he
wouldn't be there for long? It was in the audio.
Nick: Just something I heard, that's all.
McIvers : Can I ask where you got that?
Nick: From Foley. He often talks with upper management. He didn't tell me where
he heard it and I considered it incidental at the time. The bank could do a lot better
than Phil. Just thought he was in for a rotation or promotion or something.
McIvers : Did you ever suspect money laundering?
Nick: No. Not at all.
McIvers : Could we go down to your safe room and check out a few things from that
file we were looking at the other day?
Nick: Sure.
Once in the safe room, McIvers reveals that he thinks there is a mole in the police
department. He doesn't want to share anything more than the bare essentials,
especially with the Police Chief Manawitzky. The way McIvers puts it is: He will run
any developments up the pole to show off, and that means information restriction is
endangered. The drug cartels are way too big to not catch wind of important
information. There are lawyers, politicians, and infiltrators everywhere. McIvers
would prefer Nick not "share" more than he absolutely must with anyone.
Meanwhile, if Nick wouldn't mind, the safe room could be used for some research
and brainstorming. Nick is sure there are no bugs or wireless cameras directly in the
safe room, right? Nick is getting a buzz off possibly sharing in the police efforts. He
has thirty medical leave days where he doesn't have to account for anything. They
are safe. McIvers has a gun and so does Glenda, although they both agree that
Glenda will not be involved. No problem; she's working. She doesn't need to know,
but she is highly trusted... it all does feel a bit like kids playing fort with inverted
dining room chairs and bedspreads.
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***
There is a boathouse on the Schuylkill River built in the 19th century, rebuilt in the
21st. It adjoins the river and a dock juts out further into the water. The boathouse
itself has huge doors that open so several large boats can enter into a huge room to
be hoist up for repairs or maintenance. The boathouse has been reinforced to
withstand hurricanes and it is known to be a prime rental for fairly prestigious
motor yachts. The doors are opened by powerful motors. There are no windows,
only sky lights of frosted glass. On the land side of the boathouse there is a parking
lot, and there is also parking in the boat house itself for regular aquatic transients
who like to keep a car for when they are in Philadelphia. This is what people think is
going on.
If someone were to watch the boathouse for a day, a week or a month, they would
probably never see a boat going in or coming out. The huge doors would never
open. The casual observer would most likely think that work was going on inside, or
that boats were using this building for dry dock.
There is a boat inside. Whenever the huge doors do open, people would see the
boat, the same boat, and assume it belonged to the owner, who lives in Bermuda
most of the year, or such is the story. But that is not the purpose of the boathouse
or the boat inside. What actually happens is that a mini-submarine enters the
boathouse beneath the hanging doors, carrying "square tuna". These are hoisted
into the boat and lowered into the hold, where a crew breaks up the packages
rescued from the ocean and cuts the heroin for street sale. Product is then placed
into the trunk of one or more cars and then driven to a distribution point.

***
McIvers has spent the last two days coordinating with other agencies in Philadelphia
and Chicago. The first thing to jump out was that the stacks of $20 bills in Phil's
executive office safe were all worn looking, and all counterfeit. The ink was a
chemical match to that found in George's print shop. Aging was by an old recipe of
peat moss, bleach and fabric softener as a bath, and wear was applied in tumble
dry. When the bank was exchanging old cash for new, the real old $20s were
exchanged for counterfeits and turned into the FED. Given the regularity and
volume of exchange, the trusted source close inspection by the FED was impossible.
This is something Phil had learned while in grad school studying common financial
fraud practices. Unlike other kinds of money laundering, this type could account for
the origin of cash: the bank itself, which was trusted. The other type, the kind
involved with drug cartels, has to do with the transfer of huge amounts of
unaccountable cash, and rendering the transfer untraceable.
It's a rule of thumb in drug crime persecution that you are not working at the right
level if you don't see two elements, uncut drugs and money laundering. The
network of hound dogs connected to McIvers were all picking up the scent of these
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elements simultaneously, and communicating findings. It was clear Ed Silverstein
had been the first man in. He had hired Conrad and Milt as enforcers, then Angelo
and Carlos running relations with Brazilian and Mexican "partnerships" respectively.
Carlos took Phil and Angelo took Cal. When more information became known later,
they were both instructed that their "special positions" were to be kept secret, on
pain of being butchered. The CEO, J-P Stillings, at this point is still hanging from the
thread of plausible deniability.
***
When McIvers returned to the safe room he imparted the understanding he had
about the bank's dealings. Again, he asked more probingly about Bill Foley and how
Bill might have known what was coming down with Phil. Nick could only answer as
he had before, that Bill sometimes talked directly with J-P and he assumed that was
the source. Nick asserted he didn't think Bill had spoken with Phil because Bill
couldn't stand that snake, and because Phil was so surprised to hear him, Nick,
saying that.
McIvers had been with Nick for a half hour when a call came in. A certain "dolphin
boat" had been found belly up in the river. They will keep him informed as
understanding develops, but one thing is strange: no driver. Where is the driver?
The boat had been mangled in the propeller of a cargo tanker!
((Skulky and Kimbo jump over each other on the ping-pong table))
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38. Fishers and Fissures of Truth

The floating crane pulls the craft out of the water. It is mangled in the area of the
tail, but the canopy has not been broken. How can this be? Several witnesses saw
the "dolphin" come in earlier in the day, around 11:00, but it was running semi
submerged as it often does, looking for fish, no doubt. None of the witnesses could
say they saw a pilot. When the boat disappeared, witnesses supposed the pilot was
having fun. When the "dolphin" was taken into the forensics chop shop it was
opened on a huge tarp. The inside of the body looked to be what they all expected:
pedals and levers to steer and control the "swim". When they removed the front
plate in the cockpit, holding the instrumentation, they discovered a box with a lot of
wires coming out of it that fed into the reinforcement frames that ran along the
sides and connected to motors that drove the fins, while a floor rib carried the jet
motor controls. When when they examined the "nostrils" of the "dolphin" they
found compound eyes consisting of lenses, fish-eye lenses, adaptive led lights, and
ROV sensors. The short wave radio emits a constant stream of beeps, but they are
not Morse code, though it sounds like it. Another feature they do not understand is
the total lack of oxygen supply. When pictures of the "water polo" game were
broadcast, an oxygen system had been pointed out. Where was it? But it's the dogs
who inform on the "dolphin". They are drug dogs, trained to find heroin. Searching
everywhere the dogs sense it, the Forensics team finds no heroin. Only after a fine
work brush down of the area where the tanks were turns up traces of the powder,
92% pure. They are near the top of the pyramid.
The story is told on the news:
FAMOUS DOLPHIN BOAT IS A DRUG MULE!
Bill Foley is known to have four of these boats, but it is uncertain he is the only one
to have them. No more news is let out, but that doesn't stop the tabloids from
running titles next to his picture like…
IS THIS THE MAN BEHIND YOUR CHILDREN'S DRUG ADDICTION?
SO DRUGS WERE THE WAY TO LEGITIMATE BUSINESS!
DO YOU WANT THIS KINGPIN ON YOUR SCHOOL BOARD?
Still, the police don't move in for an arrest. Police Chief Manawitzky is particularly
rigorous, as is the Mayor. The investigator must get all the paperwork together with
all the t's crossed and the i's dotted. Work must be checked and rechecked. They
must verify that this "dolphin" was owned directly by Bill Foley. In fact, their rigor
pays off. This boat was not built by Jetboat World of Portland, OR. It was built by a
Korean company as a knock-off. Extensive contacts with the Korean company reveal
several sales in the US over the last six months, but not to Foley.
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Once these facts were established Foley's demand to retract these statements had
to be met. They were, and profuse public apologies were offered. Foley once again
got to show what a gracious citizen he was, and to back it all up, he promised
another "water polo" game at Easter. He is a good king.
When this news originally broke, McIvers was not shocked, as his view of the world
was far more cynical than Nick's. McIvers was careful to step lightly around Nick's
feelings of loyalty and gratitude toward Foley. Nick, on the other hand, stepped
much further into the cave of disappointments, trying not only to avoid McIver, but
even Glenda and the children. They would take the brunt of scorn from the
community that had seen Nick show up at his house alternately in police cars and
limos. As the opprobrium of being associated with strange murders and death had
steadily dwindled and his family was on the way back to reintegration in the
community, this news about Foley was like a pail of accelerant burning its way
through all the progress. Even when Foley had apparently been cleared there was
the residual bane of people saying police were all involved in a drug world coverup.
While the crisis was unfolding Foley had called Nick to assure him that things would
clear up.
Nick took this as an opportunity to support Foley in a difficult time and said things
may look one way while being another. Foley appreciated his loyalty.
Foley: We'll have to deal with losing Merryweather. With so much of upper
management in trouble, I can't imagine how they could get things back into balance.
Let's talk soon about getting away from these people.
Nick: Agreed. You probably don't know this, Bill, but about two hours after Phil died
I was standing right next to another person who died, and I had an emotional
collapse from it all. He was an Iraq vet who approached me as I was about to leave
in the limo. Seeing the limo, he thought I was rich and might be interested in
backing a play he wrote. It was a terrible scene. By the bench where he had been
sitting was a shopping basket full of his belongings. I assume he was an alcoholic or
a drug addict. The man's fatigues were in tatters. He had written a verse play in the
style of Greek tragedy and he wanted to recite some of it. His only prop was a
baseball bat which he thought he was raising against the gods. The police thought
he was threatening me with the bat. "Stop, Police!" They said, and then they fired
off a shotgun above his head. I think his PTSD caused him to lose consciousness. He
fell and gouged out the back of his head on the nut of a fire hydrant. By the time the
emergency crew got there he was dead from loss of blood. Two men I saw in a pool
of their own blood that day, and I had a kind of breakdown. I've never seen so much
blood and death.
Foley: What a horrible story! Are you ok now?
Nick: Yes. They told me I had a stress reaction. I was out completely for several
hours, but now I'm ok and on medication. It scared the hell out of my wife and kids,
but now I'm home and they see I’m ok.
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Foley: Everyone settled down now?
Nick: Yes.
Foley: And you were saying about the play?
Nick: He told me he had presented the script to the Philadelphia Marionette
Ensemble(PME) and they had told him they would perform it if they could find a
backer. I was thinking the two of us might go in on this together. Would you like the
script? It's quite amazing. The human side of it, about losing your best friend in
battle is really stark and I think many would want to honor this man's experience. I
find the marionette idea brilliant!
Foley: You know, I have been a backer on occasion. I would like to see the script and
I have another idea. We could run it as a pilot at Ma Tristesse! We already have a
small stage that would be perfect. I need to get my mind off this other nonsense
and this sounds great!
Nick: Would you actually attend? That could give it an enormous boost!
Foley: I'd love to!
Nick: I'll talk with PME and get a bit more information about what it would take. We
could give the net proceeds to AMVETS!
Foley: Inspired idea! We could open the first night with a $1000/plate benefit
dinner.
This was so soothing for both of them. Nick could see the glimmer of something
worth doing.
***
Before the "dolphin matter" was "resolved" by the Police Chief in a public press
announcement, McIver's imagination was allowed free range. On the day after the
incident he asked Nick to explore a few ideas he had about poking around in Foley's
accounts, but Nick refused saying he would only cooperate under the terms of a
warrant. He was still an employee and still believed something must have been
wrong.
Nick decided the best thing to do about the play was to hide Foley's presence and
appear himself to be the only interested investor. When Sam Nagel, manager of the
PME heard the plan to open the run at Ma Tristesse he became great with
enthusiasm. He especially liked that the backer would be donating his net proceeds
to AMVETS, as he was a social activist wanting to do his part to help returning vets
(his own younger brother had not been so lucky as to return from Iraq alive).
And so Nick and Sam went over to Ma Tristesse to study how best to modify the dais
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for the performance, the same one from which McIvers had spoken on the fateful
night of George Murphy's death. For the exposition, Nick was given the remote
control that worked all the lights, the mag locks, and the rising curtain walls. As he
pushed the button to raise the virtual room curtains, he was suddenly compelled by
an urge to see the red butterfly; but none appeared. He felt better. The curtains
simply retracted into the high ceiling, which was a relief, as Nick had become very
uncomfortable with his hallucinations by now. His parent's sudden death in a car
accident had not been his fault, after all.
A large wooden step ladder was used to drop a measuring tape in order to
understand the view for everyone at the tables. They would also need to optimize
for the small theater where the performances would take place once the show
moved. It was decided a stage floor four foot high would be right, which, sitting
above the one foot dais would be ideal. Wanting a stage "ceiling" twice as high as
the marionettes, they determined that the marionettes should be no more than 30
inches in height, assuming that as many as seven marionettes might be on stage at
any one time. The entire marionette theater would be nine feet high not including
the top facing. All facings would be in desert fatigue pattern. As an added benefit,
Errol and Wendy were invited to participate in the creation of the marionettes and
the theater. Art takes wings.
Nick feels so good now he decides he can get off his meds.
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39. Parliament of Cats

((
Skulky: It’s creeping me out all the stuff swirling around Nick like a big toilet bowl.
Charmer: Yeah. I think it's getting in the way of his affections. I don't mean, don't
mean, I'm jealous of Rusty or something.
Jingles: Yeah right you're not jealous! You miss wiping your tail around his ankle and
being appreciated. Yer such a co-dependent type! Where in space would you be
without a knuckle to rub against, without soft ear-cleanings.
Charmer: Well, some of us don't hide from affection in a corner just biting your
nails! Oh, is that too insensitive for you? I know, back to my hair balls, right?
Bingo: Charmer, you've got to stop taking swipes at Jingles. He's just shy, really.
Jingles: Maybe it has to do with all the death going on around us?
Kimbo: Death is normal; its birth that should surprise us.
Jingles: Right! Death is normal. What's that? The consolation of philosophy? That's
deep. That ends it right there, right?
Kimbo: You're usually nicer to me. I was just giving my thoughts.
Jingles: Sorry.
Skulky: I wonder how Glenda puts up with this? I wonder about the children? The
kids seem better than Glenda, but that's always been true. Nick, Nick, what are you
doing about all this?
Bingo: Nick needs to just relax and pet me. He is hanging out in the safe room and
he's safe there, he can daydream. He can think about Bo's play rather than let
himself get all ground up in this stuff. There's really nothing to do about it. He can
just forget about it.
Bongo: I'm with Jingles. He can't forget about it. He's just pretending. I mean, how
do you just step forward out of mud this deep. Today he's surrounded with bloody
memories, like Bo, and he can't get away from them.
Bingo: I didn't know you were such a psychologist!
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Bongo: But he's totally immersed in this stuff. His best friend has turned out to be
Detective McIver! It's all he has outside his family. Even Bill... Well, that's friendly
but not too close. And there is the doubt, the lingering doubt he doesn't want to
own.
MaGoon: Yes, but he doesn't grasp his situation in the universe! It's configured d the
way it is, everything just going here and there through huge electromagnetic trials,
like a bathroom sink drain, or a pinball machine. I've tried to talk to him but he's
only polite and totally lost. First I try with a mosquito, then a water buffalo, then an
oyster. I tell him about suck and squirt but he accuses me of being simplistic.
Jingles: Well, isn't that right? He doesn't sit in his attic and play patsy with his older
sister.
MaGoon: So sitting in the safe room is working. He could try expanding his mind.
There are therapists and gurus for this! How about the zero-point people who say
the entire universe can be and is guided by your thoughts. All you have to do is
focus! Even Einstein thought that!
Wiggy: Bullshit! Einstein never thought any such thing!
MaGoon: Well it can be extrapolated from what he said.
Wiggy: Could his thoughts stop himself from farting?
MaGoon: Don't be gross!
Kimbo: So you reject reductio ad absurdum?
Frowzy: Cut him some slack. We're just talking here.
Skulky: Well I don't see how he can just dismiss this!
Jingles (chasing his tail): I'm seeing one thing and another. Young drug addict dead,
Bo dead, Phil dead, Cal, dead, two bank dicks dead, George dead. All dead. Then
there was that nutcase shooting the house up twice, and someone breaking in and
tossing everything, and then way before that his two best friends drowning, and his
parents killed in the car accident. How can he just act like everything's going well,
just get over it, slap, slap, like in Moonstruck? I really feel his pain. I'm afraid if he
just keeps covering it all up he could blow. Maybe he already has blown, but he
doesn't know it!
Bingo: Look! Maybe we shouldn't be so alarmed. We kinda know about Phil, it’s like
a feel-good death, so that one's down. He's lived with his parents and his friends'
deaths for years and gone past that. I would think he digested that by now. Then,
there is not the remotest possibility he had anything to do with George's death and
even if he wanted to strangle Cal, we know he didn't. The guy found in the Miata is
an utter mystery whose only connection is the Miata and nothing else. The guys in
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the basement, well, they blew it for themselves. So this should really all loosen up
soon. And fear? There is nothing to fear. It's really all over!
MaGoon: But I have the theory that experience resides in the nerves. The nerves are
the only cells in the body that never split and die off. In fact, as they get older they
get thicker. The myelin sheath gets thicker, making them more efficient and
permanent. If there are any bad connections in there they too become permanent
and indestructible unless surgically removed. Nature never cleanses memories, but
it can break them.
Bingo: That's gloomy, McGoon! Couldn't you find some way to bring light and solace
to this.
McGoon: I did. It's all fixed even if its broke. I agree its best to accept things as they
are and not attempt to just dive in with refreshment goals, and self-persuasion that
you are not suffering is the kind of bullshit that makes things worse.
Skulky: So you think he should just live in his own stew?
McGoon: Yep!
Skulky: You don't think he should check things out to see if there are remaining
issues, nothing to avoid or deal with?
Charmer: McGoon is right. Just settle in and pet he cat.
Kimbo: You know what happens when you can't stop searching into things? You get
sucked in, to borrow a phrase. You get sucked into how one thing leads to another,
and as your search spreads out, bridges and cross motivations appear, but never
stop and you become lost in the forest of sin.
Bongo: I didn't know you were religious, Kimbo.
Kimbo: I'm not. Not at all. It's just that sin is Greek for harm. There is harm
everywhere. One harm generates another, either directly or indirectly. But
sometimes harm is just laying in wait. It is the floor of the world. Harm is a hiding
place that is one with life. You can look for explanations and even find them, but
they are hiding places too, and won't last long.
Frowzy: I'm not sure you're wrong.
Bongo: that's not the way I live. I get out there and investigate. I nail things down
like the newspaper.
Frowzy: I'm not sure you're wrong.
))
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40. Breaking News

OPEN MACRO-CONTEXT…
On the streets of Philly there are three main drug organizations that theoretically
don't overlap. One is known to exist, but unknown by name. Police call it EX
(Enterprise X), the others are called Brazilians and Mexicans. The organizations are
like riptides, one crossing the other constantly on the streets. The Mexicans were
there first with their cocaine. With the advent of meth, they are taking their cocaine
into new markets, namely Brazil. Formerly, Brazil had been a transfer station for
Columbia and Ecuador, but now that the US and Canadian markets are more
difficult because of meth and crack cocaine, the Mexicans are developing markets in
Brazil, now that Brazilians are more prosperous. The intermediary Brazilian handlers
have been elbowed out, but themselves become competitors in the US and Canada
by bringing in distribution expertise, even for domestically produced drugs, like
meth, that are constantly under development. Meth and cocaine fry your brain; so
as the corpses are shoveled up each night, new users must be cultivated at much
higher frequencies. The Mexicans haven't abandoned the US, no way, but have
shifted interest to Brazil where cocaine use is taking off every time there is a party,
and there are a lot of parties in Brazil. Unfortunately for the barons, the cartels are
organized regionally, and, like corporations, regions should become richer, not
poorer. No excuses. If a market goes gone away or another a product invasion is
triggered., trouble begins, and even death. Other drugs have stripped away profit
from the blue chip drug heroin. Normally addicted heroin addicts will not change if
they have a choice because they see the dead of other drugs being carted away
each day, but it can happen, as it did with Pin.
Pin was among the first to convert from heroin and become a street distributor of
crack. Like the friendly life insurance salesman, he visited his friends on the street,
and the friends of friends. And this is how it works when a product invasion is
triggered. Each new product creates a rising star, until the first addict-distributors
die off and non-addicted handlers move in. Unlike a rule-bound communications
network the street network is based on distributors and addicts who can at any time
take on mixed pleasures or mixed supply organizations. What makes this world is
the ever changing ratio of guile, desperation and hallucination. But even on the
street the regularity and order of supply is prized. Generally, the heroin addicts are
placid, but the coke and meth worlds are full of brazen confidence, super-man
feelings based on the expectation that the world will fall beneath your feet if you
just push hard enough. Those most pleased by this are the feeble. Addicts are not
business people, nor can they avoid being beaten down if someone wants to do so.
…CLOSE MACRO-CONTEXT
Perhaps this is a crucible in which straight, 1940s style love can take place. The
dealers will often deplete their craving for easy sex and seek "higher" rewards, girls
and ladies that are honest targets for middle-class life rather than raw libido. That
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might seem silly or retro, but start where they are. In the case in point, Edwina is the
lovely one who sits in a thick Plexiglas booth and shuttles a payment drawer out to
the driver as he pays for parking. Money goes in, receipt comes out. Then a rattling
and squeaking, like metal needing oil, a great incatenation is taking hold. Silence.
Then a squealing around the corner from rubber on slick cement. A young man
jumps out and hands over the keys. No sooner are the keys in the hand of the driver
than the young man's eyes are all over the mechanical fortune teller in the box, until
the next weather-skinned vehicle arrives for dismissal into the mechanical hive,
around the corner then pe-tang, pe-tang, ke-dam, dank, dank, dank and away. There
is now another car entering. This one is special. The driver flashes his cellphone at
the lady in the booth. It's Julio. A blue light flashes and he pulls into a special space
around the corner. This one has a fine suit and a fine overcoat, elegant like the
Mafia of the thirties. The trunk pops open and packages are revealed with license
plate numbers on them. Ferk takes a backpack full, grabs the keys and plants each
one in the appropriate trunk. He repeats the process until everything is properly
stored. During the day each of the distributors picks up, flashing a license number at
Ferk, who then climbs the multi-tier scaffolding and runs down a cat walk ("the
track"), to the trunk to retrieve the package. While Ferk is running, Julio flirts with
Edwina, and that irks Ferk. All the packages, maybe twenty five, must be moved
during the day. Julio has no further business once the packages he arrived with are
moved into temporary storage. Ferk wants him out of there. Hinting to Julio is like
pissing in the ocean to make the tide go up. So now Ferk musters his cunning, which
is the essence of keeping alive on the streets and getting what you want, such as a
thick gold neck chain or a dazzling watch. It's cunning or nothing, cunning or death,
cunning or drugs. Ferk tells Julio that one of the expected packages is not there and
he'd better get on it, as inventories can kill. Julio insists Ferk must have put two
packages in a single trunk and insists on checking out all the "lockers". It takes about
an hour to check, but in no case have packages gotten doubled up. One trunk on the
list is empty. Julio now accuses Ferk, but Ferk just answers that he wouldn't have
called out the item if he took it, would he? So they must both be in trouble and they
probably will have 24 hours to sort things out.
The next day, Julio comes back with his delivery. But one of the usual "lockers" is
missing. Today he has a package for a red Miata. No Miata. He insists on riding on
the elector to where the Miata should be (the elector is the mechanism that places
the car into the mechanical storage array). The night Nick returned from work and
found the garage chained up was the night when Ferk had taken a joyride with a
certain package that was sold to a certain contact. As Ferk was on sole duty that
night, he temporarily closed the garage claiming mechanical difficulties. All the
regular customers that left before 5:00 were able to have a normal day, but some,
who came back for their cars late, ran into the same problem as Nick, because Ferk
was out gallivanting a bit in the red Miata sports car.
No dope no hope. The story later reaches Ferk that the other package in question
was found under Julio's front seat where it might have gotten while Julio was flirting
with Edwina and Ferk was placing a strategic phone call. Julio found peace in a
freezer. When he was found, it was not there, but in pieces in the trunk of the
Miata, thawed overnight in the waters of the Delaware.
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***
Nick is ruminating on the Miata mystery today. He had all but forgotten about it, but
it came back when McIvers mentioned it. It's funny about puzzles, the more remote
and the more gruesome they are, the more attention they attract. Nick tries to take
a run at it again. Starting from the fact that there were traces of drugs in his car, he
has to look for opportunities where his car might have crossed with drugs. But all he
used it for were suburban runs and the commute. He had never loaned the car out
as far as he could remember. There was only one answer, he thought! No two! The
dealership where he took the car for service or the auto-park near his work. There
he had to leave the keys each day with a guy named Ferk. But Ferk was just an
ordinary guy trying to make a living, and flirt with Edwina, who was gorgeous.
Now he feels new pulses coming in. How could it be that Bill knew about Phil's
future, even if he, Nick, did have at least a hazy denial about the matter. But the
haze began to abate as he considered that Foley probably owned that very autogarage! Let's see; let’s check the data. Yes he does own that one. How much money
comes in through there? Huge amount, but varies hugely. How does that compare
with other garages? Hmmm... Some of them never submit cash, and others vary,
and hugely! How is that possible? Wait! Some of these garages are not in urban
areas! Let's look on Zillow. No buildings on some of them. Something is definitely
wrong. What about gas stations and marinas? Some exist and some don't. Some
have cash flows and some don't, and they don't have to exist in order to have cash
flows.
Nick: Hello, Detective McIver? Nick here. We need to talk. Can you drop by?
McIvers : Sure. Tomorrow soon enough?
Nick: 10:00?
McIvers : Be there. You are sounding perturbed.
Nick: Good word. Can't talk over the phone.
***
BREAKING NEWS
A powerful car bomb exploded this morning between B*Bank and the Banana
Republic. FBI says they were military-grade explosives including C4 and White
Phosphorous. The explosion ripped into both buildings and set raging fires. They
fear the buildings will collapse. The vehicle holding the explosives was said to be a
1949 black Pontiac. The fire is far from over.
Nick: Oh no!
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BREAKING NEWS
Philadelphia tycoon William Foley was found fatally wounded by a shot to the head
on his boat. His boat captain was also found. He is survived by his sister, Katherine
Foley.
Nick: Oh my God!
BREAKING NEWS
The Megan boathouse has exploded and burned down. It is described as a total loss.
Evidence that it housed a drug process center is mounting. Accelerants were
involved. It was owned by William Foley. It is unknown if the late Mr. Foley was
aware of these alleged activities.
Nick: Oh my God!
Nick and Glenda had not felt this kind of paralysis since 9/11. All this they saw over
breakfast.
Errol: Dad! Isn't that the guy you work for?
Wendy: That's him. Sure! You're working for a criminal! It's going to be all over
school! Everyone will know you're a gangster!
((Chorus of cats: Gangster))
((MaGoon: Gangster))
Errol: Dad! You sell drugs?
Glenda: Of course not! He's a banker. People around him are selling drugs. Dad
would never sell drugs! He loves us! Did you take your pill, Nick?
Nick: They are next to our bed. Please get me two. I'm just going to sit here. I'm
frozen.
... After a few moments...
Nick: No school today. Today we don't go out. Rusty has to do his stuff in the yard.
Let's try to be calm. I want everybody to be calm. I didn't do anything wrong. I don't
know why this is happening to me. Foley was a wonderful employer. I can't make
sense of anything. I just work on accounts. Everyone I work with seems to be a
criminal. It's just banking! All these deaths and murders! I can't account for them. I
have nothing to do with them. I'm just here! Mom doesn't have these murders. Only
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I do, and I didn't do anything! I just left a lousy job. Is this what people see when
they leave a lousy job? I don't think so. No. Not at all.
Glenda: Take your pills. Lie down. Kids, go in the living room and I'll be there in a
moment! Look Nick; get a grip. I have to get a grip. Why do I always have to get my
own grip while I take care of your grip? It would be nice to only worry about my grip
for a change. Do you get why all this has happened?
Nick: Well, it's clear now that Foley was a kingpin. What an incredible role he
played, moving between legitimate and illegitimate business undetected and on
such a large scale! He was the gentlest, kindest, most considerate man I ever met.
He gave me a legitimate career while he ran all the rest. How could such acting be
possible?
((Cat chorus: How could such acting be possible?))
Nick: I actually figured some of this out last night!
Glenda: That's McGiver at he door. Hold that thought. Stay where you are.
McIvers : You heard about it all?
Glenda: Yes. Nick is stunned. I'm sure you two need to talk.
Nick: I figured it out last night. I mean, that something was terribly wrong with cash
flow.
((Cat chorus: Something was terribly wrong with cash flow.))
McIvers : Like what?
((Cat choir: Like what? Like what?))
McIvers : You mean you expected these things? How could you?
Nick: No. Certainly not. I just understood that the money made no sense.
McIvers : Let's take this slowly. You mean the cash flow issues gave you a
premonition that the bomb would blow up the bank?
Nick: No. Not at all. But you remember when Bo died and I collapsed?
McIvers : Sure.
Nick: Well, before I had my collapse I saw a 49 Pontiac sitting there in the middle of
the alley. It has been following me around for over six months. I once tried to talk
with the guys who drove it, but they walked away, looking at me like I was nuts. I
even gave the police the license plate number. You could check that.
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McIvers , jottting a note: And Foley's death, you expected that?
Nick: Certainly not! I could not see anyone murdering him. I didn't see that coming
at all.
McIvers : And you thought the boat house would burn?
Nick: I didn't even know he owned that till last night when I was tracing cash flows
to physical addresses.
McIvers : So what do you think?
Nick: I began to think Foley might be mixed up in some bad stuff, probably drugs.
McIvers : How did you make the link between cash flow and drugs?
Nick: Process of deduction. At first I just focused on the auto garages. Even the ones
that exist don't make sense. There are so many slots for cars, and there is a rate
table. Some days the garages were turning in literally hundreds of times the cash
they should as parking facilities. I also did some other follow the money exercises.
When I sent letters of credit to Brazil to buy the automation machinery which was
to be delivered either to current sites or sites that were being built. But some of
those sites didn't exist, not then and not now, so I must have been sending jacked
funds to Brazil to pay for something else.
((Kimbo: Seems reasonable))
McIvers : Nick everything he was doing was at least laced with drug money! You
need to leave right now for an inconspicuous place until I signal you to come back.
Do you have relatives?
Nick: Yes. We have Glenda's family in Oneonta. How long?
((Cat chorus: Boring!))
McIvers : Two weeks at least. You and your family must go on silent vacation.
Maybe Europe would be better, like Vienna, for example. I think Oneonta's too
close. This is going all over the news and people in Oneonta could blow your
location. I can't offer you witness protection because I know we have one or more
moles, and our idiot police chief will brag about having a witness to testify. Look!
We're both taking a risk here; but I want you safe, not dead.
A chill runs through Nick.
Nick: Not going to Vienna or Europe, or anywhere. I had nothing to do with this. No
one should be looking for me unless you tell them I told you about the phony
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business sites. You can easily "rediscover" all that by seizing his computer systems
for audit. I'm assuming you won't let this out?
McIvers : I won't.
((The cats are circling in a crouch))
McIvers : I'll tell you what's going on here. We got a call about Foley being shot.
When we got there he was dead in a pool of blood.
((Cat chorus: Another man lies in blood! ))
Nick shivers and sweats, but McIvers is looking down.
McIvers : I know this must be difficult for you with all this murder going on, and
worse for your family. When we found him we searched the boat. In one of the hulls
were three hundred kilos of heroin. Because drugs are involved, we confiscated the
boat. Based on what you are telling me we will be confiscating the garages and
marinas also. The boathouse that burned contained one of the jetboats, so we can
assume the boathouse was a prep shop. Apparently they were coming in submerged
under the doors. Clever. The jetboats provide robotic delivery. You knew nothing
about that, right?
Nick: No. But why all this now?
((Cat chorus: It's your fault, Nick. Nick: No its not. Chorus: You're in denial. Nick: So
be it.))
McIvers : No idea.
***
It took only one day for the street to go bonkers. Once the distribution points were
closed and the computer systems down, no messages went out for delivery, pickup
and payment. Because of the "just-in-time" approach, there were no storage buffers
with large holds of heroin, and the processing center was gone too, with everything
in it. Addicts were suffering trying to cram into methadone clinics and riding busses
to other cities looking for a fix. The golden goose was dead. Other suppliers would
stay out of Philadelphia for a while. Police-Chief Charlie Manawitzky is intermittently
on TV congratulating the police force for busting the entire "plague of heroin" "wide
open" and assuring the citizenry, and national audiences, that the guilty parties will
be "brought to justice", a phrase he dearly loves. This is when he also coins the
tangy phrase: Remember, IN PHILADELPHIA THE BLUES ARE WITH YOU.
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41. Stasis

B*Bank and Banana Republic burned furiously. The fire trucks stood in position, but
idle. A week earlier the Philadelphia Fire Commissioner received a letter telling him
that in the event that a bank burned, he should keep his men away from it as it
would be rigged with explosives on the inside. The furious blaze of the buildings
continued out of control with floors buckling and collapsing, the outer walls facing
the alley way having blown inward with the explosion. At precisely 9:00 another
bomb, on the opposing side, went off with such vehemence that all but some of the
I-beams fell into rubble as the outer wall of the building exploded out into the
street. This bomb was incendiary; the flash was blinding white Analysts surmised
someone wanted to burn all the paper in the building. The ally way had merely
provided the physical circumstances to amplify the lateral pressure of the bomb.
The buildings burned furiously for another 18 hours.
It was quickly assumed by McIvers and all concerned that the bombing had to do
with the bank's connection to drugs and money laundering; the death of Foley and
the explosion of the boathouse processing center could be taken as a signal that a
rival gang had moved into town.
Katherine Foley, Bill's sister, was in great distress when police visited her. She had
been a simple business woman who spent her life, after retiring as a third grade
teacher, helping her brother with various society functions such as sponsoring
international musical events and art shows in the Philadelphia area. Her brother's
violent death and what the news was saying about him shocked her to the core.
Now she would also be embroiled in estate issues arising from his death. Her
brother had left her a large trust so she would have no worries for her own future,
and he had left everything else to her, but probate court, under the circumstances,
was going to take years, many years. She was his only relative and he knew she
would know how to work his posthumous philanthropy. There were funds and
bonds and real estate all over the world. They couldn't just be left fallow as she
knew her brother's wishes. He owed nothing so there were no claimants.
After two weeks the police had carried out their customary paper work and the FBI
and DEA had made their rounds of Foley's top officers and found no reasons for
arrest, things settled down. The best they could do was arrest the Ferks and the
Edwinas of the world. The 300 kilos of heroin brought great kudos trickling down
which those concerned loved to lap up. Manawinsky the Police Commissioner hosts
the mayor and the governor in great fête, practicing his relentless braggadocio and
praising the team that has been left entirely out of the celebratory and creditgrabbing affair.
The police could find nothing upstream or downstream because the computer
system tying all the information chains together was gone. In fact, there was no
evidence to suggest that Foley knew any of this was going on, the evidence against
Foley was entirely circumstantial, and the media pointed this out relentlessly,
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qualifying all reports with some variant of the verb "to allege". Of course the heroin
was soon moving again, so the law was far from out of business. New days, new
victories.
***
It's Monday, March 12th, 2012 when, at 10:00, a slender leg steps carefully from the
limousine. It belongs to Katherine Foley who is dressed like someone from The Devil
Wears Prada. Nick is expecting her and she is engaging his help. It was McIvers that
told her about Nick's bunker and Nick's access to the records of the “Foley empire”.
Nick may not have known where the money came from but he does know where it
went to reside. With all due cordiality, sympathy, and humility, he expresses his own
deep loss for a man who had never been less than kind, generous and supportive
towards him. At this particular moment, although Nick is the only person with
residual access to accounts, as the other officers left the company and Philadelphia
once the initial fruitless police rounds had been terminated. There was no proof that
they had anything to do with either Foley's legitimate or illegitimate businesses.
Nick agrees to draw documents from the computer systems to help Katherine with
probate. She is very grateful to him and asks if there is anything she can do, on top
of making him sure that a goodly award will be forthcoming, but Nick says he really
doesn't want Foley's money. Bill had already been quite generous; but there would
be one way in which they could both honor him: They should move ahead with
plans to produce Bo's play, and she should be present in place of her brother. No
matter what, there was a society surrounding Bill that would probably want to still
honor him at a performance at Ma Tristesse, as they had planned. In fact, Bill was so
much liked, that many refused to believe in any drug implications, assuming the
invidious police had simply planted the drugs on his boat, or that someone, perhaps
one of his corporate officers was hiding them there unbeknownst to him perhaps in
cahoots with his surly boat captain. Disbelief was still abundant, and look how drugs
were moving again, right away, almost.
***
Chuck isn't wandering on the street very long when he gets a text message. He
hasn't been active since the systems went down. Like everyone else he has been
bewildered about supply and hounded for drugs until he couldn't stand it any
longer. He has just been staying home with his parents. He says he's on vacation. No
progress on Pin's killer, but Genie, who doesn’t know about his “business” sees the
stress all over him and suggests they take a real vacation together. She does like
him.
***
The weeks after the news events are followed by calm. Only one significant fact
jumped out at the police: that Bill Foley had been killed with a .410 deer slug, like
George Murphy. Ballistics showed the same characteristics. The fact that Foley was
shot at blank range from behind, blowing his face off, led to the conclusion there
was someone with an m.o. still on the loose, and that person may have had nothing
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to do with the drug cartels. McIvers also knew one other fact that no one else had
noticed, that Katherine Foley had been married before to someone named Martin.
When socializing, she used the name Kathy Martin. That was the name she gave
that night when she was on a date with George Murphy. Not until McIvers met her
did he recognize this acquaintance. But he knew she was not the killer because she
was sitting at right angles to him, as witnesses had declared and as video
surveillance cameras verified, first in color, then in night vision. Unfortunately, the
camera only picked up a stirring of the curtain behind George just before his face
exploded.
Nick and Glenda were able, with the help of a few psychotropic drugs, to step back
from anxiety. They even got back to meditating twice a day and included Errol and
Wendy when doing so. It was now obvious to everyone in the neighborhood that
Nick was no longer tied to Foley. Nick and Glenda encouraged their neighborhood
friends to come over for pingpong tournaments in the basement. And they had
another art party with just neighborhood kids. More of those frames got paintings.
Nick was seen out in the driveway washing his SUV on Saturdays now. Each day he
took the kids to school and picked them up. No limos, and everyone noticed. It was
all like a year earlier, except for the memories. Quiet days in mild suburbia. No more
safe room, no more meds. Hmmm.
As for McIver, it felt like everything had passed, except for Bill, George, Cal, Pin, Julio
and the exploding bank. Investigations continued concerning J-P Stillings, Ed
Silverstein, Carlos Menendes, Angelo Ardö, and beyond. Investigations elsewhere
branched out and snagged on many dilatory and co-dependent issues, enough to
bog things down, at least for a few more years and keep the investigation industry
humming, emailing and thriving. Nothing but a sea of turgid and halfway
grammatical letters.
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42. The Building Of Babel

There was a big healing process going on in the Winslow family's life: Bo's play, The
Winds of Babylon. The marionettes had to be many on account of the crosshistorical references, between modern Iraq and classical Babylon. In the play there
are dreams where the gods, ancients appear and talk to the soldiers and
insurrectionists. The hardwood bodies are worked in a shop, and clothing is sewn in
the fashions of all three character types, all male combatants. Goddesses and
Succubi will be nude. Errol and Wendy get to help with the sanding and finishing of
the wood while Franco Coccioni, master marionettist, turns out body parts on a
lathe. American soldiers are painted in a ghastly yellow white, while those of Persian
ancestry and extraction will be a light brown. All have blue eyes. The theater is
basically a 9 x 12 x 5 foot box in four vertical sections to be bolted together after
being moved into place. The facing on the marionette theater is first stenciled with a
desert camouflage pattern. A tape masking allows for the fill of light green
splotches. The mask is then removed and the light tan is applied to the bare wood.
An airbrush fills in subtleties, to make it all look like a tent and give the military
context.
Nick, Glenda and Katherine brainstorm. What's the point? The point is to on or the
soldiers returning from Iraq and Afghanistan, but honoring with a simple channel of
funds one night is unimaginative and won't mean much to the guys who are back.
Glenda has the brainstorm, the real one: Why not reduce he price to $500 per plate
and run the affair for two weeks, but with an entirely new feature. Ma Tristesse is a
very flexible space where the curtain walls were designed for rearrangement. Not
only that, but how about adding a real emotional component to it all? How about
assuming there will be 120 people coming. The 60 donors get to line up at the door,
behind the great red arch, and welcome 60 honored soldiers and their guests. The
soldiers will all be free guests paid in full by Ma Tristesse? At the end of the
performance they will have a champagne affair and waltzing to Willi Klapphammer's
Old Vienna Dance Orchestra? The M.C. will call for exchanging partners, so the
soldiers and their guests will actually feel the embrace of prosperous community
leaders, and perhaps gain useful connections. The leaders will be personally invited
to show true Philadelphia gratitude toward the military. Admission for the soldiers
will be first-come, first served-basis. Rather than give automatically to ANVETS,
military support organizations will apply for the proceeds after filling out a
questionnaire as to how they support 9/11 vets. Awards will be made based on
focus and effectiveness. The soldiers will be given a final dinner in which they will
decide where the proceeds should go to local support groups and in what
percentages. That's what the three of them came up with.

This announcement began to appear in city papers:
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Winds of Babylon to Open at Ma Tristesse
Some of you may have passed a ragged vet sitting on a bench with the shopping
basket full of his possessions in front of the B*Bank that recently exploded and
burned. It had been the regular spot where he entertained people with stories
about the war in Iraq and verse passages from his tragedy. People would stop by to
listen. He knew their names. They knew him as Bo and they were sometimes spellbound by what they heard. They left money even though he was generally
understood to be an addict. He lived in a lot of pain for us.
He died while approaching a potential backer for the tragedy he had written. Bo had
the idea of presenting his tragedy in a unique way: in marionette theater. One of his
pithy lines for this idea was: "In war, someone else pulls the strings while we pull
the trigger. " Why not tell the story that way? And it is a deep story honoring the
deepest of friendships among soldiers standing and crouching in a wind of bullets
and shrapnel.
The show will donate all proceeds above cost to local veteran's support
organizations in his honor, and in honor of our soldiers. Ma Tristesse will present
the play after dinner for fourteen days with half the tickets being donated to
returning service people and a guest, along with free dinner, drinks and party
afterwards. Donor's tickets tickets will go for $500 a plate.
The marionettes are custom made and the traditional marionette theater is custom
built for these outstanding performances.
Tickets available at PhiladelphiaMarionetteEnsemble.com.
The evening news also ran several spots on it, covering the passionate story of a
soldier returned to nowhere with only a script and a law bag full of his possessions.
The Public TV channel even did a special on the creation of the marionettes and
theater, and then compared it to some of the earliest heroic marionette traditions
of Athens.

The new owner, Katherine Foley, well loved and respected in Philadelphia society
would easily exert a strong pull on figures for whom $1,000 was pocket change.
Many there were who themselves were vets from earlier wars, and many there
were who felt a life-long pang of guilt for NOT being vets, a sort of vicarious
survivor's guilt. These people were eager to drag their wives to this function, and
their wives would finally experience what it felt like when their husbands were
dragged to the ballet. It was emotional. Lining up behind the grand arch at Ma
Tristesse would be something like a ball in Anna Karenina, or a presidential
inauguration. They could all imagine themselves warmly welcoming the soldiers and
their guests. Some would walk, some would roll, some would limp and everyone
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would make them feel their personal appreciation. Everyone would dress formally
for them.
Ma Tristesse is a relatively small restaurant with a maximum capacity of 200. The
plan for 120 did not unduly compress things, but the two-hour dining period was
going to place a great deal of stress on the kitchen. The affair was not going to bow
to the rush by lowering culinary standards or by eliminating choice. It was all
supposed to be the best they could offer, full menu, perfect looking, delicious and
hot. To achieve the level of product and service they were after, Katherine called in
help from California, an executive chef, and two sous-chefs of his choosing, and
someone to run the wait staff, which they would temporarily enlarge. This meant
pushing everyone aside in the tyrannical reality of the kitchen. And of course
Antoine Cocteau, the new executive chef, would have to make his mark on the
cuisine, altering cut, prep, fry, grill, broil, spice, broth, sauce and visual decor. The
entire kitchen staff hated him. Why change what everyone loves? Terrible
conversations took place by the dumpster, which they began to call "Antoine's
coffin".
And it didn't stop there. Antoine was bisexuality belligerent. He would approach, get
rejected (because he was gross and stinky), and then sulk until he could find a way
to get back at those who rejected him, namely everyone. And he got back at
everyone by the same strategy: by attacking their professional self-esteem, sticking
his finger in whatever they were doing and shuddering with repugnance. In the case
of the enemy wait staff he would just be a klutz and bash into them as they were
leaving to deliver plates to tables. The consequence, for wait staff, of losing a
delivery, was a standard $50 fine on the paycheck, so there were those who opined
by the "coffin" that he was doing this to decrease wait staff costs. A secondary
effect was that each accident resulted in a falling off of efficiency so that plates-perhour metrics fell as did wait staff incentive pay, again saving money. And to top it
off, there was another side effect Antoine could take credit for. When plates don't
arrive, guests call for more drinks, especially those who don't start with wine. That's
good for the tab, but it can cause problems with customers getting progressively
more drunk and consistently talking over each other in the midst of their blow-hard
conversations.
These were only the practice weeks leading up to the show, so the schedule was still
flexible, some nights with only fifty or so people, who infuriated Antoine by leaving
their "flavor needle" set at three, and Antoine didn't hesitate to reset all the flavor
needles between seven and ten. He had to keep an eye out when they came in.
Each person on the wait staff kept wondering how the flavor stats could come in so
high each day. It didn't take an economist to explain that by fudging the flavor
needle Antoine could prove the quality was kept high while reducing cost. Ordinary
business acumen.
Why did everyone put up with it? Pennsylvania is a "Right to Work" state, meaning
that anyone can be fired at any time for no reason at all with no consequence for
the employer. This was a banner Antoine raised high and often. He reminded
everyone that he had a contract and they didn't. This further infuriated everyone,
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but they had spent years building the good renown of Ma Tristesse and knew
Antoine would stop being guest chef at the end of the marionette performances, so
they scowled and bore it.
On top of this, Antoine had one persistent fantasy: getting into Genie's pants. Genie
(Genevieve at work) had two other ardent admirers John (Jean-Pierre, Belgian, not
French), and Chuck. She complained bitterly about the matter to both of them, who
didn't know each other. Chuck was probably the more dangerous of the two in that
he was carrying the shame of not avenging Pin's death, yet. John, on the other hand,
would begin to twitch when he heard about it, as he, after the last three years had
himself not been permitted to nail her and became rife with frustration on hearing
that she was Antoine the pervert's target. John didn't know about Genie's
involvement with Chuck and sometimes told himself she was a frigid bitch, but
when she told him about Antoine's advances his knighthood became erect and he
swore under his visor he would never let that scum-sucking abominable whacko
touch her anywhere. Once when Genie slipped between them with a tray held high
he saw Antoine give bump against her butt with his whole front, and John at that
moment experienced the deep throb of the desire to murder that bastard with his
knife, slicing off his life, like a cucumber.
***
Time is moving forward in a great wave. McIvers continues the scramble for
progress and information, barely staying ahead of Manawitzky's relentless drubbing
and the exigencies of multi-agency multi-level communication and the terrible
uselessness he feels from the accomplishment of nothing. Glenda moves forward in
her role as non-intervening Principal looking for a meritorious hand out for
education from sources where every dollar has a string attached. Chuck is stumbling
about looking for who-done-it hints like a camel in search of a water fountain, and
finding nothing. He feels abandoned as Genie is suddenly too tied up to see him,
which doubles both his resolve, desperation and futility amidst the new primitive in
drug distribution circumstances. Chuck had asked "up chain" who done it, but
nothing came down or from across the street networks. Nick is working with
Katharine and Glenda's beginning to wonder what's going on, so she keeps her
fingers in the idea pot for the show. But mostly Katherine's not even there. Glenda
wonders if he is also beginning to have psychiatric problems again. He has shown
her his idea for planned seating. He says he is maximizing the benefit of mixing the
"sponsors" with the soldiers. He thinks it will be easiest to achieve the ideal mix by
regimenting the seating. The problem he sees is that the sponsors might all sit
together and talk business, quite possibly with their wives at separate tables, while
the soldiers also clump together. So he devises the system that there will only be
tables of four and places will be assigned by a code. The code consists of the
following elements:
SDGT
S=status [s=sponsor|v=vet]
D=side of the table [NSEW]
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G=gender [m|f]
T=table number
In general, the woman would sit to the right of the man, and the sponsor would sit
on the East side of the table. But when Nick presented these ideas to Glenda and
Katherine, they immediately picked it apart. Ok, we get the mix, but why the order?
Some sponsors are women as are vets, and some guests, sponsors or vets, were
bound to be LGBT. Ok, they agreed on a simplification: one sponsor couple and one
vet couple to a table. They asked Nick if he wasn't overworking his reason, and Nick
began to cower more deeply, feeling less accepted and protected. The cats were
beginning to talk again, but he said nothing to them, just listened.
Another issue they took up was the flow of social entry. Sponsor types knew each
other, or would be interested in the opportunity for networking. To prevent them
from networking through the entire event, they agreed to start at 5:00 for a sponsor
cocktail event, lasting, with horse d'oeuvres, through 6:00, at which point the vet
couples would begin to arrive and be greeted at the arrivals arch buy a gauntlet of
prestigious welcome. Once everyone was safely inside, a round of champagne and
orange juice would allow everyone to begin the evening with a friendly clink before
proceeding to their assigned tables. The previous alcohol consumption on the part
of the sponsors enables them to loosen up and begin to see these soldiers as
somehow equal, at least through the reverse telescope of mostly mild inebriation.
Then, after a fine meal and more drink, the show would start. This wasn't just a
dinner; it was a soirée. Nevertheless time was tight.
***
Perhaps it is the pressure of the upcoming events, but Nick begins feeling strong
anxiety. Perhaps it is public appearance after so much time escaping the implosion
in his world into himself, especially Bill Foley's death. Nick still cannot feature Foley
as a kingpin. How can he be so confused by the conflict between what he knows and
the appearance of what has happened? Could there be no other motive from other
than a drug empire? Were they missing something? Nick suspects he has been
hiding from doubt by pouring himself into the show. And now, tonight, it will start
and this virtual safe room for his mind could begin to dissipate, leaving him with
unmanageable questions.
After school Errol and Wendy are practicing another Chopin duet: Nocturne in Cminor, again, transcribed by Carlo Buttini of Nocturne #13, op. 41 for trumpet and
cello. Even at their current performance level the effect of the key of C minor, like
the Kyrie in Mozart’s Great Mass, swooned him in to beatitude for several
moments. The children had removed the Ping-Pong table, turned on the spotlight in
the "duomo" with the smiley faces looking down, and played the entire piece with
scarcely a flaw. The sweet sostenuto of the Wendy's amazing cello sumptuously
wrapped Errol's Miles Davis like delicacy in musical velvet. And at the end Nick was
completely overwhelmed in his recliner chair. The children became afraid. He
seemed not to be with them. Wendy squeezes his cheek repeatedly until he
responds with his warm arms to gather them in. Does a father see angels?
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Upstairs he hears Glenda is home and he goes up to greet her. She notices he is
apprehensive and asks if everything is ok. He's uneasy about the black tie dinner
they will attend. They will all have to get ready quickly as they are all going. They
have a special table, and Nick will be the toastmaster and will be asked for a few
words as the producer. This too makes him apprehensive. Errol must bring his
trumpet for a special part he has. Wendy will bring her cello to play in Willi
Klapphammer's Old Vienna Orchestra. She has a beautiful white silk dress with
ruffles and a powder blue sash, like a child painted by Fragonard.
When they arrive, the small orchestra is still tuning, and Wendy tunes with them
then places the bow on her lap. Then they begin to play as the sponsors arrive. Nick,
Glenda, Kathy, Antoine, Sam and Judy Nagel form the greeting line as Philadelphia
society arrives. The bar is open and the hors d'oeuvres are cris-crossing the room.
Smiles, formal dress trains, décolleté, diamonds, gems, pearls and black ties are
everywhere. No one waltzes at this point as they are focused on their drinks, politics
and business. By guest time, there is already some social heat in the room and by
now the women have fallen away to discussion tables. At 7:00 the chimes are rung
and the soldiers com walking in with their guests, some wives, some girlfriends,
some boyfriends, not all of whom are accompanied by someone on the other side of
the gender gap. Some walk, some limp, and some roll. All have their hands shaken
warmly, although the squeeze on the gays is somewhat less hearty.
Once they are in, everyone is furnished with another flute of champagne and
someone begins to bang on the side of a water glass with a spoon. This ringing
sound is the gauntlet Nick needs to pass through in order to begin the toast, which
goes:
Welcome Sponsors and fine soldiers returned from the fronts. Tonight we honor
you for your bravery, order and restraint in battle. Tonight we honor you for your
sacrifices and the injuries many of you have endured on our behalf, both physically
and mentally. We owe you much and we know it! Tonight we honor also the
sponsors whom you defended against attack, and they will honor you personally at
their tables with a fine feast and a fine show written by one of your comrades in
arms, a man who tragically died here in Philadelphia, someone you might have seen
sitting on a city bench outside the former B*Bank with the grocery cart full of his
possessions, a homeless man who didn't want his fellow soldiers to be forgotten, a
soldier who lost so many friends and was so driven by grief he, yes, self-medicated,
managed to write this tragedy that started with the loss of friends, his best friend,
and ultimately ended with his own loss of life. Let us raise a glass to him with our
hearts, as if he were here to raise a glass back to all the unknown heroes in this
room, and the sponsors who so honor them. His name was Bo Kenter, and he was
from Birmingham Alabama. He came from a broken family and he was one of seven
children. His father left and disappeared and his mother did the same two years
later, leaving $1,000 on the kitchen table with a note hoping that would get them
through to when they could fend for themselves. Third youngest, Bo left all behind,
there not being any work when the economy totally collapsed in Birmingham back
in '91. Bo enlisted as most do because there was no other place for him to go. The
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Winds of Babylon was his dramatic representation of that soldier's life that he could
no longer bear to keep silent about. He decided on the marionette presentation
based on a motto always the lips of the soldier: They pull the strings and we pull the
trigger. Many will identify.
So here, now that you have been holding up your glasses for this good while, let us
drink to him. Let us drink to our fine people in uniform and all the people in this
room for whom they fought so selflessly.

Open psychological kinetics...
Soldiers' Thoughts: Yeah, right! Fuck these bastards! Look at the jewels on those
bitches!
Sponsor's Thoughts: No wonder they couldn't find jobs! Too bad we couldn't just
come and watch the show!
...close kinetics.
Nick: And now we invite you to take to your table and we wish you a wonderful
dinner and show. We will be serving immediately because our schedule is tight and
there is much to come.
Now as everyone was seated a semblance of intimacy and calm was recreated by
lowering all the partition curtains, so that each "room" had only four tables. Service
could begin quickly as each sponsor had preselected the wine and everyone had
preordered from the full menu. Unfortunately Antoine had his hand in the prep-flow
plan so as to eliminate waste and avoid inefficiency, in the kitchen, that is. The
effects on tables were disastrous by the most common restaurant standards. On
some tables one of four plates arrived, leavings uneven delivery intervals, so that
ripeness, freshness, delicacy and temperature being all became all but meaningless.
They may as well have been eating rations. Suspenders were snapping,
cummerbunds heaving, gray-haired men were sputtering as the soldier simply
watched the otiose and pretentious spectacle. Plates were sent back to the kitchen
and gentlemen began ordering single-malt; soldiers began to ask for beer to go with
their "hamburgers" (Pelion on Ossa). Rushing back and forth to warm things up or
have plates redone, many collisions were taking place on the way to the kitchen and
in the kitchen. If the staff had been able to stuff Antoine in a pot they would have
boiled him, or better, used a pressure cooker. The restaurant became filled with
red-eyed dragons and jackals. The jackals didn't complain, but watched as the
dragons sought the attentions of Katherine and Nick to demand explanations and to
redress them with a plenitude of not so private humiliation. Eventually Nick had to
announce that as time was running short the baked-Alaska, coffee and cognac
would wait until after the show. Grumble, grumble grumble. For Nick the cats were
out again, and then the strangest thing: He thinks he sees Bill Foley standing by the
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red arch, but when he gets there to demand an explanation, Bill is no longer. He
deeply regrets Bill is not there to enjoy the fruits of their project.
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43. TABLE TALK and TAFELMUSIK

To take some of the tension out of the air Nick signals the dance orchestra to begin
playing some soothing music, which they do. During the rounds of play between
kitchen, food and customer, there is something to pay attention to besides the
difficulties of conversation at the table. The ten rooms of tables had four tables
each. At each table were two couples, so the social coordinates could be indicated
by the following key: Tn[S|V][M|F], where:
Tn=Table number
S=Sponsor
V=Veteran
M=Male
F=Female
But this could be further simplified by the realities of the situation. The ladies would
speak of nothing but drivel and make at least one trip to the "powder" room, so
designation is not really required. They were too up tight to talk about things of
heart that mattered to them. The men could be classed as obliquely suggested in
Nick's toast into " String Pullers" and "Trigger Pullers", or SPn or TPn. So the
conversation between SP3 and TP3 would be taking place at table three, where SP3
and TP4 would be taking place from one table to the next. SP3 with SP5 would be
taking place across the curtains, but that doesn't happen too often, although servers
are expected to appear from between the curtains at the snap of fingers.
Conversations started routinely between S and V, with S telling the long story of
how he "pulled himself up by the bootstraps" an expression almost universally
chosen for its implied solidarity, and V stating how he came to put on his/her boots.
Such was the depth of experiential ger. Then the conversation would move from the
resume recitation to attempts at personal interaction where S would try to show
either his likeness or his understanding of V.
At a table in the same curtain room Glenda sees S3 pull out a German Walther P32,
common to the SS. He puts it on the table so V3 can examine it. Glenda clutches
Nick's arm and digs her nails in a bit. She doesn't know what to do. Nick is cautious
and after a few minutes sees that S3 has put the gun away, or at least it is no longer
in view.
S3 <-> V3
S3: WW2 was some war! My father was there on D-day! Now there was a battle! He
never stopped telling me about it.
V3: He was on the beach?
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S3: No. He was on the bridge watching for air support, but they never came; they
dropped everything miles away. The soldiers were forced to run into the hail of
bullets. He watched the men as they dropped. Never got over it.
V3: That must have been an amazing experience, right there at one of history's
greatest military fuck-ups. We don't have battles like that anymore, Sir. Mostly we
deal with IEDs, snipers and RPGs. People just die around you and you don't even
know where death comes from. Your friends are just snapped away. They think
they'll do something tomorrow, but they don't, can't, dead.
S3: Yeah, the enemy was located where we could see them, usually in bunkers. But
we didn't shoot people, just the enemy. Didn't have to worry about (air quotes)
collateral damage, just the Jerries & Japs.
((V3: Asshole! ))
((S3: No REAL soldiers these days. Armed to the teeth, well-equipped, no big lifewasting blunders! ))

S19 <-> V19
S19: I was telling Cammy here, my wife, that I was so looking forward to meeting
one of our proud warriors tonight. So you were actually there when they bombed
Baghdad? We only got to watch it on TV, remember Cammy? [Nods adoringly].
V19: That's the way we watched it too. CNN. We were in a camp and could only see
red fog, or smoke, I guess. We didn't go in for about a month after that.
S19: You must have felt that waiting is hell feeling, before you really charged into
battle. Were you all going nuts?
V19: No, that came later. The first shots were tense though because they sent us
without the proper body armor and the Bradley's were made of tinfoil, only good
against bullets. Were you ever at war?
S19: No. Vietnam was raging, but I managed to avoid the draft. Vietnam was some
awful war, not just a conflict. Vietnam was really inhuman, burning whole villages to
the ground, killing agriculture, napalm, carpet bombing. At least the Iraqis avoided
all that! And the soldiers didn't have to get exposed to agent orange, like the people
of my generation!
((V19 [smiling]: Fuck you, fuck you, fuck you! ))
V19: Right! We didn't have to do those things because of the Geneva Convention,
but similar things did happen. In Fallujah we burned a lot of people to a crisp with
White Phosphorous. That was used in Vietnam also. I saw a lot of collateral damage,
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although CNN never says shit about it. [V19's wife grabs his arm, fearing his PTSD
will go off, which would not be a pretty sight].
S19: But that was only used for smoke and night time illumination! Not as a
weapon!
V19: Whatever you want to believe... [stupid cock sucker!]

S41 <-> v41

S41: You know as Police Commissioner here in Philly I really have to admire all
you're doing for your country.
V41: Thanks.
S41: Ya know our men have to go into some pretty bad neighborhoods too!
V41: Yeah, right. Tell me about it.
S41 (irony undetected): Well there's a big difference. If we kick in a door and kill
everyone the media are all over us. Must be nice to just do your job then move on
to the next house.
V41: Yeah, it's great!
S9 <-> V9
S9: We are so grateful for all your sacrifices! We know how it must be to go over
there away from everything you love, all the comforts of this country, and all you
must be missing. I am always so astounded when I meet a soldier. You don't really
seem proud or boastful. You are always so humble, look down, and call us Sir! I
don't feel like a Sir. Not royalty, why do you always call us Sir?
V9: Well, Sir, I don't. It's just something we do when we are around someone who
isn't a common soldier, who has some money, or some respect that doesn't come
from rank. We just use a word that's familiar to us and lets people know we are just
back recently. We're not used to being here and after all the fighting we don't
exactly understand what we're coming back to.
S9: Thanks for explaining that. Always wondered.
V9: A lot of people ask that. [Looks down at his shoes to see if his polish is holding
up.]
S27 <-> V27
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S27: So how long have you been out?
V27: About three years, Sir.
S27: What are you doing now that you're out?
V27: I spend a lot of time at the V.A.
S27, a bit incredulous: You were injured?
V27: Yes 'n no. PTSD, Sir. And now I go to a meth clinic. Trying to kick.
S27, cautiously: Have you been looking for work?
v27: All the time since I got out. What do you do?
S27: I have a foundry.
V27: What's a foundry?
S27: There are many kinds, but ours specializes in scuppers and manholes.
V27: Scupper?
S27: It's an iron piece used for water drainage on bridges, buildings, streets and big
ships.
V27: Wow! How did you get into that business?
S27: My father had the factory. I grew up with it. He had one in Poland and when he
came over after the war he started one here. I went to college and studied poetry
but there were no jobs for poets! [Exhibits a look of obvious hilarity on his face].
What did you do before you "upped"?
V27: Worked at Walmart. Couldn't stand it. Thought I would join up and have a
military career. Lots of my friends did it. Better than Walmart? That's for sure! You
have any jobs?
S27: Sometimes. What are you trained in?
V27: Killing people, but I'd like to learn something else.
V27F: He sure would! [as she says this she grabs his bicep.]
S27: Well, here's my card. Send an email to Josey@GotYaCovered.com. Has a
military ring, no? We'll keep it on file and when we see a match we'll give you a call.
V27, dejectedly: Nothing now, though. What kinds of jobs do you have?
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S27: Well, all the standard jobs like accounting and computers and sales. The rest
are factory floor jobs. Using machinery to haul ingots and products around. Then
there are the furnace and casting people. Very dangerous, though. Can you drive?
V27: Yes, Sir. I can drive. Sometimes had to drive fork-lift in the military.
S27: Ok. Something might come up.
V27: I’d appreciate it.

S30 <-> V30
S30: I see you have lost a leg. On TV they are always showing people such as
yourself and you know what they always seem to say?
V30: No. I'm homeless and don't have a TV.
S30: Oh, sorry. They always say they'd like to go back and help their buddies over
there.
V30: That surprises me.
S30: Didn't like it? What were you doing over there?
V30: I was in the collections unit.
S30: What's the collections unit? Picking up pieces from the museum looters?
V30: No. We picked up bodies and body parts to be shipped back to Dover 111th
Quartemaster Company.
S30F: Eewww!
S30: That must have been harrowing!
V30: Yes, Sir! Harrowing.
S30: Do you have a job yet?
V30: No Sir.
S30: What's the problem?
V30: Too fucked up.
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44. THE DRAMMA OF IT ALL

The dinner drags on. The conversations drag on. Plates are served and plates are
hefted away. Sometimes a stack of them slides sideways onto the floor, covering it
with something like ceramic lava in an ooze of scrapings. Sometimes they spatter
onto the chamber curtains. A din has become pervasive as drinking has not satisfied
the thrust for social substance and music supplies the first hundred decibels to be
conquered by conversation. The trouble brewing in the kitchen is unknown to the
guests.
But amid the incessant grumbling the sound of reveille emerges, and the curtainpartitions rise. A young boy, dressed for choir, stands in front of the dais, awakening
everyone with his trumpet to the beginning of the show. It starts in a cackling
fortissimo and dwindles to a nearly inaudible pianissimo. So skilled is the
marionettist that what might have been an ancient sage strolls, yes, strolls from the
wings onto center stage cupping his ears over with his hands, panning slowly
upwards as if to avoid the chorus, which said:

(Walking from left to right under a spot on an all black stage, in dark-gray garb)
Leader of the Choir:
O Gods! Of what legions shall I tell far and wide?
The notions of cruel man and woman
That found such dalliance in crumbling halls
That no sane reason ever might
Light up the livor that creeps apace
Between minute and century and century and rock and flesh!
We are here forever till the last be killed
And any destiny for Babylon become unwilled and unfated,
Forgotten like a broken stone along the way.
(All in sable gowns, the single marionette group of four slowly rises
revealing masked faces in hoods and moves front right to back left,
backwards drifting under an intense blue spotlight, plural in number but
speaking in first person.)
Choir (strophe)
I have never understood who made the Gods or why;
I have never understood why the earth bore us to this world
Nor how Fate was formed around this single sink of mystery
And why the Sire brought me here to suffer some later part of the destiny
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He will miss and I fulfill until
Mother Earth reclose her thighs around me.
(Choir begins drifting to right front again)
Choir(antistrophe)
Are these the Persians here; are these the Greeks?
What spell, what urge, what issue do they boil in their heads
To cook the other side in hot blood and run the streets with charred gore?
I think reason is a whore, merely the whore of death
To be thrown away when the season has run.
These Iraqis, these Americans presume their Gods to know
And nothing know from world above nor world below.
(Drifting rear left)
Choir (strophe):
Follow me now to watch this tragic rite
All formed round a fine young man of blindest hair, of bluest eyes
Who grew beyond his mind and beyond his age
Struggling to measure ancient against new
And new against confusion, love and grief.
(Moving front right to join the Leader)
All (antistrophe):
He has come running here and will die here
For reasons less absurd than usual;
Here he will break in doors to find the source of death
And by mistake ring his arms round lovely Roshanak
With the lips of love and soft warm hands.
OPEN Psychological Kinetics...
SPONSORS
Oh shit, what did I leave myself in for? Wasn't one class in literature
enough? Why not just plain old English? Maybe the wife will like it. Better
shut up.
VETERANS
Been there. The women in mourning like these choirs, all in black. Our nuns
still dress like that. I've seen the old stone theater. Had rock concerts there.
I've seen the women mourning and scratching their faces, tearing their
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clothes in grief till they were in rags. They do miss their men, children and
friends. Bo could really poetize all this. Looks really tragic. Don't see how
anything good can happen.
Nick to Glenda: Amazing no? Glenda, squirming in her seat: Yes, amazing.
CLOSE Psychological Kinetics
The stage goes dark. On a large screen above the marionette theater, clips roll of
the first night of Shock and Awe. A big JBL cinema sound system kicks in the sounds
of explosions, whistles, sirens as giant torrents of orange smoke arise over the
boulevard palms and dates on the way to the main systems of human comfort :
electricity, sewer, water. As they are exploding new flashes of white light overcome
the brown-orange of the damned, and after a moment bump..bump... bump..
bump.bump sounds are heard throughout the restaurant as the big commercial
flash systems are set off, irregularly, over the tables. They suggest illumination flares
as warnings to the fleeing population that the bombs are coming. All techniques
stolen from rock concerts. Then a blood-curdling scream comes from V27. A young
man has cracked. Lights go on and other veterans grab him, hold him and hug him.
His wife comes to usher him out and the other soldiers offer to help her. She waves
them off. Their arms are outstretched towards them, like a departure in a ballet.
OPEN Psychological Kinetics
Sponsors are thinking: Jesus these guys are sensitive!
Veterans are thinking: They don't get it. They really don't give a shit! I'm
going to stay and see Bo's play. Those assholes can leave.
CLOSE Psychological Kinetics
After a few moments the sound of chimes, signaling that it is now time to be seated,
begins to ring and chairs are heard rolling around tables as everyone retakes their
place. A spot drops on left stage and there are half a dozen Muslims kneeling and
bowing in prayer, muttering something no one understands. To the right of the
marionettes the persona Paul and the persona of Bo are sitting on a rock drinking a
beer. The backdrop is black and the light on the Muslims dim. Space is ideological.
They have been assigned to Fallujah.
Paul: You are not like the other guys. You find this place strange too, right?
Bo: I think it's strange, yeah, but a lot of us do, for all kinds of reasons. I
think it's going to get stranger. Thirty six hours till they call in the attack.
Shit's going to rip this place apart.
(Flash system goes off and Paul and Bo take cover behind a pile of rocks - chairs are
heard sliding in the restaurant. Nick sees cats on stage and he tries to make them
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flee by blowing air through his lips, as if he were playing a trumpet. Cats not on
stage.
From rear right stage, in the dark, behind Paul and Bo, ghostly Iraqi folk float up and
out on wires towards left-front stage, waving arms, and disappearing somewhere to
the upper left of stage. Their garments flutter. Zee-eewww, zee-eewww they go as
they pass by. Have the spirits been released already so death will pain them the
less?
Now, an Iraqi and his two daughters come running on the same path, but on the
ground. They stop. That they are planning can be seen from the hand gestures of
the father. She will go one way and she the other, then reconvening later over there
[points to his right], followed by words upward to Allah. They flee in different
directions.
Paul: They will probably lose their father tonight. He will come looking for
them. They are beautiful and will be left for rape, and no father will avenge
them.
Bo: You really know about these people? We just got here!
Paul: I read. I study. I've always thought if I studied enough I could
understand why the world is so fucked up. Start at the beginning. There is so
much I'm still at the beginning.
Bo: How could reading get you there?
Paul: You find a starting point, then there is a reaction, and a reaction to a
reaction then there is a ricochet, then more and more and you lose pattern,
so you go deeper, earlier to see where the walls come from that enable the
ricochet. And that leads you into mazes inside mazes.
Bo: Do you get out?
Paul: No. That's what the Greeks discovered: you never get out. They called
it Fate. Beyond that, there is love, hate, and bargaining with the gods, but
the bargaining has already been factored in, as have love and hate. Love is
the only sweet fruit.
The huge thud of an explosion is heard, then a huge thunder roll. The theater goes
black. Now the sound of taps calms everyone. Errol plays solemnly, but no one sings
the verses:
Fading light dims the sight
And a star gems the sky, gleaming bright
From afar, drawing near
Falls the night.
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Neurologically, it feels like the Ave Maria.
A dim spot light shows on a soldier. A naked female figure is presented upper-left on
the stage drifting down right-center, coming to stand at the feet of the sleeping
Paul.
CHORUS (rear-left)
Roshanak, goddess Roshanak,
What do you come to tell
From behind the coverings of beauty?
Why do you seek him? Are you in love?
[Chorus disappears into the dark of the wing]
Roshanak:
O Paul of the gold thread hair and sky-bright eyes
Come back from the depths you seek
There is nothingness in depth
It is like the bottomless sea
Come! To the surface and roll with me!
[Strides Paul and sits down and grinds]
O Paul of the gold thread hair and sky-bright eyes
The Dawn, jealous of lovers, must stay away for now
For I am Roshanak your destined love
She who went screaming past you tonight
Sent by my weak and fated father
You must love me and live for no other
I alone am your connection to life and delight.
[As she speaks and grinds Paul's head rolls from side to side]
I alone am your connection to life and delight.
I alone am your connection to life and delight.

Paul says: I will save you; I will save you!
[Roshanak rises to her feet and slowly disappears backwards into the dark wing].
OPEN Psychological Kinetics...
SPONSORS: Yuck, yuck, using dollies for porno! That's new!
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VETERANS: I know. Over there you shiver in the heat all day from fear. At
night you look for a short wall to stay behind. Soon the crunching of feet
stops being heard. You can put your pistol down next to you and try to close
your eyes, but they open, seeing the deep stars. And sometimes she will
come to you too in her fluttering gown, clean, beautiful, soft and big-eyed.
It's the only time when utter fatigue is comforting, as you fall so willingly
into the sweet passivity she loves so much.
CLOSE Psychological Kinetics
Darkness closes over all, and Reveille is heard again. There are now ten soldiers on
stage arranged around a Bradley.
Sargent: Today we just watch. We get in our Bradleys and circle Falujiah so
they know we are here. We don't shoot unless we see Fedayeen Saddam,
the black devils, fleeing with their guns, but don't shoot unless you see that
gun; otherwise it's against the Geneva Conventions. Got it?
Men: Got it!
CHORUS: Got it!
Sergeant: This is going to be dangerous. There are mines all over the place
that can blow the shit out of one of these babies [pointing to the Bradley].
Front right is the most dangerous. Who volunteers? Who rides shotgun?
Who gets the best shot?
Paul raises his hand.
Sergeant: Done! Dismissed.
[Soldiers walk away]
Bo: What the fuck's a matter with you? It's the most dangerous place of all!
Paul: Well you know what I was saying about Fate? They always say in the
movies: I'm going to die, but not today.
Bo: Don't give me that crap! I can't let you die. I'll switch with you.
Paul: No you fuckin’ won't. I'm not going to die. I had a dream! I really had a
dream that told me I'm saved for better things! My job is to protect
somebody, and I'm starting now!
Bo: Forget it! You're going to die a dumb-assed death if you act like this.
There is no glory in death, only mind-numb nobility.
Paul: Great line, Bo. Keep that one.
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OPEN Psychological Kinetics...
SPONSORS: Finally, some action! Sick of talk! I heard he'll get his legs blown
off. I wonder how a marionette theater will handle that!
VETERANS: Lucky bastard! He got something to dream about, something to
get him through the terror, all the burnt bodies, gore. ..some meaning in it
all..something to win!
CLOSE Psychological Kinetics.

[The restaurant again goes dark and shoes shuffle on the floor. A big flash pops].
Nick sees a glowing red butterfly about the size of a dinner plate come to lite above
stage-right. It slowly waves wings like another thin-wired marionette.
The guests are unaware of what is happening in the kitchen, namely, dish washing
and the preparation of baked Alaska. It takes the whole kitchen and wait staff to pull
off the 160 portions to be served simultaneously. A plate is loaded with vanilla-bean
ice cream, next topped with sponge cake and finally with meringue. A special long
cart has been devised, about two feet by twenty, on castors. This will serve as an
efficient way to deliver all the glamor of Baked Alaska at once to the guests. Also,
the usual prep areas are impossible to use as the dishes being washed, some 700 of
them are sitting there waiting to be put away. At that they are precarious.
Although this all may seem fun and festive, Antoine is busy giving everyone
hypertension about making the perfect sculpted swirl of meringue before
submitting the plates, four at a time, to the oven, which doubles the anxiety as
these Kremlin-like domes must have just the right brown on the structural ribs. Each
of these works of art must be removed very carefully from the oven so as not to
suffer damage and reveal the frustrated artistic pretense behind them. Each item
must be like an oasis of sweet pleasure standing above a mote of strawberry coulis
with "rocks" of blackberries, chunks of peach and candied walnuts. Antoine assigned
the task of decoration to "Genevieve" and the oven extraction to "John" ( refuses to
call him by his French name Jean). Antoine is resentful of Jean because it had been
he, who had always been chief pastry chef. His production plan that could
accommodate the serving of all this dessert at exactly the right time at the end of
the show. He, Jean, had personally governed the temperature drop of the vanilla
ice cream so it could stand in the room under its insulation dome without melting
and discoloring the slightly thickened coulis. Jean was an unrivaled expert.
As the tragedy raged on the stage of marionette theater, one of the temporary
waiters Antoine had "rented" watched at the door and signaled every few minutes
that the performance was moving at expected speed. He would use the overhead
kitchen light switch to punctuate the synchronization.
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Antoine: This has to be extra special tonight! Not like anything before. For the first
time, in honor of the military, we will convert Baked Alaska into Bombe Alaska! You
know what I mean? (Points his index finger up.) We take a shot of dark rum and
pour it over the meringue. When we serve we have Mike (the one flipping the light
switch) stand outside the kitchen with a blow torch and light each plate as it rolls
out. This is going to be "fantastique"! Fourth of July. Bastille Day! And when you
pour the rum, it must run down, enhance, the “architecture” of the dome, and not
drown it. Be very careful. I am watching!
(The wait staff is completely non-plussed).
Now as the process continues, Antoine thinks to show his unfettered delight in how
well things were going. He arches over Genevieve from behind as she is ladling on
the dark rum.
Antoine: I love the way you are pouring that rum over each creamy dome!
Antoine, being an arrogant sexist pig, does not expect “Little Genie” to react the
way she does. She screams at the top of her lungs: YOU PIGFUCKER! At the height
of her strength and breath she spins around with the heavy ladle in hand and
smashes Antoine in the nose. Now he lunges at her but she steps aside, and
Antoine, with his extra big bulk, sends the cart containing the Bombe Alaska
crashing through the double doors into the restaurant area. Mike, in an effort to
reclaim the moment, addresses the audience.
Mike: Ladies and gentlemen! Presenting Bombe Alaska!
Mike, not withstanding that the performance is still rather far from over, proceeds
to light the Bombes Alaska. Soon the entire twenty foot cart is aflame with desserts,
two by two. No one can imagine why he is doing this. Marionettes freeze on stage.
On the other side of the kitchen doors, Antoine, after stumbling down to all fours
and having struggled to his feet, is saying: No, no, you idiots! The show isn't ready!
But it's too late. He spins on his heels. Now he’s pissed! Antoine marches back into
the kitchen and verbally abuses Genevieve. She, in turn, picks up a big cleaver and
begins to walk confidently toward him, calling him a deformed pile of fat. He backs
up and soon there is the sound of a landslide of dishes as Antoine tumbles
backwards. He shortly regains his feet and grabs the flashlight from Mike, then the
restaurant remote control to turn out all the lights and activate the magnetic locks.
Antoine: Now you can't get out, ma biche! I get you, ma biche!
But suddenly he falls forward after his face explodes, just like George's. The
gunshot is very loud. The entire kitchen is spattered, all at once. Just at this
moment the industrial flashes fire as planned in synchrony with the progress of the
desert tragedy. And then more shots as two sponsors go running towards the
kitchen, shooting as if they could see a target. Another shot is heard, and one of
them falls forward onto the cart, tipping it over. There are now small flaming
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mountains of meringue all over the floor, which everyone, now running for cover, is
slipping in. Cuffs catch on fire, causing panic. Then more gunfire. Everyone is
looking for a pitcher of water. Another shot is fired and a woman screams. Another
shot and another person falls, this time a soldier.
"STOP, STOP, STOP, CEASE FIRE" McIvers yells at the top of his lungs. This is the
police! Put your guns down, all of you! Now he fires two shots rapidly into the
ceiling causing a curtain to fall on one of the meringue fires.
After calling for backup and 911, McIvers begins to survey the scene. The man who
fell over the cart was the man (S3) who had shown off his WWII German Walther
P32 (Police-Chief Charlie Manawitzky). Seeing the chief dead filled McIvers with
strange feelings. He didn't say, Oh my God! It's the Police Commissioner! No. He
tested the neck for death, waving people back. He said: Where are the others.
Stolidly, as if from good training. The woman who had screamed had a wound just
under the clavicle. It was grave. The soldier was also dead, shot in the heart. And
another man lies writhing on the floor uttering something no one can understand. A
woman is kneeling down next to him and holding his head on her lap, and wiping his
forehead with a napkin. He is Nick and she is Glenda. And now Errol and Wendy are
rushing to find their parents. Was he shot? No. Thank God! But I think he snapped
again! Nick is shaking and his eyes are rolled back. McIvers pulls away after
repeating no,no,no many times. His best friend is hurt. He regrets never having said
Nick was his best friend.
McIvers : If there is a doctor in the house, please see what you can do! Police and
medical teams will be here right away.
But then he realizes the doors are all locked. Where is the remote? Where is the
remote, he shouts out. Where is the remote?
From behind the kitchen door he hears: Here! Here in the kitchen! When McIvers
arrives he sees Antoine face down and awash in his own gore. Kathy Foley-Martin is
standing there with a pistol aimed at John. She looks snidely at McIvers , and orders
everyone out of the kitchen.
Kathy: Case solved! John shot Antoine who was molesting Genevieve. Crime of
passion, this one, but not the others.
McIvers : The others?
Kathy: Yes, George and my brother.
McIvers : The proof is all here.
Kathy: Check out John's walking stick there. It's a kind of zip gun, .410 cal. Just right
for deer slugs.
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McIvers picks up the cane, turns the handle, and there, in the chamber, is an empty
shell, recently fired. The cane is fired, he determines, by pulling back the white
knob, which is simply powered as a hammer strung to two #64 rubber bands.
McIvers : Where did he get such a thing?
Kathy: It's a cottage industry. Untraceable.
McIvers : Why did he kill George and your brother?
Kathy: I have no idea.
John: Let's make this short. I killed Antoine because the was mistreating Genie. I
killed George because her brother asked me to. He didn't approve of Kathy going
out with a guy who sold scumbags. I killed her brother because she asked me to. I
was told I would become Executive Chef here if I did it.
McIvers : Why did you have your brother killed?
Kathy: Because my brother had no business bossing me around about my love life!
We were partners, but he couldn't let me have my men as I let him have his women.
He overstepped his bounds when he had that simple jackass shot. But you didn't
hear that McIvers because you're dead. And so are you John. (Shoots them dead).
Genevieve appears through the kitchen doors carrying Glenda's pink gun.
Genevieve: And so are you, Kathy. You had Pin killed. (Shoots her dead).
When police arrive they find Genie pining over John. She tells them that when she
entered the room, she saw that Kate had killed John and McIvers and she had to
shoot Kate or be killed herself. The police remained with this understanding.
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45.WAKING UP TO A NEW REALITY

The police brought in Forensics to deal with everything. All 40 tables were
interviewed, each separately. The Willi Klapphammer Old Vienna Dance Orchestra
was interviewed, the entire wait staff, the theater company and marionettist,
everyone who was still standing. The wounded and the dead were taken off to the
hospital; and Nick was taken writhing to a special floor in a different hospital.
The upshot of the investigation was basically that everyone had gotten so invested
in drama that they all found themselves in an emotional arena. The constant
flashing and stimuli, including sexual, ramped up any PTSD potential there might
have been among the soldiers. The feeling of cold contempt coming from the
sponsors seemed to compress the hearts that had suffered so much; the evident
heroism, coming from the stage and the soldiers themselves, made the sponsors
secretly deflate their exaggerated sense of self-worth to a point where they didn't
have enough left to fart. So when a disturbance arose in the kitchen, Police
Commissioner Manawitsky sprang to his feet like he finally had a mission in life and
then stumbled over the Bombe Alaska cart with the result that sticky fireballs were
spread all over the floor like so many cluster bombs. And then the soldiers, seeing
this black-garbed man run at them with his gun drawn activated their automatic
fight reflexes to pull their guns too and begin firing. By the time all was over twenty
rounds were dug out of walls and people. There had been no crime here, but fracas,
confusion and the soldier's most reliable reflexes from training and experience.
McIver, who knew he most about all the related parts and stories in this world was
dead, and all the dots he had connected died with him. Kathy, of course, was guilty
of first degree manslaughter for killing John and McIver, but she too would be
eternally silent. Since Genie had entered the room after all the who-done-it
confessions had been forever redacted by Kate's bullets, she knew nothing: only
that four people had died shortly before she burst upon the scene.
Of course Bo's tragedy, Winds of Babylon would never be performed again. The
chief Marionettist, Franco Coccioni, had taken a bullet in the knee, resulting in
severely comminuted fractures that would disable him for at least six months. And,
to everyone concerned, the Karma of the play would be forever rotten and
unknown. No one would see the love develop between Paul and "the shining"
Roshanak. They would not see them find each other under the banyan tree after her
father had been butchered and dragged through the streets. They would not thrill to
the deep thorns of life-giving love in the midst of the body smashing, humandesecrating war. Bo's most tragic scene, in which Paul's body, legless and sopped in
blood, has been thrown in Bo's lap after Bo has implored "collections" to let him
have this one great friend of his for a sacred moment, one fucking last time, would
never be enacted for the public. We could say it was like real war, though, a fiasco
without catharsis.
***
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Now, after a few days in the psychiatric ward, after he has again been brought back
from the brink of brain mush by the action of benzodiazepine, a nurse sees that
Nick's eyes have rolled forward to normal position, though still impassive. After a
few hours he begins to hum, then he says: Nahhhh! Quietly, he is wheeled on his
table into a room full of medical electronics. Several specialists pass by to watch the
brainwave. They speak a very secret language, maybe medical, maybe Korean, to
anyone passing. After several days of scrutiny, they conclude he may have to go
home or to a care facility. They don't know what more they can do or say. But three
days later Nick begins to make more sounds. They decide to try simple
communications, like: If you can hear what I am saying, blink your eyes. And he
does! And now to test more neuro-cognitive functions they say: Blink your right eye.
And he does. Then they say: Blink your left eye, and he does. Within a few more
days Nick is raising requested fingers and bending requested toes. Then noises
begin. Then words like "ice", "water", "hungry". But now comes a word they are not
expecting: Alice! Then a phrase: "I want Alice!" "Get better Alice". "I want Alice".
He begins to get frantic. At this they decide on sedation. He restores quiet to the
ward. He says nothing now. Doctors confer and decide the utterances were
probably the subconscious surfacing as random neural events. He is quiet now. Very
quiet. The is having another neurological event: a smile. Look at that! He is actually
smiling! That does it! Discharge! He is stable. Send him home in an ambulance with
his meds. Tell his wife we have done all we can.
Glenda is called.
Doctor : He seems to be stable now. We can't do much here. One thing, though. He
kept calling out something about Alice. Does that mean anything to you?
Glenda: The only think I can think of was a person he kept mentioning from a cafe
he frequented out in San Francisco.
Doctor: Did he have a deep emotional attachment to her, an affair, perhaps?
Glenda (irritated): Noooo. I really have no idea. No idea at all.
When Nick arrives, the emergency team helps get him up to the bedroom. They
explain his medications to Glenda, leave her instructions on whom to call, when and
for what reason. They also let her know that he is no longer on IVs and needs some
simple foods. They have removed his catheter and he should be okay on that sore.
While all this instruction is taking place, Glenda is becoming ever more impatient,
and they do sense it.
Medic: I know you need to be with him now. He's sedated but should awaken in an
hour or so. If we can help, please call.
Glenda ushers them down to the door, then sits down in the living room with Errol
and Wendy, explaining that she doesn't want to shock their father by stirring the
environment too much. They will see him again at the right time, when he's ready.
Yes of course he will be ready, and pretty soon, she's sure.
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Shortly, they hear some groans from upstairs. Glenda ascends quickly to see how he
is. When she opens the door, he is waving his right hand toward himself. She
approaches. He motions her to bring her ear closer.
Nick: I want to see the children.
Glenda nods and goes to the door: Kids! Come up here. Dad wants to see you.
And they clamber up.
Dad! Dad! You're alright! You're alright! We were so afraid!
He hugs them tightly. I'm ok. I'm ok.
Rusty can't resist jumping up on the bed to lick his missing hero.
Soon, his eyes are on Glenda.
Nick: Come here!
And as she bends gently to receive his arms around her, he says, with an innocent
twinkle in his eye and a broad smile: Alice! You're the greatest!
Glenda bursts out laughing through her warm tears and says: Pow-zoom!
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MaGoon's Afterword
He alights in the old hardwood forest near Dove Lake, a secluded body of water.
The bench he sits on is a relic, but not broken. Spines of light strike the ground all
around him, so thick is the tree cover. He looks at the glasslike surface of the lake as
if expecting something to arise from it, or plummet into it. The road going down to
the lake shore is full of large stones, about the size of cobbles, perhaps once
cobbles. If someone were backing down that path with a boat trailer, he would hear
stones tumble and rub.
He thinks:
All dead. Nick is okay and so is his family and so are the cats, though we can't find
them at the moment. All the dots of crime and the connections are gone and only
the bodies remain on an otherwise blank canvas. The turbine that drives the process
is nowhere to be found. It was all here from the meaningless beginning and we will
never reach its meaningless end. The part in the middle, in time, that we might
understand. The substance of this world is not substance anymore than existence is
null. Let me illustrate this through historic refraction.
MaGoon is part of something else, if I can so objectify myself. Where he comes from
has been known many times and in many forms. He, I, takes his name from
Magonia. In the 9th century there were witnesses who came to be inscribed in the
official flotsam of written history. They were the Franks . They knew like all early
man that everything living is born to the earth and dies back into it. They knew of
the seeds and the rain in the clouds, and they knew of the cloud ships from Magonia
that work with the witches, tempest -raisers and hail-makers, of the earth to carry
off the crops on the cloud ships, back to Magonia, because Magonia cannot produce
its own food, having no land. The Franks were busy worshiping and propitiating and
begging the Magonians not to ruin their crops.
Send down the seeds of everything.
Take what you need only from the air, and float away!
Send the seeds of man and woman to earth, and melons and spinach and cherries!
Leave the crank and screw of nature functioning.
Leave it.
When Bishop Leidrad of Lyon decided he had enough of office; when he decided he
had enough of Church Politic, and trying still to beat down the worshipers of Lug the
crow God. He being in such a prominent place, and reporting directly to
Charlemagne's son, he couldn't bear that the Romans, who wouldn't understand
anything about those parts, might name his successor. Normally he would have to
die before being replaced, but this was a new world where the descendants of the
state should pick their own successors, so he had an underling, named Algobard,
who was particularly ferocious and eager to maintain independence and keep the
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impetus going that Leidrad had gained. Charlemagne hadn't been named emperor
for nothing, at first.
Okay! Said Louis the Pious! Just do it! And he did. The Synod of 814 in Arles, a
protest by other bishops against this thoughtless and non-traditional appointment
of Agobard, phased Louis the Pious not. So then, in 816, when Bishop Leidrad died,
Agobard's rather sinister projects became the more engaged.
The "Carolingian Renaissance" thought to recreate the greatness of Rome from the
fourth century BCE. Aristocratic Roman tolerance was to be a part of it, so Louis
decreed a ban on proselytizing to Jews, but the upstart Agobard would do anything
in his power to legitimize his power in the eyes of the Rome that had disapproved
his appointment. Agobard made it his mission in life to raise up hatred against
them, writing such treatises as On Preventing Association With Jews, Admonitions
Against the Wicked, On The Insolence of Jews, and On the Superstition of the Jews.
Like all politicians, he had his own two-pronged approach. At the time, Jews lived in
considerable number in Lyon, many driven from Spain by the Muslims centuries
earlier. They were prosperous and, like all the other Lyonnaise gentry, had slaves in
their possession, so Agobard invented a nifty tactic for their destruction. He could
not proselytize Jews, but he could proselytize (baptize) their slaves. Christians could
not be held as slaves. Loopholes were not that difficult to find. He would ruin he
Jews by taking away their slaves; they would have to contend with their own
chamber pots. The second prong was to attack them on their "superstitions" ( De
Judaicis Superstitionibus). Superstition would be anything not in conformity with the
church. He merely had to know his enemy. Heresy could always be punished by
burning at the stake, a popular pass time of the period.
The study of superstition was a lifetime effort for Agobard, and while picking around
everywhere he could, he came across beliefs that were very common to the people.
That, destroying the vestiges of pagan practices, he claimed as a special mission
handed down by his stern predecessor, Bishop Leidrad. Among these were beliefs
having to do with supposed " Magonian" cloud ships and cloud sailors that that
worked with local pagan witches to destroy and steal crops. As they could be
burned for it, all discussion, at least around literate people, stopped. Agobard had
his way as far as we know.
Certainly you will recognize the Magonia theme from current science fiction.
Jacques Valleé's PASSPORT TO MAGONIA: ON UFOs, FOLKLORE AND PARALLEL
WORLDS, purports that it is a history of such things taken to be absolutely true at
least as figures of profound sincerity. The alien space ship visits earth to get what it
needs to survive. So no matter how far you go in space, there are creatures trying to
survive and willing to make raids along any coast of prosperity they can find. There
are the attackers and the protectors. They all have their reasons. Is it all crime, or
just compulsion from another point of view? We label what survives good and what
perishes bad, but in fact it is all mere process. No one calls the survivor evil.

Oft Scyld Scefing sceaþena þreatum,
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monegum mægþum meodosetla ofteah,
egsode Eorle, syððan ærest wearð
feasceaft funden; he þæs frofre gebad,
weox under wolcnum weorð-myndum þah,
oðþæt him æghwylc þara ymb-sittendra
ofer hron rade hyran scolde,
gomban gyldan; þæt wæs god cyning!
There was Shield Scheafson, scourge of many tribes,
a wrecker of mead-benches, rampaging among foes.
This terror of the hall-troops had come far.
A foundling to start with, he would flourish later on
as his powers waxed and his worth was proved.
In the end each clan on the outlying coasts
beyond the whale-road had to yield to him
and begin to pay tribute. That was one good king.
--Beowulf, tr. (the late) Seamus Haney
((Bill Foley was a good king.))

They don't dare call the survivor evil. Nor do they dare to announce that the
Magonians are coming, not anymore. That night, the last night of camping for the
Winslows, was that luminescence in the cloud a Magonian presence? Could the
Frankish interpretations of the Magonians have been a mere vision of reality that
only seems far from objective? What if the Magonian weapons were really micropsyches being used to bombard our beings with confusion in order to part us from
our work and absorb meaningful process? All the cats could be micro psyches. Bill
and Felicia could be micro psyches. Tom, Bonnie, and Mary could be micro psyches,
all inhabiting the same brain, driving it to distraction in order just to experience vital
process, while Nick walks around tormented and confused. At the limits of
imagination are all the ghouls of survival dancing around fires, waiting for us to fall
in. They want our candy. The great crank and screw of nature is a grinding and
molding and pouring into illusory shapes of permanence and detritus. And if the
micro-psyches are non-local they are illimitable, not subject to detection if here and
arbitrarily there at the same time. They drive the urges, and urges drive stories and
stories drive being onto the ocean of historical direction, towards a shore
somewhere that doesn't need to be raided and a survival that needs no assurance.
On this side there is pain within pain looking out at pain. The weeping lady, sitting in
her chair, the night of George's murder, with her purse open on her knees, and
there is a hand in the purse, looking for her lace bordered hanky, fluffs her taffeta
dress and petticoats. She is crying about losing the man of her life, but not her lover.
They have lived in a crummy apartment for so many years. It was a simple life, as
simple as could be. He brought home the bacon. She cooked it. He sat down at the
table day after day and told stories of minuscule adventures and she touched his
shoulder as he made a fool of itself. He knew he was a fool and he knew, so deep in
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his heart how much she loved him, and that made him glow, every time he set foot
out into the rumbling hell of the streets. Her life was in the apartment and her life
was at the grocery store, the drug store, a game of bridge with her friend Trixie and
a conversation about their silly men. The silly men were always dreaming up ways
to get rich, to get out of the bus and the sewer so they could feel more proud of
themselves and not feel so ashamed of what they really were before their toosplendid queen-like wives. She was Alice Kramden living most of her life on the
clean side of a dirty window with no children to show for it all. Stolid, never
complaining Alice. But she was also Audrey Meadows, who had dulled her own
beauty to get the part to live with a dumbed-down and ridiculous commoner
husband, Ralph. She would place her hand on his shoulder as he suffered insatiable
pathos or she would look at him quizzically every time he hit upon a plan to raise
them from the filthy edge of material despair. And he, Jackie Gleason, was the
inspiration of the venture that drove them both to closeness every week as people
tuned in to laugh at them and themselves weep for the beginningless and endless
daily adventure of the same love that saved the Greeks from being entirely
dissolved in the acid of fate. Her tears erupted once the show had shown, and
Jackie Gleason, belovèd but never her lover, died.
In parting, here is a 6th century poem about Magonia that also survived.
MAGONIA
Scio prati ultra colles
Tuta ab umbris frigora brumae
Ilic semper aestiva
Illic semper diluculum
Scio prati
Cingulus pretiosus
Pulsatio mea illac
Bene ignotumque
Secretum cubile
Ubi omnia mirabilia provenerint
Scio prati
Locus penetralis apricus
Tempus est extraneum
Hic Magonia
Licet interdum sim sanus
Quem ob rem me diligere
in Magonia
Et nunquam permeabo.
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Here is a translation by Jörg Vogeltanz
MAGONIA
I know a meadow beyond the hills
Safe from the shadows of winter chill
There's always summer
There's always dawn
I know a meadow
A precious zone
Follow my heartbeat to over there
It's all uncharted, a secret lair
It's where all wonders originate
I know a meadow
An inner state
Time is a stranger
Here in Magonia
Though sometimes I feel insane
So love me rapturously
In Magonia
And I shall never leave again.
The heart of the matter is: We all speak with cats.
Just messin’ with ya: The translation is the original and the Latin text is an impostor.
Nice poem, Jörg!
Prediction: The green ledge around the Sistine Basement will support an electric
train at Christmas. Errol and Wendy will think it most awesome.
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